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PREFACE

Luke, not Eusebius of Caesarea, was the first Christian historian. In anti-
quity, he was the first to present a religious movement in a historiograph-
ical manner. As for all historians, the aim of Luke is identity. When he
recounts the birth of Christianity, its undesirable rupture with Judaism,
and then the universal adventure of the Word, the author of Acts offers
the Christianity of his time, an understanding of its identity through a
return to its origins.
My reading of the historiographical work of Luke combines two pro-

cedures of investigation: historical criticism and narrative criticism. I am
convinced that the understanding of a biblical writing requires that it be
immersed in the historical milieu of its production (this is the epistemo-
logical credo of the historical-critical method). Constantly, in the course
of the study, I shall be examining the culture and codes of communication
of the ancientMediterraneanworld to which Luke and his readers belong.
However, the author of Acts is also a storyteller; the tools of narrative crit-
icism help to identify the strategy of the narrator, the organization of the
story, and the programmatic clues for reading that he has sown in his text.
One of the insights defended in this book is that we cannot reach the

theology the author has written into his work without adopting the
itinerary he imposes on his readers; this itinerary is the twists and turns
of the narrative. I think that narrative reading makes it possible to do
justice to the thinking, often scorned by scholars, of this talented story-
teller. Because he tells his story well, Luke’s thinking is not systematic.
In rediscovering the hidden architecture of his work, one discovers the
mastery and coherence of this great historian and theologian, without
whom Christianity would be ignorant of most of its origins.
This book is the translation of eleven chapters of my work La première

histoire du Christianisme (Actes des apôtres) (Lectio Divina 180; Paris,
Cerf and Geneva, Labor et Fides, 1999). Chapter 10 has been published in
a slightly abridged form in David P. Moessner, Jesus and the Heritage of
Israel (Harrisburg, PA, Trinity Press International, 1999), pp. 284–304.
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xii Preface

Begun in November 1992 at the Graduate Theological Union in Berke-
ley (where I was an invited scholar), the French version was completed in
June 1999 at the University of Lausanne (Switzerland). Its argumentation
has profited from the questions and suggestions of countless colleagues,
students and friends, many of whom are cited in the footnotes. The prepa-
ration of the book owesmuch tomy assistant Emmanuelle Steffek, whose
work was invaluable, checking the references, the bibliography, and the
multiple re-drafts. The English version depends on the talent of three
translators, Ken McKinney, Gregory J. Laughery and Richard Bauck-
ham, whom I congratulate on their patience in understanding my French.
I am particularly indebted to Richard Bauckham for having reread and
corrected the English text, and to David Alban andValérie Nicolet, whose
competencies were precious in checking the final version. The English
translationwasmade possible through a grant of the ‘Société Académique
Vaudoise’, and the generosity of a donor.
I wonder if Luke benefited from as much support. I hope so.



1

HOW LUKE WROTE HISTORY

Was the first historian of Christianity a proper historian?
There is no doubt that Luke – for this is what we name the anony-

mous author of the third gospel and the book of Acts – intended to tell
a story about the birth of Christianity. He was the first to have writ-
ten a biography of Jesus followed by what was later given the title of
‘Acts of Apostles’ (������� �	
��
�̂�). In antiquity, this would never
be repeated. The two volumes of this grand work were divided at the
time of the constitution of the canon of the New Testament, before the
year AD 200; the first volume was grouped with Matthew, Mark and
John to form the fourfold Gospel; the second work was placed at the
head of the epistles, to establish the narrative framework of the Pauline
writings.
It is here, at the moment when the corpus of Christian literature be-

gins to emerge, that Luke’s writing, dedicated to the ‘most excellent
Theophilus’ (Luke 1. 3; Acts 1. 1), was broken in two. The length of
the whole is impressive. These fifty-two chapters represent a quarter of
the New Testament. Modern exegesis refers to this text as Luke–Acts in
order to remind readers that Acts cannot be read without remembering
the gospel as Luke has written it.
Luke, then, wanted to create a history, but was he a good historian?

Exegetes continue to disagree on the answer. In order to take a posi-
tion in this debate one must first of all clarify what is meant by writing
history and what we mean by historiography. It has been shown that
the expectations of the reader vary according to the type of historiog-
raphy adopted by the author. Paul Ricœur helps us to clarify this point
by proposing a useful taxonomy. Secondly, I shall investigate the ethi-
cal rules in use in the first century. A study of the work of historians in
Graeco-Roman antiquity leads us to note that historiography did not wait
until the Enlightenment to be conscious of itself. Among the Greek and
Roman historians there is open discussion about the notion of truth in
history.

1



2 The First Christian Historian

I intend to move forward, depending successively on the results of
recent epistemological reflection as well as the deontological debates of
‘the ancients’ concerning historiography.

How does one write history?

Until the beginning of the nineteenth century, the question of the historical
reliability of Luke’s work was not even an issue. Anyone who wanted to
know how the Church was born had but one place to turn: the Acts of the
Apostles. This document provided what was necessary and, even more,
whatwas to be believed. The bookofActswas both amanual of the history
of Christianity and (especially) the baptismal certificate of a Church born
of God.

Doubts arise

Doubts arose, however, when the data of Acts were seriously compared
with the rest of the New Testament. W. Ward Gasque designates the first
critic of the reliability of Acts as Wilhem Martin Leberecht de Wette
(1780–1849).1 The problem emerged when the Lucan portrait of Paul
was compared with the information given in the letters of the apostle
(Acts 9. 1–30; 15. 1–35 compared with Gal. 1. 13 – 2. 21). De Wette
argued that Luke’s information is partly false, partlymiraculous and partly
incomplete.
But this was only the beginning. Not long after, de Wette was followed

by thewave of Tübingen-school critics (Tendenzkritik) who imposed their
reading of a conflictual history of Christianity, where Luke played the role
of mediator. Ferdinand Christian Baur (1792–1860), the brilliant initia-
tor of this historical paradigm, situated the historian Luke at the critical
moment when the state of Christianity required a synthesis between the
Petrine tendency and the Pauline heritage. Baur saw in Acts

the apologetic attempt of a Pauline author to orchestrate the
bringing together and the reunion of the two parties face to face.
Luke makes Paul appear as Petrine as possible and Peter as
Pauline as possible, by throwing as much as possible a reconcil-
iatory veil over the differences that, according to the unequivo-
cal statement of Paul in his letter to the Galatians, had without
a doubt separated the two apostles, and by plunging into forget-
fulness what troubled the relationship between the two parties,

1 W. W. Gasque, History of the Interpretation, 1989, pp. 24–6.
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i.e. the hatred of the Gentile Christians against Judaism and the
Jewish Christians’ hatred toward paganism. This benefits their
common hatred against the unbelieving Jews who have made
the apostle Paul the constant object of irrepressible hatred.2

The advantages of the Tendenzkritik

I shall often return to the merits of the Tübingen school, which
has wrongly been reduced to a Hegelian schema of thesis–antithesis–
synthesis (now rejected in the historiography of ancient Christianity).3

The major achievement of the Tendenzkritik was to place the framework
for understanding Luke–Acts in history, and to propose a historiographi-
cal goal which aimed to fix the identity of Christianity around the end of
the first century. The Tendenzkritik intuition was to view Luke as seeking
to reconcile competing, if not antagonistic4 values, within Christianity.
This intuition should now be rethought, without oversimplification.
To return to Baur: his works functioned as a real detonator in the

criticismofLuke’s historiography.Many questions have arisen since then.
Is it not wrong to present Peter and Paul, antagonists on the question of
kashrut according to Galatians 2. 11–16, as like-minded? Why is no
place in Acts given to Paul’s virulent battle concerning the Law? 5 Paul’s
version of the Jerusalem assembly in Galatians 2. 6–10 (an unconditional
recognition of his mission) is constantly set against Luke’s conciliatory
reading (compromise obtained by means of a minimal code of purity, the
apostolic decree of Acts 15. 20, 29). How is one to explain the silence
of Acts concerning the confessional conflicts that the letters of Paul, as
well as the Johannine epistles and the Pastorals, reveal? In other words,
according to Paul, Christianity’s search for its identity, from the 30s to the
60s (the period covered by the narrative of Acts), was a lively conflictual
debate. Yet Luke paints a picture of (nearly) perfect harmony between the
apostles. ForBaur, there is nodoubt that ‘the presentationof theActs of the
Apostles must be regarded as an intentional modification of the historical

2 F. C. Baur, Über den Ursprung, 1838, p. 142.
3 See especially chapters 2 ‘A narrative of beginnings’ and 4 ‘A Christianity between

Jerusalem and Rome’.
4 A presentation of the work of the Tübingen school relating to the Acts may be found in

Gasque’s History, 1989, pp. 26–54. Also C. K. Barrett’s ‘How History Should be Written’,
1986, offers an interesting evaluation of F. C. Baur’s argumentation.
5 To get an idea of the differences between Paul’s account and the Lucan presentation,

one should read synoptically Gal. 5. 3–6 and Acts 16. 3 (the circumcision); Rom. 3. 21–6
and Acts 21. 20–4 (the question of the Law); Phil. 3. 4–9 and Acts 23. 6; 26. 5 (the Pharisaic
identity).



4 The First Christian Historian

truth (geschichtliche Wahrheit) in the interests of its specific tendency
(Tendenz)’.6

A gaffe on a worldwide scale

Baur then, brings Luke before the tribunal of ‘historical truth’, but he
allows him the mitigating circumstances of being captive to a historical
and theological tendency (Tendenz). But the most provocative expression
comes fromFranzOverbeck,who in 1919 referred to thework ofLuke as a
‘gaffe on the scale of world history’.7 What was the mistake? According
to Overbeck, Luke’s sin was to have confused history and fiction, that
is, to ‘treat historiographically that which was not history and was not
transmitted as such’. In brief, the author of Acts blended history and
legend, historical and supernatural fact, in a concoction from which the
modern historian recoils in distaste. Etienne Trocmé, in 1957, concedes
that Luke is a ‘capable amateur historian, but insufficiently formed for
his task’.8 Ernst Haenchen adds that Luke was the author of an ‘edifying
book’.9

It is unnecessary to continue.10 The denunciation of Luke as a fal-
sifier of history, at best naive, is forceful and scathing. Very generally
speaking, the opinions of scholars are fixed along party lines: on one
side the extreme scepticism of German exegesis concerning the historical
work of Luke (Vielhauer, Conzelmann, Haenchen, Lüdemann, Roloff,
with the exception of Hengel), and on the other side the determination of
Anglo-American research to rehabilitate the documentary reliability of
Luke–Acts (Gasque, Bruce, Marshall, Hemer, Bauckham).11

6 F. C. Baur, Paulus, der Apostel [1845], 1866, p. 120.
7 F. Overbeck, Christentum und Kultur, 1919, p. 78: ‘Es ist das eine Taktlosigkeit von

welthistorischen Dimensionen, der grösste Excess der falschen Stellung, die sich Lukas
zum Gegenstand gibt’ (italics mine). For understanding Overbeck and his time, one book
stands out: J. C. Emmelius, Tendenzkritik, 1975.
8 E. Trocmé, ‘Livre des Actes’, 1957, p. 105.
9 E. Haenchen notes that the Lucan preface (Luke 1. 1–4) inaugurates a work in the

style of Xenophon, if not a Thucydides, but the author ‘lacked two requisites for such an
undertaking: an adequate historical foundation – and the right readers. Any book he might
conceivably offer his readers – especially as a sequel to the third gospel – had to be a work of
edification’ (Acts of the Apostles, 1971, p. 103). This however, does not prevent Haenchen
from honouring the historiographical capacities of the author (ibid., pp. 90–103)!
10 A detailed state of research can be found in F. F. Bruce’s ‘Acts of the Apostles’, 1985,

see pp. 2575–82 or E. Rasco’s ‘Tappe fondamentali’, 1997.
11 The edition, in the making, dedicated to the historical roots of Acts demonstrates the

Anglo-American effort to render the historicity of the Lucan narrative credible: The Book
of Acts in Its First Century Setting; 5 vols. have appeared since 1993.
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An aporia

The doubts about Luke’s historiographical work have created an em-
barassing aporia. On the one hand, even if it is acknowledged as in-
complete,12 the information given by Acts is indispensable for anyone
desiring to reconstruct the period of the first Christian generation; no bi-
ography of the apostle Paul, for example, can leave aside chapters 9 to 28
of Acts. On the other hand, suspicion about the historical reliability of the
Lucan narrative inhibits a serious consideration of Luke’s information.13

Frequently the historians of early Christianity begin by questioning the
historical value of Acts, only to go on, quite pragmatically, to use the data
of the Lucan narrative in their research.14

If we wish to escape this impasse, there must be reflection on the
very concept of historiography. It is symptomatic that neither Baur nor
Overbeck appeals to a theory of history; both, in the direct line of posi-
tivism, identify historical truth with hard documentary facts.

Historiography and postmodernity

Since Overbeck’s rationalism, in which it was thought possible to sep-
arate clearly the true and the false, reflection on the writing of history
has progressed. We have become more modest and less naive over the
definition of truth in history. This shift has taken place, in my opinion, in
the following manner.
First, the works of Raymond Aron on the philosophy of history, Henri-

IrénéeMarrou on historical epistemology, and PaulVeyne on the notion of
plot have destroyed the distinction between history and historiography.15

There is no history apart from the historian’s interpretative mediation

12 Historians of early Christianity reproach the author of Acts for two weaknesses:
(1) an exclusive attention to the creation of the communities to the detriment of their dura-
tion; (2) a fixation on the expansion of the Pauline mission toward the west (from Jerusalem
to Rome) to the detriment of the other tendencies (especially Johannine) and the expan-
sion toward the south (Egypt). For example, see W. Schneemelcher, Urchristentum, 1981,
pp. 37–8.
13 F. C. Baur was perfectly aware of the aporia: the book of Acts is ‘eine höchst wichtige

Quelle für die Geschichte der apostolischen Zeit, aber auch eine Quelle, aus welcher erst
durch strenge historische Kritik ein wahrhaft geschichtliches Bild der von ihr geschilderten
Personen und Verhältnisse gewonnen werden kann’ (Paulus [1845], 1866, p. 13).
14 A recent example is Etienne Trocmé in L’enfance du christianisme, 1997 (compare

pages 70, 90, 96, 105–6 and 116).
15 R. Aron, Philosophie de l’histoire [1938], 1957. H. I. Marrou, De la connaissance

historique [1954], 1975. P. Veyne, Comment on écrit l’histoire [1971], 1996. Neither can
one overlook theworks of P. Ricœur concerning temporality and intentionality in a historical
narrative: Time and Narrative, I, 1984.
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which supplies meaning: history is narrative and, as such, constructed
from a point of view. Over the multitude of facts at his/her disposal, the
historian throws a plot, retaining certain facts that are judged significant,
while excluding others, and relating some to others in a relationship of
cause and effect. The crusades, for example, told from a Christian or Arab
point of view are not the same history. Therefore historiography should
not be regarded as descriptive, but rather (re)constructive. Historiography
does not line up bare facts (what Baur and Overbeck called geschichtliche
Wahrheit), but only facts interpreted by means of a logic imposed by
the historian. In this operation, as Raymond Aron recognizes, ‘theory
precedes history’16 or, if one prefers, point of view precedes the writing
of history. The ‘truth’ of history does not depend on the factuality of
the event recounted (even though the historian is required to keep to
the facts), but, rather, depends on the interpretation the historian gives
to a reality that is always in itself open to a plurality of interpretative
options.17

Second, the works of Arnaldo Momigliano allow us not only to distin-
guish between Greek and Jewish historiography, but also to consider the
goal of identity pursued in all historiography.18 The past is never (at least
in antiquity) explored for itself, but is recorded with a view to constituting
a memory for the present of its readers. I would add that the history which
any social group chooses to retain is, generally speaking, that which is
required by its present, a present often fragile or in crisis. (The current
revision of the theory of the sources of the Pentateuch, bringing the liter-
ary fixation of the texts down to the period of the exile will not contradict
this point!19) The history that a social group retains is rarely the history
of its mistakes or its crimes, but rather the epic of its exploits and the evil
of the ‘others’20 (see the Jewish–Christian relations in Luke–Acts). Such
a history is the intellectual instrument by which an institution fixes its
identity by considering where it has come from.
Consequently, Lucan historiography is not to be judged on its con-

formity to so-called bruta facta (always ambiguous). Rather, it must be
evaluated according to the point of view of the historian which controls

16 Philosophie de l’histoire, 1957, p. 93.
17 There is a useful reflection on the spirit of the historian by P. Gibert, Vérité historique,

1990.
18 Especially, A. Momigliano, Fondations du savoir, 1992.
19 A. de Pury, ed., Pentateuque, 1991.
20 M. Douglas describes the process by which institutions provide themselves with a

historical memory: ‘Institutions create shadowed places in which nothing can be seen and
no questions asked. Theymake other areas showfinely discriminated detail, which is closely
scrutinized and ordered’ (How Institutions Think, 1986, p. 69).
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the writing of the narrative, the truth that the author aims to communicate
and the need for identity to which the work of the historian responds.

What credentials?

This reorientation concerning historiography faces two objections.
First, what are we to do with the contradictory readings of the same

facts, for example the Lucan and Pauline versions of the Jerusalem assem-
bly (Acts 15 and Gal. 2) or the ‘un-Pauline’ concerns on the observance
of the Torah (23. 6; 26. 5–7; 28. 17; cf. 16. 3)21 which Luke attributes
to the apostle? Are we not forced to choose between one version and the
other? In the case of the Jerusalem assembly, let us avoid deciding too
quickly, since we know that Paul’s account in Galatians 2 is rhetorically
oriented22 and therefore one cannot claim objectivity for it. As to the the-
ology attributed to Paul, divergence cannot be denied.We should consider
that Luke’s work evidences the development of Paulinism within Lucan
Christianity. The book of Acts offers us privileged access to the reception
of the apostle’s thought in the milieu of a Pauline movement in the 80s.23

The second objection to the postmodern questioning of historiography
can be formulated in the following manner: if historiography must be
judged from a point of view that the author defends, what credentials
of credibility can still be accorded to historians? How does history dif-
fer from a purely imaginary reproduction of the past? Marrou, in asking
this question, leaves us with only one criterion: ‘the character of real-
ity’.24 Although vague, this criterion is useful in distinguishing ancient
historiography from the Greek novel. Contrary to what Richard Pervo

21 It seems hardly compatible with the language of the apostle in his epistles that Paul
declares in the present tense that he belongs to the Pharisaic party (Acts 23. 6), that he
considers himself in conflict with Jewish theology on the question of the resurrection (26.
5–7), that he affirms that he did nothing against Jewish customs (28. 17) or that he forces
Timothy to be circumcised because of fear of the Jews (16. 3).
22 G. Betori attempts to demonstrate that the rhetorical construction of the speech,

which is argumentative in Paul and narrative in Luke, destroys the statute of objectivity
improperly attributed to Gal. 2 from the Tubingen school: ‘Opera storiografica’, 1986,
pp. 115–21.
23 If we limit ourselves to a true/false alternative, the analysis of the relationship between

thePaul ofLuke and thePaul of the epistles is truncated; it is the phenomenonof the reception
of Paulinism that is to be evaluated in its similarities and its differences (see the subject
below, pp. 56–9; 84). See also my article ‘Acts of Paul’, 1997. It is the same concerning the
study of the Christian Apocrypha, according to E. Junod’s article (‘Créations romanesques’,
1983, pp. 271–85), which shows that the alternative novelistic fiction/historical truth leads
to a dead end.
24 ‘L’histoire se différencie de ses falsifications ou de ses sosies par ce caractère de réalité

qui pénètre tout son être’ (De la connaissance historique [1954], 1975, p. 225).
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argues, it is not the narrative processes that allow us to distinguish ancient
historiography from the Greek novel.25 Rather, it is the relationship of
the narrative to the realia. I therefore propose that we adopt the ‘char-
acter of reality’ as a criterion for distinguishing Lucan historiography
from novel. What I mean by this is the textual presence of realities
(topographical, cultural, socio-political, economic) of theworld described
by the narrator. I shall apply this later.

Three types of historiography

Paul Ricœur hasmoved the discussion one step forward by distinguishing
three types of historiography.26

First, he identifies a documentary history, which seeks to establish the
verifiable facts (example: how Titus took Jerusalem in the year AD 70).
He then speaks of an explicative history, which evaluates the event from a
social, economic or political horizon; it answers the question: what were
the consequences ofTitus’ conquest of Jerusalem for Jews andChristians?
Finally, Ricœur speaks of a historiography in the strong sense, which
rewrites the past in the founding narratives that people need in order to
construct their self-understanding. We find here again the function of
memory in forming identity. It corresponds to the work of the historian
who interprets the capture of Jerusalem by Roman troops as a divine
sanction against the infidelity of the chosen people.
Ricœur calls this poetic history (in the etymological sense of poiein,

as it appears in founding myths). Poetic history does not conform to the
same norms as the other types and does not fit the criterion of true/false
verification (like documentary history). Neither does it weigh up the di-
verse evaluations of an event (like explanatory history). Rather, its truth
lies in the interpretation it gives to the past and the possibility it offers to
a community to understand itself in the present.27 In other words, what
historiography in the strong sense recognizes as trustworthy is the self-
consciousness that it offers to the group of readers.
The taxonomy is fascinating, because it puts an end to a totalitarian

definition of historiography that would allow only one sort. Hence, there

25 R. I. Pervo has defended the affiliation of Acts with the novelistic genre on the basis of
the narrative procedures of the author, without noticing that almost all of these procedures
are common to novelists and Hellenistic historians (Profit with Delight, 1987).
26 P. Ricœur, ‘Philosophies critiques’, 1994. See also his Critique et la conviction, 1995,

pp. 131–2.
27 P. Ricœur defines poetic history as ‘celle des grandes affabulations de l’auto-

compréhension d’une nation à travers ses récits fondateurs’ (Critique et la conviction,
1995, p. 312).
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are several ways to do history, each one as legitimate as the other. If
one is to do justice to the historian, one must investigate his/her histo-
riographical aim. In particular, the recognition of the poetic dimension
is very important. By validating symbolic expression in history, it frees
the historian from suspicion of the symbolic as improper or deviant with
regard to the ethics of historiography. On the contrary, Ricœur says, the
symbolic (and I add: whether theological or not) is intrinsic to a poetic
historiographical aim.Historiography, in this sense, as it lays out founding
narratives, rightly derives from a need to symbolize and imagine.
One could criticizeRicœur in that the divisions between these three cat-

egories are rarely neat and tidy. This will be confirmed when I investigate
the parameters to which the book of Acts responds. An attentive reading
of the narrative does not lead to the understanding that there is any one
pure type of historiography. Acts is sometimes historiographically poetic,
while at other times it is documentary.

A poetic history

The affiliation of Acts with poetic history is attested by the way the
narrator constantly has God intervening, saving or consoling his people:
God communicates with the apostles through dreams or angels (5. 19;
7. 55; 9. 10; etc.); God causes the community to growmiraculously (2. 47;
5. 14; 11. 24; 12. 24);God overturns Saul on the road toDamascus in order
to make him the vehicle of the Gentile mission (9. 1–19a); God provokes
the meeting of Peter and Cornelius through supernatural interventions
(10. 1–48); God opens the doors of prisons for his imprisonedmessengers
(12. 6–11; 16. 25–6) or strikes down the enemies of believers (5. 1–11;
12. 21–3), and so on. From chapter 1 where the Twelve are reconstituted
after the shameful death of Judas (1. 15–26), the narrator unfolds the
account of the birth of the Church, in which the principal agent in this
narrative is the powerful arm of God.
A brief analysis of Acts 16. 6–10 will concretize this primary aim of

the narrative. This short passage tells how the missionary itinerary of
Paul and Silas was violently deflected to Macedonia. The messengers
‘went through the regions of Phrygia and Galatia, having been forbid-
den by the Holy Spirit to speak the word in Asia’; the same Spirit ‘does
not allow them’ to go to Bithynia, but reroutes them to Troas where, in
a vision, a Macedonian begs them: ‘Come over to Macedonia and help
us!’28 Such a version of the facts would be inadmissible in a documentary

28 These verses are interesting to analyse from the point of view of the language they
use for God. For this, see pp. 86–92.
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history, in which concrete information about the why and how of these
constraints would be required. This kind of history, however, is legit-
imate in a founding narrative whose goal is to show how the Spirit
gave birth to the Church by miraculously guiding the witnesses of the
Word.
The ‘poetic’ of Luke’s narrative is to be found in the demonstration

of this divine guidance in history. Narrating the lives of the apostles
then consists in reconstituting them under this sign. It means both re-
peating what happened (mimesis) and reconstructing it in a creative
manner.

A documentary interest

On the other hand, the narrative of Acts regularly – and to our surprise –
offers topographical, socio-political or onomastic notations whose nar-
rative usefulness is not apparent on a first reading. Such a concern for
detail has no equivalent in Luke’s gospel. But Acts gives extraordinary
attention to the area of Paul’s mission, the routes followed, the cities
visited, the people met, and the synagogues. For example, Luke’s three
verses that recount the voyage from Troas to Miletus (20. 13–15) enu-
merate the stops in Assos, Mytilene, Chios, Samos and Trogyllium with
quasi-technical accuracy, without mentioning any missionary activity in
these cities. The narrator can be incredibly precise when he describes the
itinerary of the missionaries (13. 4; 19. 21–3; 20. 36–8), the choice of
routes (20. 2–3, 13–15), the length of the voyage (20. 6, 15), the lodging
conditions (18. 1–3; 21. 8–10), the farewell scenes (21. 5–7, 12–14), and
so on. The superb chapter 27, with its account of the shipwreck, where
Luke lets himself go with novelistic effects, is, at the same time, famous
for the astonishing precision of its nautical vocabulary. This mixture of
fiction and realism is striking when compared to the Greek novel. The
latter strictly limits the presence of toponymic details or indications to
their narrative potential. The apocryphalActs of apostles in this respect re-
semble novelistic fiction rather than the documentary history of the canon-
ical Acts. After Luke, apocryphal literature rapidly abandons historical
realism.29

The same documentary realism applies to Luke’s description of Roman
institutions. The narrator seems to have perfect information concerning
the administrative apparatus of the Empire. Philippi is correctly called a
colony (�
����: 16. 12) and its praetores receive the nameof�������
�́

29 This is shown below, pp. 238; 249–53.
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(16. 20); the officials of Thessalonica are correctly called 	
���́����
(17. 8); in Athens, Paul is dragged to the ����
� 	�́�
� (17. 19);
in Corinth, the proconsul Gallio receives the title of ����	�́�
�, just
like Sergius Paulus in Cyprus (18. 12; 13. 7–8). The verification of these
titles, from our knowledge of Roman usage, confirms that Luke knew
what he was doing when he used this vocabulary.30

Realistic effect?

It goes without saying that the above observations can be contradicted.
The local colour of Acts could only be the narrative clothing of a fiction
created by its author; the indications of factuality could be subverted
and conceived in order to create the illusion of reality.31 One branch of
Hellenistic literature, paradoxography, plays precisely with this mixture
of realism and fiction, the fantastic and the rational.32 As Roland Barthes
would say, Luke could then be mimicking realism with the ‘realistic
effect’ (effet de réel). Yet this conclusion is not unavoidable. Against this
suspicion, one could mention: (a) the different practices of the Greek
novel, where there is little concern for credibility in the narrative; (b) the
constant presence of the indicators of factuality throughout the narrative,
which giveActs (differently fromapocryphal literature) an unprecedented
mixture of fiction and reality.
The case of the ‘golden age’ of the Jerusalem community is illumi-

nating from this point of view. This idyllic picture painted by the author
glorifies the exemplary unanimity and the sharing of possessions in the
Jerusalem church (2. 42–7; 4. 32–5; 5. 12–16). This is often denounced as
a product of Luke’s imagination. But the example of Qumran, close both
historically and geographically, proves that there is nothing improbable
about a communal system of sharing possessions in Palestine in the 30s.33

Lucan ‘poetics’ consists in extending to earliest Christianity generally the
economic ethic that was limited to a particular group, whose memory had
been magnified by tradition.

30 Documented verification can be found in the second volume of The Book of Acts in
Its First Century Setting: The Book of Acts in Its Graeco-Roman Setting, ed. David W. J.
Gill and Conrad Gempf, 1994, or in J. Taylor’s ‘Roman Empire’, 1996.
31 An interesting study by L. C. A. Alexander concludes that only with great difficulty

can the indications of factuality to Graeco-Roman historiography be trusted: ‘Fact, Fiction’,
1998, pp. 380–99. The author pertinently concludes that the attribution of a literary genre to
Luke–Acts does nothing to solve the question of historical reliability.Ancient historiography
resorts to fiction as well as (though not as much as) the ancient novel does.
32 See the analysis in E. Gabba, ‘True History’, 1981, pp. 53ff.
33 See H. J. Klauck’s study, ‘Gütergemeinschaft’, 1989.
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Fact and fiction

The conclusion to be drawn is thatActsmust not be judged by the standard
of documentary precision, which it only offers in a secondary fashion. To
refrain from requiring historiography to reveal illusory bruta facta shows
itself to be a mark of wisdom. Finally (and especially), it is necessary to
shift the notion of truth in accordance with the historiographical aim. In
this case, the truth of Luke’s work is to be measured by its poetic aim
(in Ricœur’s terms), that is, his reading of the founding history of the
Church.
I repeat that all historical work is driven by a choice of plot, a narrative

setting and the effects of (re)composition. Once the necessary subjectivity
of the historian in the construction of the plot of the narrative is recog-
nized, we must abandon the factual/fictional duality as the product of an
unhealthy rationalism. Again it is Paul Ricœur who teaches us to what
extent the act of narrating is common to these two grand narrative types,
history and fiction, which both entail a mimetic function (i.e. representa-
tion of reality).34 The work of the historian and the work of the storyteller
are not as far apart as positivism (which ignores the narrative dimension
of historiography) would like to believe. There is more fiction in history
than the classic historian will admit. In order to fashion a plot (from the
Latin fingere, which has the same root as fiction), the historian works with
fictional elements. The difference between a history book and a historical
novel lies in the fact that the novelist exercises minimum control over
the realism of the characters and plot. Yet, over and above the difference
between a fictive and a historical account, it is important to point out that
one who tells a story (une histoire) and one who tells history (l’histoire)
share a common trait: they bring historicity to linguistic expression.35

Long before the notion of plotwas introduced into the historiographical
debate by Paul Veyne, Martin Dibelius had perceived the narrative and
theological performance of Luke. This is why, in a 1948 article, he gave
Luke the title der erste christlicheHistoriker (the first Christian historian),
which inspired the title of the present book.Hewrites thatLuke ‘attempted
to tie together what had been transmitted in the community and what he

34 For what follows, I draw from P. Ricœur’s ‘Narrative Function’, 1981.
35 Notice the admirable way in which Paul Ricœur makes the connection: he finds ‘it in

the historical condition itself which demands that the historicity of human experience can
be brought to language only as narrativity, and moreover that this narrativity itself can be
articulated only by the crossed interplay of the two narrative modes. For historicity comes to
language only in so far as we tell stories or tell history . . .We belong to history before telling
stories or writing history. The game of telling is included in the reality told’ (‘Narrative
Function’, 1981, p. 294).
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had experienced himself in a meaningful context’ as well as ‘making
visible the orientation of the events’; in short, ‘from stories he made
history (aus Geschichten Geschichte)’.36

Dibelius is a master of historiographical thought. He argues that it is
because Luke weaves a plot, and consequently is obliged to use fictional
elements, that he is a historian.

Luke: the position of a historian

What did first-century readers expect from a history book? What codes
of communication linked historian and readers? What were the rules for
historical writing in Luke’s Roman social context?
As I said, history did not wait for the Enlightenment to think through its

epistemology. Ancient authors did write about the aim of historiography:
to write history is to look for the causes of events (which brings us back to
the notion of plot, since it is what provides a sequence for the facts).37 Af-
ter Polybius and Cicero,38 Dionysius of Halicarnassus wrote: ‘to seek the
causes of what has happened (��̀� ����́�� ���
��̂��� ��̂� ���
��́���),
the forms of action and the intentions of those who acted, and what hap-
pened by destiny’ (Roman Antiquities 5.56.1). Historiameans ‘seeking’,
‘exploration’; Greek history is in search of causalities.

The pamphlet of Lucian

When we consider the ethics of the Graeco-Roman historian, the name
that comes immediately to mind is Lucian of Samosata. Lucian, a rhetor,
wrote the pamphlet How to Write History (��̂� ���̂ ���
����
������́����) between AD 166 and 168. Although this work is later than
the writings of Luke, there are nevertheless strong reasons to think that
this pamphlet (Lucian attacks the incompetence of the historians of his
time) fixes a much earlier scholarly tradition. Lucian states: ‘history has
one task and one end: what is useful (�
̀ ���́���
�), and that comes from
truth alone’ (9). ‘The historian’s sole duty is to tellwhat happened . . . This,
I repeat, is the sole duty of the historian, and only to Truth must sacrifice
be made (�
́� �� ����́
� � ��̂ ������ �). When one is going to write history,
everything else must be ignored . . .’ (39–40).
But how is one to satisfy his requirement of truth?

36 M. Dibelius, ‘The First Christian Historian’ [1948], 1956, pp. 127 and 129.
37 Concerning the narratological concept of plot, see D. Marguerat and Y. Bourquin,

How to Read, 1999, pp. 40–57.
38 Polybius, Histories 3.32; 12.25b. Cicero, De oratore 2.15 (62–3).
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A code in ten rules

Willem van Unnik, depending on Lucian’s How to Write History and
Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ Letter to Pompei (written between 30 and 7
BC), formulated the code of the Graeco-Roman historian in ten rules.39

The ten rules are as follows: (1) the choice of a noble subject; (2) the
usefulness of the subject for its addressees; (3) independence of mind
and absence of partiality, that is, the author’s 	�������; (4) good con-
struction of the narrative, especially the beginning and the end; (5) an
adequate collection of preparatory material; (6) selection and variety in
the treatment of the information; (7) correct disposition and ordering
of the account; (8) liveliness ( ��́�����) in the narration; (9) moderation
in the topographical details; (10) composition of speeches adapted to the
orator and the rhetorical situation.
The reader familiar with Acts immediately recognizes the significant

number of these rules to which Luke adheres. It has often been said
that the preface of Luke 1. 1–4 places the author within Hellenistic
‘high literature’. Loveday Alexander’s study shows, however, that the
style of the Lucan preface is close to technical (or scientific) prose and
does not imply an elite audience.40 In any case, comparison of Luke–
Acts with the list of historiographical norms confirms that the Lucan
writing corresponds to standard Graeco-Roman historiography. We shall
find that Luke follows eight of the ten rules: his transgression of the
other two (the first and the third) points us toward the specificity of
Luke’s project. The instructions observed by Luke are also followed
by the majority of historians of Hellenistic Judaism, especially Flavius
Josephus.

The moralism of history

For the biblical author it is no surprise that the reading of a historical nar-
rative should be profitable to the reader (rule two). It cannot be repeated
enough that this is a basic characteristic of Greek and Roman historiog-
raphy: history must edify and this is why it plays an important role in
education. The works of Livy, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Sallust and
Plutarch illustrate the intrinsic moralism that views historiography, and

39 W. C. van Unnik, ‘Second Book’, 1979, pp. 37–60. The references can be found here.
40 L. C. A. Alexander has shown in an elaborate study that the style of the preface

was not only specific to historical works, but also to scientific ones; the dedication to
Theophilus ensures a high socio-political level for Luke–Acts within the Graeco-Roman
literature (Preface, 1993).
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not only biography, as proposing for the reader both positive and nega-
tive exempla. The narrative of Acts is full of just this sort of perspective.
Philip, Barnabas and Lydia are positive examples, while Ananias and
Sapphira, Simon Magus and Bar-Jesus are negative ones.41

The construction of the narrative

Good workmanship in the construction (rule four) and disposition of the
narrative (rule seven) are announced in the Lucan preface: the narrative
ad Theophilumwill be set forth ������̂� (Luke 1. 3), in order. Concerning
the movement of narrative and its transitions, Lucian of Samosata states:

After the preface, long or short in proportion to its subject mat-
ter, let the transition to the narrative be gentle and easy. For
all the body of the history is simply a long narrative. So let
it be adorned with the virtues proper to narrative, progressing
smoothly, evenly and consistently, free fromhumps and hollows.
Then let its clarity be limpid, achieved, as I have said, both by
diction and the interweaving of the matter. For he will make ev-
erything distinct and complete, and when he [the historian] has
finished the first topic he will introduce the second, fastened to it
and linked with it like a chain, to avoid breaks and a multiplicity
of disjointed narratives; no, always the first and second topics
must not merely be neighbours but have common matter and
overlap. (How to Write History 55)42

This concern for dispositio is concretized in the careful construction of
the narrative of Acts. The connections and transitions in the narrative cor-
respond to Luke’s concern that the historian ‘interweave’ the beginning
and end of sequences in order to obtain a narrative continuity. Jacques
Dupont has well illustrated this interweaving technique in Acts. The clas-
sic example is Acts 7. 54 – 8. 3.43

In addition, Luke has taken particular care in constructing the end of
Acts, deliberately giving his narrative an open ending. I shall discuss the
reasons for this later.44

41 This common characteristic among Hellenistic and Jewish historians, as well as in
Luke, has been explored by W. S. Kurz, ‘Narrative Models’, 1990.
42 Most citations of Lucian of Samosata are taken from K. Kilburn’s translation in the

Loeb Classical Library.
43 J. Dupont, ‘Question du plan’, 1984.
44 See chapter 10: ‘The enigma of the end of Acts (Acts 28. 16–31)’.
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The question of sources

The gathering of preparatory material (rule five), as defined by Lucian,
explains why the identification of the sources of Acts is an impossible
task. What does Lucian write?

As to the facts themselves, he should not assemble them at ran-
dom, but only after much laborious and painstaking investiga-
tion . . . When he has collected all ormost of the facts let himfirst
make them into a series of notes (!	
́�����), a body (��̂��) of
material as yet with no beauty or continuity. Then, after arrang-
ing them into order (��́���), let him give it beauty and enhance
it with the charms of expression, figure, and rhythm.

(How to Write History 47–8)

We should notice here the three stages of composition: first, the series
of notes (!	
́�����), then a formless draft (��̂��) and finally, order and
style (��́���). The existence of preparatory notes leads to the conclusion
that the author puts the information from his sources into a document that
he himself writes.45 The use of these notes in the definitive text makes it
intelligible that, through this double filter, the indications which would
permit us to identify the author’s sources have disappeared from the sur-
face of the text. This point does not only rest on Lucian’s statements; the
ancient procedure of writing is described in similar terms in a letter of
Pliny the Younger.46 So we can conclude that Luke has rewritten every-
thing, erasing the traces of the documents consulted. Yet, is it not the sign
of a good writer to make what was borrowed disappear?47

Variety and vivacity

Rules six and eight (selection, variety and vivacity) are also clearly fol-
lowed in Acts, as we can judge from the care taken by the author to vary
his style and its effects.

45 On the notion of !	
́�����, see C. J. Thornton, Zeuge des Zeugen, 1991, pp. 289–96.
46 Pliny mentions the following steps while describing the work of his uncle, Pliny the

Elder: legere (literally: listen to the lector), adnotare (this corresponds to the !	
́�����),
excerpere (make extracts), dictare (Letters 3.5.10–15).
47 In spite of the massive work accomplished by M. E. Boismard and A. Lamouille

(Actes des deux apôtres, I–III, 1990), I can only agree with the position put forward by their
predecessor in the same collection in 1926: ‘We must conclude that all of the attempts to
determine the exact sources of Acts from a literary point of view have failed. It is useless
to go into the details and try to identify a source document for one part or another, because
the writer has not literally reproduced his sources; he has reworked them with his own
vocabulary and style’ (E. Jacquier, Actes des apôtres, 1926, p. cxliv; my translation).
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The task of the historian is similar: to give a fine arrangement
to events and illuminate them as vividly as possible. And when
a man who has heard him thinks thereafter that he is actually
seeing what is being described and then praises him – then it is
that the work of our Phidias of history is perfect and has received
its proper praise. (How to Write History 51)

Note Lucian’s beautiful metaphor: the brilliance of style seeks to create
in the reader a vision, ‘mediated’ by the word; it serves to make the event
visible. The preoccupation with vivacity, the  ��́����� in the writing, cor-
responds to the function of entertainment that Richard Pervo has shown
sowell to be a Lucan art:48 however, I would add, in contrast to Pervo, that
to instruct through entertaining is an adage that historians and novelists
share.
With Luke, the example that comes to mind is his way of handling

narrative redundancy, a key element in the art of variation on a theme; a
comparison of the three versions of the conversion of Paul (Acts 9; 22;
26) will show this in detail.49

Topographical indications

Lucian recommends moderation in topographical indications: ‘You need
especial discretion in descriptions of mountains, fortifications, and
rivers . . . you will touch on them lightly for the sake of expediency or
clarity, then change the subject . . .’ (How to Write History 57). As we
have seen above there is no excess in Luke with regard to itinerary de-
tails. This author, unlike the novelists, is not interested in the description
of the scenery or houses.

Speeches

The composition of the numerous speeches in Acts (rule ten) has been
the object of a vast number of studies. I do not intend to go over
the same ground.50 Narratively, a speech constitutes a sort of meta-
narrative (a narrative about the narrative), since it allows the characters

48 R. I. Pervo (Profit with Delight, 1987) has made the following lines from Horace,
which attribute rhetorical success to him who allies seduction and instruction, the canon
of novelistic narration: Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci, / lectorem delectando
pariterque monendo (Ars poetica 343–4.). However, to attribute this only to novelists is to
forget the historians.
49 Cf. chapter 9: ‘Saul’s conversion (Acts 9; 22; 26)’.
50 See M. L. Soars, Speeches, 1994.
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in the story to interpret the events narrated (e.g., Peter interpreting
the intervention of the Spirit at Pentecost in 2. 14–36). In this man-
ner, they supplement and accelerate the process of interpreting the
narrative for the reader. Later I shall consider their unifying value in
narration.51

Recall that, for the composition of his speeches, Luke has followed the
famous Thucydidean dogma:52

As to the speeches that were made by different men, either when
they were about to begin the war or when they were already
engaged therein, it has been difficult to recall with strict accuracy
the words actually spoken, both for me as regards that which
I myself heard, and for those who from various other sources
have brought me reports. Therefore the speeches are given in the
language in which, as it seemed to me ("� �’ #�  �
́�
�� �
�),
the several speakers would express (�$ ��́
���), on the subjects
under consideration, the sentiments most befitting the occasion,
though at the same time I have adhered as closely as possible to
the general sense of what was actually said.

(Peloponnesian War 1.22.1)53

Even though the ��̀ ��́
��� has recently been contested,54 it seems
difficult to deny that the great Greek historian justifies the retrospective
reconstruction of speeches on the basis of what is appropriate for the
speaker and the rhetorical situation. Polybius distinguishes himself from
Graeco-Roman historians by accepting an ethic which is more strictly
documentary;55 but Lucian follows the Thucydidean rule:

If a person has to be introduced tomake a speech, above all let his
language suit his person and his subject (��́���� ��̀�
 
��
́�� ��̃% 	�
��́	�% ��& ��̃% 	��́����� 
����̂� ���́���),

51 See pp. 49–59.
52 See P. A. Stadter, ed., Speeches in Thucydides, 1973. J. De Romilly,Histoire et raison,

1967. W. J. McCoy, ‘In the Shadow’, 1996, pp. 3–23.
53 Cited following Ch. F. Smith’s translation in the Loeb Classical Library, 1980.
54 S. E. Porter (‘Thucydides 1,22,1’, 1990, p. 142) admits that Thucydides justifies

himself here for not reporting the ipsissima verba. Yet he considers that the liberty claimed
by the historian concerns the form of the information, without affecting ‘the fundamental
veracity of his account’. Nonetheless, Thucydides speaks of a reconstructed truth, allowing
the historian the right to interpret. See also the remarks of the editor, B. Witherington in
History, Literature, and Society, 1996, pp. 23–32.
55 For Polybius, it is necessary ‘to know the speeches that have been well kept, in their

truth (�
�̀� ���’ ��́����� ������́�
�� 
'
� 	
�’ (� )̂�� ���̂���)’ (Histories 20.25b.1).
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and next let these also be as clear as possible. It is then, however,
that you can play the orator and show your eloquence.

(How to Write History 58)

The Thucydidean rule is applied to the letter in Luke, who shows an
impressive care for verisimilitude in the reconstruction of the oratory
art. The language that he provides for his characters corresponds to the
audiences of the speech: Peter’s Greek at Pentecost (2. 14–36) is strongly
Hebraized, whereas Paul’s in Athens (17. 22–31) is Atticizing classical.
Moreover, the narrator places in the mouths of his characters subjects
and a theology suitable for the situation described (Peter at Pentecost
uses the formulae of an archaic Judaeo-Christian confession of faith;
Paul in Athens utilizes a missionary strategy to the Gentiles that must
have been applied by Christianity in Luke’s time). The preoccupation
with verisimilitude has thus led the author of Acts to research, in his
documentation or in his investigations in the communities, a suitable
argumentation and style. What we often forget is that the composition
of a narrative ‘in the manner of’ was a well-known exercise in ancient
rhetorical schools: the prosopopoeia. Students were required to compose
a speech from the particular point of view of a historical or mythical
character, borrowing his voice and adapting it for a specified audience.56

Luke shows himself a master of this rhetorical performance.
In summary, the speeches of the generals in Thucydides are no more

simply verbatim than those of the apostles in Acts. The criticism that
Dionysius of Halicarnassus makes of Thucydides confirms this. He does
not rebuke the Athenian for the fictitious nature of his speeches, but rather
for the inadequacy of the subjects he places on the lips of his heroes;57

for Dionysius, this fault must be criticized because Thucydides is the
recommended model for imitatio in the schools.

A laughing matter

For Lucian, rule number one for the historian is the choice of his subject.
What is a ‘good subject’ for Graeco-Roman historians? It is sufficient to

56 References in W. S. Kurz’s ‘Variant Narrators’, 1997, pp. 572–3.
57 The criticism that he addresses to the great historian for his composition of the speech

that Pericles gives in Athens is symptomatic (De Thucydide 44–6; cf. Thucydides, Pelo-
ponnesian War 2.60–4). In Dionysius’ view, the tone and style are inappropriate to the
dissatisfaction of the crowd that blames Pericles for having led them into war: ‘Pericles
should have been made to speak humbly and in such manner as to turn the jury’s anger.
This would have been the proper procedure for a historian who sought to imitate real life’
(De Thucydide 45). Plausibility, not documentary exactitude, is here the criterion of truth.
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go through their works to find an answer to this question. The classical
historian deals with political or military history, unless he undertakes
an ethnographical study. He tells of the lives and the vicissitudes of the
great, generals and emperors. He displays his brilliance in describing
manoeuvres of conquest. He narrates battles. Lucian himself does not
forgo the occasion to ridicule historians who do not know how to narrate
a battle.58

The subject that Luke chose is by no means insignificant. He insists
that ‘it was not done in a corner’ (26. 26), and, as soon as possible, he
anchors his narrative in world history (Luke 2. 1–2; 3. 1!). However,
���́����, his res gestae,59 are devoted neither to Alexander the Great
(Callisthenes), nor to Cyrus (Xenophon of Athens), nor to the destiny of
the Greeks and Barbarians (Theopompus of Chios), nor to the Romans
(Sallust). It is very doubtful whether Luke’s history would have im-
pressed Lucian of Samosata. ‘History was political history’,60 van Unnik
maintains.
What a Greek historian would find laughable, however, fits into the

direct line of another kind of historiography, the Jewish one. The his-
torical writings of the Hebrew Bible are devoted exclusively to nar-
rating how God intervenes in the joys and sorrows of a small people.
Luke, situated at the crossroads of Hellenistic and Jewish historiog-
raphy, opts for the Jewish line as far as subject matter is concerned.
The Jewish historian Flavius Josephus conforms to the Graeco-Roman
model in his Jewish Antiquities. Arnaldo Momigliano sees in Christian
historiography of the fourth and fifth centuries (Eusebius, Sozomen,
Socrates the scholastic, Theodoret of Cyrrhus), with its unfolding of
ecclesiastic conflicts and its history of heresies, a continuation of mil-
itary history.61 Luke, while he fits into mould of the Graeco-Roman nar-
rative procedures,62 nevertheless makes the thematic choice of biblical
historians.

58 How to Write History 28–9.
59 The title attributed (by Luke?) to the book of Acts, ���́����, corresponds to the Latin

res gestae and aligns the Lucanworkwith the chronicles of important characters and peoples
(according to E. Plümacher, art. ‘Apostelgeschichte’ 1978, pp. 513–14.)
60 W. C. van Unnik, ‘Second Book’, 1979, p. 38.
61 A. Momigliano, Fondations, 1992, pp. 155–69.
62 At the end of an interesting comparison of the accounts of Greek (Herodotus, Thucy-

dides) and biblical (Josh. 6) battles, L. C. A. Alexander concludes that there is a close
proximity in Luke’s style (length, characters, details) with biblical narrative: ‘where there
is a significant difference between the two traditions, Luke follows the biblical approach
to historiography almost every time’ (‘Marathon or Jericho?’, 1998, p. 119). The differ-
ence concerns especially the question of the authorial voice, which will be dealt with
later.
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A theological historiography

There is another point relating to rule three where Luke violates the ethos
of the Graeco-Roman historians in favour of the biblical tradition: the
	�������. This should be understood as the virtue of honesty, boldness
and freedom of expression. Lucian is very aware of this requirement: a
historian must be ‘fearless, incorruptible, free, a friend of free expression
and the truth . . . sparing no one, showing neither pity nor shame’ (How to
Write History 41) and ‘a free man, full of frankness, with no adulation or
servility’ (61). Lucian fights for the historian’s freedom of thought, which
must neither flatter the great nor turn history into propaganda. Does Luke
subscribe to this requirement? While he attaches great importance to the
	������� of the apostles (which indicates their audacity in proclaiming
the Word rather than their freedom of thought),63 Luke does not display
a historian’s intellectual autonomy; his reading of history is a believer’s
reading. The first verses of Acts (1. 6–7) already indicate this: Luke
understands history as a theologian, that is, as a time that belongs in
advance to God. We must resist the temptation to turn the author of Acts
into a Christian Thucydides; he is closer in thought to a Flavius Josephus
or the authors of the books of Maccabees.
The difference between Luke and the Greek historians, biographers or

novelists is obviouswith regard to the relationship to the religious. Critical
detachment is important for the Greek authors, who systematically make
a point of distancing themselves from the supernatural phenomema they
report to their readers.64 In rejecting the improbable and the sensational,
Polybius sets the tone: spectacular or miraculous events are tolerable only
to ‘safeguard the piety of the people towards the divine’.65 Historians and
novelists sometimes evokeDestiny, or the whims of the gods.66 ‘The gods

63 2. 29; 4. 13, 29, 31; 28. 31. ��������́*�����: 9. 27–8; 13. 46; 14. 3; 18. 26; 19. 8;
28. 26.
64 We can appreciate Lucian’s cynicism: ‘if a myth comes along you must tell it but not

believe it entirely (
+ ��̀� 	������́
� 	�́����); no, make it known for your audience to
make of it what they will – you run no risk and lean to neither side’ (How to Write History
60).
65 Histories 16.12.9: �����́%*��� ��̀� �
�̂ 	�́�
�� �+��́,���� 	�
̀� �
̀ ���̂
�. E.

Plümacher sees in this concession of Polybius the motive for the integration of miracles in
the Lucan writing of history; this total contempt for the theological foundation of Luke’s
venture reveals the limit of Luke’s integration into a Graeco-Roman historiography, for
which Plümacher argues (‘TEPATEIA’, 1998, pp. 66–90, esp. pp. 86–8).
66 I rely on the study of A. Billault (Création romanesque, 1991, pp. 103–9), who thinks

that when Greek novelists deal with the gods they speak of their active presence, or of their
jealousy toward humans (Chronos, Eros) or ascribe the cause of events to Fortune (����́).
Billault notes that although the Greek novel does not ignore the religious, the divine origin
of events gives no particular significance to them.
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have their place’ comments Loveday Alexander, ‘but it is a familiar and
acceptable one: divine oracles, or Fortune, may be invoked on occasion
to move the plot forward; people who offend against Love are punished;
a troubled heroine prays to Isis or Aphrodite for protection . . . But these
coincidences are not themselves occasions for “marvelling”, either by
the characters in the narrative, or by its readers.’67 Entirely contrary to
this, the readers of Acts are never called on to distance themselves from
supernatural manifestations, but rather to marvel at them.

Jewish historiography, Greek historiography

This is a major point at which the two historiographies part company:
the Greek is critical, the Jewish is not.68 Greek historiography has its
model in Herodotus, borrowing from him the persona of the narra-
tor who comments on what he reports; this authorial voice produces
a distance between the facts narrated and their reception by the read-
ers.69 There is a fundamental epistemological difference here. Greek and
Jewish historians both understand their task as a search for truth, a quest
for the ����̀� ���
����70 (the requirement of veracity in history is the
watchword of ancient historiography); yet the former establish the plau-
sibility of the event, while the latter expose the truth of the God who rules
the world. Greek history is illuminating, Jewish history is confessional.
This is why the intrusion of the narrator is not appropriate in Hebrew
historiography. He disappears behind his words (Josephus is an excep-
tion71). On the contrary, the Greek perspective plays with the articulation
of different points of view.

67 L. C. A. Alexander, ‘Fact, Fiction’, 1998, p. 394.
68 For what follows: A. Momigliano, Fondations, 1992, pp. 5–32.
69 C. Calame (Récit en Grèce antique, 1986, pp. 71–7) distinguishes four types of intru-

sion by the narrator: (a) identification of the source of information; (b) judgement on the truth
of the information and the credit to be given to it; (c) remarks concerning the articulation of
the work; and (d) value judgement on the content of the account. The last two categories are
rare. The second is the most interesting for us; for example: Herodotus’ extreme reservation
about what the priests of Chaldea or Egypt say. Thus, when the Chaldean priests recount that
the god comes to his temple to sleep with a chosen woman, the historian of Halicarnassus
comments that their words do not seem to be trustworthy ( �
�̀ ��̀� 
+ 	����̀ �́�
����:
The Histories 1.182.1; cf. also 6.121.1; 6.123.1; 6.124.2).
70 In Against Apion (1.23–7), Josephus ratifies this aim for historiography and makes

it his own; but he reproaches the Greek historians for sacrificing it in favour of a pursuit
of eloquence and literary effect (1.27). Josephus frequently resorts to the term ��́����
when he deals with the ethics of historiography in his prefaces: B.J. 1.6; 1.17; 1.30; A.J. 1.4;
C. Ap. 1.6; 1.15; 1.24; 1.50; 1.52; 1.56. Diodorus Siculus speaks of ���
��� as a ‘prophetess
of truth’ (Historical Library 1.2.2).
71 Examples abound in Josephus. Against Apion presents long narrative sections filled

with authorial interventions. A noteworthy shift is also perceptible from 1Macc. to 2Macc.
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Loveday Alexander has pointed out the absence of the authorial voice
in Acts. She considers this to be a sign of Luke’s affiliation with Jewish
historiography.72 The narrator never directly addresses the reader (intru-
sive narrator) in order to guide the reader’s reception of the story. There
is no authorial supervision regulating the reading. Direct intrusions (‘in-
tradiegetic’73) are limited to the dedication to Theophilus (Luke 1. 1–4)
and the famous ‘we-passages’.

The reading pact of Luke–Acts

The dedication to Theophilus (Luke 1. 1–4) is of interest because it creates
the link between narrator and readers. Narratology uses the term ‘reading
pact’ for these initial textual sequences in which the narrator establishes
the frame of understanding for the work, thereby indicating how it should
be read.74 What signal does Luke give in his preface for the reader’s
benefit? It has hardly been noticed until recently that the Lucan incipit
constructs a very particular type of reader.
Twice, the preface uses a pronoun that should alert us: ‘Since many

have undertaken to set down an orderly account of the events that have
been fulfilled among us ( � -��̂�), just as they were handed on to us
(-��̂�) by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and servants
of the word . . .’ (vv. 1–2). To whom do these two -��̂� refer? To the
readers. The dedication, by this repeated pronoun, includes the readers in
what one may well call a reading community, to which the narrator also
belongs.75 It would be a mistake to think that the reader the author hopes
for comes to the text with a blank slate (a tabula rasa as reader-response
criticismwould have us believe). In any case, this is not Luke’s intention.
His dedication to an already instructed Theophilus (Luke 1. 4) sets the
tone for potential readers. The pragmatic function of the dedication is
therefore to open up and mark out the reading space: the narrative which
follows (the gospel and Acts) takes place within a relationship composed

The latter is marked by the interventions of an intrusive narrator (cf. the long preface
of 2 Macc. 2. 19–32). See also the quotations in W. S. Kurz, ‘Narrative Models’, 1990,
pp. 179–82.
72 L. C. A. Alexander, ‘Fact, Fiction’, 1998, pp. 395–9.
73 Narrative criticism uses the term ‘intradiegetic’ to designate what is intrinsic to the

story (for example, the ‘we’ of 16. 10–17, which is a collective character in the narrative)
and ‘extradiegetic’ for what is external to the story (for example: the ‘I’ of Luke 1. 3 which
is not a character in the narrative).
74 The linguist Gérard Genette speaks of ‘péritexte’ to indicate everything that comes

from the prefatory strategy of the author, that is, everything that the author places before
the narrative itself in order to orient the reader (Seuils, 1987, p. 7).
75 With L. C. A. Alexander, Preface, 1993, pp. 141–2; pp. 191–3.
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of a common faith in the saving events (the ‘events . . . fulfilled among
us’) and a common adherence to a tradition (‘handed on . . . by those who
from the beginning were eyewitnesses’).
The establishment of such a reading community, without parallel in

Graeco-Roman historiography, denotes again Luke’s remarkable origi-
nality. He is able to draw from both the Greek historical tradition and the
biblical tradition. This eclecticism strikes the reader from the very begin-
ning of his work: after a dedication (Luke 1. 1–4) in the purest Hellenistic
style, Luke passes,without transition, to awriting full of Septuagintalisms
( ��́���
  � ���̂� -�����̂�; 1. 4a). This combination is not just cultural, as
we shall see later. It is necessary to investigate more fully Luke’s orches-
tration of the convergence of Greek culture and ancient Jewish tradition,
Rome and Jerusalem.76

The ‘we-passages’

The ‘we-passages’ (16. 10–17; 20. 5–15; 21. 1–18; 27. 1 – 28. 16) have
excited the curiosity of exegetes. Their main concern has been with the
possibility of discovering the identity of the mysterious traveller who
belongs in this way to the group of Paul’s travelling companions; exegetes
have hoped in this way to place the author of Acts at the side of the great
apostle,77 but to no avail. I would argue that the identification of the
collective -���̂� with the ‘I’ of Luke is inappropriate, for three reasons:
(1) the authorial ‘I’ is not comparable with a narrative ‘we’; (2) the ‘I’ of
Luke 1 is extradiegetic, while the ‘we’ of the passages is attributed to a
collective character within the narrative, the group of Paul’s companions,
which is intradiegetic; (3) differently from the ‘I’ of the preface, that
overhangs the story, the ‘we’ does not directly address the reader and
remains internal to the story.
I conclude that the use of -���̂� is a narrative device for making the

narrative credible, signalling its origin in a group to which the narrator
belongs.78 It intervenes at importantmoments in Paul’s itinerary (Acts 16:
the entry intoGreece; Acts 20: the resurrection of Eutychus in Troas; Acts
21: the ascent to Jerusalem; Acts 27–8: the trip to Rome). As such, in nar-
ratological terms, the -���̂� indicates the spatio-temporal and ideological

76 See chapter 4 below: ‘A Christianity between Jerusalem and Rome’.
77 A good overview of research can be found in V. Fusco, ‘Sezioni-noi’, 1983, pp. 73–

86 and ‘Ancora’, 1991, pp. 231–9. He concludes that the problem of literary source is
unresolvable.
78 On this procedure and its possibleOldTestament origin, see J.Wehnert,Wir-Passagen,

1989.
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point of view that the author has adopted.79 The question of literary ori-
gin aside (and it is not unreasonable to think of a travel journal), it is
important to notice at the pragmatic level that the narrator has four times
placed himself close to his hero Paul. This proximity says much about
the theological tradition in which he hopes to be recognized and about
the legitimacy he claims in receiving his inheritance.

Conclusion: Luke at the crossroads of two historiographies

Luke is situated precisely at the meeting point of Jewish and Greek his-
toriographical currents. His narrative devices are heavily indebted to the
cultural standard in the Roman Empire, that is, history as the Greeks
wrote it. However, contrary to the ideal of objectivity found in Herodean
and Thucydidean historiography, Luke recounts a confessional history.
Jacob Jervell is right to insist on this: Luke does not set out the destiny of
a religious movement moving toward Rome from its origin in the Near
East, but the expansion of a mission that he intends from the very start to
make known as ‘a history of salvation’.80 The quest for causality which
animates theGraeco-Roman historian is exclusively theological for Luke.
He shows a complete lack of interest in other causes. This characteristic
incontestably links Luke’s narrative with biblical historiography. Judaeo-
Christian historia has no other ambition than to point to God behind the
event.
However, as I have said, a historian is guided, in the interrogation of

his/her sources and the narrative reconstruction of the past, by a specific
point of view. Questions of literary genre and the point of view of Luke
the historian will be the subjects of the next chapter.

79 The notion of point of view (with its geographical, cultural and ideological com-
ponents) has been studied by Boris Uspensky, A Poetics of Composition, 1973. See also
D. Marguerat and Y. Bourquin, How to Read, 1999, pp. 66–9.
80 J. Jervell: ‘He wanted to write history of a special sort, salvation history. He did not

intend to write ecclesiastical history or the history of a religious movement, an oriental sect’
(‘Future of the Past’, 1996, p. 110).
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A NARRATIVE OF BEGINNINGS

What can be said about the aim of the book of Acts?Why did Lukewrite a
follow-up to his gospel? What was his goal and what pushed him to write
this grand historical work? I shall deal with these questions in two ways.
First, it is important to knowwhat the book of Acts resembles in the world
of ancient literature. To what literary genre does it belong? Second, the
relevance of the narrator’s point of view, or his narrative intention must
be considered. I shall conclude by evaluating Luke’s decision to add the
Acts of the Apostles to the gospel.

Seeking a literary genre

In today’s context, the affiliation of the gospels with the Graeco-Roman
literary genre of biography (the affinity of the gospel of Luke with the
Lives of the philosophers is evident)1 provokes no great difficulties. On
the contrary, exegetes continue to have a hard time classifying the second
part of the work ad Theophilum. Many suggestions have been made in
an attempt to identify the literary genre of Acts, but the absence of any
satisfying analogy in ancient literature makes the decision arduous.2

A continuation of the gospel?

Charles Talbert has proposed that one view of the Luke–Acts success-
ion is the Life of a philosopher followed by the story of his disciples.
Hence, the biography of the founder of the religious movement should be

1 According to D. E. Aune, from a formal and functional point of view, the gospels
constitute a sub-category of ancient biography (Literary Environment, 1987, p. 46).
2 After a detailed criticism of scholarly propositions, A. J.M.Wedderburn concludes that

it must be dismissed: ‘Weil keine Zeitgenossen oder Nachfolger solche Acta geschrieben
haben, ist seinWerk eigentlich einWerk sui generis. Es gehört zu keiner Gattung, wenn eine
Gattung per definitionem aus mehreren Werken bestehen sollte’ (‘Gattung’, 1996, p. 319).
See also C. J. Hemer, Book of Acts, 1989, p. 42.
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followed by the story of his successors.3 It is certainly true that the idea
of succession was cultivated by the philosophical schools in antiquity,
each one conscious of its origins. However, unfortunately, no one has
yet been able to define a ‘lives of the successors’ literary genre in antiq-
uity. Talbert can only refer to the ‘Lives of Philosophers’ by Diogenes
Laertius, a biographical compendium of eighty-two philosophers, which
resembles more a list of succession than a narrative of origins.4 Further-
more, the relationship between Jesus and the apostles is not presented in
successional categories, like those set out by the author of the Pastoral
letters (requirement of doctrinal integrity and faithfulness to the apostolic
tradition).
If Acts is to be understood as a sequel to the gospel, one finds closer

models by looking in the direction of the philosophical treatises (Philo’s
De vita Mosis5 or Josephus’ Against Apion) or the double writings of the
Hebrew Bible (1–2 Samuel, 1–2 Kings, etc). However, any comparison
immediately shows the unprecedented role that the paschal turning-point
plays, as it is on this that Luke’s diptych pivots (Luke 24/Acts 1), making
Acts not merely a simple addition attached to the gospel, but the story of
the agents of the Resurrected One.

An apology?

In his monumental commentary, Ernst Haenchen popularized the idea
that Acts was an apologia pro ecclesia.6 He is impressed by the positive
role given to the Roman political system, and by the important section
devoted to Paul’s defence before the authorities of the Empire (chs. 24–6).
Furthermore, ‘when we read Acts as a whole, rather than selectively, it
is Paul the prisoner even more than Paul the missionary whom we are
meant to remember’.7 Haenchen argues that the writing of the book has

3 C. H. Talbert, Literary Patterns, 1974, pp. 125–40. See also ‘Monograph or ‘Bios’?’,
1996 (where the author proposes reading Acts like ‘a bios of a people, the church’ p. 69;
thus the difference with historiography fades).
4 See D. E. Aune’s criticism, Literary Environment, 1987, pp. 78–9.
5 The preface of Book 2 of De vita Mosis (2.1) is comparable, for it announces a sequel

devoted to what ‘follows and accompanies’ (	���̀ ��̂� .	
��́��� ���̀ ��

/���) the first
treatise (- 	�
́���� ��́������); in fact, this sequel does not present the succession to Moses
but, rather, develops what deals with the legislation, the responsibility of the High Priest
and prophecy, while the first book was reserved for the royal and philosophical dimensions
of the character (2.2).
6 E. Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, 1971, pp. 78–81; ‘Judentum und Christentum’,

1968, pp. 370–4. Also H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, pp.192–204.
7 This remark is fromR.Maddox (Purpose, 1982, p. 67), who criticizesHaenchen’s view,

while still maintaining Luke’s political conformity: ‘The proper business of Christians is to
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one ultimate purpose: to plead in favour of the political correctness of
Christianity. His theory has been abandoned today on the basis that the
vast majority of the speeches in Acts are destined for the Jews and even
when Paul is confronted by Roman authorities (Acts 18. 12–16; 24. 10–
23; 25–6) it always concerns his relationship to Judaism.
C. K. Barrett offers these scathing words: ‘[Acts] was not addressed

to the Emperor, with the intention of proving the political harmlessness
of Christianity in general and of Paul in particular . . . No Roman official
would ever have filtered out so much of what to him would be theological
and ecclesiastical rubbish in order to reach so tiny a grain of relevant
apology’.8 If the idea that the Acts might have been a ‘self-defence’ file
destined for the imperial authority must be abandoned – Harnack even
imagined that Acts had been written by Luke between Paul’s two Roman
captivities and was to be used in defending him before the emperor – the
apologetic question has not yet been settled. I shall return to this below.

A historical monograph?

Faced with the difficulty of finding an adequate classification for Acts,
Hans Conzelmann has proposed, as a last resort, the vague category of
historical monograph.9 Conzelmann’s view leads us to believe that Acts
is a historical account with a sole theme. If this were the case, what
might be the theme? If it is the lives of the apostles, one moves in the
direction of biography; but Luke is hardly interested, with regard to his
characters, in the elements that a biographer would retain (he leaves out
the ends of the lives of Peter and Paul). If one envisions an ‘ecclesiastical
history’ like Eusebius’ work it is hardly any more adequate. Luke is
clearly uninterested in the institutional continuity of the Church.10 If it
is necessary to determine the sole theme of the book of Acts, one should
look in the direction of the history of mission or even better, the beginning
of Christianity.
Richard Pervo, in his brilliant study, has argued for the novelistic di-

mension of Acts and risked the label ‘historical novel.’11 Even though

live at peace with the sovereign power, so far as possible, and not to play the hero’ (ibid.,
p. 97). This, however, is tomisunderstand theLucanhero ethic,which consists of announcing
the Gospel by means of a vulnerable and threatened life (Acts 22. 17–21; 24. 10–21; 26.
19–23; cf. 7. 51–3).
8 C. K. Barrett, Luke the Historian, 1961, p. 63.
9 H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, p. xl.
10 It is worth quoting Conzelmann on this subject: ‘It is striking that continuity in history

of the church is not located in institutions’ (Acts of the Apostles, 1987, p. xlv).
11 R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 115–38.
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he is convincing, demonstrating the entertaining dimension of the narra-
tive and taking down the barriers that isolate the canonical Acts from the
apocryphal Acts, he nevertheless has not established the validity of the
title ‘historical novel’. This is because, firstly, it was not a literary genre in
antiquity and, secondly, the narrative devices that Pervo puts forward do
not allow one to draw any distinctions between a novelistic writing and
a historiographic one, as both of these genres use them interchangeably
in Hellenistic culture.12

An apologetic history?

I return now to the apologetic theme. A rejection of a political apol-
ogy does not lead us to ignore the indisputable apologetic intentions
that are found throughout the book of Acts. F. F. Bruce rightly main-
tains, ‘The author of Acts has a right to be called . . . the first Christian
apologist. The great age of Christian apologetic was the second century,
but of the three main types of defense represented among the second-
century Christian apologists, Luke provides first-century prototypes: de-
fense against pagan religion (Christianity is true; paganism is false),
defense against Judaism (Christianity is the fulfilment of true Judaism),
defense against political accusations (Christianity is innocent of any of-
fense against Roman law’).13

But is it correct to give such an important place to apologetics in Acts?
In fact, in the Lucan narrative we find speeches defending Christianity
against Jewish accusations, as well as propaganda against paganism or
justifying the political virginity of the Christian faith.14 This profusion of
apologetics within the narrative, however, does not yet say what might be
the apologetic aim of the narrative itself. The decisive argument seems
to be the one of the audience: who is the reader addressed by Acts? It is
neither the Synagogue (that bristled at the degradation of the figure of the
‘Jews’ on every page), nor the Gentiles ignorant of Christianity (who got

12 Pervo makes an inventory of shared episodes in the plot of Acts and the Greek novels:
conspiracies, riots, imprisonments, miraculous deliverances, storms and shipwrecks, comic
incidents, exotism, and so on. For a detailed critique of his proposal of a literary affiliation
with Acts, see D. L. Balch’s ‘Genre’, 1991, pp. 7–11.
13 F. F. Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 1990, p. 22.
14 Loveday Alexander has carefully made an inventory of the different types of internal

apologetics in Acts: (a) the anti-Jewish apologetic (Acts 4–5; 6–7); (b) the propaganda
toward the Gentiles (14. 11–18; 17. 16–34); (c) the political apologetic (16. 19–21; 17.
6–7; 18. 12–13; 19. 35–40; 24–6); (d) an apologetic internal to the Church (15. 23–9).
She concludes that these witnesses have a paradigmatic status for the reader and notes the
predominance of the (a) and (c) types (‘Apologetic Text’, 1999).
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lost incessantly in the reminiscences of the LXX). The language of Acts
is a language for the initiated. The implied reader15 is the Christian or
an interested sympathizer, as for example, the most excellent Theophilus
(Luke 1. 3–4; Acts 1. 1). Luke’s apologetic is addressed to Christian
‘insiders’ of the movement and a circle which gravitates around it.
Gregory Sterling integrates the Acts into a literary current he titles

apologetic historiography (in line with Manetho, Berossos, Artapanos
and the Jewish Antiquities of Josephus).16 The aim which links these
works together is to unfold the identity of a movement by exposing its
native traditions, by revealing its cultural dignity and the antiquity of its
origins; the outstanding characteristic is the self-definition of the group
by the means of historiography. Philip Esler has given a sociological
foundation to this view by describing the programme of the author of ad
Theophilum as a ‘sophisticated attempt to explain and justify Christianity
to the members of his community at a timewhen they were exposed to so-
cial and political pressures which were making their allegiance waver’.17

In a comparison of the literary modes used, to assimilate Luke–Acts
with the historical works that Sterling cites seems a bit forced.18 On the
other hand, however, the advantage of Sterling’s proposal is to align two
characteristics of the text: an apologetic goal and a Christian readership.
Furthermore, this fits nicely with what has been said in the preceding
chapter concerning the identity intention of all historiographical work,
specifically its defence of an identity that is threatened. Therefore, after
these considerations, the historiographical genre, given that the boundary
between historiography and ancient biography is not always clear, is the
best fit for the book of Acts.

Defense and illustration of Christian faith

The failure of the various attempts mentioned above to determine the
literary genre of Acts must teach us a lesson: the aim of this book does
not allow itself to be confined to a narrow formulation. What was said in

15 In narratology, the ‘implied reader’ is the image of the recipient of the narrative, as
the text makes him appear (his presupposed knowledge) and as the narrative constructs
him (his cooperation in reading the text). For further development, see D. Marguerat and
Y. Bourquin’s How to Read, 1999, pp. 14–15.
16 G. E. Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition, 1992.
17 P. F. Esler, Community, 1987, p. 222. The author sees Luke–Acts as the vehicle of

a sectarian Christianity that narratively constructs ‘a symbolic universe, a sacred canopy,
beneath which the institutional order of his community is given meaning and justification’.
18 The apologetic of Josephus is argued and direct. Luke, however, proceeds indirectly

by means of the narrative. Furthermore, motives such as universal dimension, cultural
patriotism, the incomparable antiquity of the movement, the demonstration of antiquity and
the total reliability of its archives find only a weak echo in Acts.
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the previous chapter concerning a historiographical undertaking makes
this clear. If history answers an institutional necessity to fix the memory
of the past, then the ambition of the work ad Theophilum is to provide
Lucan Christianity with an identity. In writing his diptych, the author
wants to show his readers who they are, where they come from and what
formed them. He writes to allow them to understand and speak of them-
selves (to others, to the Jews and the Gentiles). This identity intention,
which is apologetic in the large sense, does not exclude secondary mo-
tives. The proposals elucidated above (successional, apologetical in the
narrow sense, biographical, hagiographical, novelistic) represent virtual-
ities. However, these do not acquire their pertinence unless articulated in
defence and illustration of the Christian faith which overshadows them.
This, in fact,was the role of schools in antiquity, according toH. I.Marrou.
Read the ancient authors, read the historians, in order to understand, via
the past, who one is.
Luke seems to be the first to have presented a religious movement in a

historical mode. In any case, he was the first in the history of Christianity
to recognize the need to endow the Christianity of his time19 with a tool
of self-understanding. He accomplishes this not only by the means of a
history of its founder (the gospel), but also by a history of its foundation.
Within this grand work, the gospel unfolds the biography of the Master;
the Acts then present how, through successive and undesired breaks, the
community of the disciples separates itself from Judaism in order to
constitute progressively a Church within the Empire. I. Howard Marshall
is not mistaken in concluding that linking the history of the movement to
that of its founder represents a unicum in literature.20

The narratives of beginnings

What more is there to be said concerning this identity-creating narra-
tive in order to specify its function? I propose the term narrative of be-
ginnings. Pierre Gibert, in his book entitled Bible, mythes et récits de

19 In my opinion, the inability of scholars to agree on a portrait of a ‘Lucan church’,
signifies a difference from Matthew, which addresses a community whose problems and
contours are easily discernible. Neither is Luke’s horizon linked, like John’s, to a group
of churches, but rather to a Pauline movement. His work as a chronicler of Christianity is
addressed to a wide public (especially to Rome?), which I shall define in what follows as
‘Lucan Christianity’.
20 ‘It would seem so far that no proposal to account for Luke–Acts in terms of known

genres has been successful. Even within the Christian context there is nothing correspond-
ing to it . . . The whole work demonstrates affinities both to historical monographs and to
biographies, but it appears to represent a new type of work, of which it is the only example,
inwhich under the shape of a ‘scientific treatise’ Luke has produced aworkwhich deals with
‘the beginnings of Christianity’ (I. H. Marshall, ‘ “Former Treatise” ’, 1993, pp. 179–80).
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commencement,21 studies the narratives of beginnings in the Hebrew
Bible. His interest is in the narratives of origin, such as the story of Adam
and Eve (Gen. 2–3), Cain and Abel (Gen. 4), the calling of Abraham
(Gen. 12), the crossing of the Red Sea (Exod. 14), the passing of the
Jordan (Josh. 3–4), the calling of Samuel (1 Sam. 3), and so on.
For PierreGibert, it is clear that a narrative of beginnings is not a literary

genre.22 Rather, this term designates a function that the account receives
in the anamnesis of the past. This flashback reading which the historian
performs,23 transforms a word into a narrative of beginnings by way of
a strong symbolic investment. The fact that the passing of the Jordan or
the calling of Abraham become narratives of beginnings is the result of
the historian’s decision, even if this decision comes in the course of the
process of collective transmission. In doing this, it is the historian’s task to
confirm or revise any ‘beginnings’ previously established by a dominant
ideology; its reading of the past will be either accepted or repudiated by
the historian.
What are the parameters which transform a story into a narrative of be-

ginnings? If I have understood Gibert’s approach,24 there are six: (1) the
presence of a break which functions as an founding rupture; (2) the in-
tervention of a supernatural dimension implying transcendence; (3) a
mysterious aspect reinforced by the absence of any other witnesses (vi-
sion, divine call); (4) the event is understood by reference to an ultimate
origin, to an absolute beginning; (5) the situationwhich is created presents
something new; (6) the event inaugurates a history or a posterity.
We can see how these factors affect the narrative of Exodus 14:25 the

crossing of the Red Sea proceeds from a salvific separation, brought about
byMoses’ action, the scope of which leads back to the absolute beginning
which is the creation of the world (separating from the original chaos in
which the Egyptians are swallowed up); divine protection of the holy
people opens up to the newness of a liberation, which founds a history to
which the time in the desert will give form.

Acts – a story of beginnings

In my opinion, an application of this label to Acts seems productive. Let
me verify the criteria.

21 P. Gibert, Bible, 1986. 22 Ibid., pp. 245–6.
23 ‘. . . le commencement implique toujours un après-coup, à partir duquel il est défini et

légitimé’ (ibid., p. 50).
24 See especially, ibid., pp. 23–53. 25 Ibid., pp. 171–86.
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First, the founding rupture clearly corresponds to the division between
Jesus’ followers and Synagogue Judaism, a theme that is mentioned in
each of the twenty-eight chapters. This schism takes on the status of
original separation.
Second, the implication of the transcendent is found in the many divine

interventions, which not only create the unexpected (Pentecost; the call of
Saul; the success of the Word with the non-Jews), but force the history to
change the route of themissionaries (themeeting of Peter and Cornelius –
Acts 10–11; the passage into Macedonia – Acts 16). Visions, ecstasies,
prophecies, angelic appearances and earthquakes show the variety of the
supernatural means which God uses to accomplish his plan.
Third, the absence of other witnesses only occurs in certain precise

moments, when the supernatural dimension comes into play. Thus the
miracle of tongues at Pentecost remains a mystery, since the hearers do
not know why they understand the wonders of God (2. 7–13). The con-
version of Saul on the road to Damascus is witnessed by his travelling
companions who are either blinded to what takes place (9. 7) or are deaf
(22. 9).26 The other visions and angelic appearances take place (as is nor-
mal) withoutwitness. Except for these particular sections, the ‘beginning’
of Christianity unfolds in the sight and the knowledge of many.
Fourth, the reference to an ultimate origin is interesting because it

stamps a specific role on what may be referred to as the two significant
matrices of the narrative of Acts: (1) the gospel of Luke and, (2) the
Septuagint.27 These two antecedent texts (in the historical and literary
sense) function as norms of the theological truthfulness of the events
narrated. To understand these texts as ‘absolute beginnings’ means to say
that the narrator accustoms his readers to view them as endowedwith such
an authority. In other words, Luke’s intensive use of the ‘LXX style’28 not
only implies – as has often been affirmed – that the narrator presupposes
on the part of his readers a knowledge of the Greek Scriptures, but that
this very frequent usage betrays Luke’s desire to accustom his readers
to enter into the universe of the Greek Bible, to read it as Scripture, in
short, to appropriate it. In this respect, we can speak of the gnoseological
function of the narrative: it makes known to the readers a language of
antiquity.29

26 For an analysis of this motif, see chapter 9: ‘Saul’s conversion (Acts 9; 22; 26)’,
pp. 185–6; 192 n.37.
27 The use for Acts of these two ‘pre-texts’ (the gospel of Luke and the LXX) as matrices

has been observed by J. B. Green in his essay ‘Internal Repetition’, 1996, esp. pp. 290–5.
28 The demonstration has been made by E. Plümacher in Schriftsteller, 1972, pp. 38–72.
29 See L. C. A. Alexander, ‘Intertextualité’, 2000, pp. 201–14.
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The fifth criterion (the something new) is confirmed, even though Luke
shows that Christianity can appeal to the most essential Jewish traditions.
Luke is conscious that the opening of the covenant to the Gentiles, (Acts
10–11) and the relocation from Jerusalem to Rome opens the way to a
new and different religious movement distinct from the Synagogue. It is
in his time that the rupture with Judaism will be accomplished. The God
of Israel has become the God of all.
Sixth, the beginning of a posterity is evident. This posterity is espe-

cially represented by the Lucan readership. Can we see in the throng of
characters of the narrative a mirror-image of this posterity? The book
that we are dealing with is above all the most populated in the New
Testament.
Summary. Neither a novel, biography or hagiography, nor an apology

in the strict sense, the book of Acts cannot be locked into any of these
categories. However, it must be acknowledged that it shares many char-
acteristics with such literary genres. The closest categorization is a his-
toriography with an apologetic aim, which permits Christianity both to
understand and to speak itself. Its status as a narrative of beginnings
assures the Lucan work a clear identity function.

The point of view of Luke the historian

With Luke’s aim now clarified, the question of point of view must be
dealt with. What is the theological point of view at work in his reading of
history?Of and fromwhat is Luke’s theology constructed? Inmy opinion,
five points are important:

(1) his valorization of the world;
(2) his sense of the resurrection;
(3) his conception of God;
(4) his theology of the Word;
(5) his theology of providence.

A valorization of the world

Luke is both historian and theologian. More precisely, he is a historian
because he is a theologian. History, for Luke, is the place where humanity
and the divine meet. This conception of history is worlds apart from
apocalyptic. Apocalyptic thought is structured by a strong dualism which
leads it to detest the world in the name of the future Kingdom. It takes
only a comparison of the status of Rome in Acts and the Apocalypse of
John to be convinced. It is the goal of Paul’s mission for the former and
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the symbol of evil for the latter. The capital of the Empire is the target
of the narrative from Acts 19. 21 onwards, whereas from Revelation 13
onwards it is silhouetted behind the metaphors of evil.
Such a repulsion is foreign to Luke, who never departs from his intense

admiration for the Roman Empire: its communication networks of which
Paul makes use, its cities, the functioning of its institutions. Yet his ad-
miration is not naive; for example, when necessary, he does not hesitate
to lampoon unscrupulous officials (see Felix in 24. 24–6). This critical
attitude however, does not change the basically positive orientation of his
relation to the world. The Roman Empire is still the place where God
meets, sends, illuminates and supports his messengers. Furthermore, it
is here that Christianity is promised expansion, with Paul’s arrival in the
capital (28. 16ff.) as the pledge.

Recurrence of the resurrection in history

In having decided to show how salvation fits into history, Luke does
not telescope time. He does not fuse his period with Jesus’ time (like
Mark and Matthew) or with the period of origins (there will be no return
to the ‘golden age’ of Acts 1–5).30 If the return of Jesus remains the
horizon of history, Luke sees an open future for Christianity that will no
longer be harmed by the imminent awaiting of the parousia. Once again,
this perspective has little in common with the seer of Revelation, who
sees history vanishing under the pressure of a terrifying and liberating
future.
If history is theologically valorized in Luke’s eyes, it is because he sees

at work the effects of the resurrection of Jesus. The healing miracle, that
is not the Spirit’s working, but an act of the Name of Jesus Christ (3. 6;
4. 10, 30; 16. 18; 19. 13),31 is the privileged vehicle of this recurrence
of the resurrection in history. Peter also points out that the key to under-
standing the event of Pentecost is the resurrection (2. 22–36); it is also the
resurrection that he announces to Cornelius (10. 37–43), and Paul will do
the same in his speeches. The book of Acts is the only New Testament

30 Luke’s idealized portrait of the golden age has often been criticized. Intended for
the Christianity of his time, threatened by ‘savage wolves’ who ‘come distorting the truth
in order to entice the disciples to follow them’ (Acts 20. 29–30), Luke presents more a
prototype for the Church than a picture full of nostalgic idealism. This prototype is destined
to stimulate and encourage believers. Projected into the past, even in the frightening form
of the Ananias and Sapphira story, Christian unity appears as a gift and a requirement – a
gift of the Spirit inscribed in its history and attested by it.
31 Concerning this Lucan peculiarity in miracle traditions, see my article ‘Magic and

Miracle in the Acts of the Apostles’ (forthcoming).
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book to make the resurrection a transforming agent in history. It is up to
the witness to decode, in the confusion of events, the action of the God
who raised Jesus from the dead.

An image of God that changes

Whoever speaks of history speaks of order, succession and calendar. This
is precisely why the author of Acts will mark out his narrative by the
various stages that he discerns in the progression of history: the origins
(chs. 1–5), the Stephen crisis (chs. 6–7), the progress outside Jerusalem
(chs. 8–12), the mission to the Jews and the Gentiles (13. 1 – 15. 35),
the Pauline mission (15. 36 – 20. 38) and the martyrdom of Paul (21–8).
God dictates for the dawning community a rhythmic development, which
Luke wants to divide into periods.32

Whoever speaks of history also speaks of continuity and change. Luke’s
history of a dawning Christianity fits into the continuation of the history
of Israel. The numerous speeches of Acts ceaselessly repeat, almost to
the point of boredom, that the God of Jesus is none other than the God of
the Fathers, the God of Abraham, of Isaac and of Jacob (3. 13; 7. 2–50;
13. 17–26; 22. 3; 24. 14; 26. 6–8; 28. 17). Luke, in a variety ofways, strives
to mention the signs of continuity in his salvation history, whether they
be of a textual order (the intensive use of the LXX), a geographical order
(the emblematic role of Jerusalem as the symbol of God’s faithfulness)
or a personal order (the modelling of Paul on Peter).33

These markers of continuity must be all the more evident since
Luke’s narrative emphasizes an image of God that changes and is trans-
formed. In spite of the use of an ancient term derived from the LXX
(	�
��	
�́�	���) to say it (10. 34), Luke is aware of something new
when he places on the lips of Peter the assertion thatGod no longer ‘shows
any partiality’ (lit. ‘makes no acceptance of persons’). The holiness of
the chosen people is enlarged to worldwide dimensions. It is again Peter
who announces to Cornelius, that from now on ‘everyone who believes
in him receives forgiveness of sins through his name’ (10. 43b). Luke is

32 Luke’s preoccupation with the periodization of history allows one to understand the
calendar (unknown to the rest of the New Testament tradition) fixed by the author at the in-
terval between Jesus and the Church: forty days of appearances of the Risen One (Acts 1. 3),
then the Ascension and then Pentecost after fifty days (Acts 2. 1). Whatever the case may
be with the information collected by Luke, this scanning of time is related to his vocation
as a historian. Since he is devoted to telling how salvation is manifested in history, it is
important for him to describe the salvific events according to the rules of historiography, in
other words, to tell them, to date them and to localize them.
33 On this process of modelling, called syncrisis, see below pp. 56–9 (ch. 3).
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the only one in the New Testament to narrativize how the God of Israel
becomes the God of all.

A theology of the word

The theme of Acts is neither the history of the Church, nor the activity of
the Spirit, but the expansion of the Word. The real hero of the Acts of the
Apostles is the logos, the Word. 34 The promise of the Risen One (1. 8),
which overshadows the narrative, announces the mandate transmitted to
the disciples and installs them as witnesses, from Jerusalem to the end of
the earth.
The foundation is Christological. ‘For Luke, theword ofGodwasmade

flesh in Jesus, but not in John’s manner: it is the word of God in the past
addressed to the prophets and not pre-existent in heaven, which took
on the body of Jesus (Acts 10. 36–7).’35 At Pentecost (Acts 2), the Holy
Spirit takes charge in creating the conditions for the diffusion of theWord.
However, it seems that from this event, the apostles are less the trustees
of a word to be proclaimed, than the witnesses of a Word that precedes
them, the effects ofwhich they have to recognize.36 Clearly, Luke does not
imagine the visibility of the Word without the presence of the witnesses.
Yet throughout his narrative, the Word precedes them, acting on them
rather than the reverse. TheWord ‘grows’ (6. 7; 12. 24; 19. 20). TheWord
‘spread throughout the region’ (13. 49). It is the Word that is received
(2. 41; 8. 14; 11. 1; 17. 11) and that is praised (13. 48). Paul is ‘possessed’37

by the Word (18. 5). The whole conflict between the apostles and the
Jerusalem authorities (Acts 3–5) plays on who controls the Word, as the
narrator ironically exposes the helplessness of the adversaries to censure
it (4. 1–4, 17; 5. 17–28, 40). The same situation occurs in Jerusalem
(4. 23–31) and Philippi (16. 19–26): the attempts to silence the witnesses
meet with the power of God that shakes the earth. Then, at the end of the
narrative, Paul’s imprisonment does not prevent their preaching ‘with all
boldness and without hindrance’ (Acts 28. 31b).
Just prior to entering into the martyrdom of Paul there is a particularly strik-

ing miracle which draws attention to the Lucan conception of the Word: the

34 In his commentary, M. Benéitez has rightly recognized this point: Salvación, 1986,
see esp. pp. 483ff.
35 F. Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 1987, p. 197.
36 In a short study, Louis Panier has expressed the dynamic and propulsive character of

the logos in Acts: ‘Portes ouvertes’, 1991.
37 0���́������ expresses for Luke the grasp, the strong mastery, the possession. He uses

it in Luke 4. 38 and Acts 28. 8 for a sickness and, in Luke 19. 43 and 22. 63 for attack of
enemies.
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resurrection of Eutychus (20. 7–12). Bernard Trémel,38 in a quite remarkable
fashion, has exploited the symbolism of the narrative. He has shown that a litur-
gical setting permeates the text by means of time (the first day of the week), the
presence of lamps (20. 8) and by the sharing of bread. Eutychus’ fall is an exit
from this symbolic space inhabited by light and life, which animates the Word
preached by the apostle; the rupture with this space is signified narratively by the
sleep, provoking the fall. But the Word is powerful enough to bring back to life a
man who has slipped into death. Paul does not utter any therapeutic formula; he
simply declares: ‘do not be alarmed for his life is in him’ (20. 10), and the power
of the Word is enough.
The growth of the Word is co-extensive with that of the Church.39

The same verb 	���́��, that evokes proliferation, is used for the logos
(12. 24) and the Church (6. 1, 7; 9. 31). The Church, for Luke, as for
Paul in Romans 9. 8–9, is a creatura verbi; believers are defined by their
acceptance of theWord (8. 14; 11. 1; 17. 11; cf. Luke 8. 13) and are called
‘hearers of theWord’. Luke’s text is fashioned by a theology of the fecun-
dity of theWord, which is announced in the gospel from the parable of the
sower (Luke 8. 4–8, 11–15) onwards, and which has its roots in the dy-
namic Old Testament concept of ŒI.40

A theology of providence

E. Käsemann brought about something of a shock in Lucan studies by
claiming that Luke, a bad student of Paul, had exchanged Paul’s (good)
theology of the cross for a theology of glory. In support of this idea he
observes that in Luke–Acts, the resurrection and not the cross occupies
the central place in assuring salvation.41 This observation is correct. Luke
does have triumphalist accents, in mentioning the irrepressible growth of
theWordor theChurch42 orwhenhenarrativizes the themeof providential
failure (e.g. 8. 1b–4; 25. 11 – 28. 31).43 Yet even if his observation of a

38 B. Trémel, ‘A propos’, 1980. It is instructive to compare Acts 20 with the Acts of Paul.
The apocryphal story of the resuscitation of Patrocles concentrates precisely on a missing
element in Luke’s narrative: a therapeutic performance orchestrated by the apostle (Acts of
Paul 11. 1–2). For further details see my article ‘Acts of Paul’, 1997, pp. 169–83.
39 The ecclesiological dimension of 
́�
� in Acts has been shown by J. Kodell, ‘ “Word

of God” ’, 1974.
40 See W. Reinhardt’s study, Wachstum, 1995, pp. 103–16.
41 E. Käsemann, Ruf der Freiheit, 1972, pp. 207–22. U. Wilckens had already protested

at the time against the prejudice provoked by imposing Pauline theological categories on
Luke–Acts (‘Interpreting’, 1966, pp. 60–83).
42 Acts 1. 15; 2. 41; 5. 14; 6. 1, 7; 9. 31; 11. 21; 12. 24; 13. 49; 16. 5; 18. 10; 19. 20.
43 8. 1b-4: the scattering of the Christians in Jerusalem due to persecution has a positive

effect on the spreading of the Word in Samaria (8. 5) and the proclamation of salvation to
the Gentiles in Antioch (11. 19–21). In 25. 11 – 28. 31 Paul’s appeal to the emperor in order
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divergencewith Pauline soteriology is correct (Luke is clearly not Paul),44

Käsemann’s alternative proposal is unacceptable. He argues that onemust
choose between the Pauline paradox of life working in death (Gal. 2. 19–
20; 2 Cor. 12. 9–10; Rom. 6. 6–8) or a triumphalist theology centred on
the success of God. His proposal is false. The forcing of a choice between
the two is misleading and must be rejected.
Lucan theology is not a theology of glory, but a theology of provi-

dence.45 At the end ofActs, the reader cannot help but recognize the stead-
fastness of divine pronoia.46 God always saves his own, even in the most
extreme dangers, such as conspiracy, threat of death or storm. The failure
of the witnesses is distressing, but it is providential failure47 as it results
in the expansion of their mission (8. 1–4; 16. 6–10; 25. 11).
In effect, Luke develops in his narrative a rhetoric of the Gospel’s

success. Even in weakness, the Word comes through and causes faith
to blossom. However, this rhetoric has nothing to do with triumphalism.
Success for the Word does not grow independently of the suffering of
the messengers, but because of it. It is remarkable that each of the three
references to the growth of the Word which I have just mentioned (6. 7;
12. 24; 19. 20) occurs narratively on the day after a crisis.48 Threatened,
beaten, betrayed, judged, imprisoned and stoned, the messengers do not
ensure the advancement of theWord in spite of the bad things that happen
to them, but because of them. At Lystra, where he heals a paralysed man,
Paul is stoned and left for dead (14. 19). In Philippi, the evangelization
of Paul and Silas fails after the exorcism of the ‘pythoness’ woman, but
then succeeds from prison (16. 16–40). Thessalonica, Beroea, Corinth
and Ephesus (Acts 17–19) are all stops where evangelization culminates
in the violent rejection of the missionary.

to avoid a denial of justice leads the apostle to witness to the Word in the capital of the
Empire.
44 I shall later compareLuke andPaul on the question of the validity of theLaw, pp. 59–64

(ch. 3).
45 The work of D. Gerber concerning Lucan Christology also explores this path freed

from Pauline pressures. This exegete refuses the alternative theologia crucis/theologia glo-
riae. Based on study of the infancy narratives, he prefers a soteriology of advent, especially
bound to the earthly manifestation of Jesus (‘Préparation du salut’, 1991; ‘Il vous est né un
Sauveur’, 1997).
46 On this theme, see J. T. Squires, Plan of God, 1993, pp. 37–77.
47 This is J. Zumstein’s formulation in ‘Apôtre comme martyr’, 1991, p. 202. The theme

has been developed in detail in S. Cunningham’s ‘Through Many Tribulations’, 1997,
pp. 186–327.
48 6. 7 meets the issue of the internal crisis caused by the neglect of the widows of the

‘Hellenists’; 12. 24 concludes the tragic scenario of the killing of James, the imprisonment
of Peter and the death of Herod; 19. 20 concludes the troubled ministry of Paul in Corinth
and Ephesus.
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At the risk of misunderstanding Luke’s thought, the reader of Acts
must not ignore this characteristic in the management of the narrative.
The narrator never stops his text on the success of the preaching of Paul,
but rather re-starts it, always anew, with the continuation of a voyage that
becomes a path of suffering.Hence, theActs is not yet the apocryphalActs
of apostles where missionary success opens pagan temples and smashes
idols.49 Luke’s narrative portrays a Synagogue strongly opposing Paul’s
mission and Graeco-Roman cults resisting their Christian rivals (Lystra,
Philippi, Athens, Ephesus). God’s protection, concerning hismessengers,
does not spare them from either failure or humiliation or martyrdom.50

Luke has even modelled the death of the first martyr (7. 54–60) on his
version of Jesus’ Passion.51 Stephen dies not only because of his Lord, but
also like him. The announcement of Paul’s calling also uses a vocabulary
of martyrdom rather than that of mission: ‘he is an instrument whom I
have chosen to bring my name before Gentiles and kings and before the
people of Israel; I myself will show him how much he must suffer for the
sake of my name’ (9. 15–16).
Rather than a triumphal path, the route of the heralds of theWord is the

road of the cross. According to Luke, this is the frame in which witness
takes place.

Conclusion: the Gospel and the apostle

After having clarified the theological point of view of Luke the historian,
I shall now appraise the construction of his work, in other words, his
decision to write a narrative of beginnings as a sequel to the biography
of Jesus. This decision, theologically, is of the utmost importance. Let us
consider its import.
First, this means that Luke does not make the past sacred. In this sense,

he is different from the author of theProtoevangelium of James. However,
Luke sanctifies the continuation of the gospel, the post-paschal period.
No other author in antiquity will dare to attach to the story of Jesus that

49 This motif appears in certain apocryphal Acts of the second century (Acts of John and
Acts of Paul) and then more frequently in the third century. In the Acts of John, the temple of
Artemis of Ephesus tumbles down to the cries of the crowd: ‘One is the God of John’ (Acts
of John 37–45, quotation 42); in the Acts of Paul, it is the statue of Apollos of Sidon which
crumbles after Paul prays to God: ‘[save] us by speedily bringing down thy righteousness
upon us’ (Acts of Paul 5).
50 The first exegete to have opposed Käsemann’s view from a narrative reading of the

mission in Acts is B. R. Gaventa, ‘Towards a Theology’, 1988, pp. 153–7.
51 Luke’s reading does not turn the Passion tradition into a theologia gloriae: P. Pokornỳ,

Lukanischen Schriften, 1998, p. 149.
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of the first Christians. In this respect, Luke writing to Theophilus moves
into terra incognita.

The memory of the witnesses

Second, this act signifies for Luke that faith in the incarnation does not
conceal the history of the communicators of faith. The memory of the
Gospel cannot be understood without the apostle, nor the memory of
the Master without the disciple; nor the memory of God without his
witnesses. An indication of this can be found in the preface of Luke’s
work, which already connects salvific time with the time of testimony
(Luke 1. 1–2). The historical role of the apostles after Jesus is signified
from Peter’s first statement onwards (Acts 1. 21–2), as well as from the
first speeches of Acts, as underscored in the kerygmatic declarations with
the repetitive ‘we are the witnesses’ (2. 32; 3. 15; 5. 32).
The theological choice of remembering the apostles, outlined in the

history of Christianity, is faced with two opposing lines: a forgetting of
thewitnesses in a gnostic spiritualitywhereChristianity becomeswisdom
and its word the message, and at the other extremity, the hagiography of
the third centurywhere the figure of thewitness hides the Christ. Contrary
to the former, Luke connects the kerygma to the human mediations of
God and incorporates the messengers into the message.52 In contrast to
the latter, the hagiographical drift, Luke never gives up the conviction
that the apostles are witnesses, not actors in the savific drama. He does
not recount their deaths.

Jesus and Paul

The writing of the double work ‘Jesus + apostles’ signifies that Luke
is the first to formulate the basis of the Christian faith under the banner
�+����́�
� ���̀ �	
��
��
́�, the Gospel and the apostle. He is the first
to make known that an anamnesis of the founding story of Christianity
must include Jesus and the apostles. He is also the first to link Jesus and
Paul in the tradition. The canon of the New Testament will ratify this
theological choice. C. K. Barrett, defying anachronism, concludes that
‘Luke–Acts is the first New Testament.’53 In any case, the double work
ad Theophilum accomplishes its identity aim by gathering in one writing

52 F. Bovon is very sensitive to this theme: Evangile et l’apôtre, 1993 and ‘Structure
canonique’, 1994.
53 C. K. Barrett, ‘Third Gospel as a Preface’, 1992, p. 1462; see also ‘First New Testa-

ment?’, 1996, pp. 102–3.
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everything that Christianity at Luke’s time should know about its past.
Like a narrative catechism, Luke–Acts presents the important elements
of doctrine to its readers: words of the Master, speeches of the apostles,
Christian rereading of the Scriptures, the work of the Spirit. What more
did the readers need?
The historical statement of this novum that is constituted in a Christian

form as the double work ad Theophilum demands literary exploration.
How does the unity of Luke–Acts function? This is the question that I
deal with in my next chapter.



3

THE UNITY OF LUKE–ACTS: THE TASK
OF READING

In writing his ‘Acts of Apostles’, Luke offers his readers a narrative of
beginnings. This narrative of the birth of Christianity is part of a double
work, which begins with the biography of Jesus. Henry Joel Cadbury was
the first, in 1927, to call this ‘Luke–Acts’.1

While it is true that this label had to wait for redaction criticism
(Redaktionsgeschichte) to be more widely accepted in research, after
Conzelmann2 it has become (almost) compulsory. If the unity of the au-
thorship of the gospel of Luke and Acts, affirmed by the early Church,3

has never been seriously the subject of doubt, research is indebted to
Henry Cadbury and subsequently to Martin Dibelius, for the impulse to
explore the unity of the Lucan diptych on the literary and theological
level.
‘Luke–Acts’ represents, therefore, a very recent concept in the bimil-

lennial history of the reading of theNewTestament. This concept imposed
itself so rapidly in research that it can be considered today as a fait ac-
quis.4 Since the 1960s a recognition that the gospel of Luke and the book
of Acts were the work of the same author and a crystallization of the same
theology has been the postulate of all research on Luke’s text. In doing

1 Having used the formula ‘Luke–Acts’ in several articles in JBL in 1925 and 1926, H. J.
Cadbury made it famous in his 1927 monograph: The Making of Luke–Acts. To justify it he
depends on the Old Testament example of the two books of Samuel or Kings, but for the
Lucan writings he prefers to maintain their names rather than to retitle them Ad Theophilum
I and Ad Theophilum II. ‘Hyphenated compounds are not typographically beautiful or
altogether congenial to the English language, but in order to emphasize the historic unity of
the two volumes addressed to Theophilus the expression “Luke–Acts” is perhaps justifiable’
(p. 11).
2 H. Conzelmann, Theology of St Luke, 1982.
3 E. Jacquier, Actes des apôtres, 1926, pp. lvi–lvii.
4 Marcel Dumais, in presenting the state of research, considers that the first established

fact of the exegesis of Acts is the consideration of Luke and Acts as ‘un seul livre en deux
tomes’ (‘Bilan et orientations’, 1995, p. 313). Rather than a ‘fait acquis’, we should speak of
a heuristic proposition, always open to falsification, and especially questionable concerning
its means (as I hope to show).
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this, exegetes have made an important methodological decision, main-
taining that a correct reading of Luke’s work requires the uniting of what
the canon of the New Testament has divided. This heuristic principle has
been undeniably productive: it has made it possible to consider Luke in
the three roles of historian, writer and theologian, across the whole range
of his work.
But here is where misunderstandings arise. What is ‘unity’ in narra-

tive? If unity of thought in the Pauline correspondence can be deduced
from a consistent vocabulary, a uniform use of conceptual tools, and a co-
herence in the argumentative discussions, what can be said of narrative?
Are the same indications discernible? Evidently not. A narrator does not
expound his views as systematically as in an argumentative genre; ideas
are transmitted indirectly through characters, or distilled in (implicit and
explicit) commentaries. A storyteller like Luke does not always clearly
present what he thinks. In brief, while narrativity in no way excludes
coherence in the author’s thought system, such coherence does not reveal
itself in an argumentative type of logic. So I ask again: how do we discern
the unity of thought in narrative?

Internal tensions in the work

We have recently been invited to ‘rethink the unity of Luke and Acts’
(from the title of a book by Parsons and Pervo).5 These two authors have
pointed out that there are internal tensions in the work; here are the major
ones:

The gospel and Acts belong to two different literary genres, the former
biographical and the latter historiographical.6

The gospel and Acts treat their sources differently (Dibelius in 1923
had already drawn attention to this phenomenon);7 from a stylistic
point of view, the piecemeal narrative of the gospel is not at all like
the great speeches of Acts or long narrative sequences (Acts 3–5;
10–11; 13–14; 21–6).

The reader moves from a thematic centred on the ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂
(gospel) to a strongly Christological kerygma (Acts).

5 M. C. Parsons and R. I. Pervo, Rethinking, 1993. Before them, J. M. Dawsey, ‘Literary
Unity’, 1989;M. C. Parsons, ‘Unity of LukanWritings’, 1990, pp. 29–53; andmuch earlier:
A. C. Clark, Acts of the Apostles, 1933, pp. 393–405.
6 In an attempt to overcome this obstacle (the identification ofLuke andActs as belonging

to the same literary genre), R. I. Pervo wrote a provocative article: ‘Same Genre?’, 1989.
See also M. C. Parsons and R. I. Pervo’s Rethinking, 1993, pp. 20–44.
7 M. Dibelius, ‘Style Criticism’ [1923], 1956. Dibelius concluded that the primitive

kerygmatic tradition did not include any account of the apostles. J. Jervell has contested
this and rightly so (‘Problem of Traditions’, 1972).
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The duality of righteous/sinner (��́���
�/1�����
́�), so important in
the gospel (Luke 5. 32; 7. 34–5, 39; 15. 1–17; 18. 9–14; 19. 6–10),
disappears in Acts.

The authority of the Torah in its entirety is maintained in Luke 16. 17;
but it no longer governs the soteriology of Acts (cf. Acts 15. 10,
28–9!).

The aggressive words of the Lucan Jesus against the rich (Luke 6. 24–
5; 12. 13–21; 20. 47) and the dangers of riches (Luke 12. 33–4; 16.
19–31; 18. 18–30) disappear in Acts, replaced by an ethic of sharing
(Acts 2. 42–5; 4. 32–7) and a preoccupation with the privileged and
persons of high rank (Acts 8. 27; 9. 36; 16. 14; 17. 34; 18. 7; etc.).

On the basis of these disparities, Parsons and Pervo invite us to separate
the gospel of Luke and Acts. In their opinion, the unity of authorship is
not in question, but rather the homogeneity as well as the generic or the
theological. Without arguing for the divorce of the two books, they invite
us to rethink the relationship between them: ‘The relationships between
these two books are relations between two books, not correspondences
within a conveniently divided entirety.’8 In my opinion, this statement
is correct. It warns us of the risk involved in the axiomatic status given
by research to the single entity Luke–Acts, the risk of attributing to the
author of ad Theophilum a uniformity of thought that is found scattered
through the episodes of the macro-narrative (Luke 1 to Acts 28), without
any consideration for the discordances.9 On the other hand, the proposal
to separate Luke and Acts risks exaggerating the internal tensions to the
detriment of the unity of the work. From a narratological perspective,
one wonders if, in spite of these internal tensions, the macro-narrative
provides an effect of unity for the reader and, if so, by what means.

An effect of unity

I defend the following thesis: the narrative of Luke–Acts does aim to
provide a unifying effect at the theological level; but this unity is not
announced in the text; it is devolved as a task to the reader who must
construct this unity in the course of reading. A commentary: the only
‘meta-discourse’ that Luke presents concerning his narrative (Luke 1.
1–4 and Acts 1. 1–2) suggests that he conceived his work in two parts,
since he refers to the gospel as the ‘first word’ (	��̂�
� 
́�
�: Acts 1.
1a); however, this articulation does not decide the issue of coherence. The
question of unity has to be resolved at the level of the narrative strategy.

8 Rethinking, 1993, p. 126.
9 The monographs of Robert O’Toole (Unity, 1984) and Donald Juel (Promise, 1984)

run this risk.
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So the writing of a double work ‘Jesus and apostles’ does not invite an
ad libitum reading: by virtue of the linear disposition of the narrative, the
reading of Acts presupposes the information contained in the gospel. In
addition, the teleological principle of reading implies that the meaning
(and unity) of a work are perceptible at its end, the moment at which the
work appears in its totality. It is therefore by the device of echoes between
the before and the after of the narrative that the narrator will provoke the
reader to construct the unity of the narration. In practice, then, the task is to
take an inventory of the signs intended to unify the world of the narrative
and to assure that the end of the narrative confirms the unifying aim.

Intrinsic tensions of narrativity

I also defend the view that the search for unity in a narrative must in-
tegrate the presence of tensions and ruptures inherent to the narrative
phenomenon.
A comment: Stephen Moore has rightly argued that tensions and shifts

are intrinsic to narrativity, which rejects the systemization of argumen-
tative discourse.10 I would add that this characteristic is even more true
for historical narration. Historical narrative is obliged to take into con-
sideration an evolution, a story that moves forward, a project that shifts.
Typical of this is the way the Lucan pneumatology differs according to
the situation: the history of Israel (the prophets), the gospel (Jesus) or
Acts (the apostles, then all believers).11 The question then becomes: in
a narrative assigned to recording shifts and movements, how does the
narrator maintain continuity?
It is also important to think about how the narrator indicates in his

account the facts that produce fresh developments. In this respect, the
pivotal role that Easter plays (it is the hinge on which the Lucan diptych
turns) must not be underestimated. Of all the stylistic and terminological
variations between the gospel and Acts carefully observed by Albert
Clark and James Dawsey,12 some can be explained by the presence of
sources, but many are due to the paschal turning point. This is the case
in the use of ������́� (qualified by a possessive pronoun in the gospel
and absolute in Acts)13 or in the diverse handling of the Christological

10 S. Moore, ‘Unified Narratives?’, 1987.
11 This will be examined in more detail in chapter 6: ‘The work of the Spirit’.
12 A. C. Clark, Acts of the Apostles, 1933, pp. 393–405. J. M. Dawsey, ‘Literary Unity’,

1989.
13 Whereas in the gospel ������́� is most often determined by a possessive pronoun

(usually 
� ������& �+�
�̂), the term appears in the absolute sense in Acts or it figures as
an ecclesiastical designation with 
� 	�����́
���� (exceptions: Acts 9. 1, 25).
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titles between the gospel (a differentiated use) and Acts (a cumulative
use).14

From here I shall proceed in three steps. First, an investigation of the
literary clues which indicate that the narrator has the narrative entity of
Luke–Acts in mind. Second, a presentation of three means by which the
unification of the narrative world of Luke–Acts is provided for the reader:
the prolepsis, the narrative chain and modelling. Third, an elucidation of
one of the most notable theological shifts in the work ad Theophilum: the
change in the status of the Law between the gospel and Acts. I would like
to show, by this specific case, how Luke maintains the unity of his work,
while nevertheless indicating the deep shift that the Christological event
effects.

Luke–Acts, a narrative entity

What literary indications show that the author conceived the fifty-two
chapters of Luke–Acts as a whole?

Information withheld

Surprisingly, the first indication comes from source criticism. More than
once, study of synoptic parallels has shown that the narrator has delib-
erately withheld a motif of the gospel, in order to move it to Acts. The
reason is always to create an effect later in the narrative.
During Jesus’ trial before the Sanhedrin, the Markan motif of false

witness concerning the destruction of the Temple and its reconstruction
in three days (Mark 14. 58) has been left out by Luke (cf. 23. 66), who
later brings it back at the arrest of Stephen (Acts 6. 14). Is it possible that
Luke was ignorant of this criticism of the Temple in the Jesus tradition? A
detail in Acts 6. 14 proves the contrary. In a subtle manner, the accusation
against Stephen is not by a direct word, but a reported one: ‘For we have
heard him say that this Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this place and will
change the customs that Moses handed on to us.’ This shows that Luke is
not ignorant of the origin of the criticism, but transfers it from the Master
to the disciple. But why the shift? The most obvious reason is that the role
played by the Temple in Acts 1–5 could not have been maintained in the

14 The gospel of Luke offers a use of Christological titles (��́��
�, ����́���
�,
 	����́���, ��
̀� �
�̂ �����	
�̂, �����
́�) differentiated according to the characters in
the narrative. The speeches in Acts accumulate these titles, reflecting a post-paschal keryg-
matic concentration (for example Acts 3. 13–21!).
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light of the eschatological degradation to which Mark’s logion subjected
the Temple.
Similarly, the suspension of the Torah of purity (Mark 7. 1–23) does not

occur in Luke’s work until Peter’s vision in Acts 10; Luke eliminates it so
as not to anticipate the removal of the barrier between pure and impure,
disclosed to the apostle (‘What God has made clean, you must not call
profane!’, Acts 10. 15).15 A further example: the weight the narrator
gives to the question of Israel’s refusal, at the end of the macro-narrative
(Acts 28. 16–31), leads him to abbreviate the quotation of Isaiah 6. 9–10
in the teaching in parables (Luke 8. 10b; different from Mark 4. 12 and
Matthew 13. 14–15). The intention is to reserve the full version, and
therefore the full weight of the prophetic text, for his final verses (Acts
28. 26–7).16

These three examples of withholding information show, at the very
least, that the narrator envisions a plot whose completion is Acts 28
rather than Luke 24. A study of the rhetorical procedure of inclusion will
take us a step further.

Significant inclusions

Inclusio, which recalls at the end an initial motif, is a rhetorical procedure
used by both narrators and orators to make the unity of the subject clearer.
It is a device for closing the narrative.
In this case, each of the panels of the Lucan diptych is framed by a

significant inclusion. The gospel goes from the Temple, where the com-
ing of the Saviour is announced (Luke 1. 5–25), to the Temple where the
disciples await the coming of the Spirit (Luke 24. 53); in this way the
narrative is anchored in the presence of God with his people, to which
the symbolic meaning of the Temple refers. The book of Acts unfolds
between the preaching of the Risen One about the ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂
(Acts 1. 3) and the preaching of Paul about the ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂ (Acts
28. 31). The essential continuity of the message is established, but com-
pleted for Paulwith the reference to teaching ‘about the Lord JesusChrist’
(continuity and displacement).

15 C. K. Barrett correctly perceived this point: ‘Third gospel as a Preface’, 1992,
pp. 1456–7.
16 This procedure of transferring a fragment from one pericope to another has been

identified byD. Hermant (‘Procédé’, 1997). Curiously, this exegete sees it only as gratuitous
literarymanipulationby the author the ‘malin plaisir qu’unvirtuose éprouve à exercer parfois
sa virtuosité sans que personne en ait conscience’ (p. 547). The examples I have just given,
in addition to showing the care Luke gives to his writing, demonstrate that literary transfers
can be required by the unfolding plot of the macro-narrative.
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For its part the whole work is overshadowed by the narrative arc
constructed by the two Lucan references to ‘the salvation of God’:17

the salvation of God predicted by the Baptist with the words of Isaiah
40. 5 (Luke 3. 6: ��& 23���� 	�̂�� ��̀�� �
̀ ����́��
� �
�̂ ��
�̂) and
the offer of the salvation of God to the nations (Acts 28. 28:
�
�̂� 4������ �	����́� �
�̂�
 �
̀ ����́��
� �
�̂ ��
�̂, which follows
the long quotation from Isaiah 6. 9–10.Between these narrative boundary-
markers there is a circularity in the narrative, allowing the reader to verify
the aim of Luke’s narration.18 This circularity is crystallized in a history
of salvation, a salvation predicted, incarnated, announced, rejected by the
majority of the Jews, and, finally, offered to the Gentiles who ‘will listen’
(Acts 28. 28b).
Whether through a negative means (withholding information) or a pos-

itive means (closing the narrative by inclusion), it is clear that the work
addressed to Theophilus is meant to be read as a narrative entity. Fur-
thermore, its unity must affect its aim. In practice, what means does the
author employ to ensure the unity of his salvation history?

Three unifying procedures

I begin with prolepsis, which is a projection toward the future of the
story. The book of Acts opens with a gigantic prolepsis, the promise of
the Risen One to the Eleven: ‘You will receive power when the Holy
Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in
all Judaea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth’ (1. 8). The location
of this announcement, at the threshold of Acts, gives it the value of a
narrative programme, going even beyond Acts 28 (Rome is not yet the
end of the earth). In addition to providing the reader with an outline of the
narrative, 1. 8 announces the Christological engendering of the history
that follows: through the joys (and especially sorrows) of the messengers,
it is the story of a promise that bears fruit. Thus the prolepsis in Acts 1.
8 functions very clearly as a key to reading the whole narrative.
However, the author of Luke–Acts is fond of giving his prolepses19 a

twist that is less clear, more elliptic. I shall give a few examples.

17 The formula �
̀ ����́��
� �
�̂ ��
�̂ does not appear elsewhere in Luke–Acts. The
third occurrence of ����́��
� in Luke’s writing is Luke 2. 30 (‘my eyes have seen your
salvation’).
18 J. Dupont is very attentive to the importance of the inclusion procedure in Luke’s

double–work, especially at the conclusion of Acts; he sees 28. 16–31 as an echo of Paul’s
trial (Acts 21–8), but also of the speech in Antioch of Pisidia (Acts 13), the preaching of
Jesus in Nazareth (Luke 4) and the infancy narratives (Luke 1) (‘Conclusion’, 1984).
19 Going through the gospel in search of indicators pointing in the direction of Acts,

C. K. Barrett has made an inventory of some forty-one possible references (‘Third gospel
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Elliptic prolepses

At the heart of the infancy narratives, Simeon’s oracle combines blessing
Jesus’ parents (Luke 2. 34a) with an announcement to Mary which casts
a shadow over the rest of the story: ‘This child is destined for the falling
and the rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed
so that the inner thoughts of many will be revealed – and a sword will
pierce your own soul too’ (Luke 2. 34b–35a). The clash between the peace
celebrated by Simeon (2. 29) and the suffering he announces leaves the
prediction very imprecise: of what does the ‘falling and rising’ consist?
WhenwillMary be pierced? The reader will only discover the answers by
reading on.
Later, in Luke 9. 51, the great itinerary of the Lucan Jesus is in-

troduced by a comment of the narrator which has caused contin-
ual difficulty for exegetes: ‘When the days drew near for him to be
taken up (��̀� -��̀��� ��̂� ����́�3��� �+�
�̂), he set his face to go
to Jerusalem.’ Commentators have wondered about the meaning of
����́�3��, hapax legomenon in the substantive form, but attested in
Testament of Levi 18. 3 and Psalms of Solomon 4. 18.20 Does the term
refer to the the Ascension of Jesus (supported by Acts 1. 2, 11, 22)? Or
does it refer more generally to Jesus’ journey up to Jerusalem and then
the Passion (supported by �����,�́�� in Acts 7. 43; 10. 16; 20. 13–14;
23. 31)?21 The plural ��̀� -��́��� favours the latter sense, which is more
extensive (cf. the singular 5�� ��̂� -��́��� -̂� ����́���� in Acts 1. 22).
Yet the connotation of ascension is not entirely absent. The semantic de-
cision remains open for the reader and only the narrated events, at the
transition between the two parts of the work (Luke 24/Acts 1), will clar-
ify the fulfilment of this ����́�3�� that in this context remains elliptic.
Luke’s writing, we see, uses the ambiguity of the term in order to leave the
reader’s decision open in Luke 9. 51.22 As the narrative advances to Jesus’

as a Preface’, 1992, pp. 1451–66, esp. 1453–61). From his inventory, I maintain a prolep-
tic potential for the following references: Luke 3. 6 (Gentile mission); 4. 16–30 (Gentile
mission); 7. 1–10 (Acts 10–11); 9. 52–6 and 17. 11–19 (Acts 8); 10. 11 (Acts 13. 51); 10.
19 (Acts 28. 6); 11. 49 (the apostles); 12. 8 (Acts 7. 56); 12. 11–12. (the suffering of the
missionaries); 19. 45–6 (the role of the Temple); 21. 12–19 (the suffering of the missionar-
ies); 22. 15–20 and 24. 30–1, 35 (the breaking of bread); 23. 6–12 (Acts 4. 27); 23. 34–46
(Acts 7); 23. 47 (the Christological title ��́���
�); 24. 49 (Acts 2).
20 G. Delling, art, ‘��,�́�� ��’, 1967 [orig. 1942], pp. 7–8; G. Friedrich,

‘Entrückungschristologie’, 1973.
21 The exegetical debate is presented in G. Friedrich’s ‘Entrückungschristologie’, 1973,

pp. 70–4; the author favours reference to the Passion.
22 I depend here upon the valuable remarks of F. Bovon in ‘Effect of Realism’, 1995,

see p. 102; cf. Evangile selon saint Luc, 1996, p. 33.
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exaltation, it leads not only to reducing the semantic indeterminacy, but
also (and especially) to grounding the Passion–resurrection scenario in
Jesus’ resolution, ‘setting his face’ to assume a destiny which fulfils the
Father’s will.23

Fire and Pentecost

I perceive the same deliberate indeterminacy of sense in Luke 12. 49–
50, in Jesus’ declaration about the ‘fire’ he has come to throw on the
earth and the ‘baptism’ with which he must be baptized. Seeking the
exact meaning of this prolepsis leads to difficulty, as fire is a common
metaphor in Judaism for eschatological judgement, as the reader is well
aware from Luke 3. 9, 17; 9. 54. But the synonymous parallelism between
	�̂� and ,�́	����� calls for a reference to the Holy Spirit; the Baptist’s
words in 3. 16 alreadymove in this direction. It is only upon arriving at the
Pentecost narrative that the reader will be able to reread Jesus’ declaration
and discern a prediction of the coming of the Spirit. Furthermore, this is
formulated in unusual terms: the promise of the Risen One is not that
the disciples will receive the Holy Spirit, but that they will be ‘clothed
with power from on high’ ( ���́�����  � 63
�� ��́����� Luke 24. 49;
cf. Acts 1. 8). Once again, the narrative contains its own keys for reading:
the use of ��́����� as a metaphor for the Spirit is a Septuagintalism used
elsewhere in Luke–Acts (Luke 1. 17, 35; 4. 14; Acts 8. 10; 10. 38).24

A deliberate uncertainty

There are other prolepses, just as elliptic, that mark Paul’s destiny in the
book of Acts. Acts 9. 16: ‘I myself will show him how much he must
suffer for the sake of my name’. Acts 13. 2: ‘Set apart for me Barnabas
and Saul for the work (4��
�) to which I have called them’. Acts 21. 11:
‘This is the way the Jews in Jerusalem will bind the man who owns this
belt and will hand him over to the Gentiles.’ In each of these three cases,
the reader is condemned to uncertainty until the narrative answers the
questions: what will Paul suffer for the name of Jesus? What is the 4��
�
to which Barnabas and Saul are called? How will the Jews capture Paul
in Jerusalem?

23 The same procedure of ambiguity at the Transfiguration has led the narrator to have
Moses and Elijah speak (9. 31) of the ‘exodus’ of Jesus rather than his departure toward
Jerusalem. The point of this is to provide the ascent toward the Passion with an exodus
connotation. P. Doble sees here the use of a Wisdom motif (Paradox, 1996, pp. 210–14).
24 On the equivalent ��́�����/	���̂��, see below, pp. 119–21 (ch. 6).
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One has the right to wonder why Luke does not announce things more
directly. Why does he avoid speaking clearly? Here we touch on a proce-
dure typical of our author: semantic ambiguity.25 In fact, the potential of
sense created by the ambiguity leaves indeterminate a prediction which
only later will be fulfilled in the narrative. Narratologically, the function
is as follows: semantic ambiguity opens in the narrative a place for uncer-
tainty, which frustrates the reader by omitting or hiding an element that is
necessary for understanding; the reader will then look, in the continuation
of the narrative, for that which fills this lack of information. An elliptical
or ambiguous phrase can then (though not always!) be the result of a
narrative strategy intended to stimulate the reader’s quest for verification.
Elliptical phrases are not the result of Luke’s incompetence as a writer,

but a method consciously applied to create distance between announce-
ment and accomplishment. This procedure is of the utmost importance
as it implies that the scheme announcement–accomplishment or, in other
words, promise–fulfilment, belongs at the very heart of the Lucan dip-
tych.26 In this way the progress of the macro-narrative leads the reader to
verify the reliability of the promises, and so to discern the unifying logic
of the narration. By leading the reader to recognize the fulfilment of the
predictions announced, the narrative functions as a site for verifying the
truthfulness of divine promises.

Narrative chains

The secondprocedure for unifying the narrative iswhat I call the ‘narrative
chain’. These are the lines that the author draws between the two parts of
his diptych, enabling the reader to gauge the continuity and progression
of the narrative.
One very obvious chain is the chain of centurions. Three centurions ap-

pear at key moments in the Lucan narrative: the centurion of Capernaum
(Luke 7. 1–10) is the first non-Jew to ask Jesus for healing; a centurion
confesses his faith at the foot of the cross (Luke 23. 47); it is also with
a centurion, Cornelius, that Peter experiences the bestowal of salvation
on the Gentiles (Acts 10–11; 15. 7–11). This chain of centurions is not

25 The question of semantic ambivalence in Luke will be dealt with in the next chapter:
‘A Christianity between Jerusalem and Rome’.
26 Although F. Bovon does not adopt the narratological perspective that is developed

here, he comes to the same conclusion: ‘Exegetes have too little noticed that the structure
of Luke–Acts, conditioned by the motif of accomplishment in the Old Testament, is itself
dominated by an internal play of promise and fulfilment. Nor have they remarked that this
interaction functions because of prophecies which are voluntarily ambiguous’ (‘Effect of
Realism’, 1995, p. 101; italics mine).
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a mere detail; it links three men whose faith is, in each case, exemplary.
The centurion of Capernaum points out that his slave can be healed by
means of Jesus’ word overcoming the insuperable distance between Jew
and Gentile. The example of his faith is underlined by Jesus: ‘I tell you,
not even in Israel have I found such faith’ (Luke 7. 9b). At the cross, the
soldier’s declaration of faith is unique (Luke 23. 47). As for Cornelius,
whose piety is strongly emphasized (pious, God-fearer, generous in his
giving and constantly in prayer: Acts 10. 2), the motive behind the grace
that is given to him through Peter is explained by the angel’s message:
‘Your prayers and your alms have ascended as a memorial before God’
(Acts 10. 4b). The narrator has linked these three soldiers together by the
common theme of the astonishing grace accorded to faith. This link is
all the more necessary in that he needs to prepare for the rupture that is
represented by the collapse of the barrier between pure and impure that
separates Peter from Cornelius (Acts 10. 9–16). The chain of centurions
has three effects on the level of the narrative: (a) it creates the continuity
between the meeting of Peter and Cornelius and an action of Jesus; (b) it
legitimates the favour of God towards Cornelius by the positive construc-
tion of the character of the ‘centurion’;27 (c) it prepares for the shock of
the opening up of salvation to the Gentiles.

The Damascus event

The importance given to the event on the Damascus Road in Acts is
well known. It is related by the narrator (Acts 9. 1–9a), then retold
by Paul before the people of Jerusalem (22. 1–21) and before Agrippa
(26. 1–29). This chain of the conversion of Saul is initiated and pre-
pared for, earlier, in the Gospel. Christ’s declaration in Acts 9. 15 (‘he
is an instrument whom I have chosen to bring my name before Gen-
tiles and kings ( ��	�́
�  ���̂� �� ���̀ ,����́��) and before the peo-
ple of Israel’) is a direct echo of Jesus’ prediction to his disciples: ‘they
will arrest you and you will be brought before kings and governors
( 	�̀ ,�����̂� ���̀ -���
́���) because ofmyname’ (Luke 21. 12). Earlier
in the narrative, the Lucan Jesus had warned his disciples of the necessity
of defending their faith: ‘When they bring you before the synagogues,
the rulers, and the authorities, do not worry about how you are to defend

27 The positive role of the character .���
���́����will also be assigned to the centurions
who accompany the suffering Paul from Acts 21 onwards. They constantly play the role of
protectors to the apostle who is threatened: 21. 32; 22. 25–6; 23. 17, 23; 24. 23; 27. 1, 6,
11, 31, 43; cf. 28. 16.
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yourselves or what you are to say; for the Holy Spirit will teach you at
the very hour what you ought to say’ (Luke 12. 11–12).
Luke has given Saul’s transformation a fundamental importance. It

ensures the legitimacy of the mission outside Judaism, in continuity with
the history of the fathers. Yet, by anchoring Paul’s destiny prior to Acts 9
in the words of Jesus preparing his disciples for their witness and suffer-
ing, the narrator gives the Pauline mission the mark of continuum.

Grace and purity

The third chain: between the parables of Luke 15 and Jesus’ encounter
with Zacchaeus (Luke 19. 1–10), Jean-Noël Aletti detects an interesting
echo consisting in the following scenario: (a) a dispute about the ac-
ceptance of sinners (15. 2) or of Zacchaeus (19. 5); (b) a soteriological
declaration (15. 7, 10, 24, 32; 19. 9); (c) a manifestation of joy (15. 6–7,
10, 23, 32; 19. 6).28 The correspondence between Luke 15 and 19 indi-
cates that with Zacchaeus, the parabolic affirmation is both concretized
and confirmed: salvation comes to sinners in spite of the protests of the
righteous. The attentive reader is aware of this recurrence when this chain
‘grace versus ritual Torah’ reappears with a difference at the Jerusalem
council (Acts 15). The situation of this summit meeting reduplicates in a
fascinating way the situation of Luke 15: the believers in Judaea protest
that one cannot be saved without circumcision (v. 1), whereas the account
of the conversion of pagans by Paul and Barnabas ‘brought great joy to
all the believers’ (v. 3). The frontline of the dispute is transferred to the
very heart of the Church. This message is produced by the repetition of
the scenario: the same grace prevails. James’ speech confirms this: ‘God
from the beginning looked favourably on theGentiles, to take from among
them a people for his name’ (15. 14).29

There is also a Pentecostal chain, which leads the reader from the
prediction of imminent fire, as previously noted (Luke 12. 49), to the
tongues of fire at Pentecost (Acts 2. 1–13) and the collective irruptions
of the Spirit in Acts 10. 44–6 and 19. 6. The expansion of the Church is
thus accompanied by the astonishing interventions of God, who shakes
up his Church in order to open it to the world.

28 J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 260–3.
29 We find here another type of relationship between Acts and the gospel. The narrative

of Acts has to put into words the attitudes that in the gospel occur between Jesus and
his interlocutors (in this case Jesus, Zacchaeus and the crowd). Zacchaeus becomes the
prototype of the grace and acceptance that those who uphold the mission from Antioch
come to Jerusalem to defend.
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The effects of redundancy

The presence of narrative chains suggests that Luke is working with the
effect of redundancy.While not the present subject, it would be interesting
to observe the variations that the author introduces from one narrative to
another.30 Like any storyteller, Luke avoids being tedious. But what we
need to notice here is the effect of the narrative chains on the reading of
Luke–Acts.
(1) The phenomenon of narrative redundancy assists memorization

and structures understanding. The links that the narrative chains create
throughout the multi-faceted macro-narrative open up axes for reading.
They mark the way. They signal the key points. From the point of view of
Acts, the following motifs are indicated: the opening toward the Gentiles,
the call to witness, the gift of the Spirit and the superiority of grace over
the Law.
(2) The further we go in the macro-narrative, the more the redundan-

cies abound. They multiply from Acts 10 onwards.31 The increasingly
frequent narrative repetitions evince Luke’s desire that readers engage
in a global reading that progressively deepens the significance of the
events reported. The most impressive case is Peter’s fourfold retelling
of his conversion, since Acts 10. 9–29 can rightly be called the ‘conver-
sion of Peter.’32 The apostle begins by transposing his ecstatic vision to
an ethical level (‘but God has shown me that I should not call anyone
profane or unclean . . .’ 10. 28). He then deduces that God is impartial
(
+� 4���� 	�
��	
�́�	��� 7 ��
́� 10. 34), founds this Christologi-
cally (10. 36–43), and follows itwith apneumatological reading: the send-
ing of the Spirit is a matter of God’s grace (11. 17). Finally, in Jerusalem,
the soteriological consequences are drawn (15. 9–10): if God has puri-
fied their hearts by faith, why should they be subject to the Law?33 The
narrative chain leads us from ethics to soteriology, by way of the image
of God, of Christology and pneumatology, which all deepen the meaning.
This path is a veritable course in dogmatics.
(3) In salvation history, God repeats himself no more than Luke does.

The echoes created by the narrative chain indicate, on the one hand, the

30 The three narratives of Saul’s conversion (Acts 9; 22; 26) are a privileged field for
studying the variations that the narrator introduces; see chapter 9.
31 Narrative redundancy affects the following passages: 11. 1–18; 15. 7–11; 20. 18–35;

22. 1–21; 25. 10–21; 26. 2–27; 28. 17–20.
32 On this subject, see pp. 98–102 (ch. 5) and 187–91 (ch. 9).
33 Louis Marin has given us an unsurpassed study of the sequence from 10. 1 to 11. 18,

with its multiple effects of redundancy: ‘Essai d’analyse structurale’, 1971. Concerning the
phenomenon of redundancy in Acts 10–11, see also R. Witherup, ‘Cornelius’, 1993 and
W. S. Kurz, ‘Variant Narrators’, 1997.
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continuity of God’s presence with his people and, on the other hand, the
differences between the ways in which God is present for Jesus and his
messengers. Without exception, the hermeneutical key to the narrative
chain resides in a saying of Jesus (Luke 7. 9; 12. 49; 15. 7, 10, 32; 19. 9;
21. 12; Acts 11. 16). So the chain constructs a fundamental continuity of
the Acts, not with Judaism,34 but with the action of God in Jesus Christ:
the continuity with Jewish tradition passes through him.

A procedure of modelling: syncrisis

Narrative repetition and echoes are the subtle ways that Luke chooses to
remind the reader. He accentuates them in another procedure of rereading
in which he excels: modelling, otherwise called syncrisis. Syncrisis is an
ancient rhetorical device. It consists in modelling the presentation of a
character on another in order to compare them, or at least to establish
a correlation between the two.35 Syncrisis creates a network of internal
intertextuality within the Lucan work.36 It brings together two characters
of the narrative under the sign of a similar event (such as the martyr-
dom of Jesus and Stephen: Luke 23. 34–46 and Acts 7. 55–60) or by
means of a similar narrative scenario (such as the meeting in Emmaus
and the conversion of the Ethiopian: Luke 24. 13–35 andActs 8. 26–40).37

Themost complete example of Lucan syncrisis is the Jesus–Peter–Paul
parallel. This has been shown many times and I shall not repeat the well-
known arguments.38 To summarize briefly: Peter and Paul heal as Jesus
healed (Luke 5. 18–25; Acts 3. 1–8; Acts 14. 8–10); like Jesus at his
baptism, Peter and Paul receive an ecstatic vision at the key moments of
their ministry (Acts 9. 3–9; 10. 10–16); like Jesus, they preach and endure
the hostility of the Jews; like their master, they suffer and are threatened

34 Pace J. Jervell, ‘Future of the Past’, 1996, p. 125.
35 A. George has devoted a beautiful study to the imposing syncrisis John the Bap-

tist/Jesus around which Luke built his infancy narrative (‘Parallèle entre Jean-Baptiste et
Jésus’[1978], 1986). J.-N. Aletti has given a large portion of his book to the Lucan syncrisis
(Quand Luc raconte, 1998, see especially pp. 69–166).
36 On the internal intertextuality ofLuke–Acts, see J.B.Green’s suggestions.He parallels

the inscription of the history of the Church in Jesus’ history and the inscription of Jesus’
history and the Church’s in Israel’s history. ‘Internal Repetition’, 1996, pp. 293–5.
37 Other examples: the correlation of Saul’s conversion (Acts 9. 3–19a) with the meeting

of Peter and Cornelius (Acts 10. 1–23), and of Peter’s liberation from prison (Acts 12.
12–17) with the narratives of the paschal appearances (Luke 24. 5–36).
38 See literature on the subject: J. Dupont, ‘Pierre et Paul’, 1967; C. H. Talbert, Literary

Patterns, 1974, pp. 15–23; W. Radl, Paulus und Jesus, 1975; R. F. O’Toole, ‘Parallels
between Jesus and His Disciples’, 1983; S. M. Praeder, ‘Jesus–Paul’, 1984; D. P. Moessner,
‘ “Christ Must Suffer” ’, 1986, J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 84–103.
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by death; Paul is brought before the authorities like Jesus (Acts 21–6);
and like him, Peter and Paul are delivered miraculously at the end of
their lives (Acts 12. 6–17; 24. 27 – 28. 6). In all of this, my interest
now is solely in the effects on the reading of Luke’s work. I discern
three.

Action and suffering

First, the modelling of the disciples on the Master is a matter of actions
(acting and suffering), not speech. The word of the witnesses does not
replace or imitate Jesus’ word, but rather refers to the Christological
kerygma (Acts 2. 22–36; 3. 13–26; 4. 10–12; 7. 52; 10. 37–43; 13. 26–39;
etc.). The gospel is the necessary presupposition for reading the speeches
in Acts, but surprisingly the characters in the narrative never quote the
gospel. In Acts, there are only two quotations attributed to Jesus (11. 16
and 20. 35). The first refers to Acts 1. 5 and the second is not found
in the gospel. The result is that the relation of Acts to the gospel is not
that of a commentary, but rather a rereading by continuation. According
to the categories of Genette, one should speak of hypertextuality rather
than metatextuality.39 The book of Acts is not a pesher on the gospel, but
recounts its after-effects in history.

A call to remembrance of the gospel

Secondly, Luke has fixed a point of departure for the syncrisis in an action
of Christ that remedies the powerlessness of the apostles. The technique
of modelling emerges for the first time at the healing of the lame man at
the Beautiful Gate of the Temple (Acts 3. 1–10).
In the text of Acts 3. 1–10,40 several linguistic signals re-

mind the reader of the healing of the paralytic in Luke 5. 17–
26: verse 6, 	���	�́��� (4����� ���́ is textually secondary), cf. Luke
5. 23; verse 7, 	������̂��, cf. Luke 5. 25a; verse 8a, 4���, cf.
Luke 5. 25a, ������́�; verses 8–9, ����̂� �
̀� ��
́�, cf. Luke 5. 25–6,
�
��́*��/ �
́��*
� �
̀� ��
́�; verse 9, 	�̂� 7 �
́�, cf. Luke 5. 26a,
8	�����; verse 10, 4�������, ��́�,
�, cf. Luke 5. 26, 4�������, �
́,
�.

39 G. Genette distinguishes these two varieties of intertextuality by speaking of hyper-
textuality when a text is grafted onto another by reference or allusion. He reserves the term
metatextuality for the explicit commentary of one text on another (e.g. pesher) (Palimpsests,
1997, pp. 5–10.)
40 For what follows, I borrow from the analysis of G. Muhlack, Parallelen, 1979,

pp. 27–36.
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There are also more numerous and emphatic signs pointing to a correla-
tion between this narrative and Paul’s healing of the lame man at Lystra
(Acts 14. 8–11): verse 2, ��� ���̀� . . . ��
̀�  � �
��́�� ����
̀� �+�
�̂,
cf. Acts 14. 8; verse 4, �����́��� . . . ��̂	��, cf. Acts 14. 9–
10; verse 8a,  ��
́���
� 4��� ���̀ 	����	�́���, cf. Acts 14. 10b,
9��
 ���̀ 	����	�́���; verse 9a, ��̂��� 	�̂� 7 �
́�, cf. Acts 14. 11a:

' �� 2�
� ��
́����.
Notice how the narrative of Acts 3 is grafted onto the Christological

model of Luke 5. The lamemanbegs for alms fromPeter and Johnwho are
going to theTemple for prayers at the ninth hour (3. 3). Peter looks intently
at him and declares: ‘I have no silver or gold, but what I have I give to you;
in the name of Jesus Christ ( � ��̃% :�
́���� ’;��
�̂ <����
�̂) of
Nazareth, stand up and walk!’ (3. 6). At this moment in the narrative
the correlative clues begin, that is, at this precise moment when the apos-
tles indicate what is lacking: money. This lack signals the powerlessness
of thewitnesses to fulfil the need expressed by the lameman. Overcoming
their incapacity, the 2�
�� ’;��
�̂ <����
�̂ becomes the operative agent
of the miracle, by means of a word borrowed (partially) from the Mas-
ter: ‘walk!’ (	���	�́��� 3. 6). Peter’s commentary is unambiguous: ‘his
name itself has made this man strong, and the faith that is through Jesus
has given him perfect health . . .’ (3. 16). The correlative clues literally
ratify what is said about the active ‘name of Jesus Christ’: the Risen One
confirms and continues his healing activity through the mediation of the
apostles. Frame, place and antagonists have changed. The reader of Acts
is called to remember the gospel in order to understand that the healing
at the Beautiful Gate is not an innovation, but appeals to a Christological
precedent that gives it meaning.

Neither imitation nor confusion

Thirdly, I stress the fact that Luke’s literary technique escapes all
schematic categorizations. I have already mentioned the unobtrusiveness
of the clues to the correlation between Acts 3 and Luke 5. Similarly, the
suffering destiny of Peter and Paul recalls the Passion of Jesus, without
confusing the two. This is why I hesitate to speak, even on a typological
level, of a ‘resurrection of Peter’ (Acts 12) or of a ‘Passion–resurrection
of Paul’ (Acts 27. 9 – 28. 6).41 The deaths of the two heroes are evaded

41 M.D.Goulder (TypeandHistory, 1964, pp. 62–3.) has strongly supported a typological
reading, followed by W. Radl, Paulus und Jesus, 1975, pp. 222–51 and J.-N. Aletti, Quand
Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 69–103.
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by the narrator (Acts 12. 17; 28. 30–1),42 as if it is necessary not to over-
shadow the only salvific death, that of Jesus. The syncrisis is not a copy.
It brings two characters, two events closer on the basis of differentiation.
It is remarkable that, on the path of identification between Christ and the
apostle, Luke has not crossed the threshold that the apocryphal Acts of
apostles have no hesitation in passing: Christ appears with the counte-
nance of Paul in the Acts of Paul and Thecla (3. 21) and takes on the face
of Thomas in the Acts of Thomas (151–3 and 154–5).
Luke’s theology does not go this far: modelling never produces imita-

tion or confusion, but always integrates the factor of difference. It points
to a conformity with a founding model and a permanence of divine as-
sistance to the ill-treated witnesses. It corresponds to a new development
of the Old Testament typology that marks the gospel. As the Christology
of the gospel is constructed with the help of typological models (Elijah-
Elisha and Moses), in Acts the destiny of the witnesses is woven into a
Christological typology which aligns the life of the witnesses with the
message they announce.
Summary. Three procedures have been studied which demonstrate the

authorial desire to lead the reader to discover the logic of the divine direc-
tion of history: the elliptic prolepsis, the narrative chain and the syncrisis.
These procedures have a common effect, in that they push the
reader/hearer to survey the two panels of the Lucan diptych, to keep
moving backwards and forwards within the narrative. They lead to a
rereading of Acts from the gospel and to a rereading of the gospel from
the point of view of the progress of the story charted in Acts. These narra-
tive procedures suggest rather than impose. They evoke a Christological
precedent more than they describe it. Inviting the reader to discover the
logic of the divine plan of salvation, they impel him/her to weave together
the connections from one end of the writing to the other. In short, they
solicit him/her to unify Luke and Acts.

Permanence and suspension of the Law

I said above that tensions and new developments do not threaten the unity
of the plot of a narrative. On the contrary, a captivating narrative requires

42 Except for Peter’s brief appearance at the Jerusalem council (Acts 15. 7–11), where
he gives a soteriological reading of his meeting with Cornelius, he disappears from the
narrative in 12. 17, according to the narrator’s enigmatic and verymetaphorical commentary:
K��̀  ����̀�  	
���́�� ��� 5���
� �
́	
� (‘he left andwent to another place’). The classic
enigma of the Lucan silence concerning the death of Paul (28. 30–1) will be dealt with in
chapter 10: ‘The enigma of the end of Acts (28. 16–31)’.
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them. This statement must still be tested with regard to Luke’s position
on the Torah. The coherence of the Lucan view of Torah,43 as one moves
from the gospel to Acts,44 does not seem clear.

Integral validity

From the gospel’s point of view, the status of the Law is unambiguous:
‘It is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one stroke of
a letter in the law to be dropped’ (Luke 16. 17). Even if he is ‘himself
in favour of a spiritual concentration of the Law’,45 Luke does not ig-
nore its ritual component. At the beginning of the gospel, Jesus’ mother
respects the Mosaic prescription concerning purification and offers the
required sacrifice (Luke 2. 22–4). Luke takes over, without weakening it,
the Q logion that rebukes the Pharisees for paying tithes on garden herbs
instead of practising justice and the love of God, and, he adds, ‘it is these
you ought to have practised, without neglecting the others’ (Luke 11. 42).
The Lucan Jesus comments on the Torah (6. 27–42), refers a lawyer to
the summary of the Law in order to receive eternal life (10. 25–8), and
answers the rich man with a condensed version of the Decalogue (18.
18–20). The Law in its integrity remains in force.

Observance and rejection

What can be said of the second volume of Luke’s work? The result of
the analysis is double: observance and rejection. Here, as in other places,
Luke differentiates. I shall put forward the two positions.

43 The latest to have dealt with the question of the Law in Luke–Acts are: F. G. Downing,
‘Freedom’, 1984; M. Klinghardt, Gesetz, 1988; J. A. Fitzmyer, Luke the Theologian, 1989,
pp. 175–202; K. Salo, Luke’s Treatment, 1991; H. Merkel, ‘Gesetz’, 1996; F. Bovon, ‘La
Loi’, 1997.
44 The Lucan ethic of possessions poses an identical problem. After the way the Lucan

Jesus curses the rich (‘But woe to you who are rich, for you have received your consola-
tion’ Luke 6. 24), how are we to understand the accommodating interest of the author in
the conversion of the Graeco-Roman ‘women of high standing’ (Acts 17. 4, 12)? Narrative
criticism refuses to reduce the contradiction by means of source-critical arguments (the
editor disagreeing with his sources). It observes the means the narrator employs to move
the reader from the prescriptive ideal of the gospel (that the narrative never invalidates) to
the lived reality in Acts; that is, from the evangelical imperative of relinquishment (Luke
12. 13–21; 18. 18–30) to the model of sharing of possessions (Acts 2. 42–5; 4. 32–7) and
the realization of the presence of rich people in the community (Acts 16. 14–15; 17. 4, 12;
etc.). I have developed this analysis in another study: ‘Luc–Actes: une unité à construire’,
1999, pp. 57–81.
45 F. Bovon, ‘La Loi’, 1997, p. 208.
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On the one hand, Peter’s vision opens a breach. If God removes age-
old separation between pure and impure (10. 1 – 11. 18), he invalidates
the ritual Torah at a stroke. Peter at the Jerusalem council takes this to
the extreme: ‘why are you putting God to the test by placing on the neck
of the disciples a yoke that neither our ancestors nor we have been able
to bear?’ (Acts 15. 10). Before this, Stephen had said, ‘you are the ones
that received the law as ordained by angels, and yet you have not kept
it’ (7. 53) and, in the synagogue of Antioch of Pisidia, Paul preached the
forgiveness of sins and justification ‘from which you could not be freed
by the law of Moses’ (Acts 13. 39). Peter and Paul (note the convergence
of these authorities on the subject) declare a twofold impotence with
reference to the Law: it has not been respected by Israel and it can in no
way offer forgiveness.
On the other hand, the ritual law always dictates practice. The

Paul of Acts circumcises Timothy when he makes him his collab-
orator (16. 3). Before the Sanhedrin, he shouts ‘I am a Pharisee’
(23. 6), and the reader should appreciate the weight of the present
tense  ��́ =������̂
́� ����. Faced with the Jewish deputation in
Rome, his defence is concentrated in the sweeping declaration,
‘though I had done nothing against our people or the customs of the fa-
thers’ (
+��̀�  �����́
� 	
��́��� ��̃% ��̃% > �
�̂� 4���� �
�̂� 	����́%
��,
28. 17). It is surprising that, in Acts as in the infancy narratives (Luke
1–2), the author makes absolutely no criticism of Jewish rituals.
Should we conclude that, in Luke’s vision, the Torah has lost its raison

d’être for Christians of non-Jewish origin, while it maintains its authority,
rituals included, for the Judaeo-Christians?A commentary by the narrator
might go in this direction: Paul circumcises Timothy ‘because of the Jews
whowere in those places, for they all knew that his fatherwas aGreek’ (16.
3b). Circumcision comes in here to seal the Jewish identity of Timothy,
the ‘mulatto’ (Jewish by his mother and Greek by his father) who, like the
Christianity of the Pauline mission, is of mixed origin. Yet this bipartite
solution is not Luke’s solution. The proof of this is the apostolic decree
in Acts 15. 29, which imposes ritual prescriptions on Gentile Christians.

Two points of view: soteriological and historical

The Lucan position is subtle or, to be more precise, on the question of
the Law, Luke combines two points of view that are not systematically
related: the soteriological aspect and the historical aspect.
From a soteriological standpoint, the Christological event puts an end

to the Law, not because God has repudiated it, but because it was proved
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incapable of providing forgiveness. Peter (13. 38) and Paul (22. 16) agree
on this. With regard to salvation, the Law is null and void and, to express
this (pace Vielhauer),46 Luke uses very Pauline accents: ‘by this Jesus
everyone who believes is set justified’ (	�̂� 7 	�����́�� �����
�̂���,
13. 39).
However, the historian in Luke also speaks. He is a historian of conti-

nuity, who safeguards whatever can be preserved. The Law ruled during
the time of Israel, and, even if the people did not respect it, it remains these
‘living oracles’ (
́��� *�̂���) (7. 38) received from God. Differently
from Paul, Luke does not separate the Law from the promise. Because
the function of defining the people of God (this role of providing identity
as Jacob Jervell says)47 remains attached to the Law, Luke, no more than
Paul assumes the right to annul it. The Law, therefore, continues to leave
its imprint on Paul’s actions (circumcision: 16. 3; purification rite: 21.
20–6), certifying his irrevocable Jewishness.

The identity function of the Torah

The argument of continuity and the function of defining identity are also
valid for the Church composed of Jewish and Gentile Christians that
Luke has in view. The Torah remains, but it is spiritualized, summarized
in its moral prescriptions: the double commandment of love (Luke 10.
27) and the second table of the Decalogue (Luke 18. 20). It is these
values that Luke admires in Cornelius, the Godfearer from Caesarea:
‘Your prayers and your alms have ascended as a memorial before God’
(10. 4). Prayer and alms, love of God and concern for others are the basic
components of a Law that does not die. For Luke, the recognition of this
moral Torah defines a people recruited also from outside Judaism. This
people is recognized by the ‘purification of the heart’ (15. 9) that Peter
mentions, a purification that God offers by faith in Jesus.

46 In a famous and provocative article, Ph. Vielhauer rejects the idea that the author
of Acts has any truly Pauline traits (‘On the “Paulinism” ’, 1966, p. 48). ‘He presents no
specifically Pauline idea.’ This view (which is correct) of the theological difference between
the Paul of the epistles and the Paul of Acts must today be replaced in a historical paradigm
which takes account of the reception of the Pauline tradition and the school phenomenon.
In other words, we should stop repeating that Luke was a (bad) student of the apostle to the
Gentiles and ask why and how the missionary figure of Paul was received along a narrative
trajectory (Luke–Acts, The Acts of Paul and Thecla), while the pastoral and institutional
dimension was retained in an discursive trajectory (deutero-Pauline epistles; the Pastoral
Epistles; Correspondence of Paul and Seneca).
47 J. Jervell, People of God, 1972, pp. 141–3. However, while affirming that the Law is

an identity marker of the Church because it is an ‘indelebilis character’ of Israel, Jervell
underestimates the Christological shift in salvation history.
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It should be noted that the famous apostolic decree (15. 28–9.) adopted
at the Jerusalem council imposes four prohibitions, not in the name of
the Torah, but in the name of the Holy Spirit and the apostles. ‘For it has
seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us . . .’ This is to say that in the
Christian regime the decree receives its authority not as a substratum of
the Law, but as the didache of the apostles.

Luke the historian and Luke the theologian

What a survey of the Law throughout the work ad Theophilum makes
clear is that Luke the historian and Luke the theologian do not always say
the same thing. The theologian identifies the continuity in the action of
God in history, while the historian is conscious that history evolves. We
come back again to the difficulty noted at the beginning of this chapter:
coherence is more difficult to grasp, since the mind of the author is not
expressed in a systematic mode, but narratively. Should we agree with
Matthias Klinghardt48 that the solution resides in the diversity of the
readership targeted by the author, that the Lucan work is open to two
audiences (Jewish Christian and Gentile Christian) and each chooses
their own right of way? Or should we rather say that the complete rupture
between Lucan Christianity and the Synagogue confers only the value of
legitimation on the attachment that the Paul of Acts shows to the ritual
Torah? This second position seems to me more appropriate to the histo-
riographical dimension of the work ad Theophilum.

Conclusion: Luke–Acts, a diptych

On the basis of the case of the Law, it is clear that Acts succeeds the
gospel as a continuing story, with its necessary shifts. Hence the term
‘diptych’ is suitable for the Luke–Acts entity, if we think of two paintings
joined together by a central hinge (Luke 24/Acts 1: the exaltation of
Jesus). Rather than attributing to Luke a consolidated theological idea
that he distributes throughout the episodes of the narrative, it is more
appropriate to consider Acts as a sequel49 (or better as an effect of the
gospel), arranging mirror reflections from one narrative to the other, with
the necessary resumptions, shifts and recompositions. The back-and-forth

48 M. Klinghardt, Gesetz, 1988 (esp. pp. 306–9).
49 M. C. Parsons and R. I. Pervo, Rethinking, 1993, p. 126: ‘Literally, Acts is best

characterized as a sequel.’ The term ‘sequel’ is preferable to consideringActs a ‘confirmation
of the gospel’ (W. C. van Unnik, ‘Confirmation’, 1960) or Luke a ‘preface to Acts’ (C. K.
Barrett, ‘Third gospel as a Preface’, 1992).
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movement from the gospel to Acts and from Acts to the gospel that this
mirroring provokes is the work of reading, and it is from this work that
the unity of Luke–Acts emerges.
The proposition defended in this chapter is precisely that the unity of

the work ad Theophilum does not lie in the text, but takes place in the act
of reading. The work of the reader is guided by a series of markers that the
author has placed in the narrative (inclusions, prolepsis, narrative chains
and syncrisis). Because Luke constantly appeals to the reader’s memory,
because Luke forces the reader to go back and forth between the Lucan
diptych, this narrative device leads the reader to reread the gospel with
Acts in mind, to seek for the hermeneutical keys to the narrative, and
to discern in Acts the fulfilment of the predictions of the gospel. The
Christological precedent which underpins the destiny of the apostles is
constantly evoked, rather than made explicit, by the narrative of Acts. It
solicits a recalling of the gospel that provokes the reader to create the
unity of Luke–Acts. Thus the Acts of the apostles is offered to the reader
as a site for verifying the promises of the gospel. Did not the author, in his
preface, inform the most excellent Theophilus that his narrative would
enable him to verify ‘the truth (������́�) concerning the things about
which [he] had been instructed’ (Luke 1. 4)?



4

A CHRISTIANITY BETWEEN JERUSALEM
AND ROME

Luke’s writing leads its reader on a geographical axis from Jerusalem,
where the Infancy narratives unfold (Luke 1–2), to Rome, where Paul
arrives as a prisoner (Acts 28). Narratively, Luke’s plot links together
Jerusalem and Rome. No one denies the theological dimension of this
geography, yet questions remain. How does Luke theologically link these
two great cultural and religious centres? How does he situate Christianity
between Jerusalem and Rome – or, alternatively, between Israel and the
Roman Empire?
Without exaggeration, one could say that the whole history of the in-

terpretation of Luke–Acts unfolds from this problematic. Anyone who
wants to establish the theological aim of Luke’s writing must first deter-
mine how the author positions Christianity in relation to Judaism and in
relation to the pagan world.
In my opinion, research has constantly held the relationship between

Jerusalem and Rome in a positive/negative polarity. Adopting Rome
would require Luke to break with Jerusalem. Alternatively, those who
think he maintains an openness to Judaism assume that this position re-
quires him to distance himself from Empire. A few examples are in order.
Alfred Loisy, in his monumental commentary of 1920,1 defended the
idea of a redaction of Acts in several stages. In the end, Israel, victim of
a textual revision aimed at valorizing the image of Rome, is depicted as
the quintessence of evil. Ernst Haenchen also correlates the rejection of
Jerusalem and an opening toward the pagans.2 S. J. Cassidy takes the op-
posite view, favouring the relationship to Jerusalem in order to emphasize
(in my view unduly) a critical attitude toward Rome.3 Taking up Loisy’s
thesis, L.M.Wills interprets Lucan anti-Judaismas the negative side of his
attachment to Rome. Luke denigrated the Jews in order to break down the

1 Actes des apôtres, 1920. See also Actes des apôtres avec introduction et notes, 1925.
2 Acts of the Apostles, 1971, p. 653, etc.
3 Society and Politics, 1987.
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relationship of Christianity with Israel and to attach it to Rome.4 Hence,
in one manner or another, the relationship with Jerusalem and Rome is
understood as an ‘either-or’ situation. Is this alternative pertinent? The
resistance which opposes the text of Luke–Acts to its application5 invites
a different line of thought.
Heuristically, I propose another paradigm, in which Jerusalem and

Rome do not exclude one another, but converge to establish the identity
of Christianity. I would like to show that the relationship of Christianity to
Judaism is a question of identity for Christianity according to Luke just as
much as is the relationship to the Roman Empire, and that the author does
not simply ‘accommodate’6 the Judaeo-Christian tradition to a Graeco-
Roman readership. Rather, he develops what I call a ‘programme of the-
ological integration’ (I shall return to this expression) between Jerusalem
and Rome.
I shall beginwith an initial clue, which is the construction of the charac-

ters in the book of Acts. Lucan language will be considered next in order
to examine a rhetorical process that is unique to Luke: double significa-
tion. Following this, I shall define the Lucan programme of integration
between Jerusalem and Rome, bringing together Luke and his contem-
porary, Josephus, who has a similar project. Finally, I shall set out the
consequences of the programme.

Paul, Barnabas, Timothy and others

The curious construction of certain characters in the book of Acts pro-
vides a first indication, perhaps the most evident one, of a desired linkage
between Judaism and paganism. Luke, in effect, has meticulously com-
posed the cultural and religious profile of a few key characters among the
agents of the Christian mission.

Paul

Paul’s case is the most blatant. The narratives of the Damascus road call
him by his Aramaic name Saoul (9. 4; 22. 7; 26. 14), but this son of

4 ‘Depiction’, 1991, pp. 631–54, esp. 652.
5 The work published by J. B. Tyson, Luke–Acts and the Jewish People, 1988, presents

a choice of contrasting views on the question of the relationship to Judaism; the diversity
of proposed readings shows, from my point of view, that Luke’s narrative resists logical
alternatives.
6 This expression comes from F.W. Danker: ‘Cultural Accommodation’, 1983, pp. 391–

414.
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Abraham is also ���̂
� (13. 9), child of the Empire, and Roman citizen.
Luke has him asserting his status as a zealous Pharisee with asmuch force
as that of being a Roman citizen (22. 28). At the crossroads of twoworlds,
the apostle to Jews and Gentiles belongs both to Jerusalem and to Rome.
This double origin constructs Paul in accordance with the Christianity
whose identity Luke establishes. It is a religion that claims its Jewish
origin and seeks its place in Roman society.7

Barnabas

Luke has not confined this mixed cultural adherence to his most emblem-
atic character. Barnabas, who with Paul will lead the first mission to Asia
Minor and Greece (Acts 13–14), is introduced by the narrator in 4. 36:
‘There was a Levite, a native of Cyprus, Joseph, to whom the apostles
gave the name Barnabas (which means “son of encouragement”).’ At this
point in the narrative of Acts – we are still in chapter 4 – there is no
mention of a mission to non-Jews; but the identity of Barnabas already
anticipates it, for he is of Jewish descent, a Levite, but not of Jerusalemite
Judaism. Barnabas comes from the Diaspora and his Cypriot origin an-
nounces the first stage in his missionary journeywith Paul: Cyprus, where
the proconsul Sergius Paulus will be converted (13. 6–12). Barnabas is
a transitional character on the road from Judaism to paganism, such as
Luke likes to place throughout his narrative. Stephen (Acts 6–7) and the
Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8) are two examples of the same type: one is a
Hellenistic Jew and the other is described as a proselyte, a reader of the
Scriptures and a pilgrim to Jerusalem.

Timothy

The double cultural and religious allegiance is even clearer with the col-
laborator Paul chooses to replace Barnabas: Timothy (16. 1–5), the son
of a converted Jewish woman and a Greek father. Notice the difference
fromBarnabas: the narrative of Acts has progressed since chapter 13. The
legitimacy of the mission outside Judaism has just been recognized by
the Jerusalem assembly (ch. 15), and, by his double affiliation, Timothy
symbolizes the Church that can henceforth be born: a Church composed

7 J. Roloff has well understood the ambivalence of the Lucan Paul. He is both ‘der
grosse Heidenmissionar und Repräsentant der legendenumwobenen Anfangsepoche der
Kirche’ and the ‘Symbol und Garant der bleibenden inneren Kontinuität dieser Kirche mit
ihren Anfängen und, darüber hinaus, mit Israel’ (‘Paulus-Darstellung’, 1979, pp. 510–31,
quotation 528–9).
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of those Jews who rallied to the cause of Christ and believers of Gentile
origin.8 In every detail, the identity of Timothy coincides with that of the
Church, a Church in formation, for the priority is reserved to believing
Israel – the Jew first and then the Greek.

The Godfearers

The importance the author of Acts gives to the figure of the Godfearers
proceeds from the same narrative strategy; for the Godfearers, who are
Gentiles, live in the orbit of the synagogue, where they share the wor-
ship and the knowledge of the Scriptures.9 Although they are situated
on the side of paganism,10 the Godfearers are representatives, like Paul,
Barnabas and Timothy, of a Christianity that defines itself as related to
both Jerusalem and Rome.
The cultural and religious mixing of these characters indicates a desire

to hold together Jewish origin and installation in the Empire. This aim
would remain anecdotal if it were limited to the narrative composition
of a few figures. However it can also be perceived at the level of Lucan
language, to which I now turn.

Semantic ambivalence: a Lucan rhetorical device

In the classic The Beginnings of Christianity,11 Henry Cadbury makes a
remark that to my knowledge has not been exploited in research. Cadbury
notes that theLucan syntax sometimes presents ambiguities that allow two
possible interpretations. He wonders if these ambiguities do not reveal a
literary procedure consciously used by Luke: ‘Luke is apparently fond
of these constructions.’12 It seems to me that Cadbury’s intuition can be
expanded from the syntactical to the semantic level. Several expressions
can be found in the gospel and the book of Acts that attest a process of

8 With R. C. Tannehill, Narrative Unity, II, 1990, p. 78.
9 Acts 10. 22; 13. 16, 26; 17. 4, 12, 17; 18. 4, 17.
10 M. J. Cook sees in the Lucan mention of the Godfearers a literary procedure aimed at

introducing a narrative transitional figure between Judaism and paganism (‘Mission’, 1988,
p. 120). J. T. Sanders reminds us that the Godfearers still belong to paganism, since, in
contrast with the proselytes, they are not integrated into Judaism by conversion (‘Who is a
Jew’, 1991, pp. 434–45, especially pp. 439–43).
11 ‘Commentary on the Preface of Luke’, 1934, pp. 489–510.
12 I thank F. Bovon for this quotation. Cadbury makes the remark concerning the attach-

ment of ����,�̂� in Luke 1. 3: ‘Here also either translation is possible, since on account of
its amphibolous position the word may be applied to either 	����

���́�
�� or ���́3��.
Perhaps it goes partly with each since Luke is apparently fond of these constructions’ (italics
mine) (ibid., p. 504).
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semantic ambivalence deliberately used by the author. The following are
a few examples.13

The Passion narrative

In the Passion narrative (Luke 23), Luke has strongly emphasized, over
against Mark, the motif of Jesus’ innocence. He has his innocence de-
clared on three occasions by Pilate (23. 4, 14, 22), then by the thief on
the cross (23. 41), and then by the Roman centurion in 23. 47. In Luke
the Roman centurion confesses something very different from in Mark.
Where Mark writes, ‘Truly, this man was a son of God’ (15. 39), the cen-
turion in Luke says, ‘’?���� 7 (����	
� 
!̂�
� �����
� @̂�’ (23. 47).
How is the word �����
� to be understood?14 Should we interpret it in
the judicial sense of innocence (Kilpatrick)?15 Or is this a theological
designation of the suffering righteous one (Karris and Doble)?16 From
a lexicographical point of view, the Greek permits both. In his com-
mentary on Luke, J. A. Fitzmyer attributes the first sense to the tradi-
tion, but recognizes that the second is plausible at the level of Lucan
redaction.17

I wonder if Luke consciously intended the ambiguity; for it permits
the redactor to place the death of Jesus in both the Hellenistic tradition of
the innocent martyr and in the Jewish tradition of the suffering righteous
one.18 At a stroke, the interpretative potential of the cross is considerably
enlarged, since the meaning of the death of Jesus can be received by
both the Greek and the Jewish reader. Should we then not conclude that
the author intended this dual reading? The conscious character of the

13 I have already noted the presence of semantic ambivalence: see pp. 50–1
(ch. 3).
14 This debate is carefully laid out by P. Doble, Paradox, 1996, pp. 70–89.
15 ‘Hence of the two possible meanings of �����
� at Luke 23. 47, that of “righteous”

must be rejected as being quite pointless, while that of “innocent” fits in well with the
general theme of the chapter’; G. D. Kilpatrick, ‘Theme’, 1942, pp. 34–6, quotation p. 35.
16 R. J.Karris: ‘to translate �����
� in Luke 23. 47 properly, onemust look to the pervasive

Lucan motif of justice. From that perspective, the argument can be made that with the use
of �����
� in 23. 47 that motif has come to a climactic expression. In the light of the Lucan
motif of justice, �����o� should be translated as “righteous” (‘Lucan View of Jesus’ Death’,
1986, pp. 65–75, quotation p. 73). P. Doble ascribes the theological use of �����
� in Luke
23. 47 to the sapiential theology of the oppressed righteous (Wis. 1. 16 – 3. 9): ‘to render
�����
� at Luke 23. 47 as “innocent” is not only to ignore Luke’s consistent practice but,
worse, to obscure his theologia crucis’ (Paradox, 1996, p. 160).
17 J. A. Fitzmyer, Gospel, 1985, p. 1520. For Fitzmyer, the shift in meaning occurs

between the first stage (traditional) and the third (redactional).
18 In the same direction, see R. L. Brawley, Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, p. 141

note 29.
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ambiguity could be confirmed by the fact that the two meanings find
support in the context: the juridical sense is suggested by the insertion
of the centurion’s declaration in a sequence marked, as we have seen,
by several declarations of innocence (Pilate and the thief on the cross);
the theological meaning is supported by the presence of the title ‘the
righteous one’ (7 �����
�) to designate the suffering Jesus in Acts (3. 14;
7. 52; 22. 14).

Paul in Athens (Acts 17. 16–34)

Since the works of Dibelius and Gärtner19 we know that the speech of
Paul in Athens (Acts 17. 16–34), this apologetic masterpiece, is open
to a Greek philosophical and religious reading as well as to a Jewish
reading (nurtured by the LXX). The speech opens with an already am-
biguous address as Paul calls the Athenians ���������
�����́�
� (17. 22);
are they ‘very religious’ or ‘very superstitious’? The word offers the
two nuances in the Koine and I believe Luke wants to allow the reader
to choose his/her own preference. But the ambivalence of the speech
(between a Greek and a Jewish reading) depends on an expression
that I think commentators are tempted to settle too quickly. The God
that Paul proclaims in Athens created all people  � .�
́� (17. 26); who is
this ‘one’? Is the God of Acts 17 the Creator that Israel worships (in this
case, .�
́� is masculine and designates the one man, Adam), or is this
God the original principle in which the Stoics believe (in this case, .�
́�
is neuter)?20

The whole speech is open to two readings: it can be read with one or
the other hermeneutical key, according to the horizon of understanding
adopted by the reader. When the speaker declares that this God, having
populated the earth, ‘defined the times (����
�) of their existence and
the boundaries (7�
������) of the places where they live’ (17. 26), the
����
�́ can be interpreted as the seasons from a Hellenistic point of view
and the periods of history from a Jewish one; the 7�
����́�� represent
natural limits for the Greek and political borders for the Jew (17. 26).
In verse 29, the affirmation that God does not resemble silver, gold or
stone can fit with Jewish faith, in which all representations of the divine

19 M. Dibelius, ‘Paul in Athens’ [1939], 1956, pp. 78–83. B. Gärtner, Areopagus Speech,
1955.
20 Contrary to modern commentators, who without justification opt for the masculine

.�
́� (in the name of Paul’s Jewish faith!), M. Dibelius was conscious of the ambiguity of
the expression, but he placed the problem in the textual tradition (‘Paul on the Areopagus’
[1939], 1956, p. 28).
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image are forbidden, but it can also be received by the Greek for whom
the Living one can only be represented by a living person.21 We are
convinced by reading the admirable passage of Seneca on the refinement
of the conception of God:

Precepts are commonly given as to how the gods should be
worshipped. But let us forbid lamps to be lighted on the Sabbath,
since the gods do not need light, neither do men take pleasure
in soot. Let us forbid men to offer morning salutation and to
throng the doors of temples; mortal ambitions are attracted by
such ceremonies, but God is worshipped by those who truly
know Him. (Letters to Lucilius 15. 95.47)22

The apologetic of the speech is concretized in this openness ofmeaning,
which should interrogate and provoke the reflection of the reader until
Luke settles the matter. For Luke does this,23 but only at the end (17. 31)
when the call to conversion ismotivated by the reference toChrist as Judge
of the world. Here, the ambiguity of the speech comes up against a credal
formulation: God is going ‘to judge the world with righteousness through
a man whom he has appointed, and of this he has given assurance to all
by raising him from the dead’ (17. 31b). Up to this point, philosophical
monotheism and biblical faith could advance side by side.24 In the name
of what theology? In my view, it is not difficult to see Luke’s signature

21 Cf. H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, p. 145.
22 This text is cited according the translation by R. M. Gummere, 1971, in the Loeb

Classical Library. See also Letters to Lucilius 8.73.16. One can also find a number of
Greek philosophical texts close to the categories of Acts 17 in E. Des Places, La religion
grecque, 1969, pp. 329–61; V. Gatti,Discorso, 1979, pp. 68–209; E. Berti, ‘Discorso’, 1985,
pp. 251–9.
23 M. Dumais concludes his skilful analysis of the semantic ambivalence of the Athens

speech by seeing Luke defending ‘deux voies d’accès au vrai Dieu, la voie de la raison et
la voie religieuse’ (‘Salut en dehors de la foi?’, 1997, pp. 179–89, quotation p. 188). To
attribute to the author of ad Theophilum a position of natural theology, in my opinion, is to
misunderstand the statement of (��
�� (v. 30a) and the call to �����
��̂� (v. 30b) clearly
announced at the end of the speech. Furthermore, the study of E. Delebecque shows that
the Western text has reduced the ambivalence by its Christianization of the text (‘Deux
versions’, 1995).
24 This understanding of intentional plurality in the readings of Acts 17 stands against the

idea that Luke limited himself, in the redaction of Paul’s speech, to rendering the Christian
message comprehensible to an audience unaware of Israel’s religious tradition (J. Dupont,
‘Discours à l’Aréopage’, 1984, p. 423). One must distinguish between story world and
narrative rhetoric. At the level of plot (story world), the symbolic function of the meeting
of the Lucan Paul with the representatives of Greek thought is undeniable; but for the
reader (narrative rhetoric), the author of Acts seeks to demonstrate a possible dual way
into speaking about God (on the distinction between story world and narrative rhetoric, see
below, p. 104).
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behind this theology of the universality of God; for Luke’s God is the
God of the Jew as well as the Greek – as Peter confesses, a God who
‘shows no partiality’ (10. 34).25

Acts 27–28

The last two chapters of Acts (27–8) also present several cases of se-
mantic ambivalence. The rescue of Paul and his companions is open
to two readings. It sends the biblical reader to God, the master of the
waters, whom the reader knows to be the Creator of the ocean, the
God of Jonah or the God behind Jesus’ calming of the storm (Luke 8.
22–5). However, the hero’s being saved from shipwreck does not sur-
prise the reader of the Greek novel, where the rescue from the anger
of the waters had become, since the Odyssey, a classic metaphor of di-
vine protection of the righteous.26 Thus in the eyes of both the Jewish
and the Greek reader, the God of the ocean demonstrates the inno-
cence of Paul by saving him from the storm. The terminology supports
this dual aspect of the discourse: the abundant use of the ‘saving’ vo-
cabulary (��́%*���, �����́%*���, �������)27 is understandable in a mar-
itime narrative, yet at the same time, the theological dimension goes
beyond the secular meaning to transform this maritime epic into a
metaphor of salvation. Hence, the announcement that ‘all that were
brought safely to land’ (27. 44) can be understood as the happy end-
ing of the drama, but it can also be deciphered as a parable of universal
salvation.
It is the same with the meal at which Paul presides on the ship (27.

33–6). Paul takes bread, gives thanks, breaks it and begins to eat. This in
turn stirs his companions to summon courage and to eat. Is this meal eu-
charistic? Yes and no. Here again Luke’s narrative finesse is confirmed.
The reader coming from the gospel will not miss the imitation of the
vocabulary of the last meal of Jesus (��& 4����� �+�
�̂� �́��� Luke
22. 19) and also the absence of a cup (Luke 22. 17, 20), which prevents

25 The same confluence of Jewish culture andGreek philosophical tradition is perceptible
in two other passages of religious critique: the polemic of Stephen against the localization
of God in the Temple (7. 46–50) and the critique of pagan polytheism in Lystra (14. 15–17);
in both cases, the prophetic critique coincides with Greek philosophical monotheism.
26 Material gathered by G. B. Miles and G. Trompf in ‘Luke and Antiphon’, 1979,

pp. 259–67; D. Ladouceur, ‘Hellenistic Preconceptions’, 1980, pp. 435–49. Concerning the
sequence of Acts 27. 1 – 28. 10, see below pp. 216–21 (ch. 10).
27 Acts 27. 20, 31, 34, 43, 44; 28. 1, 4. This same ambivalence is found in Acts 4.

9. For a contrary opinion, see A. George, who maintains the strictly profane character of
��́%*���/������� in Acts 27–8 (‘Vocabulaire de salut’, 1978, pp. 307–20, esp. pp. 308–9).
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the transformation of the ship’s passengers into a eucharistic assembly.
It is more correct to speak of a prefiguration of the Lord’s supper.28

This partial imitation favours another reading, which sees in the proposal
of the meal a confirmation of Paul’s status. This status has been main-
tained throughout the voyage: that of a wise man, educated in the ways
of the divine, expert in navigation, prudent and confident, in a word, the
status of a hero. Once again the procedure of ambivalence borders on
metaphor.
It is no longer surprising that the ship on which Paul arrives in Puteoli

carries thefigurehead of theDioscuri (28. 11). InGreekmythology,Castor
and Pollux are considered to be protectors of seafaring people, but, even
more, guardians of truth and avengers of perjury.29 A small hint from
the narrator: at the moment he disembarks into the heart of the Empire,
Paul, the son of Israel, sails under a flag that assures the Greek reader that
divine favour has been granted him.

Ambiguous terms and themes

The list of the ways in which Luke cultivates ambiguity could be ex-
tended.
Concerning the ambiguity of Luke’s terminology: ��̂��� (saviour) is

a messianic title as well as an imperial Roman one;  � �
�̂� �
�̂ 	���
́�
�
� has a double meaning in Luke 2. 49 (does the neuter article �
�̂�
mean ‘my father’s domain’ or ‘my father’s affairs’?);30 �
́�
� is am-
bivalent in Acts 18. 13 (either the Torah or the Roman law), and
so on.
The author sometimes chooses ambivalent themes, or more precisely

themes current in both cultures.

28 After his first negative view (‘Wir können freilich nicht sagen, dass Paulus ein wirk-
liches “Herrenmahl” oder “Abendmahl” mit dieser ganzen Schar gefeiert hat’), B. Reicke
opts for a prefiguration of the sacramental meal in this sharing of the food on the ship
(‘Mahlzeit’, 1948, pp. 401–10, quotation on pp. 408–9). Tannehill chooses: ‘Paul’s meal,
then, is as sacramental as any other meal in Luke–Acts’ (Narrative Unity, II, 1990, p. 335).
I prefer to maintain the subtlety by which Luke lets the reader understand the eucharistic
connotation of the meal; the reader cannot ignore it, any more than he/she can in Luke 9.
16 (the multiplication of the bread) or in 24. 30 (Emmaus). A supplementary argument:
��́��� (��
� synthetically designates the Lord’s supper in Luke 24. 30; Acts 2. 42, 46
and 20. 7, 11.
29 M. Albert, Culte de Castor et Pollux, 1883. See also S. Geppert, Castor und Pollux,

1996, pp. 4–35.
30 In an article published in 1978, H. J. de Jonge notes the semantic ambiguity of

 � �
�̂� �
�̂ 	���
́� �
� in Luke 2. 49 and attributes it to the author’s conscious plan
(‘Sonship’, 1978, pp. 317–54, see pp. 331–6).
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(a) The genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3) fits into the tradition of Jewish
historiography but also satisfies the Roman taste for the antiquity of
a religious movement.31 (b) The description of the ascension (Acts 1.
9–11) appeals both to the apocalyptic motif of the exaltation of the right-
eous and to the Hellenistic pattern of the translation of the hero to heaven.
(c) The evocation of the Gentile nations in the Pentecost narrative (Acts 2.
9–11a) corresponds to the universality of prophetic eschatology, but also
to the Roman ideal of the acceptance of foreign nations.32 (d) To say
that the crowd of believers had ‘one heart and one soul’ (Acts 4. 32a)
echoes both the formula of the Hc4 >p in the Hebrew Bible and the
equivalent formula ��� 3���́ of the Greeks.33 (e) The description of
the sharing of possessions in the Jerusalem community (Acts 4. 32–4)
takes over, on the one hand, the phrasing found in Deuteronomy
15. 4 in the LXX (
+��̀  ����́� ��� @̂�  � �+�
�̂�, Acts 4. 34), but on
the other hand, takes up the slogan of the Greek ideal of friendship
(@̂� �+�
�̂� 8	���� �
���́, 4. 32). (f) The narrator gives a dramatic turn
to the narrative of the death of Herod, who ‘because he had not given
the glory to God’ is struck by an angel of the Lord and dies ‘eaten
by worms’ (12. 23). Luke has used, on this occasion, a topos of an-
cient literature, both Jewish and Greek, to describe the death of the
tyrant.34

Later,35 I shall have the opportunity to deal with the theme of
the voyage, which saturates the gospel (Luke 9. 51 – 19. 28) as
well as Acts (the travels of the apostles and especially Paul’s). We
shall see that Luke borrowed it from Hellenistic culture, where it
was fashionable, calling on the reader’s imagination and fashion-
ing the image of the itinerant philosopher. However, the theme is
not foreign to Jewish memory, which cultivates the remembrance of

31 This need to attest the antiquity of their tradition through a genealogical derivation of
origin can be found in authors of the fourth and third centuries BC (Berossos, Manetho) as
well as in Flavius Josephus. See p. 80.
32 D. Balch has expounded the Roman ideal of oikoumenè, that he identifies in Dionysius

of Halicarnassus in the first century BC and Aelius Aristides in the second century AD
(‘Comments on the Genre’, 1989, pp. 343–61, esp. pp. 353–60).
33 Hc4 >p Jer. 32. 39 (MT); 1 Chron. 12. 38; 2 Chron. 30. 12. ��́� 3���́: Aristotle,

Nic. Ethics 9.8; Cicero, De amicitia 92. See C. K. Barrett, Acts of the Apostles, I, 1994,
p. 253.
34 After others, O. W. Allen (Death of Herod, 1997) has recently traced the classical

motif of the death of the tyrant in Herodotus (Persian Wars 4.205), Pausanias (Description
of Greece 9.7.1–3), Polybius (Histories 31.9), Lucian (Alexander the False Prophet 59) and
Diodorus Siculus (Historical Library 36.13) as well as the authors of 2 Chron. (21. 1–20),
1 Macc. (6. 1–13), 2 Macc. (9. 1–28) or Josephus (B.J. 1.70–84, 647–56; A.J. 12.354–9,
413; 13.301–19; 17.146–99; 19.343–50).
35 See chapter 11: ‘Travels and travellers’.
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the great journeys of the past (the nomadism of the Patriarchs, the
Exodus).

An ambiguous process

The recurrence of this phenomenon makes the hypothesis that the author
lacks clarity dubious. Rather, I discern here the presence of a rhetorical
device that Luke uses with consummate art: amphibology. This proce-
dure of dual meaning not only indicates that the author refuses to im-
pose one meaning; for amphibology is the literary support for polysemy.
Using amphibology is the deliberate calculation of an author who has
decided to suggest the double meaning of a word or an event. I stress the
pragmatic effect: the ambiguity does not enforce one meaning. It chal-
lenges and intrigues. It proposes. It surprises by not limiting the sense.
It is for the reader to resolve it or to continue reading the text main-
taining the plurality of meanings that are suggested. Amphibology is a
rhetorical device that the authors of Midrash used frequently; in the trea-
tise bMegilla 14b, the deliberate use of double meaning is called tartey
machma.36

Why does the author of Luke–Acts have recourse to semantic am-
biguity? This linguistic procedure could be reduced to a subtle game
of scrambling that Luke plays with the reader, but the examination of
the duality of meaning claims attention. As we have seen, semantic du-
ality is always constructed with the Jewish dimension, turned toward
the LXX, and the Hellenistic dimension oriented to Greek philosophy
or culture. The duality of meaning created by the author systemati-
cally points toward Jerusalem and Rome. I have spoken of a theolog-
ical programme of integration in Luke and I shall now explain this
terminology.

A theological programme of integration

The device of semantic ambivalence just described is the signature of
a theology that does not seek to exclude, but to include by integra-
tion. It is here that Luke the writer is in the service of Luke the the-
ologian. In my view, the author seeks to define Christian identity by
a double demonstration, which creates strong tensions in his narrative:

36 Mentioned by M. Dumais in Le langage de l’évangélisation, 1976, p. 94; see also
pp. 335–8. J. Carmignac identified the procedure in the Qumran pesharim (Textes de
Qumrân, II, 1963, p. 47).
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on the one hand, he seeks the roots of the Church in Jerusalem, that
is, in the continuation of a history of salvation that began with Is-
rael; and on the other hand, God opens up to universality, where the
Roman Empire represents the framework for geographical and politi-
cal expansion. The two sides of the amphibology go back to the two
points of reference for the identity of nascent Christianity. Luke’s theo-
logical ambition even permeates his choices of writing, which hold open
the continuity with Israel as well as the expansion to the nations. The
phenomenon of double signification serves this theological programme,
since it presents Christianity as both the fulfilment of the promises of the
Scriptures and as the answer to the religious quest of the Graeco-Roman
world.
Yet let us not imagine that, hidden behind the term ‘integration’ ap-

plied to the Lucan theological project, there is the quest for a com-
promise between Rome and Jerusalem, nor the idea of a synthesis
favoured by the Tübingen school. With this term I would designate
Luke’s ambition to link Jerusalem and Rome in the definition of Chris-
tianity. Could it be said that integrating the two poles assigns each
one its proper place: Jerusalem representing the past, and Rome the
future, of Christianity? This verdict is historically correct, but inad-
equate theologically. Rather, Luke foresees a Christianity that brings
together the best that Judaism and Hellenistic paganism have to of-
fer. The quintessence of Judaism is its indefectible attachment to the
Torah and its hope of resurrection. The Paul of Acts never stops repeat-
ing that this is crystallized in the Good News of Jesus (13. 32–9; 20.
27; 21. 24; 23. 6; 28. 20b). Starting from the speech to the Sanhedrin
(23. 6) and continuing to the end of Acts (28. 20), by way of Paul’s
defence before Agrippa (26. 6–7), the line of defence constructed by
Paul’s speeches aims to show that ‘the hope of Israel’ finds in faith in
Jesus its legitimate outcome. On the other hand, Luke perceives the
best of what the Empire has to offer in the universality of Roman so-
ciety where the promise of salvation offered to all peoples will find its
place.

An Apology pro imperio

The universality of the imperium romanum is concretized by a culture, by
a network of communication on land and sea, by the riches of the cities,
by the functioning of its institutions. Concerning all this, Luke has an un-
deniably informed and admiring view. His information is evidenced by
his concern for exactitude in toponymy and the precision with which he
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describes the working of the imperial institutions.37 Luke clearly knows
the workings of the Roman judicial system; he admires its effectiveness
and approves the principle of equity, the aequitas romana.38 This fasci-
nation, however, does not stifle his critical sense, when imperial officials
are not worthy of their task.39 But it remains necessary to see why Luke
shares such admiration with his readers. This favourable judgement is
not a defence of the Church. One can speak, with Paul Walaskay, of an
apologia pro imperio,40 if we mean by that the Lucan effort to give a
positive character to his Christian readers’ view of the Empire where the
future of their religion will unfold.41

If the hypothesis defended up to this point is correct, onemust conclude
that Luke–Acts attempts to remove the division between Jerusalem and
Rome, a division that affected a large part of Judaism (but with nuances)42

and that the Jewish War had just aggravated. Luke shows, in his work,
how the God of the people of Israel has become the God of all. The
meeting of Peter and Cornelius, where the age-old barrier between pure
and impure (10. 9–16) collapses, constitutes this turning point in the book
of Acts. However, the author is persuaded that access to this universal
God is facilitated by the universality of the Empire; his description of the
success of the Pauline mission, with the exception of the Synagogue, is a
promise for the future of Christianity (13. 12, 48; 14. 11–18; 16. 14–16,
29–32; etc.).

37 See J. Taylor’s synthetic study, ‘Roman Empire’, 1996, pp. 2436–500.
38 The governor Festus allows Paul to profit from the principle of aequitas by declaring

that it was not ‘the custom of the Romans to hand over anyone before the accused had met
the accusers face to face and had been given an opportunity to make a defence against the
charge’ (25. 16). This is the occasion to recall the fine, yet forgotten article by J. Dupont
‘Aequitas romana’, 1967, pp. 527–52.
39 One may consult Cassidy’s study, Society and Politics, 1987, but keep in mind that

the spirit of Luke’s view of the imperium romanum does not partake either of systematic
criticism of the political authorities (which confuses the institution with the corruption of
certain officials) or of naivety (which would sacrifice the moral sense). Luke shares the
spirit of the age: like many others in the first century, he both admires and dreads this great
organizing system of Roman power.
40 P. W. Walaskay, ‘And So We Came to Rome’, 1983. This formula has been criticized,

and with good reason, for setting aside the identity goal of the narrative of Acts with regard
to Lucan Christianity.
41 Contrary to the repeated affirmations of J. Jervell (see his contribution, ‘Future of the

Past’, 1996, p. 123), I maintain that Luke’s marked taste for describing the Roman Empire
and its functioning shows an interest in the imperium romanum that is not only documentary,
but also theological.
42 See M. Hadas-Lebel’s monumental work devoted to this subject, Jérusalem contre

Rome, 1990. G. Stemberger (‘Beurteilung’, 1979, pp. 338–96) also shows the variety of
Jewish feelings toward Rome, going from hate in apocalyptic circles to the relative indif-
ference of the rabbis (even the positive appreciation of Johanan ben Zakkai).
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A project of Christian civilization

F. Bovon has argued that Lucan universalism is consciously built on the
model of the imperial ambitions of Rome and on the Roman ideology of
the gathering of all peoples.43 The model of the Roman concordia would
thus have allowed Luke to break with the centripetal eschatalogical uni-
versalism of Israel (i.e. focused on Jerusalem). It is true that from the
birth of Jesus, during the prefecture of Quirinius (Luke 2. 2), to Paul’s
stay in Rome under surveillance (Acts 28. 16, 30), a conviction of Luke’s
is deployed, which one can gather from the formula placed on the lips of
Paul: ‘these things have not taken place in a corner’ (26. 26b). Sketched in
filigree behind thework ad Theophilum, there is a project of Christian civ-
ilization encompassing what must be called Jewish antiquity and Roman
modernity. From this point of view, the ����
́��� of Jesus proclaims itself
the counterpoint of imperial authority, while the Lucan ����́�� accom-
plishes what the Pax romana failed to do,44 and Pentecost steals from
Caesar the power to create unanimity among the peoples.
During the debates at the Jerusalem council on the question of the Law

an argument arises which carries the day and would not leave the Greek
reader unmoved: ‘For it has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us
to impose on you no further burden than these essentials . . .’ (15. 28).
What the apostles and the elders of the church of Jerusalem prescribe
for their Gentile brothers thus obeys the notably Greek rule of the mean,
the reasonable, the minimum necessary. The Lucan image of a universal
and reasonable Christianity, universal because it is reasonable, shows
itself here. It must be remembered that the Greeks and the Romans were
horrified by excess, especially in religious matters. They classified as
superstitious any religion that imposed upon its adepts a doctrine or a
behaviour that went beyond what was reasonable. Let me quote Seneca
once again, ‘Althoughamanhearwhat limit he shouldobserve in sacrifice,
and how far he should recoil from burdensome superstitions, he will
never make sufficient progress until he has conceived a right idea of God,
regarding Him as one who possesses all things, and allots all things, and
bestows them without price’ (Letters to Lucilius 15.95.48). In fact, if one
observes the reception of the text of Acts in history, one notices that it has

43 ‘Israel, the Church and the Gentiles’, 1995, pp. 81–95.
44 On theLucan evaluation of thePaxRomana,W.M.Swartley dismissesH.Conzelmann

and R. J. Cassidy, by showing that Luke does not model his ����́�� on that of the Empire
(as the former thinks), nor set it up as a rival to the Empire (as the latter affirms), but goes
beyond it, starting from an ideology of the eschatological jubilee (‘Politics and Peace’,
1983, pp. 18–37).
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been read and brandished by theologians in search of consensus: Justin,
Irenaeus, Tertullian.45

An open ending

The final scene of Acts (28. 16–31) illustrates, in its own way, this dimen-
sion of universality. For the moment, I will not linger over this crucial
text in which Paul takes leave of his Jewish interlocutors and addresses
to the readers an evaluation of his mission to Israel (vv. 25–8).46 I will
only mention the opening produced by the whole of the last scene that
the author of Acts depicts before leaving his readers (28. 30–1): Paul re-
ceived in his house ‘all (	�́����) who came to him’, announcing to them
the Kingdom of God and the Lord Jesus Christ. It is not putting too much
weight on 	�́����, in my opinion, to say that this is an indication of the
universality of the Church which Luke has in mind, a Church that is not in
pure continuity with Israel. The book of Acts ends with the vision of this
house of Paulwhere the recomposition of Christian identity is announced:
it is a house, neither a Temple (place of roots) nor a Synagogue (place of
refusal), but a new space, the space of the Empire, where Jews and Gen-
tiles together are invited to unite the antiquity of the ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂
with the newness of the Lord Jesus (28. 31). By reaching back to Adam
(Luke 3. 38), the Lucan genealogy of Jesus already pointed, proleptically,
to human universality.47

Flavius Josephus

Luke’s ambition to reconcile Jewish particularism and Roman universal-
ism is not without analogy in antiquity or even without precedent. At
the same period, Flavius Josephus had the same ambition in writing the
Jewish War and the Jewish Antiquities. The relationship between Luke
and Josephus has produced an abundant literature, which has attempted
to show the literary dependence of one on the other. I do not believe that
any such dependence can be proved.48 My interest is rather in recognizing

45 A fine observation of this phenomenon of reading is found in C. K. Barrett, ‘Christian
Consensus’, 1987, pp. 28–33.
46 This whole scene is treated in chapter 10, pp. 205–30.
47 M. C. Parsons and R. I. Pervo skilfully bring together Luke 3. 33–8 and Acts 17. 26–8

under the title of a universalist anthropology (Rethinking, 1993, pp. 96–101).
48 The champion of this thesis was M. Krenkel, Josephus und Lucas, 1894. This thesis

was rejected notably by H. Schreckenberg in ‘Flavius Josephus’, 1980, pp. 179–209.
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the analogy between their apologetic purposes.49 The points of con-
tact are numerous.50 (a) Both offer a definition of their religious move-
ment by means of a historiographical work. (b) Both establish the
great antiquity of their religion, a recognized criterion of prestige in
Graeco-Roman culture. (c) Both claim the compatibility of their reli-
gious customs with the ethos of Roman society, allowing believers to
combine their faith with allegiance to Rome. (d) Both present their
God as all-powerful in the world, the supreme Providence, even in re-
lation to the Roman authority. (e) Both wish to overcome the rupture
produced between Jerusalem and Rome by the events of 70 (a more
serious crisis in the case of Josephus), and to construct a work of
conciliation.
The comparison can be refined even further. Like Luke, Josephus does

not work only with the polarity Jerusalem–Rome. His system of thought
articulates three points of reference: Jews – Romans – Greeks. For the
Jewish writer, Rome constitutes a positive pole with regard to Judaism;
the Greeks inherit the image of the enemy, and Josephus does not hes-
itate to say that they persecuted the Jews (which he does not say of the
Romans). The Against Apion is particularly clear on this subject.51 On
the other hand, in the writings of Philo of Alexandria, Greek culture is
viewed positively; it is the other peoples (�
�́) who compose the nega-
tive faction.52 As for Luke, he makes of Paul’s visit to Athens (Acts 17.
16–34) themeeting place of the Gospel and the prestigious Greek culture;
but the result of the apostle’s preaching is meagre and the reaction of the
scholars grotesque (17. 32–4). In contrast, alongside the corrupt Roman
officials (such as the governor Felix, Acts 24. 24–7), Luke is careful to
depict the honest representatives of the Roman administration (Gallio in
Acts 18; the tribune Lysias in Acts 21–3; the centurion Julius in Acts 27),
or those interested by the new doctrine (Sergius Paulus in Acts 13;
Festus in Acts 25). For Josephus, as for Luke, the future is Roman, not
Greek.

49 In this sense, see F. G. Downing, ‘Ethical Pagan Theism’, 1980–1, pp. 544–63; ‘Com-
mon Ground’, 1982, pp. 546–59; but especially G. E. Sterling’s fine study, Historiography
and Self-Definition, 1992.
50 The inventory that follows is inspired by D. R. Edwards’ work, ‘Surviving the Web’,

1991, pp. 179–201, see 201 and G. E. Sterling’s Historiography and Self-Definition, 1992,
pp. 365–9.
51 The Against Apion is unsparing in its accusations against the Greeks, the mediocrity

of their historiography (1.6–27) and the vulgarity of their religion (2.236–54). On the other
hand, the Romans are gratified with flattering attributes: philanthropy (2.40), charity (2.57)
and esteem for the Jews (2.63).
52 This world vision is especially clear in In Flaccum and Legatio ad Gaium.
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It should also be noted that the device of semantic ambivalence that
has been detected in Luke is not without analogy in Josephus. The Jewish
War offers a striking example of two speeches steeped in Hellenistic and
Jewish categories.
The first speech is attributed to the author, under the walls of Jerusalem be-

sieged by the troops of Titus. Josephus addresses himself to the besieged with a
harangue linking in succession a Graeco-Roman section (5.362–74) and a Jewish
section (5.375–419). The former advances rational arguments in favour of sur-
render and evokes Fortune (��́��), which is on the side of Rome: ‘Fortune is ev-
erywhere on their side (����,�́��� ��̀� 	�
̀� �+�
�̀� 	�́��
��� ��̀� ��́���)
and God, who transfers the Empire from one nation to another, is now in Italy’
(5.367); the second part rereads the history of Israel under the aegis of God
as avenger. A mixed readership (Jewish and Roman) will be able to find itself
here.
The other speech is in themouth ofEleazar, just before the surrender ofMasada.

There is also here a first section that is clearly Stoic (call to freedom by the
choice of a ‘noble death’: 7.323–36) preceding a Jewish section, where defeat
is announced as a result of divine anger against the sins of the rebels of Masada
(7.327–33). The difference from Luke is found in the succession of two rhetorical
periods clearly stereotyped, whereas the device of semantic ambiguity consists
in the simultaneity of the effects.

The God of Luke is not the God of Josephus

Clearly, the God of Luke is not the God of Josephus. He is not to be con-
fused with 	�
�
�́�. The relationship to Roman authority is more critical
in Luke: the power of Rome is overcome by the ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂.
The references to this at the beginning of the gospel (Luke 1. 33; 4. 43)
and at the end of the Acts (28. 23, 31) encompass the whole of Luke’s
work. The God of Josephus, on the other hand, is much more clearly,
with ��́��, on the side of Caesar.53 But, on the whole, Luke and the
Jewish historian appear as each a bearer of a religious movement that
attempts to find a place in Roman society at the end of the first cen-
tury. Their eminently positive relationship with the Empire leads them
to Hellenize their traditions, in order to show them adequate to the reli-
gious aspirations of Roman society and to claim a place in the religious
marketplace.

53 Josephus’ speech to those beseiged in Jerusalem should have been felt as blasphe-
mous by the Jewish readers. For the ��́�� (see also B.J. 2.390; 3.353; 5.412; 6.38), for
Josephus, is a manifestation of the divine will and as such to be considered an instrument
of God (cf. S. J. D. Cohen, ‘Josephus, Jeremiah, and Polybius’, 1982, pp. 366–81, see
pp. 373–4.)
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Inculturation: failure and success

Historically, what was the reception of these two efforts of inculturation?
In the Judaism of the first century, the position of Josephus will be

challenged by Rabbinic isolationism; his ambition to reconcile Jews and
Greeks seemed an accommodation in which Jewish identity was threat-
ened with destruction. In the Christianity of the third generation, the
Lucan proposal of integration into the imperium romanum is distinct
from two other positions: submission to the political power, represented
in 1 Peter, and aggressive confrontation with the world, represented by
the Revelation of John.
In fact, at the moment when Judaeo-Hellenistic historiography comes

to an end with Josephus, there begins with Luke the age of Christian
historiography. The theological dream of Luke succeeded where that of
Josephus failed; this ‘success’ depends on the nature of Christianity and
the universality of the God it proclaims. But I would immediately add
that the inculturation of Christianity in the Empire includes, according
to Luke, two conditions that history has respected very poorly: one is
the openness of Christianity to its religious heritage, Israel; the other
is a critical acceptance of the world, made possible by that liberty of
word (the 	�������) which, in Luke’s eyes, constitutes the mark of the
witnesses led by the Spirit. However, we must recognize that historically
the advancement of Christianity has been marked by anti-Judaism and by
adaptation to the world.

Conclusion: integration of the opposing poles

The narrative construction of certain key characters in Acts, as well as the
presence of a rhetorical device of amphibology from the pen of its author,
allow us to conclude that there is a conscious use of double meaning in
Luke. The device of semantic ambivalence that we have observed serves
the theological aim of Luke–Acts; it also authorizes a reading nourished
by the Jewish tradition in contact with the LXX as well as a reading
oriented to the ideals of Graeco-Roman culture. It seems conclusively
established that the amphibology translates, at the level of its language,
Luke’s theological project. This project is to integrate into the definition
of Christianity, the two opposite poles, Jerusalem and Rome. Hence,
in the eyes of the author of ad Theophilum, Christianity represents the
place where the promises of salvation made to a particular people (Israel)
come together with the universality of God that the Christian mission
proclaims (in and thanks to the Empire). A rereading of the whole of
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Luke–Acts would, I think, verify that the logic of Lucan thought, with
its surprising theological choices, resides precisely in this ambition to
configure Christian identity between Jerusalem and Rome.
Three consequences can be drawn from this fact. The first concerns

the exegesis of Luke–Acts, the second the identity of the recipients of the
writings, and the third the historiographical choices of the author.

The exegesis of Luke–Acts

The work of Luke ad Theophilum distinguishes itself by an effort to
articulate what exegetes constantly separate: the offer of salvation to
the nations and the respect for the particularity of Israel. Of this broad
theological vision, Christianity from the end of the first century con-
served only the first pole, adopting an admiring and pragmatic attitude
to the Roman Empire; the writing to Theophilus represented for Chris-
tianity an excellent instrument of integration. However, the reading of
Luke–Acts should not remain captive to this unbalanced reception of
the work: Lucan theology is constructed in the tension between the two
poles: Jerusalem and Rome. It remains as the testimony to a theological
programme in which Christian identity is sought between the particular
and the universal, its roots and its future, its tradition and its openness to
the world.

The identity of the recipients of Luke–Acts

Who were the hearers/readers envisaged by Luke? The present analy-
sis explains the difficulty felt by exegetes in defining a precise circle of
recipients. An audience that was mainly Graeco-Roman is excluded by
the importance given to the debate with Israel. On the other hand, the
blackening of the figure of the ’;
����̂
� refutes the idea of a missionary
appeal to the Jews. My argument has confirmed that the Lucan work im-
plies a diversified readership (cultivated pagans, Christians, proselytes of
the Diaspora), but we can now better understand why: for this readership
interested in Christianity, the Lucan narrative uses as many Jewish as
Hellenistic cultural elements. A ‘mixed’ proposal makes the Godfearers
the public target of the work ad Theophilum; this circle represents, no
doubt, an ideal image of the implied reader, but not an exclusive defini-
tion.54 The amplitude of the Lucan narrative goes far beyond a strategy
of persuasion directed only at this fringe of the Synagogue.

54 This thesis is defended by J. B. Tyson in ‘Jews and Judaism’, 1995, pp. 19–38. In this
same direction, restricting the readers of Luke–Acts to ‘Christianswith a Jewish background
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The historiographical choices of Luke

In his theological programme of integration, Luke has enlarged the holi-
ness of Israel to worldwide dimensions. A question arises: was the price
to be paid for such an audacious theological aim too high? It led in effect
to the alignment of Peter with Paul and Paul with Peter, in order to show
the coherence of the Christianmovement. In order to show the theological
continuity between Israel and the Church, it led to bringing together the
extremes of Paul and Judaism (13. 16–41; 22. 1–5; 23. 6; 26. 4–8; 28. 17);
on the other hand, in order to serve the same programme of integration,
the apostle to the Gentiles was drawn into the orbit of the Hellenistic
religious mentality (17. 22–31). Thus, the Lucan portrait of the apostle
conceals the ruptures established by Paul concerning the question of the
Torah (e.g. Gal. 3. 10–13) and the question of Greek religiosity (1 Cor.
1. 18–25). Nevertheless, I would say that Pauline ruptures have not com-
pletely disappeared from Luke’s writings; they have been taken within
the understanding of the Torah, which is not abolished in its capacity to
establish the identity of the people of God.55

This Lucan position regarding the Law confirms once again the theo-
logical programme that I have defined: on the one hand, the abandonment
of the Torah surely signifies the apostasy from the covenant in the eyes of
Jewish tradition, and the Lucan Paul cannot consent to this. On the other
hand, if we can believe the sharp comments from the Gentile philoso-
pher Celsus quoted by Origen,56 ‘to desert the Law of the fathers’ is an
impropriety for Graeco-Roman culture: Luke’s Paul could not agree to
this either. Maintaining the ancient Mosaic law (on the condition of re-
centring it on the moral imperatives) therefore satisfies the programme
of the Christianity configured between Jerusalem and Rome.

of thought’, J. Jervell clearly does not give adequate attention to the implied audience, which
the phenomenon of semantic ambivalence denotes (‘Future of the Past’, 1996, p. 125).
55M. Klinghardt defends the idea that the ritual law is commuted to moral law, allowing

the evangelist to uphold the continued validity of the Torah in its capacity to define the
people of God: Gesetz, 1988. Also see F. Bovon, ‘La Loi’, 1997, pp. 219–22.
56‘You have deserted the Law of your fathers’, Celsus reproaches the converted Jews

(Origen, Against Celsus 2.4); ‘it is a duty to preserve what has been decided for the common
good . . .; and it would be impiety to abandon the laws established in each locality from the
beginning’ (ibid., 5.25).
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THE GOD OF ACTS

What image of God does the author of Luke–Acts offer his readers?1

In the small number of studies devoted to this question, the majority
offer an analysis of the contents, enumerating the characteristics with
which Luke adorns the God of his narrative: God as the agent of salvation
history, Jesus as the mirror of the Father’s action, the joy of God at the
return of the lost, the God Peter discovers to be universal (Acts 10–11),
the providential God of the sermon in Athens, and so forth.2 Thus, there
emerges the portrait of a God faithful to what he has promised, a Godwho
moves toward a universal programme, and who is openly interventionist
in his guidance of history.
However, this type of study,which consists in extracting from theLucan

text what it says about God, must be questioned in regard to its method.
Marcel Dumais, in a recent account of the state of the research on the
Acts of the Apostles, notes that an exhaustive portrait of the God of Luke
remains to be painted, as research up to this point has focused on pneuma-
tology, Christology, and the conception of history.3 In my opinion, such
an enterprise cannot bypass the manner in which Luke, in his narrative,
constructs a discourse about God. For if one presses the text of Luke in
search of his statements about God, one accumulates in effect a jumble
of parables, visions, logia and trances, human discourse and angelic rev-
elations. Semiotics, however, has taught us that form is meaning. Along

1 AFrench version of this text appeared in: L’Evangile exploré. Mélanges offerts à Simon
Légasse, A. Marchadour, ed., 1996, pp. 301–31. The present version of this chapter owes
much to the criticisms and suggestions of the members of the Society of Biblical Literature
seminar on Luke–Acts (Philadelphia, 1995), especially Robert Tannehill, to whom I owe
sincere thanks.
2 See G. Schneider, ‘Gott und Christus’, 1980, or Theologe, 1985, pp. 213–14; R. F.

O’Toole, Unity, 1984; F. Bovon, ‘God of Luke’, 1995; R. L. Brawley, Centering on God,
1990, pp. 107–24; L. M. Maloney, ‘All that God Had Done’, 1991.
3 ‘On n’a pas encore vraiment élaboré une “théologie” lucanienne au sens premier du

terme, c’est-à-dire un discours systématique sur la conception de Dieu dans l’œuvre de Luc’
(M. Dumais, ‘Bilan et orientations’, 1995, pp. 328–9).
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similar lines, narratology teaches us to distinguish the narrative authorities
a narrator uses to communicate his information to readers. I shall explore
this narratological approach, dealing particularly with the way the author
of Acts constructs his image of God. Several works have opened up this
approach.4 How does the narrator express, throughout the narrative, the
action and the word of God? How does he communicate what he knows
of God and how does he make this knowledge known to his readers?
I shall proceed in two steps. First, taking a broad overview of the entire

book of Acts, my aim is to observe the Lucan discourse on God; one
will note that a theologically coherent narrative strategy, hardly noticed
until recently, rigorously controls the statements about God in Acts and
distributes themaccording to twoquite distinctmodes. Second, adopting a
more syntagmatic perspective,my intention is to recognizewhat functions
the divine interventions fulfil in the plot of the narrative; the typology that
emerges from the analysis enables the identification of a triple function:
programmatic, performative and interpretative. The conclusion dealswith
the God of Luke.

Two languages to speak of ‘God’

One of the most abrupt and unpredictable turning points in the Pauline
mission takes place just after the Jerusalem council. Paul has begun what
we refer to as his second missionary journey (Acts 15. 36). He is trav-
elling through Cilicia with Silas, when, one after the other, three events
force him to change his itinerary: the Holy Spirit prevents (�����́����)
them from going into Asia (16. 6); the Spirit of Jesus does not allow
(
+� �’�����) them to go to Bithynia (16. 7); and, in a night vision, Paul
sees a Macedonian pleading for him to come and help (16. 9). For the
reader of the book of Acts, familiar with the language of the Septuagint,
each of these interventions bears the signature of God: the intervention
of the Holy Spirit (or the Spirit of Jesus: the only occurrence in Acts)
and the vision are part of the traditional theophanic code. The decoding
of these theophanic signs poses no problem for the reader who attributes
to God the origin of the coming of the Spirit at Pentecost (2. 1–11). The
only surprising thing is the rapid succession of the events, which signals
an unusual pressure of God on human history.

4 I refer to the statistical studies of R. L. Mowery, ‘Direct Statements’, 1990, pp. 196–
211; ‘God the Father’, 1990, pp. 124–32; ‘Lord, God, and Father’, 1995, pp. 82–101, as well
as to the contribution of K. Löning, ‘Gottesbild’, 1992, pp. 88–117. The clearest analysis
of this narratological perspective can be found in J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998,
pp. 19–68.
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Just after the mention of this threefold redirecting of the Pauline
itinerary, the first of the ‘we-passages’ (16. 10–17) starts, naming the
invisible author of the three interventions and deciphering the underlying
intention: ‘we immediately tried to cross over to Macedonia, being con-
vinced that God had called us to proclaim the good news to them’ (16. 10).
This narrative sequence clearly illustrates that an investigation of the

image of God in the book of Acts requires observing these two very
different modes of presentation: on the one hand, explicit discourse
where God is directly named (16. 10) and, on the other hand, implicit
discourse where God manifests himself through theophanic mediations
whose code is known to the readers (16. 6–7, 9). Both constitute the
theo-logy of the book of Acts.
These two modes that Luke borrows to speak of God conform to the

religious language of his time. On the one hand, for the Jewish tradition,
as for the Graeco-Roman culture of the first century, the God of heaven
uses intermediaries when he wants to reach people. On the other hand,
Luke knows how to unfold a discourse in which God is explicitly named
and called by his titles: ��
́�, ��́��
�, 	���́�. What relationship does the
narrator establish between these two forms of language to speak of God
(one implicit and the other explicit)?

Implicit language

The implicit language corresponds to the theophanies of the Greek Bible,
the Septuagint.
God transmits his messages through angels sent to the apostles (1. 10–11; 5.

19–20), to Philip (8. 26), to Peter (12. 7–10), to Herod (12. 23), to Cornelius
(10. 3–6, 22, 30–2; 11. 13–14), to Paul (27. 23–4; cf. 23. 9). God gives visions or
trances to Stephen (7. 55–6), to Peter (10. 10–16; 11. 5–10), to Paul (9. 3–8, cf. 22.
6–11 and 26. 13–18; 16. 9). These visions can be apparitions of Jesus (1. 3–11; 7.
56; 18. 9–10; 22. 6–11; cf. 9. 17). There are also double visions, highly valued by
the Greeks and Romans (9. 10–12; 10. 1–23). The casting of lots can also signify
God’s action (1. 26), but more frequently the action of the Spirit addressing the
apostles (2. 1–11), Philip (8. 29, 39), Cornelius (10. 44–6; 11. 15), the community
(13. 2), Peter (10. 19–20; 11. 12) or Paul (16. 6–7). We also witness wonders:
earthquakes (4. 31; 16. 26), miraculous deliverances from prison (5. 19–20; 12.
6–10; 16. 26), rescue from the storm (27. 9–44). The power of the apostles also
signals the divine when they heal, perform exorcisms, resuscitate the dead, punish
those guilty of fraud and escape from vipers.5

5 Healings and exorcisms: 3. 1–10: 9. 17–18; 14. 8–10; 16. 16–18; 28. 7–8. Raisings of
the dead: 9. 36–42; 20. 7–12; Punitive acts: 5. 1–11; 13. 9–12; 19. 13–17. Paul escapes from
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One witnesses an extraordinary diversity of means of divine interven-
tion. Luke, in skilful management of the vocabulary, applies an adequate
language for each occurrence.6 However, one should notice that, from
Luke’s point of view, the greatest intervention of God in history is surely
the resurrection of Jesus. It not only overshadows his narrative, but also
brings the thaumaturgical power of the apostles with it: ‘Jesus Christ that
you crucified, God has raised from the dead’ (4. 10; 2. 26–7; 3. 14–15;
13. 29–30; etc.).
This inventory of divine interferences calls for three remarks.
First, God’s interventions in such remarkable diversity do not have

their equal in the gospel of Luke, except at the beginning and the end: the
infancy narrative (Luke 1–2) and the paschal cycle (Luke 24).7 As soon
as Jesus arrives on the scene (Luke 2. 40), he monopolizes the divine.
Appearances of angels, trances and irruptions of the Spirit are reserved
for him alone.8 This impressiveChristological concentration of the gospel
makesway inActs for a theology offeringmore balance between the poles
of Christology (the resurrection kerygma and miracles), pneumatology
(the launch of missions) and theo-logy (God as the agent of the history
of salvation).
Second, the divine interventions are not uniformly distributed in the

flow of the narrative. There is a concentration of ecstatic manifesta-
tions or collective wonders in the first section of the book (Acts 1–7),
while, as the narrative reaches its culmination, the divine material-
izes essentially in favour of individuals, especially Paul (18. 9–10;
22. 6–11, 17–21; 23. 9; 26. 13–18; 27. 23–4; 28. 3–6). One major
exception to this is the rescue at sea (27. 9–44). Does this develop-
ment mean that the closer the narrative gets to the author’s time, the
more he has conformed the manifestation of the divine to what char-
acterizes the period of Christianity he addresses? Whatever the case,
the most spectacular epiphanies, the ones that ignited the community,
are confined to the ‘golden age’, that idyllic period of the Church at

a viper: 28. 3–6. Healing summaries: 2. 43; 5. 12–13; 6. 8; 14. 3; 19. 11–12; 28. 9. Acts
links miracles to Christology (they concretize the power of the ‘name of the Lord’), rather
than to theo-logy.
6 The care with which Luke chooses a technical terminology is manifest, for

example, in the diversity of his vocabulary of visions: 7��́�, A����, �����́�,
��
�́�, 4�������, ��̂�, ����́. On the other hand, he avoids 2��� and 2����
� (dream).
7 Trances and epiphanies abound at the beginning of the gospel: Luke 1. 11–20, 26–38,

41, 64, 67; 2. 9–14, 27 and visions return in force in the paschal cycle: Luke 24. 4–7, 31,
36–51.
8 The only exception is the Transfiguration which narrativizes the ecstatic visions of a

group of disciples (Luke 9. 28–36).
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Jerusalem which Luke so admires (2. 1–11; 4. 31; 5. 15; 7. 55–6; 8.
39).9

Third, Luke is not reluctant to requisition for his narrative all avail-
able forms of the divine, in order to impress and convince his readers.10

He varies the divine manifestations, sometimes according to the LXX,
and at other times following Graeco-Roman tastes. However, it would
be a mistake to conclude that this is opportunism. Independently of the
propensity of popular Hellenistic faith for the marvellous (see the Greek
novel), the Simon episode (8. 9–12, 18–24), as well as the narrative of
Bar-Jesus (13. 6–11), signal that Luke lived in a world where magical
practice and religious competition had set off an open debate about the
proper handling of the divine. The author of Acts, for his part, clearly
battles against syncretism.11 The decisive question then becomes the in-
terpretation of the theophanic signs. It is to this task that the author of
Acts applies himself.

Explicit language

Alongside the implicit language in the narrative runs an explicit language
that names God: ��
́�, ��́��
�, 	���́�.12 As the subject of a verbal
phrase, ��
́� appears sixty-one times in the Acts, ��́��
� nine times and
	���́� once.13

How does Luke use these divine titles as subjects? A first indication
immediately attracts our attention: the massive presence of the titles in
the speeches (fifty-two out of sixty-one times for ��
́�; four of the nine
occurrences of ��́��
�). The explicit language for God is thus primarily a
matter of speech rather than narrative style. It belongs to the rhetorical aim
of the Lucan speeches, which is to interpret the action of the narrative to
his readers. But to go further in the analysis: what can be said of the uses of
the divine titles as subjects in narrative? The answer is enlightening: God
never appears as a figure of the story world, but only in words attributed

9 I shall deal later with this development of manifestations of the Spirit through the
narrative of Acts, which differentiates the pneumatic experiences of the ‘golden age’
(Acts 1–8) and the inspiration of individuals by the Spirit (second part of Acts): see
pp. 110–13.
10 This has already been noted by F. Bovon, ‘God of Luke’, 1995, pp. 68–9.
11 See my article ‘Magic and Miracles’, forthcoming. Luke’s critical perspective on

polytheism and magic has been studied by B. Wildhaber, Paganisme populaire, 1987, and
H. J. Klauck, ‘Paphos’, 1994, pp. 93–108 and Magie und Heidentum, 1996.
12 I shall leave aside the appended titles (63���
�: 7. 48; 16. 17) which do not affect the

basis of the analysis.
13 For an inventory of these, consult R. L.Mowery, ‘Direct Statements’, 1990, and ‘Lord,

God, and Father’, 1995. See also K. Löning, ‘Gottesbild’, 1992, pp. 95–6.
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to someone.14 Except for a few rare occasions, the narrator never directly
ascribes the action of the narrative to God. In other words, God becomes
a subject only in the words of a character.
It is the angel who tells Peter, struck by the vision of the menagerie

descended from heaven: ‘What God has made clean, you must not call
profane’ (10. 15). It is Peter who recognizes themark of God in his escape
from prison, first for himself (‘the Lord has sent his angel and rescued
me’, 12. 11), then in front of the community (‘[he] described for them
how the Lord had brought him out of prison’, 12. 17). It is Paul who says
to the high priest Ananias who is going to strike him: ‘it is you whomGod
is going to strike’ (23. 3). God is designated as active subject solely in the
frame of direct discourse (1. 7; 10. 15, 28; 11. 18; 12. 11; 23. 3) or in an
indirect discourse introduced by a verb of communication (12. 17; 14. 27;
15. 4, 12; 21. 19)15 or, at the most, when the narrator describes the inner
conviction of a character (16. 10).16 The only exceptions, if we set aside
the introductory formula of a quotation from Scripture (13. 47), concern
two summaries (2. 47 and 19. 11) and two ambiguous mentions of ��́��
�
that could be Christological (16. 14; 21. 19).17 This is too little evidence
to contradict the overwhelming Lucan tendency to refer to God in the
nominative position only in words exchanged between two characters
in the story world. As R. L. Mowery has shown, the same language
game takes place in the relationship between the Passion–resurrection
in the gospel (Luke 22–4), which never names the divine instigator of
the events, and the speeches in Acts, in which Peter and Paul constantly
attribute to God the raising of Christ from the dead.18 In the same way,
Ananias has to intervene in order for Saul to hear in Damascus of ‘the
Lord Jesus who appeared to you on your way’ (9. 17), just as Barnabas
has to mediate in order that the Jerusalem community may learn ‘how
on the road [Saul] had seen the Lord, who had spoken to him’ (9. 27).19

14 WithK. Löning, ‘VonGott ist immer nur die Rede zwischen den Figuren der erzählten’
(‘Gottesbild’, 1992, pp. 95–6).
15 ������́� (14. 27; 15. 4),  ����
́��� (15. 12; 21. 19), �����
́��� (12. 17).
16 ���,�,�́*
���� A�� (16. 10).
17 In 16. 14 it is not certain if ��́��
� designates God (see v. 14a) or Jesus (v. 15b). It is

the same in 18. 9, but there ��́��
� looks back to Jesus by way of v. 8.
18 ‘Lord, God, and Father’, 1995, pp. 89–101. Luke designates God indirectly by a divine

passive (@��́���, 24. 6, 34), by the theological ���̂ (24. 7, 26, 44) or by scriptural reference
(24. 46). On the other hand, the explicit mention of God as the author of the raising of Jesus
becomes a stereotype in the speeches in Acts (2. 24, 32; 3. 15, 22, 26; 4. 10; 5. 30; 10. 40;
13. 30, 33–4, 37; 17. 31; 26. 8). From the same author: ‘Divine Hand’, 1991, pp. 558–75.
19 Did Saul, thrown to the ground at Damascus, see Christ? The narrator is quite discreet

on this: Saul is dazzled by a light and hears a voice (9. 3–4); only Barnabas will put a name
to the vision. For a further reading of Acts 9, see chapter 9: ‘Saul’s conversion (Acts 9; 22;
26)’.
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No further examples are necessary. The point is clear: naming God is not
so obvious; only the word of the witness can designate the author of the
events that direct history.

Engendering the word

What is to be deduced from this sequence ‘implicit statement/explicit
speech’? Those familiar with the work ad Theophilum will remember
the sequence of action and speech that is customary for this author: the
event comes first, then the word which elucidates its meaning (Acts 2.
1–13 and 2. 14–36). This response is correct, but inadequate. Why pre-
cisely this preference for the order act/word? In the case that concerns
us, it is difficult not to see in this relationship a trajectory proposed to
the reader. Is not this passing from the implicit to the explicit, from the
event to the word which awakens meaning, from the ambiguity of his-
tory to the word which names God, the scenario to which the Lucan
narration invites us? In the movement of the story as it returns upon it-
self in order to name what it has just shown, there is an engendering of
the theological word. Following the characters of the story the reader is
called to identify, in the opacity of what took place, a divine logic of
salvation.
In this manner, the story fulfils a teaching, not to say catechetical

function, if one thinks of the most excellent Theophilus (Luke 1. 4). To
follow the story, with its rhythm of veiling and unveiling, leads the reader
into the process of decoding the theological meaning of the history that
he/she lives, in order to apply to her/his own world (the world of the
reader) the rules which govern the performance of the characters in the
story world. Onemust read (the story recounted by Luke) in order to learn
to read (one’s own story). In Ricœur’s terms, the catechetical function of
the story occurs in the passage from mimesis II (the configuration of
action in the story world) to mimesis III (the refiguration of the plot in
the reader’s world)20 or, in other words, when the plot of the narrative
intersects and informs the plot of the life of the reader. To read the work
ad Theophilum is to learn to name God.

Neither Homer nor Genesis

The examination of the language required to speak of ‘God’ in the book
of Acts reveals a systematic control on the part of the narrator, who
chooses narrative language when God manifests himself by mediation,

20 P. Ricœur, Time and Narrative, I, 1984, pp. 64–87.
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which conceals him, and who chooses discursive language when God
is mentioned by name as an agent of history. In the technical terms of
narrative analysis: the implicit language is reserved for the narrator (extra-
diegetic authority), while the explicit language characterizes the speech
of the characters of the story (intra-diegetic authorities).21

This division of language lays out the problematic to which the anal-
ysis of the image of God in Acts belongs. Evidently, Luke is reluctant to
describe a God metamorphosing and mixing with the affairs of people
incognito, in the style of Genesis or the Odyssey. However, beyond re-
spect for the holiness of God, which rejects vulgar anthropomorphisms,
what role does Luke give to the discourse about God in the frame of his
narrative? How does the explicit discourse that names God participate
in and advance the plot of Acts? In order to deal with this problematic
it is essential to proceed case by case, following the function that the
statements about God exercise in the narrative. This is the subject of the
inquiry.

How are the history of God and human history articulated?

It has recently been affirmed, and not without reason, that the central
theme of Acts is the ‘plan of God’.22 Speaking of God in the book of Acts
consists of asking how God intervenes to direct history according to his
plan. How are the history of God and human history, or if one prefers,
divine will and human freedom, articulated in Acts?
From the point of view of the plot of the narrative, divine interventions

can have three distinct functions.23 In some cases, they precede events
and take on a programmatic function (in the form of a vision, a dream or
an oracle), for example, when Paul is led off toMacedonia (16. 6–10). On
other occasions, they exercise a performative function, at themoment that
God intervenes by saving, punishing, or guiding the course of the events,
for example, the Damascus road incident (9. 1–19a). They can also fulfil
an interpretative function, when they are situated after the events in order
to indicate their meaning or to justify them, for example, Stephen’s vision
(7. 55–6). I shall show how Luke artistically combines in the composition
of his narrative the three functions, which together enunciate the irruption
of the divine into history.

21 Readers interested in the differentiation of narrative authorities should consult
D. Marguerat and Y. Bourquin, How to Read, 1999, pp. 141–9.
22 J. T. Squires, Plan of God, 1993.
23 This taxonomy of functions has been inspired by the illuminating book of J.-N. Aletti:

Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 21–26.
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The programmatic function: God precedes history

The programmatic statement, which announces and anticipates what fol-
lows in the narrative, is a narrative device of which Luke is fond; the
best-known examples are the promise of the Risen One in 1. 8 and the
prediction of the destiny of Paul in 9. 15–16. This type of proleptic for-
mulation concretizes the notion of divine guidance in history that is so
important for Luke.24 The programmatic statement can be revealed in a
dream, as in 23. 11, where, by a night vision, the Lord informs Paul of
his future: ‘For just as you have testified for me in Jerusalem, so you
must bear witness also in Rome.’ It can be by means of Agabus’ pre-
diction: ‘This is the way the Jews in Jerusalem will bind the man who
owns this belt and will hand him over to the Gentiles’ (21. 11). This is
again a trait that links Acts with the Greek novel. As has been shown by
the study of Suzanne Saı̈d, dreams and predictions can fulfil a proleptic
function in the novel, either by anticipation (Chariton, Achilles Tatius)
or programmatically (Xenophon of Ephesus).25

With regard to discourse about God, three programmatic announce-
ments (5. 38–9, 16. 10 and 27. 23–5) merit consideration: each one is
attached to explicit language.

The ‘Gamaliel principle’

In the Lucan narrative, the programmatic statement functions according
to what, with Jean-Noël Aletti, I call the ‘Gamaliel principle’.26 Gamaliel
was the Pharisee who persuaded the Sanhedrin not to mistreat the apos-
tles by proposing the following rule, ‘let them alone; because if this plan
or undertaking is of human origin, it will fail; but if it is of God, you
will not be able to overthrow them. . .’ (5. 38b–39a).27 But is there any
evidence that allows one to verify that the work of the apostles is in-
deed ‘of God’? Only the narrative of their actions allows verification
that their works will not disappear and this is precisely why Luke in-
dissolubly links the description of the plans of God with the life of the
witnesses. The Lucan narrative becomes the place of proof, the irre-
placeable medium of theological verification offered to its readers. Aletti
states:

24 The notion of providence in Hellenistic historiography and Luke has been examined
by J. T. Squires, Plan of God, 1993, esp. pp. 103–54.
25 ‘Oracles et devins’, 1997, pp. 398–403.
26 J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 58–9.
27 This rule corresponds to a Hellenistic ‘topos’ as pointed out by J. T. Squires, Plan of

God, 1993, p. 176 and note 109.
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The reader must not minimize the importance of the principle
of discernment, because it comes precisely from a man who
does not follow Jesus. And doubtless one should add that this
principle (I) renders verification necessary in some way and
hence the continuation of the narrative; (II) permits the narrator
not to intervene in order to support or to justify the facts; their
exposition itself will be the most powerful of proofs.28

The interest in the Gamaliel principle, for present purposes, is that
it links the recognition of the divine will with the destiny of the group
who witness to Jesus. Anyone who wants to discern the ways of God
only has a narrative recounting the joys and more often the misfortunes
of a group of believers. No other mirror is offered. The reading of the
narrative of Acts becomes, when one applies the Gamaliel principle, the
place to perceive the ways of God. Only the Lucan narrative, as it moves
forward, teaches the reader to what ‘work’ the Holy Spirit calls Paul
and Barnabas (13. 2), or how the prophecy of Agabus will come to pass
(21. 11).
The programmatic statements disseminated throughout the narrative

orient the reading, functioning as ‘advance’ signals planted by the narrator
to guide the decoding of the narrative. The prolepsis of Acts 16. 10 will
help to make clear how such a signal works.

The product of a group

Acts 16. 10 belongs to the episode cited above, where two interventions
of the Spirit, barring the way of Paul and Silas, precede the vision of the
Macedonian’s call for the help of the apostles (16. 6–9). The decoding of
these divine interventions or, if one prefers, the passage from an implicit
language about God to an explicit one is the product of the group in which
the narrator includes himself, the group identified as ‘we’;29 its interpre-
tative work finally redirects the missionary itinerary toward Macedonia,
for ‘we immediately tried to cross over to Macedonia, being convinced
that God had called us to proclaim the good news to them’ (16. 10). The
programmatic value of this proleptic declaration cannot be doubted: the
call for help by the Macedonian is understood as coming from God in
order to change the direction of the diffusion of theWord toward theWest.
The evangelization of Macedonia begins, preparing that of Greece (Acts
17–18).

28 J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 58–9.
29 I have discussed the ‘we-passages’ in chapter 1, pp. 24–5.
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But, how can this interpretation be verified? The narrator does not
require the reader towait long: a fewverses later, in Philippi, the preaching
of the apostles meets the attentive ears of Lydia who ‘was listening to
us . . . The Lord opened her heart to listen eagerly to what was said by
Paul’ (16. 14). A little later, the miraculous deliverance of Peter and Silas
from prison (16. 25–6) confirms that the apostles’ work is truly ‘from
God’. The Gamaliel principle has worked.

Eucharist in the storm

The term ��
́� appears four times in the narrative of the storm (Acts 27),
whereas ��́��
� is absent. The fourth occurrence comes during the
eucharist-type meal that Paul organizes on the ship (v. 35). The three
other uses are concentrated in verses 23–5, where Paul communicates
to his companions what an angel of the Lord revealed to him during a vi-
sion: ‘Do not be afraid, Paul; you must stand before Caesar; and, indeed,
God has granted safety to all those who are sailing with you’ (v. 24).
This sequence plays a decisive role in the narrative. After the unfortu-

nate decision of the crew (against Paul’s advice! vv. 9–12) and the assault
of the tempest (vv. 13–20), the apostle is presented as the (only) true
hero of the narrative. ‘Intimate with God and visited by him, Paul is not
discouraged but inhabited by an unalterable confidence; he knows the fu-
ture of things and people perfectly, reassuring his shipmates and always
giving good advice. Paul dominates the storm rather than becoming its
victim.’30 This is true, but notice how the hero Paul is constructed by the
narrator: through a speech act. Paul, in effect, is the only character in
chapter 27 to act by word:31 the centurion Julius protects his prisoner, the
captain decides, the sailors panic, and the soldiers are overwhelmed by
the situation. It is only to Paul that Luke gives, in three cases, words.
Thefirst discourse (v. 10) is awarning of imminent disaster: ‘the voyage

will be with danger andmuch heavy loss’. The second reassures (vv. 21b–
25), but depends on a word that is an angel’s, not his own: ‘For last night
there stood before me an angel of the God to whom I belong, and whom
I worship, and he said. . .’ (v. 23). In this formulation, the double motif
vision/hearing attests the revealed character of the apostle’s knowledge.
A theological reading of the event unfolds, which not only signals that the
journey remains under the divine ���̂ (‘you must stand before Caesar’),

30 J. Zumstein, ‘Apôtre comme martyr’, 1991, p. 203.
31 Paul’s statement is signalled by speech verbs: 	������́� and �́��� (vv. 9b–10a),

�́�� (v. 21), 	������́� (v. 22), 	������́� (vv. 33–4), �́�� (v. 35).
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but also predicts its happy ending. This declaration recurs in the third
intervention (vv. 33b–34) and will be concretized with the symbolic act
of themeal on themorning of the landing inMalta, anticipating the giving
of thanks, the �+��������̂� ��̃% ���̃% (v. 35) and the end of the drama in
the favourable result of the journey.
The narrative function of the Pauline discourse in the economy of

Acts 27 is now clear. Coming after the dramatic report of the tempest and
its consequence, the despair of the passengers (v. 20), the explicit language
about God has a double effect, both revelatory and programmatic. Reve-
latory in the sense that Paul names God as the ultimate (and paradoxical)
agent of the event. Programmatic in the sense that the apostle interprets
the rescue of the ship as a gracious act belonging to the plan of God
for his messenger. The divine origin of the rescue is unveiled nowhere
else; but the reader of the Septuagint will verify the appropriateness of
it by appealing to the theme of the Creator, master of the waters, while
the reader of Graeco-Roman culture will remember the classic motif of
divine protection of the innocent (the story of the viper (28. 3–6) and the
brief mention of the Dioscuri (28. 11c) will justify this).32

Conclusion: in Acts, the proleptic announcement of the plan of God
by means of a vision or a prediction serves to programme the theological
reading of the narrative. Following the ‘Gamaliel principle’ (5. 38–9), it
assigns the reader the course of day-by-day history as a place to discover
and to celebrate the ways of God.

The performative function: God redirects history

Alongside the programmatic function is the performative function: the
God of the book of Acts is an interventionist God. Luke describes him
as continually breaking into the narrative with miracles, shaking up his
community by sending the Spirit, opening prison doors, converting the
persecutor of Christ, saving his messengers from all dangers, blinding
charlatan magicians, striking Herod, saving the 276 passengers on a ship
so that his messenger can arrive safely, and so forth. From the beginning
to the end of the narrative, the God of Acts removes obstacles that hinder

32 Concerning both the Jewish and Hellenistic concepts at work in the narrative of Acts
27, see pp. 72–3 and 276–8. In addition to the classic references to Jonah and Psalms,
Rabbinic literature also links storms to the wrath of God, for example, in the miraculous
liberation of Rabbi Gamaliel (bBab. Mes. 59b) or in relating the fright of Titus rocked by
the waves on his return to Rome after the devastation of Jerusalem (Aboth Rabbi Nathan 7).
I also recall that, in the Graeco-Roman pantheon, the celestial twins Castor and Pollux have
the reputation of being the protectors of seafaring people, guardians of truth, and punishers
of perjurers.
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the success of his plan: the spreading of theWord.33 However, as we have
already seen,34 God’s protection does not shield his envoys from failure,
humiliation, flagellation and martyrdom. The route of the missionaries is
a ‘via dolorosa’.
On several occasions, this route will be modified by the interventions

of the God who redirects history. I have already established this with
reference to the episode of the Macedonian (16. 6–10). I shall now deal
with it in the light of three other texts: Acts 8. 26–40, Acts 9 and Acts
10–11. These will allow a closer focus on the Lucan procedure which
we have already glimpsed: the (explicit) discourse of the witness always
follows the (implicit) language of the narrator. The word of the witness
is an after-word, which decodes the intervention of God and names its
author.What can be said about this after-word?

A God who arranges and withdraws

The encounter of Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch (8. 26–40) is arranged
byGod: the angel of theLord orders Philip to take the road from Jerusalem
to Gaza, which is deserted (v. 26). Then (the second initiative) the Spirit
tells him: ‘Go over to the chariot and join it’ (v. 29). The reader is thus
prepared for the miraculously foreseen meeting, whose outcome will
follow the plan of God. Finally, the mysterious snatching away of Philip
by the Spirit confirms this point of view (v. 39): ‘The Spirit of the Lord
snatched Philip away; the eunuch saw him nomore.’ The evangelist Philip
has played the role God assigned to him: he can now disappear from the
sight of the eunuch as well as from the narrative of Acts.35

This text has one striking particularity: at the beginning of the story
there are two initial directions (vv. 26 and 29) and at the end a final
vanishing act (v. 39), which frame the encounter. Between the two, where
the essence of the story takes place (the catechism of the eunuch, his
request and baptism), there is no trace of divine intervention. What does
this structure signify? There are two answers.
First, the theophanic interventions provoke the incredible: a eunuch, ex-

cluded from the cult according to Deuteronomy 23. 2 LXX, is welcomed

33 Remember, in my view, the theme of the book of Acts is neither the Spirit, nor the
relationship with Israel (even if this question is one of identity for Lucan Christianity), but
rather the expansion of the Word in the world. See pp. 37–8.
34 See pp. 38–40.
35 On the role played by the the eunuch in the missionary strategy that underlies the plot

of Acts, see: E. Dinkler, ‘���� AIB;CD’, 1975; C. J. Martin, ‘Function’, 1986; F. Scott
Spencer, Philip, 1992, pp. 128–87.
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in his desire to understand the Scriptures and to join the covenant
people through baptism.36 The massive divine manipulation (vv. 26, 29)
attests that the violation of Mosaic legislation is not Christian imperti-
nence, but the work of God.
Second, once he is in the eunuch’s presence, Philip acts alone. While

it is true that he is overshadowed by the injunction of the Spirit (v. 29),
which signifies his empowering to witness,37 he nevertheless acts alone.
No light, no angel inspires his announcement of the ‘good news of Jesus’
(v. 35). No trance dictates his decision to baptize the eunuch. Philip’s
initiative as witness is his own. His preaching relies (v. 35) on the text of
Isaiah 53. 7–8 which has just been quoted, but he witnesses on his own
authority. In Acts, God never dictates their preaching to the messengers.
His pressure on events can be forceful, but the word of the missionaries
is a matter of their own responsibility.38

To summarize: the theophanic interventions create a totally unexpected
framework in which the responsibility of the witness plays a role as he
interprets the event and names its author. It all happens as if the God of
Acts, having organized the encounter by supernatural means, withdraws
to leave space for the witness. History becomes salvation history only
when men and women accept the role God indicates for them. But this
never removes their responsibility in word or in witnessing action. The
pericope of the meeting between Peter and Cornelius and the conversion
of Paul on the Damascus road also fit into this perspective.

The enormity of God’s choices

In composing the narrative of the encounter of Peter and Cornelius
(Acts 10. 1 – 11. 18; 15. 7–11), Luke has pushed his narrative art to
its highest standard of excellence. This can be measured by the density
of narrative techniques applied in the sequence: the intertwining of the
paths of two persons, realized by means of intersecting discourses (10.
1–33); the visionary encounter anticipating the face-to-face encounter

36 The ostracizing of eunuchs for reasons of ritual impurity (Lev. 21. 20; 22. 24) is
confirmed by Flavius Josephus (A.J. 4.290–1) and Philo (De Spec. Leg. 1.324–5). Hope
for their inclusion into the eschatological community is present in Isa. 56. 3–8 and Wis. 3.
14–15; Acts 8 belongs to this development.
37 On the Spirit as empowering for witness in Acts, see my reflections in chapter 6: ‘The

work of the Spirit’.
38 This is not the case in apocalyptic literature, where the word of the witness/seer is

legitimated by the process of dictation: see 4 Ezra 14. 37–49; 2 En. 22. 28, and the messages
entrusted to Enoch the ‘scribe of justice’ (1 En. 12. 4; 15. 1). Also Rev. 1. 19; 10. 4; 14. 13;
19. 9; 21. 5; 22. 19.
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of Peter and Cornelius (10. 5–6, 22); Peter’s progressive awareness of
the meaning of the event evidenced by the four times that he speaks out
(10. 28–30; 10. 34–43; 11. 5–17; 15. 7–11).39

This excellence in the construction of the narrative can be explained
by the role of the pericope in the plot of the book: God lets Peter know,
by a vision which mixes all sorts of animals, that he is pulling down
the centuries-old barrier between the pure and the impure (10. 13–15).
To legitimate the outrageousness of the divine choice, which opens the
covenant to Gentiles, Luke is not reluctant to refer to supernatural means:
a vision (10. 3), a trance (10. 10), a message of the Spirit (10. 19) and the
descent of the Spirit himself (10. 44, 46), all of these being necessary to
shatter Peter’s resistance.40

The narrative sequence of Acts 10. 1 – 11. 18 should be compared with
the narrative of Saul’s conversion in chapter 9, along with its rereadings
in chapters 22 and 26. The same narrative technique is at work in the con-
struction of the story: interweaving (9. 10–17), double vision (9. 10–12),
successive readings of the event by Paul (9. 20; 22. 6–21; 26. 12–
23).41

However, bringing these two sequences together is evenmorenecessary
for reasons of thematic affinity. On both sides:

an unheard of and staggering choice by God: Saul the enemy of
Christ; Cornelius the non-Jew;

a theophanic manifestation with no immediate follow-up, leav-
ing the individual stunned (9. 9) or confused (10. 17);

a new initiative of God in the sending of messengers (9. 17; 10.
17b–20) commissioned by a vision (9. 10–12; 10. 5–8);

resistance to the divine initiative arriving where it was unex-
pected: from Ananias and Peter, representatives of the believ-
ing community (9. 10, 13–14; 10. 17);

an integration into the community of themarginal person chosen
by God.

39 On narrative construction in Acts 10–11, I refer to the now classic study of R. C.
Tannehill, Narrative Unity, II, 1990, pp. 128–45. The procedure of narrative redundancy
has been studied by R. D.Witherup, ‘Cornelius’, 1993; C. Lukasz, Evangelizzazione, 1993;
W. S. Kurz, ‘Variant Narrators’, 1997.
40 The eloquent study of B. R. Gaventa, From Darkness to Light, 1986, pp. 107–25,

deserves to be read concerning this chapter of Acts.
41 On the rereading ofActs 9 inActs 22 and26, see chapter 10: ‘Saul’s conversion (Acts 9;

22; 26)’. The structural resemblance between Acts 9 and Acts 10–11 has been recognized
by W. S. Kurz, Reading Luke–Acts, 1993, p. 131, and R. D. Witherup, ‘Cornelius’, 1993,
pp. 62–4. Also J.-N. Aletti, Quand Luc raconte, 1998, pp. 42–8.
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The two conclusions move toward different goals:

Saul’s vocation is revealed to Ananias, but not to Saul (9. 15–
16); it will be unfolded by the narrative; whereas Peter draws
the inference of Cornelius’ incorporation in theChurch before
the Jerusalem council (15. 7–11);

Saul knows the reversal of his destiny and the persecutor be-
comes the persecuted (9. 19b–30), while Peter’s initiative is
confirmed by the descent of the Spirit (10. 44–8).

In both cases, God turns history around by a surprising choice, which
has to overcome the resistance of the Church and whose consequences
for the rest of the plot are immense. As F. Bovon has said, ‘Luke thus
designs a new aspect of God: . . . we see constituted a God of all. The God
of the fathers ceases to be the God of direct descendants only . . . Luke is
the only one to express this truth in narrative style.’42 But how does this
theological reading work? How are these astonishing events interpreted
as the coming of God to each and every person?
Here again, the passage from the implicit to the explicit is assured by

the discourse of the witness. I shall show this first in Acts 10–11, before
noting the presence of a similar scenario in Acts 9; 22; 26.

10.13–14 Upon the order ‘Kill and eat’, Peter answers with a pious refusal.
10. 15, 17 The declaration of the celestial voice ‘What God hasmade clean,

you must not call profane’ does not convince Peter but plunges
him into confusion.

10. 22 The messengers of Cornelius declare that a holy angel revealed
to them that they would hear the E�̂���� (words and events)
from Peter (differently v. 5!); but which ones?

Peter’s words will progressively interpret the event:

10. 28 Peter, discovering (�!��́���� v. 27b) a large crowd, applies his vision
about eating to human relations: ‘God has shown me that I should
not call anyone profane or unclean.’

10. 34 Peter broadens the concept of the universality of God to whoever
practises righteousness in any nation: ‘I truly understand that God
is not 	�
��	
�́�	���.’

10. 47 Peter interprets the glossolalia in the house of Cornelius as the sign
of the Spirit authorizing their baptism.

11. 17 Peter assimilates the work of the Spirit to ‘the same gift that he gave
us.’

42 F. Bovon, ‘God of Luke’, 1995, p. 78.
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15. 8 Peter further extends this by the motif of the purification of the heart
by faith.

In summary:

(1) Peter passes from the implicit to the explicit by naming God; this pro-
cedure is manifest in the syntax, which makes ��
́� the subject of the
statements in Peter’s discourse;43

(2) Peter’s words progressively gain in theological intensity;
(3) the theological elaboration takes place through the exchange of persons

and the responsibility of the witness.

An analogous scenario can be observed in Acts 9; 22; 26:

9. 3–8 A theophanic shock throws Saul to the ground and blinds him.
9. 9 The shock utterly bewilders Saul.
9. 17 Ananias lays hands on him to heal his blindness and fill him with the

Holy Spirit; but for what task?

Paul’s discourse progressively interprets the event:

9. 20, 22 Saul proclaims Jesus Son of God and Messiah.
(9. 27 Barnabas tells how Saul saw the Lord who spoke to him.)
22. 14 Paul, speaking to the people of Jerusalem, rereads the event of

Damascus as the will of the God of the fathers to make him a
witness before all.

22. 18, 21 Paul tells how the Lord appeared to him in the Temple to send
him to the nations.

26. 16–18 Paul declares before Agrippa that Jesus revealed the reason for
his appearance: to send him to convert the nations to belief in
him.

In summary:

(1) Paul passes from the implicit to the explicit by naming Jesus; this
procedure is manifested narratively by the increasingly active role that
is given to Jesus in the dialogue with Paul (22. 10, 17–21; 26. 15–18);

(2) Paul’s vocation is affirmed more clearly in passing from 9. 15–16 to
22. 14–15, 18–21 and 26. 16–18;

(3) the concentration on the dialogue between Paul and Jesus goes hand in
hand with the progressive fading out of the role of Ananias (compare
9. 10–17 with 22. 12–16; absence in ch. 26).

The sequence of a theophany and then a discourse that explains it is
clearly shown in the examples of Acts 10–11 and Acts 9; 22; 26. Is this

43 This is the case in 10. 28, 34, 38, 40; 11. 9, 17; 15. 7–8.
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to be viewed as a simple narrative procedure of Luke or a theological
structure? I prefer the latter and now articulate why.

A discreet God

In the sequence of the theophany and the word of the witness, each ele-
ment has its own function. The theophany signals that the initiative comes
from God; it presents an unexpected character, sometimes outlandish in
his choices, but also enigmatic, requiring the reading of a believer. It is
striking that the narrator never says ‘God did’ or ‘God said’; he lets one of
the characters in the narrative say it, not without having shown, in some
cases, the correct reading of the event. There is a divine discretion, which
indicates the theology that Luke draws on: a theology of the hidden God,
who reveals himself by veiling himself: it is the word of the witness that
must pierce the uncertainty. This is not a theology of mystery, but a theol-
ogy of revelation, which brings Luke close to the sapiential-apocalyptic
tradition of the Q source.44 The name of God is not pronounced until after
the event, not immediately but by the mediation of a word that designates
him.

Theocentric Christology

In the word of the witnesses, this concentration on God is connected with
another phenomenon, not often mentioned: the consistent theocentrism
of the speeches in the book of Acts. The theology that animates the
discourses in Acts is not Christocentric, as one might expect: when Christ
is mentioned, the words generally point to the action of God.45 In Acts 2,
Peter’s speech celebrates the Godwho revealed Jesus, whose resurrection
David predicted. In Acts 3, the word points to God who establishes a
time of refreshing through Christ. Stephen (Acts 7) speaks of the God of
Abraham, Joseph and Moses, constantly enduring the unfaithfulness of
his people. In 10. 34–43, Peter announces the God who is partial to none.
In Acts 13, Paul announces in Antioch the God who fulfils the promises
made to the fathers in giving them judges, kings and a Saviour. In Lystra

44 I have in mind Luke’s reception of Q logia about the wisdom of God, especially Luke
13. 34–5; see also 19. 41–4 (motif of hidden/revealed) and 21. 20–4 (differently Mark 13.
14–20). On this subject see K. Löning, ‘Gottesbild’, 1992, pp. 100–1.
45 Christology, in the speeches of Acts, is carried by the reference to God who raised

Jesus from the dead: 2. 22–4, 32–3; 3. 13, 15, 18, 25–6; 10. 40, 42; 13. 37; 17. 31. In
qualification of this fact, my colleagues in the ‘Luke–Acts Seminar’ (SBL Annual Meeting,
Philadelphia, 1995) prefer to speak of a ‘theocentric Christology’ in Luke.
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(Acts 14), it is the Creator God who fills people with his goodness. In
Athens (Acts 17), it is God the giver of life who should not be sought
among idols.
The common aim of the speeches is to promote faith in the God who

has ultimately unveiled his mercy (his �+�
��́�) to Israel, according to
the promises of Scripture, in the sending and resurrection of his Son. The
orators of the book of Acts call for conversion, not to Christ, but to God.46

An ignorance which must be removed

But from what must one convert? The same term applies to Jews (3. 17;
13. 27) and pagans (17. 30): ���
�́�. This is not ignorance, but a mistake
about God. It concerns precisely the theological misunderstanding that
theword of thewitnessmust rectify. ���
�́� is a soteriological category in
Luke, characterizing both the Jewish error on the subject of the Messiah
and the bewilderment of the Hellenistic religious quest, and therefore
applicable to all. It must be said of all people not only that they ‘know
not what they do’ (Luke 23. 34), but that they do not know God. The
Lucan ���
�́�, then, does not represent a passing deficiency, but rather
a soteriological lack. It gives rise to the speech of the witness, with its
hermeneutic of theGodwho reveals his eschatological action in the person
of Jesus. The motif is sapiential.47

To summarize: with the action of Philip in Samaria (Acts 8), the con-
version of Saul (Acts 9) and the encounter of Peter and Cornelius
(Acts 10–11), Luke shows how God advances history by jolts, inten-
tionally opening the word of salvation to all people. In conformity with
Jewish historiography, the author of Acts describes a God who allows
himself to be known, while at the same time hiding, in the events of
history. ‘God’ does not speak, he is brought to expression by the word
of the witness. This explains why Luke deploys a theology of the word;
through the speeches of the witnesses, he can lift God’s incognito and
move from misunderstanding to knowledge. This alternation of narrative
(which describes history) and speech (which deciphers the action of God
within history) concretizes narratively the movement of the Lucan mis-
sion, putting in evidence the role of the confession of faith by the witness,
which alone can decode the signs of the eschatological work of God in
the chaos of history.

46 �����
��̂�: 2. 38; 3. 19; 17. 30;  	��������̂�: 3. 19; 14. 15; 26. 20.
47 P. Doble has pointed this out in his study, Paradox, 1996, pp. 214–22.
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The interpretative function: God reveals the meaning of history

Divine interventions in the book of Acts above all else serve the two
functions that have just been examined: proleptic and performative. More
rarely, they are placed after the events in order to justify or to confirm
them or to indicate their importance. At the level of the narrative, these
analepses48 initiate a process of verification for the reader.

Retrospection

I have already noted in passing several retrospective divine irruptions.
After the baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch, Philip is seized by the Spirit
and disappears (8. 39). This remarkable procedure does not merely sat-
isfy a taste for the marvellous; it confirms for the reader an otherwise
surprising divine decree: the integration of a eunuch into the covenant.
Another retrospective intervention is the interruption of Peter at the house
of Cornelius by the irruption of the Spirit (10. 44–5); in the eyes of Peter’s
Jewish entourage, this noisy divine approval concretizes Peter’s speech,
which allows the benefit of the forgiveness of sins to pagans (10. 43),
with the decision to baptize then coming to ratify the divine decree
(10. 47).
In Acts 8 as in Acts 10, the theophanic intervention after the event

retrospectively validates a paradoxical logic, the logic of the ways of
God. Hence the transgression of limits, in which Philip and Peter partici-
pate, already initiated by the supernatural interventions, as we have seen
above, is confirmed afterwards. This confirmation offers the reader the
certainty that the process of the extension of the covenant is intended and
accomplished by God himself through witnesses.

A logic of testimony

Thevision of Stephen at hismartyrdom, another validating intervention, is
also at the service of a paradoxical logic: ‘Look, I see the heavens opened
and theSonofMan standing at the right handofGod’ (7. 56).49 Butwhydo
the heavens open? Here we must distinguish two levels.50 At the level of

48 By analepsis, I mean the return of a narrative to an element that is chronologically
anterior, the inverse movement (the reference to a future event) is called prolepsis. See
G. Genette, Figures III, 1972, pp. 90–115.
49 See M. Sabbe, Son of Man Saying, 1979, pp. 241–79; R. Pesch, Stephanus, 1966.
50 In what follows, I rely on the differentiation set out by S. Chatman between story

and discourse; the first corresponds to the what of the narrative and the second to the
how, that is the narrative rhetoric (S. Chatman, Story and Discourse, 1978). On the theory:
D Marguerat and Y. Bourquin, How to Read, 1999, pp. 18–28.
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the story, Stephen’s vision sets in motion the murderous fury of the mem-
bers of the Sanhedrin who ‘cover their ears’ and drag him out of the city to
stone him (7. 57–8); Stephen’s vision in effect announces the resurrection
of the Crucified One. At the level of the narrative rhetoric, the anachronis-
tic use of the title ��
̀� �
�̂ �����́	
� echoes Jesus’ declaration during
his trial (Luke 22. 69). However, the vision does not immediately provide
its raison d’être.A few verses later, two of Stephen’s statements reinforce
the parallelism of the twomartyrs: ‘Lord Jesus, receive my spirit’ (7. 59b;
Luke 23. 46) and ‘Lord, do not hold this sin against them’ (7. 60b; Luke
23. 34). One can measure the extent of the paradox: the evoking of the
exaltation of Jesus at the right hand of God does not help the witness
to escape death, but rather leads him to it, confirming Stephen’s thesis
about the constant resistance of his Jewish listeners to the Holy Spirit
(7. 51).
Stephen’s death,which heightens the open crisis between the Jerusalem

authorities and the apostles (Acts 3–7),51 is therefore at the same time
paradigmatic of the condition of the witness of Jesus. The reader now
knows that proclamation of the gospel does not offer a destiny any differ-
ent from that of the Master. Stephen’s vision certifies the conformity of
his martyrdom to the Passion of Jesus (Stephen not only dies for Jesus, he
dies like him), but this effect of verification extends also to the rest of the
narrative, since it sets up a divine logic of testimony: those who proclaim
the gospel must expect to suffer.
Saul of Tarsus, who moves from the role of the persecutor to that

of the persecuted, will immediately experience this (9. 19b–30). The
vision of the Lord that he will receive in Jerusalem (23. 11) functions
analeptically (‘Keep up your courage! For just as you have testified for
me in Jerusalem . . .’) and proleptically (‘you must bear witness also in
Rome’). On the one hand, this message confirms the validity of Paul’s
two speeches in Jerusalem (22. 1–21; 23. 6), in spite of the confusion they
create. On the other hand, it precedes Paul’s appeal to Caesar (25. 11),
inscribing it by anticipation in the plan of God.52

One question arises: Under the weight of divine pressure do people
become puppets?

51 On the rise of the crisis between theChristian community and the Jerusalem authorities
in chapters 1–7, see pp. 158–64.
52 Note the same procedure in 18. 9: the epiphany of Christ, which Paul experienced

prior to his appearance before Gallio, presents two sides, one analeptic (‘Do not be afraid,
but speak and do not be silent’), the other proleptic (‘for I am with you, and no one will
lay a hand on you to harm you, for there are many in this city who are my people’). The
first validates the attitude adopted by Paul up to this point, while the second outlines the
programme for Paul’s stay in Corinth, foreseeing the failure of the denunciation before
the proconsul.
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Are the witnesses puppets?

Up to this point, the divine programming of the events has appeared very
strong, since it envelops (before, during and after) the events of history.
By contrast, as has been noted above,53 the responsibility of the witness
in the elaboration of his testimony appears total. How does Luke handle
this tension? Is the freedom of the witness only a charade?54

Luke offers no systematic reflection on the matter, but an observa-
tion of the narrative nevertheless provides some indications. Peter le-
gitimizes the baptism of Gentiles at Cornelius’ house by saying: ‘who
was I to hinder God?’ (11. 17b; already 10. 47). The same verb ���́���
was used by the eunuch in 8. 36: ‘What is to prevent me from being
baptized?’ On the stage of the story, the roles are clearly distributed:
God takes the initiative and human action follows. The apostles are con-
scious of having a place in the divine economy, which will be explained
to the pagans in terms of providence (17. 26–8)55 and to the Jews in
the words of the Scriptures. In Antioch, Paul legitimizes his right to
proclaim the promise of salvation to non-Jews with the help of Isaiah
49. 6: ‘I have set you to be a light for the Gentiles, so that you may
bring salvation to the ends of the earth’ (13. 47). In Jerusalem, Paul and
Barnabas present ‘all the signs and wonders that God had done through
them among the Gentiles’ (15. 12), allowing James, with the help of
Amos 9. 11–12, to see the opening to the Gentiles as the expression
of God’s unchanging will. The Scripture plays here the role of retro-
spective confirmation. One sees, however, that this intervention comes
in secondarily, as a final authority after the theophanic signs have taken
place.
This relationship between the roles of the Scriptures and the theophanic

signs allows us to gauge the importance of their retrospective character:
they have a balancing effect in relation to the programmatic interven-
tions, by letting the action of the witnesses take place beforehand. Luke
sets divine intrusion into history and human decision side by side, with-
out seeing any contradiction. In two successive verses he can speak of
the departure of Paul and Barnabas as a delegation of the Antiochene
community (13. 3) and as a sending by the Holy Spirit (13. 4). The Spirit

53 See pp. 97–8.
54 This is at least what J. Jervell argues: ‘God is the only causa, the motor and the

driving force in history, the only master in history . . . Humans are forced to bring about all
the things God has foreordained’ (‘Future of the Past’, 1996, p. 106).
55 The Lucan understanding of the notion of providence has been illuminated by J. H.

Neyrey, ‘Epicureans’, 1990, pp. 118–34.
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does not short-circuit the human connections, but uses humanmediations,
which through prayer are open to his directions (13. 3).56

Furthermore, even resistance to the Gospel is included in God’s plan,
as is illustrated in a masterly way by the quotation of Isaiah 6. 9–10
at the end of the book of Acts (28. 26–7). However, from chapter 3
onwards, the narrative shows how the Jews systematically refuse to listen
to the admonitions of the apostles, whether Peter, Stephen or Paul. The
end of Acts does not present the liberty of the adversaries as a charade,
but rather shows that Paul’s failure in his mission to the Jews (a) fits
into a prophetic failure at the heart of his people; and (b) serves God’s
plan to offer salvation beyond Israel (28. 28).57 Perhaps it is with this
principle in mind that Luke does not close off the question about Israel
at the end of his work, leaving in suspense the future of the people of
Abraham.With this example, we perceive how Luke succeeds in aligning
the omnipotence of God and human freedom,without the one eliminating
the other, without providence crushing the individual’s responsibility.
Human freedom remains, a freedom even to say no.

Conclusion: the God of Luke

I shall now bring together, in conclusion, three characteristics of the God
of Acts, which have been explained in the course of this chapter: the non-
obviousness of God, the interaction of the human and the divine, and the
irony of God.

The non-obviousness of God

In Acts God is never immediately evident. The author uses two languages
to speak of God: one (implicit) refers to God through theophanic signs;
the other names God explicitly, but it only enters the narrative through the
words of believers. A theology of the hiddenGod permeates the narrative:
the way to this God is encumbered by misunderstanding (���
�́�) and
requires the mediation of a revelatory word. God comes to the world
through the words of his messengers. In recounting the story of God, the

56 On the theme of mediations in Luke’s theology, one should consult the inspiring study
of F. Bovon, ‘Importance of Mediations’, 1995, pp. 51–66.
57 Attention must be paid to the commission given to the prophet in the introduction

to the quotation of Isa. 6. 9–10 (28. 26a): ‘Go to this people and say . . .’ This mention,
unique in the quotations of Isa. 6. 9–10 in the New Testament, aligns Paul’s mission with
that of the prophet by assimilating his failure in the mission to the Jews to Isaiah’s failure.
Paul’s inability to assemble Israel around the name of Jesus thus belongs retrospectively in
a tradition attested by the Scripture. The study of this text will be continued on p. 221.
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author of Acts has no other means at his disposal than to recount the story
of his messengers.

Interaction of human and divine

Luke’s God redirects history in order to inscribe it in his plan, which is
to disseminate the offer of salvation to all. The initiative to change the
direction of history is always in God’s hands, the witness’s responsibility
is to enter into his logic of salvation. Yet for Luke, human freedom, even
when it resists these divine intrusions, is never abrogated. This explains
the astonishing dialectic of the narrative of Acts, where the divine and
the human constantly meet and mix in varying mediations, in order to
transform history into salvation history.

Irony of God

Every page of the book of Acts displays the irony of God. If humans
remain free to act, they ignore the consequences. Neither Gamaliel, when
he pleads in favour of the liberation of the apostles, nor the magistrates
of Philippi, when they imprison Paul and Silas, nor even Claudius, the
tribune, when he takes Paul to Caesarea under escort, realize their col-
laboration with the divine plan. The irony of God consists in integrating
even the actions of his enemies in order to make them contribute to the
advancement of the Word ‘to the ends of the earth’ (1. 8).



6

THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT

Within the New Testament no one knew better than Luke how to recount
the work of the Spirit. He has given the Spirit such central importance that
Eugène Jacquier in 1926 writes: ‘The Acts are, so to speak, the Gospel
of the Spirit.’1 This designation, as we shall see in what follows, is only
partially justified.
In saying that the work of the pneuma is unfolded here in such a cen-

tral way does not necessarily mean that the rest of the New Testament
is silent with regard to the Spirit. Along with the author of Luke–Acts,
Paul and John are the two other New Testament theologians who develop
a pneumatology. Briefly, Pauline thought situates the Spirit, on the one
hand, as the foundation of faith (‘No one can say “Jesus is Lord” ex-
cept by the Holy Spirit’, 1 Cor. 12. 3), and, on the other hand, as the
norm for Christian existence, through ‘the law of the Spirit’ (Rom. 8).
The evangelist John develops his pneumatology in the framework of the
farewell speeches: the Paraclete actualizes Jesus’ teaching (14. 25–6); he
reveals the Son (15. 26–7), and leads to the fullness of the truth (16. 13–
15); he has a word function. In the Acts of the Apostles, we never en-
counter the idea that the Holy Spirit provokes faith, or that he glorifies the
Son. On the other hand, Luke continually shows the Spirit taking hold of
communities, directing the apostles, inciting actions, speaking, ordering,
forbidding, and so on. What is the profile of the Spirit according to Acts?
What are the distinctive features and what features are close to Paul’s or
John’s understanding?

Recounting the work of the Spirit

The uniqueness of Luke’s point of view is precisely that he recounts the
work of the Spirit in history. Paul argues, at least in the Corinthian crisis.
The Johannine Jesus explains, in a discursive manner, the relationship

1 Actes des apôtres, 1926, p. cvii.
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that links him to the Spirit. Luke does not explain the Spirit, he shows
him at work. He does not discuss the Spirit; he shows him in action.
Luke never explains his conception of the Spirit (taken straight from, in
my opinion, the Old Testament), and this oversight irritates theologians
who conclude ‘that he does not possess a very elaborated or meditated
pneumatology’.2 This is, however, a misunderstanding of the potential of
a narrative theology, the result of not having looked for the codes. The role
of the exegete today is to assemble the evidences scattered throughout
the narrative and to elucidate the underlying theological structure – while
respecting the constraints that narrativity imposes on reflection, admitting
the shadows,welcoming the tensions, without forcing it into a logical type
of discourse. Luke has used the only tool available to the narrator who
wishes to establish a role: he has made the Spirit ‘a character’3 of his
narrative, much like Paul, Stephen or Lydia, even though he accords the
Spirit an eminent place in the hierarchy of characters. This means that
Luke presents less a concept than a pragmatic of the Holy Spirit.
There is no question here: this operation is not theologically innocent.

To draw the Spirit into the scene of the narrative is to enrol in the pro-
gramme a God who intervenes in human affairs. The pragmatic of the
Spirit translates and inspires an experience of the Spirit. In his own way,
Luke rejoins the situation of the first Christians, practical theologians, in-
dwelt by the Spirit, living by him, committed to proclaiming the kerygma
rather than to advancing a teaching about the Spirit.4

This study will unfold in six steps. After examining the occurrences
of the pneuma in the narrative, I shall then turn to the ecclesiological
dimension, the function of the Word, the dynamic of unity, the question
of whether the Spirit is free or captive, and, finally, I shall conclude with
the Lucan pragmatic of the Spirit.

The Church between fire and the Word

The presence of the Spirit is striking in the work ad Theophilum: one
hundred and six mentions of the Spirit in the Lucan diptych, seventy

2 E. Trocmé, ‘Saint-Esprit’, 1969, p. 21.
3 W. H. Shepherd has given this title to his dissertation (Narrative Function, 1994).
4 Concerning Luke’s pneumatology, see H. von Baer, Heilige Geist, 1926; G. Betori,

‘Spirito’, 1987; F. F. Bruce, ‘Holy Spirit’, 1973, pp. 166–83; M.-A. Chevallier, ‘Luc et
l’Esprit Saint’, 1982, pp. 1–16; J. D. G. Dunn, Baptism, 1970; A. George, ‘Esprit Saint’,
1978, pp. 500–42; H. Giesen, ‘Heilige Geist’, 1983, pp. 19–42; G. Haya Prats, Force de
l’Eglise, 1975; J. H. E. Hull, Holy Spirit, 1967; O. Mainville, Esprit, 1991; E. Schweizer,
art. ‘	���̂��’, 1968, pp. 404–15; J. B. Shelton, Mighty, 1991; M. B. Turner, ‘Jesus and the
Spirit’, 1981; ‘Power From on High’, 1996. For the state of research: F. Bovon, Luke the
Theologian, 1987, pp. 198–238, 417; O. Mainville, Esprit, 1991, pp. 19–47.
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of which are in Acts. This represents 28 per cent of the occurrences
in the New Testament.5 Marcel Dumais concludes that, ‘the term and
the theme of the Spirit are omnipresent in the Lucan work’.6 But can
one be so sure? To my surprise, a verification of the statistics ends up
contesting this affirmation: Luke distributes the references to the pneuma
in a quantitatively unequal manner throughout the twenty-eight chapters
of Acts and even more surprisingly, he does so in a qualitatively unequal
manner as well. A demonstration is merited, since one suspects that in an
analysis of narrative discourse the silences are as revealing as the words.
Wolfgang Iser, the narratologist, has pointed out that the gaps play a part
in communication as well as the text itself.7

I shall adopt, in order to frame the statistical research, a non-original division
structuring the narrative into four sections: the golden age of the community of
Jerusalem (1–7), the Peter cycle (8–12), Paul’s mission (13–20), the martyrdom
of Paul (21–8). Both the anthropological and the demonological usage of pneuma
have been excluded.8

During the golden age (seven chapters): twenty-three occurrences.
Here the Spirit is primarily the Spirit of prophecy given to the community at

Pentecost (1. 5, 8; 2. 4, 17–18) or later (4. 31; 5. 32); also the Spirit which animates
community mission (5. 39) and which it is futile to resist (7. 51). Pneuma can
also be the Old Testament Spirit of prophecy (1. 16; 4. 25). He fills the seven
Hellenist deacons (6. 3) or Stephen (6. 5, 10; 7. 55), and empowers his word.
In the Peter cycle (five chapters) eighteen occurrences.
In eleven cases the Spirit descends on a community and produces ecstatic or

prophetic manifestations (8. 15, 17, 18, 19; 9. 31; 10. 38, 44, 45, 47; 11. 15, 16).
In two cases, a man is said to be full of the Spirit: Paul (9. 17) and Cornelius
(11. 24). In five cases, the Spirit intervenes directly in the life of an individual:
he speaks to Philip (8. 29) and takes him away (8. 39); he speaks to Peter (10. 19;
11. 12) and expresses himself through Agabus (11. 28).
During the Pauline mission (eight chapters): fifteen occurrences.
Ecstatic community intervention recedes: the disciples (13. 52), the home of

Cornelius (15. 8), Ephesus (19. 2a, 2b, 6). The immediate intervention of the
Spirit in the lives of individuals is dominant: the Spirit sends (13. 4); he fills Paul
(13. 9); he causes decisions to be taken (15. 28; 19. 21); he destroys plans

5 Mark in comparison has 23 occurrences of the term 	���̂��, Matthew 19, and the
Pauline corpus 120. For the statistics, see A. George, ‘Esprit Saint’, 1978, pp. 501–27.
6 M. Dumais, ‘Bilan et orientations’, 1995, p. 329.
7 These gaps are points of indeterminacy of sense (W. Iser, Act of Reading, 1978,

pp. 182–203).
8 Acts 8. 7; 16. 6, 18; 17. 16; 18. 25; 19. 12, 13, 15, 16; 23. 8, 9. The case of 23. 9 is

debatable, but the absence of the article with 	���̂�� leaves the reader in doubt whether
the Spirit of God is intended (the semantic ambiguity is what Luke wants). Furthermore,
the text adopted here is that of Nestle–Aland (27th edn); the Western textual variants in
15. 29 and 19. 1 are not considered.
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(16. 6, 7); he binds Paul (20. 22); he speaks (13. 2; 20. 23); he appoints bishops
(20. 28).
During the martyrdom of Paul (eight chapters): three occurrences.
The Spirit expresses himself only through Paul (21. 4, 11) and the Scripture

(28. 25).
What conclusions should be drawn from this inventory of the functions

of and references to the pneuma in Acts?9

First, the Spirit reaches only believers. Whether groups or individuals,
only the followers of Jesus or the holy men of Israel are touched. It is not
the pneuma who stops Saul on the Damascus road (Acts 9), nor is it the
pneuma who inspires Julius the centurion to protect Paul (Acts 27). The
Spirit acts in and for the believing community.
Second, the number of references to the Spirit diminishes as the nar-

rative advances. One notices this at first glance in comparing the twenty-
three occurrences in the golden age (seven chapters) to the three occur-
rences in the martyrdom of Paul (eight chapters). The golden age (Acts
1–7) appears as the period in which the progress of Christianity is the re-
sult of intensivemiraculous activity of the Spirit. The frequency is slightly
diminished in the cycle of Peter (Acts 8–12), where the Gospel passes be-
yond the frontiers of Judaism, becoming open to Gentiles. This opening
to the Gentiles is concretized during the Pauline mission (Acts 13–20),
where the narrative brings to the fore the interaction of characters around
Paul and the way in which the Spirit brings about this interaction. The
almost absent pneuma in the martyrdom of Paul is quite astonishing: no
trace of the Spirit of God between chapters 22 and 27 where we have the
apology of Paul in front of the people of Jerusalem (22), in front of the
Sanhedrin (23), and in front of Agrippa (26). I conclude that the Spirit in
Luke is an inaugurating Spirit, the agent of beginnings, of the creation of
communities, and the impulse that gives birth to Churches.
Third, the ecstatic community outpourings recede in favour of a per-

sonal intervention.TheSpirit’smanifestations, then, are not uniform from
one end of the narrative to the other. Strongly ecclesial in origin, his action
focuses more andmore, yet not exclusively, on those who serve theWord.
This development is clear if one compares the forms of intervention. From
the golden age to the martyrdom of Paul the number of community inter-
ventions decreases from eighteen to none. From the cycle of Peter to the
mission of Paul, the number decreases from eleven to four. However, this

9 One would have hoped for more methodological rigour in the research of W. H.
Shepherd, Narrative Function, 1994. The author investigates neither the frequency of ref-
erences throughout the narrative, nor the silences of Luke concerning the pneuma (for
example, in the miracle narratives).
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sliding from the collective toward the individual is also part of the move-
ment from the ecstatic in the direction of the activity of the Word. This
is also partially related to the evolution of the narrative itself. But it is
clear enough to render unlikely the idea that the author of Acts projects
in his narrative the spiritual experience of the Christianity of his time.10 It
is more pertinent to take into consideration the following fact: Acts 1–7
corresponds to a story of beginnings, whereas the Pauline period (Acts
13–20 and 21–8) brings one chronologically closer to the post-apostolic
period, the time of Luke. In this case Luke could have, at the end of the
narrative, conformed the emergence of the Spirit to the forms he observed
in the Christianity of his time. I conclude that the charismatic communal
outpouring does not appear to be, from Luke’s point of view, the privi-
leged channel of the Spirit. The Spirit is diverse. Luke’s narration begins
at Pentecost, in fire and loud noise; it ends with the figure of the prisoner
Paul preaching in Rome (28. 30). The author unfolds his story of the
Church between fire and the Word. But, between these two milestones in
the narrative, the history of salvation progresses, and with it the modes of
Spirit intervention develop. The Church is always led by the Spirit, but
the breath of God does not act in identical ways from one end to the other
in Acts.11

Fourth, the narrative moves forward with a growing personalization
of the Spirit. The increase in personal interventions makes him appear,
more and more, like a sort of deus ex machina abruptly breaking in to
modify the course of history. The Spirit’s personalization is growing; he
is more clearly, towards the end, the grammatical subject of the phrase
which names him. In 16. 7, he is even called ‘the Spirit of Jesus’. In
preparation here, obscurely, is a line that will conclude with the well-
known trinitarian developments. Are these abrupt irruptions of the Spirit
into the life of the individual cause for fearing for the liberty of the
individual? The question of the intervention of the divine breath in the
sphere of human responsibilitymust be reserved for later. Having covered
the question of the occurrences of the Spirit in Acts, I shall now turn to
the question of the relation of Spirit and Church.

The Spirit builds the Church

Luke’s narrative shares with Mark and Matthew the declaration of the
Baptist who humbles himself before Jesus: ‘I baptize you with water. . .

10 This is the thesis of J. Borremans, ‘Esprit Saint’, 1970.
11 This trait has been pointed out in the analysis (unfortunately non-systematic) of

G. Haya Prats, Force de l’Eglise, 1975.
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He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire’ (Luke 3. 16; Mark 1. 8;
Matt. 3.11). However, Luke’s work is the only one where Christ takes
up this word and addresses it to his audience as a promise of the Father:
‘John baptized in water, but you shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit
not many days from now’ (Acts 1. 5). The book of Acts opens with the
promise of the coming of the Spirit on the disciples which is realized at
Pentecost. Lohse appropriately speaks of this narrative as the front porch,
‘a great porch at the beginning of the history of the Church, that the reader
must pass through in order to enter into universal history’.12 Pentecost is
the founding event. According to Luke, one cannot be unaware that the
Church is not born from humanity, but from the breath of God.
When Luke places the Spirit’s irruption at the beginning of his history

of the Church, he expresses a conviction shared by the whole of primitive
Christianity: the pouring out of the Spirit was a post-paschal reality; it
is not the work of the earthly Jesus, but of the risen Christ (John 15. 26;
16. 7; 20. 22, Gal. 4. 6; 2 Cor. 3. 17: cf. Matt. 28. 19–20). Jesus him-
self seems to have spoken little of the Spirit and did not give him to
his disciples. This historical fact is confirmed by the hesitation of the
first Christians to project their charismatic experience into the gospels.13

Before Easter, Jesus is the sole bearer of the Spirit. In his gospel, Luke
accentuates this exclusive bond between Jesus and the Spirit, on the one
hand, by the motif of the virgin birth (1. 35) and, on the other hand,
by quoting Isaiah 61. 1 in the programmatic sermon in Nazareth (‘The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me’, 4. 18). Jesus comes from the Spirit and is
inhabited by the Spirit.14

However, Easter and Jesus’ ascension initiate a change. Jesus’ absence
is now the rule (Acts 1. 11) and the Spirit comes upon believers. As the
apostle Peter says in explaining the event of Pentecost to the people of
Jerusalem: ‘Being therefore exalted at the right hand of God, and having
received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, he [Jesus] has
poured out this that you both see and hear’ (2. 33). This formulation is
nevertheless curious. Did Jesus not already possess the Spirit? Yes, but
it is with the Spirit destined for believers that Christ is now endowed. In

12 ‘ein grosses Portal am Anfang der Kirchengeschichte, durch das der Leser schreiten
und Eingang in die Weltgeschichte finden soll’ (E. Lohse, ‘Pfingstberichtes’, 1973, p. 190).
13 E. Schweizer, art. ‘	���̂��’, 1968, pp. 404–5.
14 It is important to affirm the double relation of pneuma with the Lucan Christ, as both

a product of the Spirit and a master of the Spirit; to accentuate exclusively Jesus’ mastery
over the Spirit, as Schweizer does, leads to a one-sided reading of Jesus as an archetype
of the charismatic believer, to the detriment of his unity (so J. D. G. Dunn, Jesus and
the Spirit, 1975). M. B. Turner is correct in opposing this view (‘Jesus and the Spirit’,
1981).
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this conception of the Spirit, as both attributed to Jesus and destined for
believers, Luke with no confusion, marries two Jewish scriptural tradi-
tions. One endows the Messiah with the Spirit (Isa. 11. 2; 42. 1; 61. 1);
and the other attributes the Spirit to the regenerated people of God (Num.
11. 29; Ezek. 39. 29; Joel 3. 1).15 In fact, Acts 2. 33 articulates in the
same declaration: resurrection of Jesus, divine promise of the Spirit and
his being poured out on believers. Odette Mainville, the author of an im-
portant monograph on the Spirit in the work of Luke, even sees this as
‘the key to the interpretation of the pneumatology of Luke’.16

The Spirit as witness

Luke, then, is to be situated with the first Christians and their conviction
that Christ is the mediator of the Spirit. However, he attributes to the
pneuma a precise function: ‘But you will receive power when the Holy
Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem,
in all Judaea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth’ (Acts 1. 8). The
Spirit is a power; he enables the disciples to be witnesses of Jesus, from
Jerusalem to the ends of the earth.What is of interest in this programmatic
verse is that it locates the origin of the venture of Christian mission in
the founding gift of the Spirit. In this sense, it is incorrect to say that the
Spirit makes the witness possible, and better to say that he is the witness.
The gift of the Spirit is the power to witness to Jesus. The entire unfolding
of the mission in Acts confirms this function of the Spirit as the enabling
power to witness.
Using his tradition, Luke edited the Pentecost narrative (2. 1–13) in a

way that evokes the great theophanies of the Old Testament, but espe-
cially the gift of the Law at Sinai.17 The Spirit is both visible and audible:
the sound of the tempest, the flames of fire that come down on each of the
Twelve, the noise that arises from the many languages being spoken! It is
likely that Luke has rewritten a narrative that was centred on speaking in
tongues and has transformed it into an event of universal communication;
‘to speak in other languages’ (���̂� .�F���� ��́����� v.4b) might be a
rereading of an original expression known to the first Christians: ‘to speak
in tongues’ (���̂� ��́����� Acts 10. 46; 19. 6; 1 Cor. 12. 30; 13. 1;
14. 2, 39). Whatever the case, in its present state, the text describes this

15 M.-A. Chevallier has traced these scriptural trajectories in ancient Judaism: Souffle de
Dieu, 1978, pp. 44–76.
16 Esprit, 1991, p. 15.
17 Exod. 19. 8, 16–19 LXX and its rereadings inMekhilta Exod. 2. 20 andMidrash Deut.

33. 2. This is set forth in J. Potin, La fête juive, I, 1971, pp. 299–322.
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miracle: the Twelve lose their Galilean particularism and become the
core of the universal Church (vv. 6–11).18 Luke hardly considers that the
gathering crowd, made up of Jews and proselytes residing in Jerusalem,
might understand the Aramaic of the disciples. On the contrary, what is
important for him is that this microcosm, this kaleidoscope of nations, a
nucleus of theChurch, announces the great acts ofGod to thewholeworld.
From its birth, the Church created by the Spirit has three distinctive fea-
tures: (a) it is a missionary community, not by vocation but by definition;
(b) everyone in the community receives the Spirit, a sign of the eschato-
logical times, in order to testify; (c) the Church comes from and cannot
understand itself without Israel.

Pentecost unfolds

When he accentuates a significant event, Luke tends to multiply the re-
minders in the flow of the narrative; this is evident in the summaries of
Acts 2–5; or again in the vocation of Paul, which is repeated three times
(Acts 9; 22; 26). This procedure of recurrence19 also affects Pentecost.
Luke shows how, in order to enlarge the Pentecostal nucleus to world-
wide dimensions, the Spirit pushes the community in spite of itself to go
beyond the boundaries of Israel, to go beyond the limits of the Law, to
exceed the boundaries of Asia to arrive in Rome, the world’s centre. At
the occasion of each of these advances, a reminder of the first Pentecost
echoes clearly or vaguely.
First, Samaria is won over, evangelized by Philip (Acts 8) and the

Samaritans ‘receive the Holy Spirit’ from the hands of Peter and John
(8. 17). But the decisive opening to the Gentiles comes with the encounter
of Peter and Cornelius, a narrative superbly recounted by the author of
Acts (10–11), which should be referred to as the conversion of Peter rather
than of Cornelius.20 Enduring two assaults from God, through an ecstasy
and then by a message of the Spirit, Peter has to come to grips with the
unbelievable: theHolySpirit falls on thehouseofCornelius, incorporating

18 The identity of the group assembled at Pentecost is not clear (2. 1). It is tempting
to imagine a large assembly of the one hundred and twenty believers in 1. 15, but, in my
opinion, this is not Luke’s view. The group at Pentecost is the former reconstituted circle
of the Twelve (1. 23–5), in whose name Peter will speak out (2. 14–37). Luke does not skip
over the stages of salvation history.
19 Luke’s usage of the procedure of recurrence will be examined with regard to the three

variants of the conversion of Saul. See chapter 9, especially. pp. 183–6.
20 Cornelius receives an answer (10. 4), but nothing in the narrative indicates a change

on his part. In this encounter between two worlds, the central character is Peter, whose
resistance God progressively breaks down (10. 9–33, 44–8), in order to lead him to abandon
the ceremonial Torah that dictated the barriers between pure and unpure (10. 9–16).
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the Gentiles into the community, but at the same time destroying the
centuries-old barrier that separated the Gentiles from the people of God.
Faith in Christ no longer passes by way of the Torah. As Peter would tell
the story, in a beautiful exercise in theological reading of reality:

As I began to speak, the Holy Spirit fell on them just as on us at
the beginning. And I remembered the word of the Lord, how he
said, ‘John baptized with water, but you shall be baptized with
the Holy Spirit.’ If then God gave the same gift to them as he
gave to us when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, who was
I that I could withstand God? (11. 15–17)

After this second Pentecost, the Spirit continues to direct the progress
of the Church. The selection of Barnabas and Paul for the first missionary
activity to the Gentiles is ordered by the Spirit (13. 2). Paul and Silas’
leaving Asia is provoked by the Spirit who blocks all other paths, forcing
them to go towards Europe (16. 6–10). A pouring out of glossolalia of
the Pentecostal type takes place in Ephesus around Paul (19. 6). Then the
apostle to the Gentiles, who understands that he is ‘bound in the Spirit’,
sets off for Jerusalem, where the long route to martyrdom that would lead
him to Rome begins. In each of these hinge episodes, where salvation
history moves to a higher level, it is the Spirit that pulls the believing
community ahead in order that the plan of God can be accomplished.

Faith precedes

This rapid overview of the role of the Spirit in the structure of the book
of Acts allows me to show, from Luke’s point of view, how the Spirit
brings about the birth of the Church. He founds the Church as a group
that by definition is missionary, promised to universality. He animates
and makes the Church grow (9. 31), by giving to each believer the power
to witness to Jesus. This short summary in 9. 31 is instructive in that it
speaks of the Church ( �����́�) which grows ‘built and moving forward
by the fear of the Lord and the encouragement (	���́�����) of the Holy
Spirit’. While the first factor in the edification of the people of God (the
fear of the Lord) is typically Old Testament, the second (the Spirit) is a
Lucan innovation. The Spirit is not at the origin of individual faith, which
is born from listening to the Christological word, but he is at the origin
of testimony. This succession, particularly clear in the evangelization of
Samaria (compare 8. 5–6, 12 and 8. 14–17),21 already appeared in the
promise made by the Risen Christ to his disciples (1. 8). The disciples’

21 It is after having believed Philip’s preaching (8. 5–6) and having been baptized (8. 12)
that the Samaritans receive the Spirit (8. 14–17); it is true that the episode of the visit of
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faith,which emerges from their close relationshipwith Jesus, precedes the
vocation to be witnesses and to receive the Spirit. This pattern illustrates
the condition of every believer: differently from Paul, the author situates
faith exclusively in relation to Christ, while missionary activity is the
Spirit’s realm.

‘They spoke the Word of God with boldness’

How is the Spirit of testimony concretized? What does it produce? There
is one episode, in this first section ofActs where Luke describes themodel
community in Jerusalem, that answers these questions. In chapter 4 the
Christians are exposed to the hostility of the Jerusalem authorities, who
have Peter and John arrested and brought before the Sanhedrin. How
does the community react when the two apostles are released from prison
(4. 23–30)? They do not simply break out in praise; they do not pray
for their own comfort. They pray for the continuation of the missionary
witness; they ask their Lord to be able to proclaim the Word ‘with all
boldness’ (the term	������� implies both courage to speak and freedom
of speech); they ask God to stretch forth his hand ‘to heal, and signs and
wonders are performed through the name of your holy servant Jesus’
(4. 30). At the end of the prayer, the earth trembles. The earthquake is a
sign of fulfilment, as 16. 6 also points out. Consequently, Luke continues,
‘they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the Word of God with
boldness’ (v. 31). Note that the fulfilment concerns the witness, but not
healings. The request to speak the Word with 	������� is answered,
corresponding to the promise made by Jesus to his disciples to grant
them the Spirit’s assistance in case of persecution (Luke 12. 12). The
conclusion is significant: the connection is made between the Spirit and
preaching, not between the Spirit and miracles. I shall return to this later.

A work of the Word

Scholars have for a long time pointed out this peculiarity of Luke’s pneu-
matology: for Luke, the Spirit always has, in one way or another, some-
thing to dowith the proclamation of theWord.22 He is a Spirit of prophecy.

Peter and John poses the question of the relationship between the baptism and the coming of
the Spirit. I shall investigate this later (see pp. 126–7). One finds the same linear succession
between themention of faith and the outpouring of theSpirit concerningCornelius (10. 2, 44)
and the Ephesians (19. 1–2, 6).
22 H. von Baer, Heilige Geist, 1926, pp. 90ff; E. Schweizer, art. ‘	���̂��’, 1968,

pp. 406–13; G. Haya Prats, Esprit, 1975, pp. 93–116; H. Giesen, Heilige Geist, p. 39;
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Wehave seen this in the founding event of Pentecost: Peter’s speechmakes
it clear that the irruption of the Spirit is a prophetic event (2. 17–18),
with the help of quotations from Joel 2 and Numbers 11. 29: ‘Yes, on
my menservants and my maidservants, in those days I will pour out my
Spirit’; and Luke adds ‘and they will prophesy’ (2. 18). The Spirit does
not lead to ecstasy, but to the communication of a word. In the events that
echo the first Pentecost, glossolalia is commented on in the same manner,
whether it is in the house of Cornelius (‘For they heard them speaking
in tongues and extolling God’, 10. 46) or in Ephesus (‘They spoke with
tongues and prophesied’, 19. 6). The gift of the Spirit is a communicable
word.
The relationship between the Spirit and preaching is confirmed here

and there in the rest of the work. It is ‘filled with the Spirit’ that Peter
speaks to the people of Jerusalem (4. 8). Wisdom and the Spirit give
Stephen’s word its irresistible force (6. 10); it is the same for Barnabas
in Antioch (11. 24).
Luke shares with Judaism this idea that the Spirit is essentially a spirit

of prophecy.23 Already in the Infancy narratives, the prophetic dimension
of the Old Testament (e.g. Luke 1. 46, 67; 2. 25–7) and the prophetic
inspiration of the Baptist (Luke 1. 15, 17) have been stressed. The Lu-
can description of Jesus does not refute this insistence on the spirit of
prophecy.24 The Spirit’s work is a work of theWord, and to speak ‘boldly
in the name of Jesus’ (Acts 9. 27) must be considered as the sign par
excellence of the Spirit.

Spirit and miracles

What then can be said about the link Paul makes between miracles and
the Spirit’s work (1 Cor. 12. 9–10; etc.)?We encounter a famous quaestio

O. Mainville, Esprit, 1991, pp. 284–318. G. Betori has devoted an article to this subject
correctly perceiving this in the function of the announcement of salvation, the centre of
Lucan pneumatology (‘Spirito’, 1987, p. 419).
23 G. W. H. Lampe has shown that the substance of Luke’s pneumatology is derived

from the Old Testament, in opposition to the Hellenistic affiliation preferred by the history
of religions school (‘Holy Spirit’, 1955, pp. 159–200). See for example M. A. Chevallier,
Souffle de Dieu, 1978, pp. 21–35 and 44–73; this study shows how the Jewish tradition
never separated from the prophetic dimension of the Old Testament ruah. ; dominant in
the orthodox current at the end of the first century, it is present in Qumran (in spite of its
stress on the Spirit’s ethical function in believers), and in Philo (in spite of the rise of an
anthropological dualism of a Platonic type). The fundamental conviction remains that the
pneuma prophètikon was the prerogative of the prophets, that it is extinguished today, and
that it is awaited as the sign of the world to come.
24 Different fromMatt. (12. 28), Luke does not explicitly attribute to the Spirit the origin

of miracles (Luke 11. 20). Cf. A. George, ‘Esprit Saint’, 1978, pp. 515–18.
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disputata. An attentive reading of Luke–Acts leads the reader to the con-
clusion that the author avoids all explicit links, as in Acts 4. 29–31. Luke’s
gospel never associates Jesus’ thaumaturgical activity with the pneuma.
In Acts, the miracles of Jesus (2. 22), Peter (4. 7), Stephen (6. 8), Philip
(8. 10) or Paul (19. 11) are all attributed to ‘power’ (�/�����) but never to
the Spirit. This fact has led E. Schweizer, in his classic article on the Spirit,
to conclude that Luke limited the Spirit’s work exclusively to prophetic
preaching, with no relationship to miracles.25

With its radicality, this thesis leads to a theological aporia: if miracles
are not the work of the Spirit, in Luke’s eyes, where do they originate? In
order to nuance Schweizer’s judgement I shall put in evidence three argu-
ments: the dynamic of the word, thaumaturgical power, and the concept
of �/�����.26

Firstly, the word is accompanied by visible signs; this dynamic conception
of the word is typical of the Hebrew Bible, and Luke is sensitive to it: see the
summaries (Acts 2. 42–7; 4. 32–5; 5. 12–16) as well as 6. 8; 11. 24; 13. 12, and
so on.
Secondly, the common conviction of all early Christianity is that miracle-

working power is a product of the Spirit. This is confirmed in the programmatic
preaching in Nazareth (Luke 4. 16–21), where the quotation of Isaiah 61. 1–2.
(‘The Spirit of God is upon me’) fits into the framework of a messianic theology
of the Jubilee, which takes into account the liberation of captives, the healing
of the blind and the liberation of the oppressed (v. 18).27 Similarly, in Peter’s
speech at Cornelius’ house, he explains significantly ‘how God anointed Jesus of
Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power; how he went about doing good
and healing all that were oppressed by the devil’ (Acts 10. 38); the activity of the
healer is concretized with the anointing of the Holy Spirit and of power. These
two terms appear here in conjunction.
Thirdly, the term ‘power’ (�/�����), present in Acts 10. 38, can also be used

to designate the Spirit. This is the case in Luke 1. 35; 24. 49; Acts 1. 8. The two
terms are linked in Acts 1. 17; 4. 14; and Acts 10. 38. Could this proximity of
language imply a proximity of the Spirit and miracles?28

These observations nuance Schweizer’s diagnosis, which remains fun-
damentally correct. Even if Luke is not a stranger to the pneumatological
origin of the power to heal, he still basically maintains that the Spirit’s

25 Art. ‘	���̂��’, 1968, p. 407.
26 In what follows, I agree with the conclusions of F. Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 1987,

pp. 213–14.
27 With M. B. Turner (‘Jesus and the Spirit’, 1981, pp. 14–22), who refutes the thesis of

the exclusive concentration of Lucan pneumatology on the prophetic word.
28 Note for example the affair of Elymas Bar-Jesus the magician (Acts 13. 9–11), de-

nounced and punished with blindness by Paul; how can one separate, in the action of Paul
‘filled with the Spirit’ (v. 9), the act from the word, the exorcism from the prophecy?
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work is prophetic. Why? In my view, this phenomenon does not come
from Luke’s desire to restrict the Spirit to the domain of the word, but
it emanates from an unshakeable decision to attach miracles to Chris-
tology. One of the recurrent formulae in Acts is ‘the name of the Lord
(Jesus Christ)’. It is the name of the Lord that saves (2. 21; 4. 12; 10. 43;
22. 16). It is in the name of the Lord that the believer is baptized (2. 38;
8. 16; 10. 48; 19. 5).29 It is also the name of the Lord that heals (3. 6,
16; 4. 10, 30; 16. 18; 19. 13). Luke is uncompromising on this theolog-
ical point: the ‘signs and wonders’ that astonish the populations of the
Mediterranean basin from the beginnings of Christianity do not originate
with some religious hero, even one greatly inspired; they are the work
of the Christ, and the sign of the presence of the Risen One among his
own.30 This Christological intransigencemakes for a deficiency in Luke’s
pneumatology. I think, however, that this was of little importance in his
eyes.
The inquiry that I have just pursued concerning the spirit of prophecy

allows us to discover two new features of the Spirit in Luke–Acts. Firstly,
the Spirit is not at the disposal of the Church; he is requested in prayer
and received as a gift. Secondly, the work of the Spirit is essentially a
work of the Word, which places Christians in the line of the prophets.
The Spirit is at the service of the expansion of the Word. It is the Word,
not the Spirit that Luke says grows (Acts 6. 7; 12. 24; 19. 20). I concur
with F. Bovon who remarks, ‘Luke, with Paul, refuses to place the Spirit
in the forefront. It is the Word, stimulated and accompanied by the Spirit,
which is the most important.’31 Here we have a thoroughly Johannine
motif.
This is why it is unwise to entitle Acts, the ‘gospel of the Holy Spirit’.

In that case, one sees only the vehicle and forgets what it transports. The
book of Acts narrates the progression of the Word, encouraged by the
Spirit and made effective through him.

The Spirit and unity

The progress of the Word, triumphant despite resistant confrontation, is
what the author of Acts wishes to recount. The first part of his book is

29 See the study of M. Quesnel on the formula ‘in the name of’: Baptisés, 1985,
pp. 79–119.
30 The question of miracle and its ambiguity will be dealt with in D. Marguerat, ‘Magic

and Miracles in the Acts of the Apostles’ (forthcoming).
31 Luke the Theologian, 1987, p. 238. B. Gillièron says well: ‘L’Esprit au service de la

parole’, Saint-Esprit, 1978, p. 119. I have shown above that Luke unfolds a theology of the
word in Acts (pp. 37–8).
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devoted to the life of the community in Jerusalem up to the moment when
it breaks apart as a result of Jewish pressure. Chapters 1 to 7 are marked
by editorial notes that, without exception, insist on the growth of the
community. Around the Twelve, there are one hundred and twenty be-
lievers (1. 15), then three thousand at Pentecost (2. 41), then five thousand
at Peter and John’s arrest (4. 4). Other indications and a rich quantita-
tive vocabulary32 also express the pleophoric dimension of Christianity’s
golden age. Without a doubt, this miraculous growth is the signature of
the Spirit.
Parallel to this quantitative data, Luke, in his story of beginnings, also

includes other information: the original community was one. The unity
of the Twelve is already accentuated in 1. 12 and 2. 1. However, the
three summaries are the privileged place where the unity of the Church is
emphasized. The first summary (2. 42–7) has programmatic value; it sets
forth the theme of the communion of believers, with its spiritual andmate-
rial composition: ‘They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and
fellowship, to breaking of bread and prayers’ (2. 42). We should notice
the multiplicity of verbs in the imperfect, which indicates the enduring
quality of the community. It is the same in the second summary (4. 32–5),
which develops the theme of sharing possessions, and in the third
(5. 12–16), which presents healing activity.

The ethical concretization of the Spirit

The three great summaries are full of the vocabulary of unity: they were
together (2. 46; 5. 12), they were of one heart and soul (4. 32), they shared
according to the needs of all (2. 45), so that no one was needy (4. 34).
What is the relationshipwith the Spirit?At first glance, the text presents

none. Once again, Luke is not a systematician; his discourse is not ar-
gumentative, but narrative, and it is important therefore to search for his
codes. This must be done by viewing the before and after of this episode,
examining the macro-narrative as it unfolds. Let me explain.
Where is the first summary placed (2. 42–7)? In a way, it concludes the

long Pentecostal sequence, that includes the account of the event, Peter’s
speech and the reaction of the people; verse 42 goes onwithout any transi-
tion, whereas the beginning of chapter 3 marks a break (the place changes
in 3. 1). Luke conceived as a whole the Pentecostal sequence from 2. 1 to

32 The multitude (	�̂�
�): 2. 6; 4. 32; 5. 14, 16; 6. 2, 5). Many (	
/�): 1. 3; 2. 40, 43;
4. 4, 17, 22; 5. 12; 6. 7. To increase (	��/��): 6. 1–7; 7. 17. To add (	�
�������): 2. 41,
47; 5. 14. Big (��́���): 2. 20; 4. 33a, 33b; 5. 5, 11; 6. 8; 7. 11, 57, 60. There are thirty-two
occurrences of 	�̂� and five of 8	�� in chapters 1 to 7 to express totality.
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2. 47, culminating with the summary. This literary composition requires
interpretation in terms of its theological effects and, in my opinion, the
conclusion is necessary: the outpouring of the Spirit reaches its climax
in the unification of the believing community.33 Even if we refuse to see,
in the Spirit, the new Torah regulating Christian existence and Pentecost
functioning as a new Sinai revelation, it remains true that the irruption
of the breath of God creating the Church finds its ethical concretization
in the unity of the believers. Edgar Haulotte, who has accomplished a
fine reading of Acts, has spoken well of ‘life in communion, the ultimate
phase of Pentecost.’34

The result is even clearer with regard to the second summary (4. 32–5).
As we have seen above, the endowment of the Spirit (4. 31) applies
to the Word. After the positive model of the sharing of possessions
(4. 32–3), there is the famous (and terrible) negative example of Ana-
nias and Sapphira (5. 1–11). Since they sold a piece of property for the
benefit of the community and without saying so retained a part of the
sum, Ananias and Sapphira are unmasked by Peter and struck down at
his feet. The sentence of death that eliminates them is carefully justified:
‘Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and to
keep back part of the proceeds of the land?’ (5. 3). I propose the follow-
ing reading of this text:35 the crime is not in financial withholding, but in
offending against the principle of sharing everything in common (4. 32).
Ananias and Sapphira have not sinned against morality, but against the
Spirit in his function of constructing unity. Acts 5, then, is the figure of
original sin in the Church, which introduces the Christian community
to the realm of the equivocal. The reader learns how the Church, in its
origin, was directed by the Spirit while also being exposed to Satan and
how God has (terribly) protected it from the attacks of Evil.

A dimension of sanctification

I shall conclude on the question of unity. The three successive summaries
of Acts 2–5, as well as the drama of Ananias and Sapphira, show an ac-
tive Spirit at work in producing communion (�
�����́�) in the believing
community. The construction of the narrative leads to this inevitable con-
clusion: in the eyes of Luke, the unity of the first Christians concretizes

33 With E. Lohse, ‘Pfingstberichtes’, 1973, p. 188.
34 This is the title of his article: ‘La vie en communion, phase ultime de la Pentecôte’,

1981. A more detailed text can be found in E. Haulotte, Actes des apôtres, 1977, p. 545.
35 For a fuller, more detailed exposition than can be undertaken here, the reader should

consult chapter 8 ‘Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5. 1–11): the original sin’.
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the action of the pneuma. These considerations should provide a deterrent
to the endless discussions of the absence of ‘the sanctifying Spirit’ in the
pneumatology of Luke.36 While it is true that Luke does not focus on the
future of believers in the new life, his insistence on naming the �o�����́�
in the number of notae ecclesiae (2. 42) signals, to those who wish to
hear, that this theologian is not indifferent to the path the Spirit traces in
the heart of the converted.
If we return to Acts 5, yet from another angle, the narrative creates

a question. The Spirit appears dangerously linked to the Church and
dangerously linked to the ministry of the apostles. Is the Spirit free or
captive to the institution?

Free or captive Spirit?

In addition to Acts 5, two other texts sharpen the question concerning
the freedom of the Spirit: the episode in Samaria (8. 14–17), where, after
Philip’s visit, Peter and John arrive to confer the Spirit by the imposition of
hands, and the episode in Ephesus (19. 1–7), where Paul comes to baptize
and to transmit the Spirit to the disciples of John, who had only received
John’s baptism. In both cases, a first baptismal rite is downplayed in
contrast to the benefit of the imposition of hands by an apostolate, which
then gives the Spirit. The suspicion that the Spirit is being tamed by
the apostolate cannot be ignored. Käsemann has notoriously maintained
just this, denouncing this institutional regulation of the Spirit as proto-
catholic. Is Luke, then, the forerunner of Una sancta catholica?37 It has
also often been asked if the author envisaged or even reflected on two
baptisms, one in water and the other in the Spirit.
Up to this point, it is the Spirit who has been the guide of mission,

the leader of the apostles, the one who chooses those to be sent out;
it is the Spirit who transports Philip to Samaria and converts Peter in
Cornelius’ house, and it is the Spirit who binds Paul and blocks his route;
with this mass of evidence it is hard to imagine that the Spirit is at the
apostles’ disposal, let alone that the Spirit is in their control. It is rather the
contrary. The apostles appear to be controlled by theSpirit, the strategist of
universal mission. Do Ananias and Sapphira and the episodes of Samaria
and Ephesus constitute three disturbing exceptions?

36 One is remindedof this refrain inLucan research byM.Dumais, ‘Bilan et orientations’,
1995, p. 350.
37 E. Käsemann supports this thesis in his article ‘Johannesjünger’, 1964, pp. 158–68:

‘Lukas hat Geschichte übermalt und konstruiert, um die Una sancta apostolica gegenüber
dem Zugriff der Gnostiker und Häretiker seiner Tage zu verteidigen’ (p. 168).
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Two different discourses

In order to be sure, it is important to return to the ‘Gentile Pentecost’
(Acts 10–11). Luke attaches tremendous significance to the meeting of
Peter and Cornelius. The comparison is instructive, as in this account the
order of events is reversed: the Spirit’s falling on the house of Cornelius
precedes any sacramental intervention (10. 44–8), and the baptismal rite
only ratifies a decision, already taken in heaven, to incorporate the Gen-
tiles. Peter says, ‘who was I that I could hinder God?’ (11. 17). Later
at the Jerusalem assembly, Peter has to justify his action before the oth-
ers. His terminology is not the usual: ‘God who knows the human heart,
testified to them by giving them the Holy Spirit, just as he did to us. . .’
(15. 8). The verb ‘witness’ (��������̂�) belongs to mission vocabulary,
and is ordinarily applied to the apostles that theResurrectedOne hasmade
his witnesses: ‘and you will be my witnesses (��������) in Jerusalem,
in all Judaea. . .’ (1. 8). In this case, God is the witness.38 The reversal
gives rise to thought as, on both occasions, the Holy Spirit is linked with
testimony.
Concerning theSpirit of testimony, then,Luke is capable ofmaintaining

two different discourses. On the one hand (Acts 1. 8), the Spirit is the
power to witness which the Risen One gives to his people, and which
makes them the instruments of God. On the other hand (Acts 15. 8), the
Spirit precedes believers and provokes the events through which God
makes his plan known. In other words, the Spirit leads faithful believers
intomissionary activity, but he also gives rise to eventswhich the believers
are invited to read theologically in order to perceive the will of the Lord.
Therefore, the Spirit sets in place a relationship between theology and
practice that is more complex than first suspected.

The Spirit, the pledge of God’s consent

The account in Samaria (8. 14–17) fits into the same perspective. Philip
proclaimed Christ to the Samaritans, who believed and were baptized
(8. 12). When the apostles in Jerusalem hear of this, they delegate Peter
and John, who then go and lay hands on the Samaritans, who receive the
Holy Spirit; for the Spirit had not come upon any of them, says the narrator
(8.16). It is important to note that the rite of imposing hands is preceded

38 The same verb ��������̂� is applied to God who witnesses to his grace by granting
a miracle-working activity to Paul and Barnabas (14. 3); but in line with his distinction
between the Spirit of prophecy and the power to do miracles, Luke does not mention the
Spirit in this case.
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by a prayer ‘for them that they might receive the Holy Spirit’ (8. 15).
The character of gift is explicitly maintained. Furthermore, the question
that governs the narrative is neither ministerial nor sacramental.39 Peter
and John do not question the content of Philip’s preaching, nor even
the validity of his baptism. The evangelization of Samaria is the first
extension of the Gospel outside Jerusalem and its Judaean environment.
The geographical expansion promised by the RisenOne (1. 8) now begins
to take place, but the passage must still be ratified, and this is the role of
the Spirit.
The action of Peter and John does not indicate any deficiency in Philip’s

mission. They come from Jerusalem – for in Luke’s construction of the
narrative, everything originates from Jerusalem, the city where salvation
was concretized, and all must be legitimized by the church of Jerusalem.
Peter and John come from themother church, stretching out their hands so
that the Spirit can descend in Samaria. The reference ‘and they received
the Holy Spirit’ (8. 17) signals that the Lord gives his consent to this
missionary expansion.40 In otherwords,God ‘testifies’ to Philip’smission
and leads the Jerusalem church to agreewith it as well. A significant detail
in the composition is that Luke does not forget to mention the return of
the apostles to Jerusalem (8. 25).

Baptism and Spirit

The episode in Ephesus (19. 1–7) requires clarification. What is the re-
lation, in Luke’s thought, between baptism and the coming of the Spirit?
Paul arrives at Ephesus and realizes that the believers know nothing about
the Holy Spirit. They acknowledge having received the baptism of John,
which is a baptism of conversion. At this point, the apostle then baptizes
them ‘in the name of the Lord Jesus’, laying hands on them, and the Spirit
is manifested by speaking in tongues. Here again, in my opinion, this is
more to affirm the superiority of Christian baptism over John’s baptism
than to rectify a deficient institutional situation.

39 With H. Steichele, ‘Geist und Amt’, 1976, pp. 185–203, esp. 199–203. A different
view is expressed by M. Quesnel, Baptisés, 1985. L. Hartman is right when he sees in this
rite a concretization of the link with the origin, that is, Jerusalem: ‘Lukas will die wachsende
Kirche an den Ausgangspunkt des Zeugnisses, Jerusalem, binden, gerade deshalb, weil der
Schritt nach Samarien der zweite auf dem in 1, 8 angegebenen Weg ist’ (Namen, 1992,
p. 129).
40 In the same sense: M. Gourges, ‘Esprit des commencements’, 1986, pp. 376–85;

however, the distinction proposed by the author between a ‘peaceful Spirit’ linked to bap-
tism and a ‘shattering Spirit’ of the eschatological type cannot be maintained for Lucan
thought.
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To be too precise regarding the link between baptism and the Spirit in
Luke’s thought (he could be reflecting an ecclesiastical practice) runs the
risk of doing violence to a theology unfolded in narrative which escapes
systematizing. It is however, I believe, possible to advance three propos-
als. (1) The baptism in the name of Jesus and the coming of the Spirit
are linked; the interventions that have been mentioned, either solicit these
links (8. 16–17; 10. 47), or affirm them (19. 5–6); the Christian condition
cannot exist without the coming of the Spirit on the believer. (2) Baptism
and the Spirit are linked, but distinct: the baptismal terminology is never
applied to the Spirit, and baptism is never qualified as a ‘gift’;41 time can
separate baptism and the coming of the Spirit, and, normally, the first
precedes the second (exception: 10. 44). (3) Luke does not differentiate
between two baptisms, one in water and the other in the Spirit.42 He links,
rather, water baptism with the forgiveness of sins, while the coming of
the Spirit depends on the laying on of hands.43

The imposition of hands provokes the Spirit’s intervention. History
teaches us that this Lucan conception has functioned as a guarantee for
some perverse uses. However, it must be immediately noted that the
narrative of Acts provides sufficient protection against such deviations.
If Luke recognizes that the imposition of hands is tied to a minister,
instituted by the Church, willed by God, and wholly devoted to theWord,
the giving of the Spirit remains God’s doing. One can only wait for it and
pray that this grace be given.44 Simon the magus learns this the hard way,
as his attempt to buy the gift is met with apostolic outrage (8. 18–24). The
Spirit in the Acts is a free Spirit. He may be threatened, but he is free.

41 The vocabulary linked with the Spirit (receive, give, be filled, gift) is never applied to
baptism; God is the giver of the Spirit, the Church through its missionaries is the agent of
baptism.
42 M. Quesnel, Baptisés, 1985, pp. 179–95, has defended the thesis that the book of Acts

distinguishes two types of baptismal rite: the Judaeo-Christian baptism ‘in the name of
Jesus Christ’ (2. 38; 10. 48), which dispenses pardon for sin and the Spirit, and the pagan-
Christian baptism ‘in the name of the Lord Jesus’ (8. 16; 19. 15), which has propaedeutic
value without conferring the Spirit. Without drawing a conclusion with regard to Luke’s
Christian usage, one must realize that this idea must be abandoned at the level of the book
of Acts. Luke never draws attention to the terms of a confession of faith or to the mode of
the rite of baptism. Luke is not so much preoccupied with the ritual or doctrine of baptism;
he is, rather, interested in the access to it (��́ ���́��: 8. 37; 11. 17) and in divine approval of
it as evidenced by the irruption of the Spirit. Only this (not the rite) commands the descent
of the pneuma according to Luke (2. 38–9; 9. 17–18; 10. 44; 19. 6).
43 F. Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 1987, p. 235.
44 The coming of the Spirit in response to prayer is a Lucan axiom. It is confirmed even

in Jesus’ baptism (Luke 3. 21, the editor adds that Jesus was ‘in prayer’ before receiving
the Spirit). It is also confirmed in the coming of the Spirit at Pentecost (cf. 1. 14) and in
Cornelius’ house (10. 4, 31).
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Conclusion: a pragmatic of the Spirit

How should we evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of Luke the the-
ologian’s enterprise in his narrative presentation of the Spirit’s work?
No New Testament author expresses as strongly as Luke the founding

role of the Spirit, who builds the Church as a missionary community and
gives it its unity. Luke does not see the Spirit as the source of faith, but
sees him taking hold of believers, in response to their prayer, in order to
integrate them into the witness to Christ. No other New Testament author
so boldly involves the Spirit in history, going as far as to interpret the
setbacks of the apostles as the movement of the breath of God (16. 6–7;
20. 22). Luke draws back neither from the diversity nor from the materi-
ality of the Spirit’s interventions.
We perceive nevertheless the limits of Luke’s reflection on the subject.

These limits are dictated, at least in part, by the constraints of narrativity.
By telling the work of the Spirit, rather than talking about him, he offers
his readers a pragmatic of the Spirit. In vain, one waits for an elucidation
with regard to the discerning of spirits, such as both Paul (1 Cor. 14) and
the Johannine tradition (1 John 4. 1–6) offer. The relationship between
baptism and the coming of the Spirit on the believer are not easily iden-
tifiable. The Lucan fixation on the Spirit of prophecy flows directly from
the Old Testament, in a way that might be described as naive. We find
no equal to the grand Pauline theme of the Spirit’s participation in the
regeneration of the believer. Luke is less interested in the sanctification
of the person than in the sanctification of the world. The individual is of
interest to him in the sense that he/she participates in the great universal
mission.45

The reader of Acts is not directed to reflect on the Spirit but to live
from him and to discern his path throughout history. For the command
of the Risen One to his disciples to be witnesses in all the earth (1. 8) is
not already accomplished for Luke. Acts ends like an open book: Rome,
where the narrative concludes, is not ‘the end of the earth’.We notice here
that Luke’s eschatology is not an affair of the calendar, but of geography.46

In this sense, the sphere of the Word is the world and the Church is
en route to a universal horizon.

45 O. Mainville, who highlights Luke’s fixation on the function of witness linked to the
Spirit, reaches the same conclusion: ‘L’Esprit, dans la perspective de Luc, est davantage
fonctionnel que relationnel’ (Esprit, 1991, p. 339).
46 M.-A. Chevallier points correctly: ‘Je risque l’idée qu’il y a pour Luc une escha-

tologie d’ordre géographique, une eschatologie qui reste encore à réaliser sous l’impulsion
de l’Esprit’ (‘Luc et l’Esprit Saint’, 1982, p. 7).
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JEWS AND CHRISTIANS IN CONFLICT

The question of the relationship between Jews and Christians has become
a point of tension in the exegesis of Luke’s work. The unusual vehemence
with which this debate is conducted stems from its background: the re-
assessment of the Jewish–Christian relationship after the Shoah. In this
context, biblical scholars rushed in to review the image of Judaism con-
veyed by the New Testament texts: in which cases is anti-Judaism a fact
internal to the Scriptures and in which cases is it a perverse effect of the
reading of the Scriptures?1 But the focusing on Luke–Acts can be ex-
plained by a fact peculiar to Luke’s work itself: of all the New Testament
writings, Luke–Acts presents not the most negative image of Judaism2

but the most difficult to grasp.

A contaminated debate

The fifty-two chapters of history from Luke 1 to Acts 28 lead the reader
from the Temple in Jerusalem, at the beginning of the gospel, to Rome,
where the book of Acts ends. What kind of relationship does Christianity
have with Judaism? Is the movement from Jerusalem to Rome a symbolic
shift? Has the God of Luke turned his back on Judaism in order to adopt
Rome and pagan Christianity? Or does Christianity construct itself, on
the contrary, in close continuity with the tradition of the fathers?

1 With regard to Acts, M. Selvidge concludes that the work is indeed guilty: the verbal
violence that is used would legitimate the crushing of all opposition to Christian truth
(‘Aetiological Legend’, 1986). On the other hand, C. A. Evans exonerates Luke from this
suspicion, arguing that the Lucan denunciation of Jewish responsibility in the death of
Jesus does not stem from anti-Semitic sentiments, but is an integral part of the kerygma
(‘Jewish Rejection?’, 1990). The contradiction is only apparent, as M. Selvidge deals with
the pragmatic effect of the text, while C. A. Evans treats the theological structure of the
work.
2 N. A. Beck in Mature Christianity (1985, pp. 207, 241) presents the opposite view:

‘The anti-Jewish polemic in Acts . . . is the most . . . destructive of Judaism in all the New
Testament documents.’ What is one to think of the Matthean anti-Judaism (Matt. 21. 33 –
22. 8; 27. 25)?

129
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It is true that the reader could be surprised by the anachronism of the
question. In fact, between the 30s and 60s, that is, at the level of the story
recounted by the book of Acts, Christianity and Judaism do not constitute
two separate entities, either theologically or sociologically. Christianity
is at best a variant of Judaism, recognized as a ‘sect’ within the Jewish
diversity (Acts 24. 4, 14; 28. 22), similar to the Sadducean party or the
Pharisaic circles (the same term �'����� designates them in Acts 5. 17;
15. 5; 26. 5). However, the question becomes pertinent at the level of the
narration of the story, that is, in Luke’s time, in the 80s. The Christianity
that he addresses lives separated from the ‘synagogues of the Jews’ (Acts
13. 5; 14. 1; 17. 1, 17), even when relations have not been severed and
the debate remains open to a certain degree (I shall come back to this
later).
The study will be difficult, the path ahead having many exegetical

obstacles and the debate contaminated by heavy ideological options.
I am indebted to Simon Légasse for this description of the ethic of
the exegete, made with lucidity and intellectual honesty: ‘to look at the
texts as they are, in order to rediscover them in all their crudeness. It
is only in putting all the “cards on the table”, by clarifying the situa-
tion without apologetic camouflage, that we can, I think, extricate the
essential message from its contemporary husk, and then try to live it
today.’3

Following this wise ethical counsel, the path I propose consists of five
steps. The first presents the exegetical disagreement; I shall then present a
hypothesis in order to overcome the blind alley created by the conflicting
readings. This hypothesis will be developed through three successive
inquiries that will examine the schema of rupture between Paul and the
Synagogue, the evolution of the role of Jewish actors in the gospel and
Acts, and, finally, the outcome of open crisis with Judaism in Acts 21–8.
A conclusion draws together the results.

Israel, a two-sided face

What is Christianity’s relationship to Judaism in Luke–Acts? To pose
such a question plunges us into the exegetical conflict which for thirty
years has presented two entirely contradictory readings. Each has been
developed with equal talent.4

3 S. Légasse, ‘Antijudaı̈sme’, 1972, p. 417. G. Wasserberg shows that ‘antijudaism’ is
an inadequate term to use for Luke–Acts (Aus Israels Mitte, 1998, pp. 16–30).
4 The compilation edited by J. B. Tyson, Luke–Acts and the Jewish People, 1988, gives

an excellent presentation of the discordant readings. For the state of the question, see
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The story of a double failure

On the one hand, Luke–Acts is read as a story of a double failure: nei-
ther Jesus nor the apostles were able to convince Israel that God had
opened a breach in salvation history. No other New Testament writing
charges the Jews as dramatically with the responsibility of the death of
Jesus. After Pentecost, Peter (Acts 3. 14–15; 4. 27) and then Stephen
(Acts 7. 51–3) denounce the Jews as the murderers of Jesus. Immediately
after his conversion, Paul is threatened with death by his co-religonists
of Damascus (9. 23); and, despite his incessant efforts to convince his
brothers, ‘the Jews’ do not hesitate by any means, legal or illegal, to
attempt to kill him,5 going so far as to intend to lynch him in front of
the Temple in Jerusalem (21. 27–36). The end of Acts then resounds
like the farewell to an Israel immured in its obduracy; salvation goes
to the Gentiles because the Jews refused it (28. 28). The outcome of
this reading: the chosen people become the enemies of God. Repeat-
edly hardhearted, Israel is dismissed from salvation history because of its
unbelief.
Until the 1970s this reading constituted the consensus among ex-

egetes. Such a reading, centred on E. Haenchen’s monumental com-
mentary,6 basically corresponds to a traditional reception of Luke–Acts
in history, which played a powerful role in the establishing of Chris-
tianity’s legitimacy in the face of Israel. This position has been, from
time to time, defended (yet nuanced) by those who, following Augustin
George,7 refuse to see the condemnation of Israel as a global condem-
nation of the whole people. On the other hand, this reading is given
a stronger form by John C. O’Neill, Jack Sanders, Michael Cook and
Heikki Räisänen.8

J. B. Tyson, Images of Judaism, 1992, pp. 10–16, and Luke, Judaism and the Scholars, 1999;
H. Merkel, ‘Israel im lukanischen Doppelwerk’, 1994, pp. 371–82; F. Bovon ‘Retrospect
and Prospect’, 1992, pp. 186–90, and Luc le théologien, 1988, pp. 342–61.
5 Acts 13. 45, 50 (the Jews of Pisidean Antioch insult Paul and Barnabas, then plot to

provoke their expulsion); 14. 2–5 (violence against the apostles); 14. 19 (stoning of Paul);
17. 5–8 (incitation to riot and the denunciation of Jason); 17. 13 (stirring up of the crowd);
18. 6, 12–13 (insults and the denunciation of Paul); 23. 12–22 (plot against Paul); 24.
1–8 (denunciation before Felix); 25. 5 (ambush). The presence of a pattern, ‘mission-
ary action/opposition (most often Jewish)/expansion of mission’ has been inventoried in
L. M. Wills, ‘Depiction’, 1991, pp. 631–54, especially pp. 634–44.
6 E. Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, 1971. In the same line: H. Conzelmann, Theology of

St Luke, 1982, pp. 145–8; J. Gnilka, Verstockung Israels, 1961, pp. 130–54; S. G. Wilson,
Gentiles, 1973, pp. 219–38; R. Maddox, Purpose, 1982, pp. 31–65.
7 A. George, ‘Israël’, 1978, pp. 87–125.
8 J. C. O’Neill, Theology of Acts, 1970, pp. 77–99; J. T. Sanders, Jews, 1987; ‘Jewish

People’, 1988, pp. 51–75; ‘Who Is a Jew?’, 1991, pp. 434–55; M. J. Cook, ‘Mission”, 1988,
pp. 102–23; H. Räisänen, ‘Redemption’, 1991.
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Reversing the paradigm

The consensus then fell to pieces. The first attack came in 1965 from
Jacob Jervell, in a study with the programmatic title ‘The Divided Peo-
ple’.9 According to Jervell, Luke–Acts does not orchestrate the triumph
of Gentile Christianity on the ashes of Jewish history, but sets out the
story of the tearing apart of Israel. It is not because of the failure of
the Jewish mission that the Gentiles receive the promises, but rather as
the result of its partial success!
Thus the Church does not constitute a ‘new Israel’ that replaces the

old; it continues the ‘old Israel for whom the promises are fulfilled, since
a great portion of the people have been converted’.10 Since 1965, the
thesis of the Norwegian exegete has been amplified, and hardened as
well, by scholars such as David Tiede, Donald Juel, Robert Tannehill,
Robert Brawley and David Moessner.11 This rereading of Luke–Acts
witnesses to an impressive reversal of the paradigm; there is a switch
from negative to positive in the relationship of Christianity and Judaism
in order to show that instead of rejecting the Jews and severing Gentile
Christianity from Israel, Luke on the contrary sets out to attach it to
Judaism.12

Reread in this way, Luke–Acts shows that the offer of salvation to the
pagans is to be understood as the fulfilment of the Scriptures; Simeon,
for example, welcomes such a view in the early stages of the gospel: the
revelation to the Gentiles will be the ‘glory of your people Israel’ (Luke
2. 32 quoting Isa. 42. 6; 49. 6). The prophetic Scriptures that Luke uses as
proof of fulfilment constantly remind his readers of this fact. The author

9 Article published in Luke and the People of God, 1972, pp. 41–74. More recently, see
the article: ‘Future of the Past’, 1996.
10 ‘Divided People’, 1972, p. 51: ‘The author sketches a picture of Israel for whom the

promises are fulfilled; he does not show us a new Israel arising out of the rejection of the
old, but he speaks of the old Israel for whom the promises are fulfilled, since a great portion
of the people has been converted.’
11 D. L. Tiede, Prophecy and History, 1980, and ‘Glory to Thy People Israel’, 1988,

pp. 21–34; D. Juel, Promise, 1983; R. C. Tannehill, ‘Tragic Story’, 1985, pp. 69–85, and
‘Rejection’, 1988; R. L. Brawley, Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987. D. P. Moessner, ‘Ironic
Fulfillment’, 1988.
12 R. L. Brawley concludes his book Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, in these terms:

‘Therefore the standard paradigm for understanding Luke’s view of the relation between
Christianity and Judaism should pivot 180 degrees. That is, rather than setting Gentile
Christianity free, Luke ties it to Judaism. And rather than rejecting the Jews, Luke appeals
to them . . .’ (p. 159). We can measure the frontal opposition with the most trenchant repre-
sentative of the other opinion, J. T. Sanders: ‘the author of Luke–Acts does view the Jewish
people generally as opposed to the purposes of God, as unable to understand their own
scriptures, and as both foreordained to reject and willfully rejecting their own salvation’
(‘Who Is a Jew?’, 1991, p. 436).
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of Acts insists on the fact that the Christian community in Jerusalem
is composed of ‘thousands of believers . . . among the Jews and all are
zealous for the law’ (Acts 21. 20). The first Christians according to Acts
1–5 live around the Temple and understand themselves as a part of Israel,
like Paul, who does not cease to demonstrate his scrupulous obedience
to the law of Moses (16. 3; 21. 20–6; 24. 14) and to claim his Jewish
identity: ‘I am a Jew, born in Tarsus in Cilicia’ (Acts 22. 3). Finally, one
can mention the forgiveness offered to the Jews, which punctuates the
missionary speeches (2. 37; 3. 19; 7. 60; 13. 38–9), just as Jesus, having
deplored the fate of Jerusalem (Luke 23. 28), offers his forgiveness on
the cross (23. 34).13

Two irreconcilable readings

Which reading should one choose? It is clear that the choice adoptedby the
exegete has enormous repercussions on the Jewish–Christian dialogue.
On the one hand, the Jewish people are excluded from the promises
and Christianity claims to be the new Israel; Luke–Acts expresses the
violence that separated Church and Synagogue in the first century. On
the other hand, Judaism and Christianity are joined in a relationship of
substantial continuity thatmakes the birth ofChristianity ‘the final chapter
in the history of Israel’;14 the rupture between Church and Synagogue is
deplored as an undesirable theological distortion of Luke’s point of view.
An outside observer might wonder if the opposing parties have indeed
read the same text of Acts.

An internal tension in Luke–Acts

In attentively reading the text of Luke–Acts, I have come to a troubling
conclusion: both readings are defensible. Each has good arguments for its
position. The two readings, like any reading, select certain features of the
text, while leaving others aside. To put it briefly, the first reads Luke–Acts
according to a logic of narrative order (from Jerusalem to Rome), while
the latter relies on the figurative level of meaning (the construction of
the characters in the narrative). But I insist: each of the paradigms has
something in the text to rely on. Must we then opt, according to taste, for
our own ideological leanings and choose the Luke that suits us?

13 This aspect has been underlined by F. J. Matera, ‘Responsibility’, 1990, pp. 77–93.
14 I take up an expression of J. Jervell, who thinks that the author of Luke–Acts ‘writes

the final chapter in the history of the people of God, Israel, from Jesus to Paul in Rome’
(‘Future of the Past’, 1996, p. 110).
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My hypothesis is rather that we do not have to choose one over the
other. I think that the impasse can be overcome if we try to accept the
reading of one and the other as they signal that Judaism, in Luke’s work,
cannot be reduced to a simple equation. In other words, the conflict of
interpretation that has raged for thirty years does not simply reveal the
whim of exegetes cultivating their disagreements! The fact that we can
develop two divergent readings of Luke–Acts, in a convincing manner,
testifies to a tension that belongs to the writing itself. Each of the readings
holds to one of the poles and tends to turn a blind eye to the other. The two
images in tension which appear when we juxtapose the readings are each
a component of Luke’s work.15 Therefore, I propose not to reduce this
tension, for example by resorting to a tradition/redaction stratification,16

but to interpret it theologically, since it is constitutive of the image of
Judaism in Luke.

A first indication

A first indication perhaps weighs in favour of exploring this hypothesis.
If Luke simply envisaged installing the Church in the place of Israel,
if he had only wanted to present a pro-Christian and anti-Jewish God,
why did he bother to compose such a complex narrative? Why insist on
the conversion of Jews in the Diaspora? In the narrative of Acts, why
does Luke reduce the evangelization of the Gentiles to derisory unimpor-
tance? The only details given are at Lystra (14. 8–18) and Athens (17.
16–34).17 On the other hand, if Christianity was only a pure continuation

15 J. B. Tyson deserves the credit, as the first to propose a reading of Luke–Acts that
attempts to integrate the two antagonistic images of Judaism (Images of Judaism, 1992): ‘It
is incorrect to maintain that Luke is simply pro-Jewish or simply anti-Jewish. He is both’
(p. 188). According to Tyson, the narration has an apologetic aim, which takes the reader
from a fusional relation with Israel (Luke 1–2) to the heinous rejection of the Jews (Act 28).
Tyson is correct in considering the narrative strategy, and on a number of points of detail
my own research agrees with his, even if my final result is very different. Furthermore,
Tyson’s analysis is handicapped by the postulate that the implied reader of Luke–Acts (who
is also, if I have understood correctly, the historical reader: cf. p. 182) is a Godfearer. See
my criticism on this subject below at note 74.
16 So D. Slingerland who opposes a pro-Jewish tradition covering the essential part of

Acts 1–8 with the massive anti-Jewish tendency of the Lucan redaction which dominates
the second part of the book (‘Composition’, 1988, pp. 99–113). In his time, A. Loisy
also proposed to resolve the tension in the same manner, but in the opposite sense: Luke
succumbed to a pro-Jewish manner of his time, ‘distorting’ the story by making it harsher
in regard to Israel than in the tradition he received (Actes des apôtres, 1920, pp. 104–21,
esp. pp. 114–15). Whatever the sources of Acts, the problem of the theological coherence
of the work is in no way resolved through literary criticism.
17 The relationship with Israel is the cantus firmus of the Acts of the Apostles. One

cannot ignore this paradox: the whole book of Acts is oriented toward the Gentile mission;
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of the history of Israel, why did Luke so blacken the image of the Jews,
turning them into the villains of the story, by obsessively returning to
their antagonism toward the apostles (Acts 3–5), Stephen (Acts 7), the
Christians in Jerusalem (Acts 8), Peter (Acts 12) and Paul (Acts 13–26)?18

The difficulty with my hypothesis is that it must show why, according
to François Bovon’s formulation, the gospel of Luke and Acts are, of
all the New Testament books, the works ‘the most open to universalism
and the most favorable to Israel’.19 However, it is not enough simply to
establish that Luke holds one view and then its opposite concerning the
Jewish question. Exegetes should not push Lucan thought into incoher-
ence unless they can prove that it merits such a fate. I shall demonstrate
that the Jewish identity in Luke’s work has two opposite faces, one af-
fecting the other, one connected to the other in such a way as to form
with Christianity a relationship in which continuity and discontinuity are
mixed. The question of the image of Judaism is posed here in a very
different manner from that in the gospels of Matthew and John, in which
the image is homogeneous.20 The work of Luke does not offer a uniform
image of Judaism, but two faces diametrically opposed. It is with the aid
of these two parameters, continuity and discontinuity, that Luke evaluates
the relationship between Church and Synagogue for the Christianity of
his time.
What can be the coherence of such a dialectic? I shall attempt to ar-

ticulate it, by examining the schema of rupture between Paul and the
Synagogue.21 This is my first investigation.

nonetheless, it devotesmuch the greater part of the narration to depicting the Jewish rejection
of Christian preaching. J. B. Tyson has seen this correctly in ‘Problem of Jewish Rejection’,
1988.
18 M. J. Cook rightly notes that the narrator adopts the Christians’ point of view and

not that of the Jews. He seeks to awaken the sympathy of the reader for the perse-
cuted missionaries rather than for the Jews irritated by these intruders. ‘Mission’, 1988,
pp. 102–3.
19 F. Bovon, ‘Retrospect and Prospect’, 1992, p. 189.
20 Concerning the Matthean image of Judaism, see D. Marguerat, Jugement, 1995,

pp. 237–407 and pp. 575–80. F. Vouga recently attempted to clear the gospel of John
of the accusation of anti-Judaism: ‘Antijudaı̈smus im Johannesevangelium?’, 1993.
21 In my opinion, in order to be faithful to its objective, the exegesis of Luke–Acts must

satisfy two methodological conditions: (1) Since the gospel and Acts constitute a literary
and theological entity, the reading of Acts must consider the interpretative models set forth
in the gospel, as well as the play of similarities and differences between the two writings.
(2) Lucan theology being of a narrative type should be perceived where it presents itself,
that is, not in systematic declarations, nor in a priori argumentation, but in the arrangement
of the narrative, in its repetitions, its turning points, its ‘flash-backs’, its emphases. These
two heuristic principles are established in the now classic work of R. C. Tannehill,Narrative
Unity, 2 vols., 1986 and 1990. G. Wasserberg has recently put them to work in his excellent
dissertation: Aus Israels Mitte, 1998.
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A prophetic model of rupture

One may begin by observing the way in which Luke ends his work. The
final scene of the book of Acts (28. 16–31) puts Paul on stage, arriving
in Rome as a prisoner. The apostle hurries to meet the Jewish delegation,
and he assures them that he ‘had done nothing against our people or the
customs of our fathers’ (28. 17). Later the apostle preaches, but those who
hear are divided: some are convinced and others are not (28. 24). Then
Paul proclaims the famous saying of Isaiah 6. 9–10: ‘Go to this people and
say, “You will indeed listen, but never understand, and you will indeed
look, but never perceive. For this people’s heart has grown dull. . . ” ’
(28. 26–7). The apostle concludes by announcing that the salvation of
God has been sent to the Gentiles, who will listen (28. 28).
The composition of this scene is not surprising to the reader of Acts.

On his arrival in a city, Paul begins by addressing his Jewish brothers,
but, confronted by lack of success, he turns to the Gentiles, who re-
ceive the Gospel with joy. This is a scenario that Luke has reproduced
from the beginning of the Pauline mission (Acts 13) with a regularity
that borders on monotony. In Antioch of Pisidia (13. 42–52), in Iconium
(14. 1–7), in Thessalonica (17. 1–9), in Beroea (17. 10–14), in Corinth
(18. 1–10), in Ephesus (19. 8–10), the same schema is repeated: Paul
announces the Word in the synagogue, but he is thrown out more or
less violently. However, the scenario in Rome presents two variations
that distinguish it from the stereotype. The first is that the preaching of
Paul in Rome is not totally rejected, but received in a diversity of ways
(I shall come back to this ��������́� of 28. 2522). The second varia-
tion is that the encounter takes place in two stages: the hearers are first
interested in knowing more about Paul’s sect (28. 22) and then are di-
vided between sceptics and believers (28. 24). Jacques Dupont’s study,
which is now a classic concerning the conclusion of Acts, has shown
that this same schema (initial interest, then a change of attitude) has
already appeared earlier in the narrative, at the outset of the Pauline
mission.23

Antioch of Pisidia: the rupture

During the sermon at the synagogue of Antioch of Pisidia (13. 12–52),
which inaugurates Paul’s mission with Barnabas, one observes the same
procedure. First stage: Paul preaches, rereading salvation history from

22 See pp. 221–6 (ch. 10).
23 J. Dupont, ‘Conclusion’, 1984, pp. 486–9.
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the lineage of David, and ends with a call to accept the ‘justification that
you could not find in the law of Moses’ (13. 38: the vocabulary is very
Pauline!). ‘Many Jews and devout proselytes’ (13. 43) are interested; they
ask the missionaries to come back. Second stage: the following Sabbath,
before ‘the whole city,’ gathered to hear the word of the Lord (13. 44), the
Jews, ‘blaspheming . . . contradict Paul and Barnabas’. Paul declares that
he will then turn to the Gentiles and bases this mandate on the prophecy
of Isaiah 49. 6: ‘I have set you to be a light for the Gentiles, so that
you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth.’ In reaction, the Jews
incite a riot in the city, resulting in the expulsion of Paul and Barnabas
(13. 50).
It is worth examining this rupture closely since it establishes precisely

what Jervell denies exists: a causal relation between the Jewish refusal
and the extension of the preaching to the Gentiles.24 I shall now analyse
in successive steps the causes of the rupture, the justification that Paul
offers, and the forms of the breach.
1. What are the causes? The crisis is not set off at the Christological

reading of Psalm 2, as one might expect (13. 33), but at the sight of ‘the
whole city’ assembled around the missionaries (13. 44) and their success
(13. 48). Who forms this assembly? Certainly, 	�̂�� - 	G�� (13. 44)
does not indicate that the crowd was completely Jewish. The narrator
had already noted the mixed nature of the crowd: both at the exordium
of the homily (13. 16: (����� ’;�����̂��� ��& 
� �
,
�́���
� �H� ��G�;
cf. v. 26) and upon leaving the synagogue (13. 43: 	

& ��̂�
’;
����́�� ��& ��̂� ��,
��́��� 	�
���́���). The opposition between
the Jews (
� ’;
����̂
�) and the crowds (
� 2�
�), which verse 45 sets
up, makes clear that the latter are composed of Godfearers or persons not
belonging to the Synagogue and, in any case, Gentiles. Luke says that the
Jews who saw the crowds were filled with *�̂
�: this term in the LXX
can designate both, negatively, jealousy and, positively, zeal for God.25

The meaning ‘holy zeal’ could be suitable here, as in Acts 5. 17, but in
any case it leads to an aggressiveness toward the Christian missionaries.
One should not reduce the Jewish reaction to a manifestation of sim-
ple jealousy when confronted with the success of their rivals.26 Rather
than contenting himself with this trivial approach, Luke indicates at what
precise point the conflict breaks out: it is the diffusion of the ‘Word of

24 ‘Divided People’, 1972, pp. 55–6 and 62.
25 The philological study of B. J. Koet (Five Studies, 1989, pp. 102–5) leads him to retain

this positive sense for 13. 45, which is philologically correct, but is contrary to the narrative
context.
26 So M.-J. Buss, Missionspredigt, 1980, p. 135.
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the Lord’ to the Gentile crowd that seems intolerable to the Antiochean
Jews.27

2. How does Paul interpret the refusal of the Antiochean Jews (13.
46–7)? The apostle mentions that the Word should first be addressed
to them; the priority of Israel is therefore respected, but the 	��̂�
�
maintains the extension that the hearers contest. Paul then affirms that
rejecting thisword is the sameas judgingoneself ‘unworthyof eternal life’
(13. 46). Consequently, Israel severs itself from a grace that it believed
it possessed. The quotation of Isaiah 49. 6 then signals that the universal
offer of salvation, in the face of which the Jews become indignant, is
nonetheless in accord with the direction of Scripture.
3. How does the rupture take place? The gesture of Paul and Barnabas

in shaking the dust from their feet upon leaving the city that has ex-
pelled them is well known (13. 51); but what is the meaning of this
rite? Jesus prescribes it to the Twelve (Luke 9. 5) and to the Seventy-
two (Luke 10. 11), as a testimony against a city that did not welcome
them. The author of Acts will later attribute a similar gesture to Paul
before he breaks with the synagogue in Corinth (18. 6),28 but, in this
case, the apostle offers the interpretation: ‘Your blood be on your own
heads! I am innocent. From now on I will go to the Gentiles.’ This is
the meaning that is to be kept in mind: the rite of shaking the dust
off the feet does not bring a curse; it places the guilt of the rejection
on the Jews and absolves Paul from any responsibility for the rupture.
It is the more surprising after this crisis that one learns that in the next
town, Iconium, Paul and Barnabas go to the ‘synagogue of the Jews’
(14. 1) where the same thing begins again: conversion of Jews and
Greeks, provoking Jewish anger, which stirs up the city against the apos-
tles. Later, in Corinth, as we have just seen, Paul swears a second time
that ‘from now on I will go to the Gentiles’ (18. 6) . . . but the first name
of a convert in what follows is Crispus, an official of the synagogue
(18. 8).
What do these reversions mean? Does Luke seek to describe an impul-

sive Paul, regretting afterwards his fits of anger?Or is he simply satisfying

27 G. Wasserberg notes that Luke does not mention the openness of Paul’s preaching to
‘all the city’ (13. 44) until after the ��������́ has been disbanded (13. 43a); the theological
succession ‘the Jew first and then the Gentile’ has been respected narratively (Aus Israels
Mitte, 1998, p. 315).
28 There is a divergence between 13. 51 where the dust is shaken from the feet and

18. 6 where the clothes are shaken (same verb  �����́�������). R. L. Brawley sees an
identical function signifying rupture, but with a progression from the clothes (Paul leaves
the synagogue of Corinth, but not the city) to the feet (the messengers leave Antioch);
Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, p. 73.
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the constraints of a Pauline mission pattern?29 The answer, it will be ar-
gued, lies deeper. In fact, it leads to the very heart of the Lucan conception
of the people ofGod.According toLuke, theGentiles do not replace Israel
in the plan of God but, on the contrary, they join the people of God and
enlarge it to worldwide dimensions. This is why Paul continually returns
to the synagogue, and this is why his sermon, at the end of Acts, still
addresses the Jews (28. 17–28). Not only has this extension of Israel to
the nations been prophesied (13. 47), but for Luke the Gentiles joining
the ranks of the chosen people do not deprive Israel of anything. What is
at stake is nothing less than the fulfilment of the prophecies, from which
the chosen people are in process of removing themselves.

A symbolic rupture

Is this gesture of rupture by Paul and Barnabas symbolic of the deteriorat-
ing relationship between the Christian missionaries and the Synagogue
or is its validity limited to Antioch, as Tannehill argues?30 Its symbolic
value seems preferable for three reasons: (a) the repetition of the orien-
tation to the Gentiles in 18. 6 and 28. 28 gives emphasis to the Lucan
presentation of Paul’s mission, and centres on it a fundamental structure;
(b) the scenario in two stages gives the Jewish decision at Antioch a
definitive character;31 (c) Luke has placed in the gospel, for the attention
of the reader, an interpretative model of the scenario in two stages, whose
function is also programmatic: the preaching of Jesus at Nazareth.
Many commentators have already linked the beginning of Jesus’ min-

istry (Luke 4. 16–30) with that of the Pauline mission (Acts 13. 13–52).32

Both occur in the same place: a synagogue. Both express, at first, the
same interest on the part of the hearers: they admire. And there is, at a

29 Paul’s three announcements to turn toward theGentiles, after (partial or total) rejection
of his preaching, mark the apostle’s mission and signal the three centres of his missionary
activity: AsiaMinor (13. 46), Greece (18. 6) and Rome (28. 28). The return to the synagogue
that follows the first two announcements has been interpreted very differently: (a) as a
mechanical application of a narrative stereotype (!) (J. B. Tyson, ‘Jewish Public’, 1984,
pp. 574–83); (b) as a clue to the continuedmission to Israel, even afterRome (R.C.Tannehill,
‘Rejection’, 1988, pp. 98–101); (c) as the proof that Paul never rejected Israel (R. L.Brawley,
Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, pp. 69–78); (d) as the demonstration of Israel’s recidivism
in the refusal of the Gospel (J. T. Sanders, ‘Jewish People’, 1988, pp. 71–5).
30 R. C. Tannehill, ‘Rejection’, 1988, p. 89.
31 E. Richard has identified in the structures in two stages a Lucan literary procedure,

through which the author confirms the validity of a fact: Acts 6,1–8,4, 1978, pp. 214–29.
32 Here again J. Dupont led the way: ‘Conclusion’, 1984, pp. 502–8. The literary

comparison between the two texts has been done by W. Radl, Paulus und Jesus, 1975,
pp. 82–100.
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second stage, the same rejection: Jesus just escapes being killed. How
does this text function as a model? First, because the opposition Israel
versus nations is reworked by the example of the graces offered to the
Gentiles through Elijah and Elisha (4. 24–7);33 as he likes to do, Luke
composes a scene, in which he anticipates a truth yet to come, which is
Israel’s rejection of the Word and its reception by the nations. Second,
the episode functions as a model because the fate of Jesus is interpreted
with the aid of the motif of the prophet rejected by his own.34 Thus Luke
sets up a prophet typology, which will function as a central category of
his Christology. It is part of the destiny of the prophet, as in Jesus so too
in Paul, to be rejected by his own.35 But it is not for the prophet, neither
for Jesus nor for Paul, to reject this people.
This Deuteronomistic model of the rejected prophet has its rules as

David Moessner has shown:36 the prophet has to warn the people of
God, to keep them alert and to threaten them. This is not so that the
people should be cursed, but because they are in danger and the prophet
struggles to keep them alive. The prophet does not declare that God has
abandoned his people; he has not, and this is precisely why he struggles
to change their behaviour. The rhetorical effect of the word of judgement
in Isaiah 6. 9–10 at the end of Acts (28. 26–7), as I shall show later,37 fits
into the same perspective.
My first demonstration has produced the following results: Paul’s re-

action to the crisis, set off by his mission to the non-Jews, is twofold: he
claims the support of the Scriptures for his action, and he refuses to align
himself with a rupture that is not his responsibility. The rupture the Syna-
gogue desired leads Luke to reinforce the signs of theological continuity:
the granting of salvation to the Gentiles does not occur over and against
Israel; it does not replace the promises made to Israel. The universality of

33 Cf. J. B. Tyson, Images of Judaism, 1992, pp. 59–62.
34 Concerning the programmatic role of Luke 4. 16–30 in the Lucan work, J. T. Sanders

seems more correct than R. L. Brawley. The latter denies all prefiguration of the rejection of
the Gospel in the Nazareth episode. He sees only an affirmation of Jesus’ prophetic identity
(his rejection confirms ironically his status as a prophet): Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987,
pp. 6–27. J. T. Sanders accounts better for the historico-salvific anticipation to which Luke
is devoted (‘Jewish People’, 1988, pp. 72–4).
35 L. T. Johnson has paid a good deal of attention to the carrying over of the prophetic

typology of the gospel of Luke into Acts; that is, from Christology to the figure of the
apostle (Literary Function, 1977, pp. 15–126).
36 D. P. Moessner shows how Luke fashions both Jesus and Paul with the help of the

Deuteronomisticmodel of the prophet announcing unrelenting judgement against the people
of God and then being rejected by his own; he aligns Luke 11. 37–54; 13. 31–5; 19. 11–27;
and 21 with Acts 13. 40–6; 18. 6 and 28. 25–8 (‘Paul in Acts’, 1988, pp. 96–104).
37 See pp. 149–51.
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salvation is born in the very history of Israel, finding there both its source
and legitimacy (13. 32–9); however, this opening is paradoxically put into
action by the Jewish refusal of the Christian mission. This consideration
leads me to my second inquiry: the evolution of the Jewish actors in the
narrative.

The turning-point of history

Jack Sanders has identified the phenomenon which well explains the
difficulty we have in grasping the image of Judaism in Luke: Acts does
not represent one view of the Jews, but two. The first is discursive, the
second is narrative.38 The two views do not overlap. The first appears in
the kerygmatic sections of the missionary speeches (Acts 2. 36; 3. 14–16;
4. 10; 5. 30; 7. 52; 10. 39; 13. 27–8) and points out the guilt of the Jews
in the murder of Jesus. The second view is unfolded by the narrative,
which from chapter 2 to chapter 28 brings the Jewish authorities or the
Synagogue into conflict with the Christian missionaries, a conflict that
both separates and unites them at the same time.
Is it possible to harmonize these two views? In Sanders’ perspective, it

is conceivable by reducing the narrative to the discursive: ‘By the end of
the Acts the Jews have becomewhat they from the first were . . .’, namely,
obstinate to the purposes of God.39 The other paradigm for reading Luke
also postulates the homogeneity of the two views, but in the opposite way,
through aligning the discursive with the narrative. In this perspective, the
constant return of Paul to the Synagogue confirms the priority of Israel
in salvation history, a priority that both Peter (3. 26) and Paul (13. 46)
recognize; the rejection of the Christian missionaries does not call this
into question. David Tiede writes that Acts throughout remains ‘a story
of God’s determined purpose to redeem Israel and even to restore Israel’s
glory of bringing the light of God’s reign to the Gentiles’.40

On the discursive plane, we can agree with David Tiede that the de-
nunciation of the Jewish responsibility in the death of Jesus is limited
to the first part of Acts (up to chapter 13), that it exonerates the non-
Jerusalemites of direct guilt (cf. 10. 39; 13. 27), and that its conformity

38 ‘Jewish People’, 1988, pp. 56–73; Jews in Luke–Acts, 1987, pp. 37–83.
39 The quote continues, ‘for what Jesus, Stephen, Peter and Paul say about the Jews –

about their intransigent opposition to the purposes of God, about their hostility toward Jesus
and the gospel, about their murder of Jesus – is what Luke understands the Jewish people
to be in their essence’ (Jews in Luke–Acts, 1987, p. 81).
40 ‘Glory to Thy People Israel’, 1988, p. 34.
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to the Scriptures supports an offer of pardon41 (2. 36–7; 3. 17–19; 4. 12;
5. 31; 13. 38–9).42 On the other hand, however, one must recognize that
the inclusio of Luke 2 and Acts 28, so important to Tiede,43 does not
lead the narrative back to its point of departure. From one end of Luke’s
narrative to the other, history advances, actors develop, and points of no
return are passed. The episode at Antioch of Pisidia has already shown
us that the relationship between the Synagogue and the Christian mis-
sionaries fluctuates; there are times of acceptance and times of rejection.
What is one to think about the role of Jewish actors from the beginning
of the gospel to the end of Acts? Does it remain constant? If it develops,
the question is why?44

A path through the gospel of Luke

As one investigates the gospel of Luke in search of the relationship be-
tween Jesus and the Jewish people, it is not advisable to become focused
on the specific figures of the scribes or the Pharisees; their hostility arises
early on (5. 21) and is continuous. In my view, Luke’s use of the terms
2�
� (crowd) and �G� (people) offers a more adequate image of the
whole of Israel.45 The result of a statistical analysis concerning this point
is unexpected. It corresponds exactly to the incident at the synagogue in
Nazareth (Luke 4. 16–30), to which I alluded in reference to Acts 13, and
which Luke has consciously conceived of as a miniaturized presentation
of his gospel. For the totality of the gospel, one finds a scenario in two
stages: in a first stage, the mass of the people differ from their leaders and
support the action of Jesus; at the end of the gospel, the crowd rejoins
its leaders and turns against the man of Nazareth. This calls for a closer
examination.
The people’s favourable response to Jesus is frequently noted in the

narrative;46 it is contrastedwith the negative response of the leaders (Luke

41 With S. G. Wilson, ‘Jews and the Death of Jesus’, 1986, pp. 155–64, esp. pp. 158–9.
42 The only exception is Stephen’s speech, where the call to repentance and the offer of

forgiveness are replaced by the prayer of the martyr requesting pardon for his executioners
(7. 60).
43 ‘Glory to Thy People Israel’, 1988; but read the pertinent response in D. P. Moessner,

‘Ironic Fulfillment’, 1988.
44 For what follows, see J. B. Tyson, ‘Jewish Public’, 1984, and Images of Judaism, 1992,

pp. 42–180; L. Gaston, ‘Anti-Judaism and the Passion Narrative’, 1986; J. T. Sanders, Jews
in Luke–Acts, 1987, pp. 155–299; R. L. Brawley, Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, pp. 84–154.
45 J. B. Tyson (‘Jewish Public’, 1984, pp. 576–7.) and R. L. Brawley (Luke–Acts and the

Jews, 1987, p. 133) have been sensitive to the active and interventionist role of the Lucan
crowds, who are not restricted to being witnesses of the event, but provoke it.
46 Luke 4. 42; 5. 1, 15, 26; 6. 17–19; 7. 16–17; 8. 4, 19; 9. 43; 10. 39; 15. 1–2; 18. 43.
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5. 21, 26; 13. 17; 15. 1–2). Itwas the same for John theBaptist: Luke points
out that ‘all the people’ listened, while the Pharisees and lawyers rejected
his baptism (7. 29–30). Even in Jerusalem, the popular support that Jesus
receives temporarily protects him from the attacks of his enemies (19. 48;
20. 19, 26; 22. 2). Judas has to wait for the moment far from the crowds
to hand over his master (22. 6). Clearly, there is empathy between Jesus
and the people.
Yet, before Pilate the same crowd cries out: ‘Away with him’ (��̂��

�
�̂�
�, 23. 18). Allied with its leaders, the people confirm the guilt of
Jesus (23. 4–5, 13) and request his death (23. 21–3). What has happened?
Luke gives no explanation.47 He limits himself to dating the historical
turning point at Jesus’ arrest (22. 47).48 In using the cumulative designa-
tion ‘the chief priests, the leaders and the people’ (23. 13), he signals that
all Israel unites against the Nazarene. Does the gesture of repentance by
those at the cross (23. 48: they ‘return home, beating their breasts’) sug-
gest that the crowd’s agreement was only due to themanipulative pressure
of the leaders? This is possible. Whatever the case, the drama has been
completed. It is in conformity with this unified solidarity against Jesus
that Peter and Stephen will remember, without any distinction among the
people of Jerusalem, this Jesus ‘you have killed’ (Acts 3. 15; 4. 10; 7. 52).
One finds a similar agreement when Paul lists the authors of Jesus’ death,
grouping the people and its leaders: 
� ���
��
�̂����  � ’;��
����̀� ���̀

� (��
���� �+��̂� (13. 27).

A path through Acts

What about Acts? Statistical comparison shows an interesting change
in vocabulary between the beginning and the end of the narrative. The
terms 2�
� and �
́� abound in the first chapters of Acts in order to
designate the hearing, the harmony, and the veneration that the people of
Jerusalem share for the first community grouped around the apostles.49

This vocabulary clearly diminishes by the end of Acts.50 On the contrary,
47 On this subject, see J. B. Tyson’s ‘Jewish Public’, 1984, p. 579. H. Merkel: ‘So sehr

Lukas also die Beteiligung des Volkes am Tod Jesu hervorhebt, so wenig klagt er es oder
beschuldigt es’ (‘Israel’, 1994, p. 394).
48 L. Gaston also notes the crowd’s astonishing turnabout at Jesus’ arrest which Luke sets

out clearly by substituting for the	���������� ’;
/��� ��̂� ��̂� ��́���� ��& ���’ �+�
�̂
2�
� of Mark 14. 43 – the formulation ��
�̀ 2�
�, ���̀ 7 ��G���
� ’;
�́��� ��̂� ��̂�
��́���� (22. 47), which puts the 2�
� to the fore and ‘seems to mean the people of Israel
as such’ (‘Anti-Judaism and the Passion Narrative’, 1986, p. 145).
49 Acts 2. 47; 3. 9, 11, 12; 4. 1, 2, 10, 17, 21; 5. 12, 13; etc. (�
́�), 1. 15; 6. 7 (2�
�).
50 �
́� appears twenty-nine times between Acts 2 and 12, seven times

between chapters 13 and 19 and only eleven times in the remainder of Acts. There are
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the term ‘Jew’, which is practically absent in the first eight chapters (cf. 2.
5, 11), is used frequently from chapter 12 onwards, with the connotation
being alwaysmore negative: from 12. 3 onwards, the formula 
� ’;
����̂
�
becomes the stereotyped designation of the opposition of Israel to the
preaching of the Gospel (12. 11; 13. 50; 14. 2, 4, 5, 19; etc.). At the end
of Acts, 
� ’;
����̂
� is the symbol of opposition to the Gospel.51

This is not to say that the Christian missionaries’ contentions with
Judaism only begin in Antioch of Pisidia (Acts 13). But during the golden
age, which has been called ‘the Jerusalem spring’ (chs. 2–5), the hostility
the apostles encounter is confined to the circle of leaders (high priest,
elders, scribes, Sadducees), whereas the people ‘held them [the apostles]
in high esteem’ and ‘more than ever believers were added to the Lord,
great numbers of both men and women’ (Acts 5. 13–14). At the begin-
ning of Acts, the same rupture as we have seen in the gospel separates
the people from their leaders. Fear of the crowds is a protection for the
apostles against the fury of the Sanhedrin (5. 26). Not the crowd, but
the Sanhedrin are blamed for the crisis that destroys the harmony: the
execution of Stephen (6. 9–15; 7. 54–60). The disciples’ destiny is being
modelled on that of their Master. This is explicitly declared in the prayer
of the community (4. 27–30).52 The disciples cannot hope for a better
fate than that of their Master (Luke 12. 8–12).
At the other end of the narrative, the climate has completely changed.

Paul is seized in the Temple (!) by the Jerusalem crowd, dragged out, and
escapes only through the intervention of Roman police (21. 26–33). One
must note the symbolic meaning of the action of the furious crowd: after
having ejected Paul (21. 30)53 from the Temple which had been the centre

five occurrences of 2�
� in Acts 1–11, twelve occurrences in 13 to 19 and five in
20 to 28.
51 The figure of the Jews has been reworked narratively by Luke in order to take on the

hostile pole in the network of characters in the narrative (on this narrative procedure: J. A.
Darr, Character Building, 1992). However, it is true that the construction of this anti-hero
character is not as massive as M. J. Cook and J. T. Sanders claim: (a) Luke can use it
together with the mention of the Jews converted by the apostles’ preaching; cf. for example
13. 43, 45; (b) the behaviour of the Jews of Cyprus (13. 5), Derbe (14. 2), Beroea (17. 10; by
comparison with 17. 13!) and Ephesus (18. 19–20) is not hostile; (c) in Corinth, Ephesus,
Jerusalem and Caesarea, it is the political apparatus that takes over Paul’s case (however,
the civil servants are, in fact, instrumentalized by the Jews: 18. 12–13; 19. 33; 21. 30–6;
14. 1–9, 27). See also H. Merkel’s ‘Israel’, 1994, pp. 393–4.
52 Concerning the progressive rise of hostility of the Jewish authorities toward the apos-

tles in Acts 2–5, see chapter 8, ‘Ananias and Sapphira (Act 5. 1–11): the original sin’ (esp.
pp. 161–2.
53 We must also note the irony of the narrator simmering beneath the accusation that

strikes the apostle: ‘This is themanwho is teaching everyone everywhere against our people,
our law and this place; more than that, he has actually brought Greeks into the Temple and
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of life for the first Christians (2. 46), they close the doors. The cry that had
decided the fate of Jesus is again repeated: ‘Remove this individual from
the earth’ (A�̂�� �	
̀ ��̂� ��̂� �
̀� �
�
�̂�
� 22. 22; cf. Luke 23. 18). As
is well known, the narrator has carefully modelled the martyrdom of Paul
on the Passion of Jesus.54 Has the same coalition formed itself again as
in the days of Jesus’ Passion? Has Israel again united itself against the
Nazarene? Everything makes one think so, but this is not the case.

From idyll to hysteria

Prior to further investigation, it is important to ask of Acts the same
question posed to the gospel: at what moment does the story turn? What
makes the relationship between Judaism andChristianitymove from idyll
to hysteria? The book ofActs ismore explicit than the gospel on this point.
The first break goes back to the Stephen affair (6. 8 – 8.1). Accused of

slandering the Temple and the Law, Stephen is led before the Sanhedrin,
who, after hearing him, stone him. His speech is a summary of sacred
history, fromAbraham to Solomon, centred on the question of where God
should be worshipped.55 God promised Abraham that his people would
come back after the exodus to worship in Israel’s land (7. 7); but the
construction of the Temple by Solomon was an error, for ‘the Most High
does not dwell in houses made with human hands’ (7. 48). Stephen’s
contention concerns the confinement of God to Israel.
The second break occurs with the encounter of Peter and Cornelius.

Luke has developed this into a highlight of his work (10. 1 – 11. 18).
The baptism of Cornelius does not take place without the powerful in-
tervention of God, which obliges Peter and convinces the Church of the

has defiled this holy place’ (21. 28). Not only the apology of chapter 22 will allow Paul to
claim his unshakeable fidelity to the Torah (22. 3); but the rereading of the Damascus event
will culminate in an order addressed to Paul by Christ to ‘get out of Jerusalem quickly’ for
‘I will send you far away to the Gentiles’ (22. 18, 21). In other words, Paul does not seek
so much to introduce a Gentile into the Temple as to follow his vocation of getting out of
the Temple to go where the Gentiles are.
54 Paul, like Jesus, finds himself alone before people who desire his death. Paul appears

before the Sanhedrin, before the Roman authority and before King Agrippa (Acts 21. 40 –
26. 32), just as Jesus appeared before the Sanhedrin, before Pilate and before Herod (Luke
22. 66 – 23. 25). The actors are the same. There is the same open defiance between the
Jewish nobles who demand the head of the accused (Luke 23. 2; Acts 24. 2–9) and the
Roman authorities who consider the victim innocent (Luke 24. 14–15, 22; Acts 25. 25;
Acts 26. 31–2). The evidence has been assembled by W. Radl, Paulus und Jesus, 1975,
pp. 169–251; see also J. B. Tyson’s Death of Jesus, 1986, pp.114–41.
55 See E. Richard, Acts 6,1–8,4, 1978, pp. 259–74. In his narrative overview of the

book of Acts, G. Wasserberg minimizes the criticism of the Temple in Stephen’s speech,
considering that the rupture with Israel does not come until Acts 10–11 (Aus Israels Mitte,
1998, pp. 248–50).
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immensity of the event: for the first time, a non-Jew is admitted into the
covenant. Luke shows how God directed the course of events: (a) by an
appearance to Cornelius (10. 3–6); (b) by a vision given to Peter (10.
10–16), destroying the ancient barrier between pure and impure; (c) by
a revelation of the Spirit to Peter (10. 19–20); (d) by a second Pentecost
in Cornelius’ house (10. 45–6). Nowhere else does the book of Acts in-
vest such a concentration of the supernatural in one event. The narrative
touches on a point that is extremely sensitive to Luke.
The revelation given to Peter can be summarized in these

words (10. 34): ‘I truly understand that God shows no partiality’
(
+� 4���� 	�
��	
�́�	��� 7 ��
́�). This is not to say that the status
of Israel is abolished, but its holiness is no longer exclusive, being now
enlarged to include all believers. An undeniable innovation comes into
the picture here, even though the old term 	�
��	
�́�	���, derived
from the LXX, is required to express it.56 Peter explains the unbelievable
turn of events: ‘God has shown me that I should not call anyone profane
or unclean’ (10. 28). The recentring57 of salvation history on the event of
Jesus, already announced in Peter’s speech in Jerusalem in 4. 12, receives
its ethical corollary here. Paul will link it to the theme of universality in
Antioch of Pisidia: God chose him to bring ‘salvation to the end of the
earth’ (13. 47). The ‘Jews’ in the book of Acts will fiercely oppose this
widening of the promises made to the chosen people.
I can now conclude my second investigation. The same development

brings together the Acts of the Apostles and the gospel of Luke and aligns
the fate of the witnesses with the destiny of their master: the growing
opposition that the word of Jesus meets. Wherever it may be, witness
arouses hostility, not only from the Jews, but principally from them. The
heart of the conflict is the revelation that with Jesus’ resurrection, the
holiness of Israel includes all men and women who believe.
Ifwe consider this development of the role of the Jewish actors, it seems

that the die is cast and that Luke, with regard to the image of Judaism,
endows the book of Acts with the same profile as the gospel: having

56 It is striking to note the lack of weight given to this text in the reflection of those
who hold to a continuity paradigm (Jervell, Tiede, Tannehill, Brawley); it is indubitable
that Luke has made it a turning point in his salvation history. This is attested by the care
given to the composition of 10. 1 – 11, 18, especially since the overthrow of the concept
of purity is not supported by any scriptural citation in the Lucan text (with J. B. Tyson,
Images of Judaism, 1992, pp. 119–25)! See F. Bovon’s treatment of this text in ‘Tradition
et rédaction’, 1987.
57 To indicate the Christian rupture with Israel, D. Gerber speaks of the ‘end of a be-

longing’ (the end of the exclusiveness of the chosen people) and Christological ‘recentring’
(‘Luc et le judaı̈sme’, 1993, pp. 63–5).
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begun in euphoria, the encounter ends in hatred. Is this what happens?
No. The expected scenario does not turn out exactly according to these
norms. Luke is more subtle. The way that Paul’s passion resembles that of
Jesus no doubt reflects Luke’s desire to demonstrate the repetition of the
phenomenon of rejection.58 The chosen people no longer want Jesus or
his messengers. However, in reading closely the last chapters of Acts, one
can also notice the difference from the narrative of the Passion, as Luke
is careful to leave open cracks in the wall of hostility. Jewish hardness is
not as massive as it was with Jesus; there are openings. In this image of
Judaism, which gradually grows darker as the narrative of Acts advances,
there are signs which finally allow us to glimpse the fact that, in Luke’s
eyes, the debate does not end with a closed door. I discern two cracks and
shall now devote my third inquiry to exploring them.

Openness and closure (Acts 21–28)

The question with which I am concerned here is how Luke composes
the image of Judaism at the end of his work. The conclusion of a literary
work is clearly a strategic position, for it is at this point, when the narrative
comes to an end, that the narrative world displayed by the author rejoins
the world of the readers. So the question is: what image of the relationship
betweenChristianity and Judaism,what hope,what regrets,will the reader
take away as he or she leaves the narrative world and rejoins their own?

The cracks

I mentioned two cracks. I see the first where Luke comes to the end of
the story. Four Pauline apologies mark the last section of Acts: before the
people of Jerusalem (ch. 22), before the Sanhedrin (ch. 23), before the
governor Felix (ch. 24) and before King Agrippa (ch. 26). The accusation
of the Jerusalem leaders is invariable: ‘We have found this man a pestilent
fellow, an agitator among all the Jews throughout the world’ (24. 5; cf.
already Luke 23. 5). If the indictment is clear, Paul’s defence is less so, as
he does not respond to the charge. Paul never seeks to clear himself of the
accusation of troublemaking.His only argument, his only plea, is to affirm
his Jewishness. ‘I ama Jew . . . brought up at the feet ofGamaliel, educated
strictly according to the law of the fathers’ affirms Paul in Jerusalem
(22. 3). ‘I am a Pharisee, a son of Pharisees . . .’ he declares before the
Sanhedrin (23. 6). Again, before Felix, Paul confesses, ‘I worship the

58 On the procedure of syncrisis that is at work here, see above, pp. 56–9.
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God of the fathers, believing everything laid down according to the law
or written in the prophets’ (24. 14). And before Agrippa: ‘Now, I stand
here on trial on account of my hope in the promise made by God to our
fathers’ (26. 6).
In Rome, the apostle will repeat that if he wears chains it is because

of the hope of Israel (28. 20). What does this hope affirm? It affirms that
Israel is destined to be the light to all nations, bearer of justification for
all, just as the raising of Jesus from the dead attests (13. 37–9). In other
words, even before the representatives of the Roman authorities, who
have to decide on his life, it is to Judaism, and again to Judaism, that Paul
appeals in order to certify that the mission in which he participates has
its origins in the Word of the God of the fathers.59

Here is the crack: going against those who repudiate him, Paul claims
his adherence to the holy people and the tradition of the fathers, but
his protest is not without echo. In his (useless) attempt to convince the
Sanhedrin (ch. 23), Paul addresses the Pharisees who form the assembly
with the Sadducees: ‘Brothers, I am a Pharisee, a son of a Pharisee, I am
on trial concerning the hope of the resurrection of the dead’ (23. 6). This
statement creates a confusion in the assembly since the Sadducees do not
believe in the resurrection. The result: ‘certain scribes of the Pharisees’
group stood up and contended, “We find nothing wrong with this man.
What if a spirit or an angel has spoken to him?” (23. 9). This is most
unusual. Not only does Paul affirm that he is a Pharisee, but the other
Pharisees recognize him as one of their own and join King Agrippa in his
defence.
Why does Luke refer to this incident? I shall not deny the narrator’s

playful mischief in composing the incident. The hero’s play on words
renders this conclusion even more likely. The common conviction of the
resurrection of the dead, that Paul puts forward in order to set himself up
as the victim of the Sanhedrin’s hostility (23. 6), is no longer a hope as in
Pharisaic piety. Rather, it belongs to history. Is Luke’s desire merely to
be ironical about the dissentions among the Jews, who are incapable of
forming a unified front against Paul? On the contrary, I believe that once
again he is sincerely seeking to clarify the following: the Christian faith,

59 A. Loisy commented: ‘on ne doit pas conclure que le christianisme soit une religion
étrangère au judaı̈sme ou même anti-juive. C’est, si j’ose dire, la vraie religion juive’ (Actes
des apôtres, 1920, p. 939). In my view, Loisy describes more exactly the Lucan point of
view than R. L. Brawley who formulates the same truth in the opposite direction: ‘the
persecution [of Paul] has a relatively positive function, namely, to demonstrate how Jewish
the Christian Paul is. In four apologetic speeches Paul claims Pharisaic faithfulness to the
law and the Scriptures, and he justifies his preaching as true to Jewish tradition’ (italics
mine) (Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, p. 81).
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expounded by Paul, represents the best that Judaism has to offer; and, for
Luke, the best it offers is surely the Pharisaic piety.60 There are Pharisees
in Jerusalem, Luke writes, who agree with this idea.

The end of Acts

In my opinion, there is a further crack at the end of Acts (28. 17–31), as
the apostle encounters the Jewish delegation in Rome. This text, whose
understanding is much debated, is perhaps the most difficult passage in
Acts. For Luke, in themasterly conclusion of his narrative, demonstrates a
subtlety that too rigid a reading scheme cannot perceive. In this case, both
the paradigm of continuity (which plays down the final rupture between
Paul and Judaism) and the paradigm of rupture (which gives finality to
Israel’s rejection without respecting Paul’s openness: 28. 30) fail to grasp
the full scope of the scale of the conclusion of Acts. This passage is
the witness par excellence to Luke’s ambivalence about Israel, which
I have been trying to demonstrate from the beginning of this chapter. The
last scene of Acts has both signs of closure and signs of openness. I am
anticipating here the results of my detailed study of Acts 28. 16–31 in
chapter 10.61

I begin with the signs of closure. The weight of Isaiah’s word of judge-
ment (Isa. 6. 9–10), which punctuates the mixed reaction of the Roman
Jews to Paul’s preaching (28. 24–7), must not be underestimated for
the five reasons summarized in the following: (1) the author has trun-
cated this quotation in Luke 8.10 (differing from Mark 4.12) in order
to reserve it for the end of his work. (2) The division of the Jewish
group (its ��������́�, v. 25) is opposed to the massive agreement of the
prophet Isaiah, Paul and the Holy Spirit, concerning the word of judge-
ment. (3) The words of Isaiah are interpreted by verse 28 which affirms

60 Throughout the narrative of Luke–Acts, the figure of the Pharisees goes through a
curious evolution that testifies to the nuanced perception of the relationship of Judaism and
Christianity which permeates the work of Luke. Adversaries at the outset of the gospel
(Luke 5. 21), the Pharisees are exonerated from responsibility for Jesus’ condemnation by
the passage that does not mention them among the actors of the Passion (Luke 22–3). More
than once in Acts, they are the defenders of the apostles, who are tormented by the Jewish
leaders (Acts 5. 33–9; 22. 3; 23. 1–10). At the climax of this evolution, Paul appeals to
the Pharisaic ideology (23. 6). Concerning the image of the Pharisees in Luke–Acts, one
should consult: J. B. Tyson, Death of Jesus, 1986, pp. 64–72; R. L. Brawley, Luke–Acts
and the Jews, 1987, pp. 84–106; J. T. Sanders, Jews in Luke–Acts, 1987, pp. 84–131 and
J. A. Darr, Character Building, 1992, pp. 85–126. G. Wasserberg (Aus Israels Mitte, 1998,
pp. 179–89) correctly notes the ambivalence of these characters in Luke–Acts, owing to the
closeness that Luke ascribes to Pharisaism and Christianity concerning resurrection.
61 For the justification of my reading, the reader can refer to pp. 223–30.
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the sending of the salvation of God to the Gentiles, who will accept it
in contrast to Israel’s rejection. (4) From one end of Acts to the other,
one can see the shift between Peter’s speech in Jerusalem, proclaiming
a promise destined ‘for you, for your children, and for all who are far
away’ (2. 39), and Paul’s speech in Rome, concluding that ‘this salva-
tion of God has been sent to the Gentiles; they will listen’ (28. 28).
(5) This declaration of verse 28 takes up the preceding statements of
13. 46 and 18. 6, but its place at the end of the work gives it a definitive
character.62

It is difficult to deny that, from the point of view of the author of
Luke–Acts, a period in salvation history comes to an end: the nations will
henceforth accept what Judaism did not want and Luke’s Christianity
lives from this reality. Through a tragic irony, the majority of Israel has
confirmed that it rejects what is in reality the fulfilment of its expectation.
Concerning Judaism, it is the hour of neither triumph nor curse, but a
recognition of failure. Paul recognizes that the word of Isaiah is fulfilled
in the present circumstance: ‘This people’s heart has growndull’ (28. 27a).
The Christianity that Luke addresses most probably no longer exercises
an active mission to the Jews.63

However, this same passage also presents signs of openness. First, the
Jewish deputation in Rome is not completely closed off by refusal, but is
divided (28. 24). If Paul failed to convince Israel, if the hope of uniting
Judaism around Jesus is lost, the promise to convince some that the ‘light
for the revelation to the Gentiles is the glory of Israel’ is not abandoned.64

A second sign of openness is that just as the prophet does not curse the
people of God, but calls them to change, so the apostle Paul presented by
Luke is shown in these last verses as preaching the Kingdom of God to

62 R. C. Tannehill underestimates the rhetorical function of the end of the work when
he aligns 28. 28 with the two preceding statements (13. 46 and 18. 6). He thinks that the
cycle ‘rejection of the Jews/Paul’s return to the synagogue’ will resume after chapter 28, as
it resumed after Antioch of Pisidia and after Corinth (Narrative Unity, I, 1986, pp. 350–1).
The inclusio between Acts 28. 28 and Luke 3. 6 is a supplementary indication of the
conclusive character of this declaration.
63 The deliberate blackening of the ‘Jews’ in Acts makes Brawley’s thesis improbable.

He thinks Luke’s work constitutes a call to the Jews (Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, p. 159:
‘Luke appeals to them’). For Luke, the dialogue between Christianity and Israel must be
preserved, but his book is clearly for internal use only.
64 The words of H. Conzelmann remain true: ‘We can say that the Jews are now called

to make good their claim to be “Israel”. If they fail to do this, then they become “the Jews”.
For the individual the way of salvation is open, now as always. The polemic is at the same
time a call to repentance; the continual reminder that the Church is grounded in redemptive
history prevents the connection with Israel from ever being forgotten’ (Theology of St Luke,
1982, p. 145).
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‘all who (	�́����) came to him’ (28. 30). With regard to the Jews, this
	�́����65 does not close the door, but leaves it open.
The time of universal mission, which is inaugurated and legitimated by

Acts 28, envisages the individual conversion of Jews to Christianity; the
conversionof ‘all the people’ is postponed to the end times, as certain logia
(Luke 13. 34–5; 19. 41–4; 21. 24b; cf. Acts 3. 21) could be understood.66

The conclusion ofActs, then,while sealing the endof a period (and the end
of a hope) yet refusing to break off the dialogue with Israel, crystallizes
the position that Luke has unceasingly defended throughout his work.
Had Luke wanted to leave the ‘Jewish file’ open at the end of his grand
narrative, he would not have gone about it any differently.67 In fact, that
is exactly the way he does go about it! However, if the composition of this
passage indicates the subtlety of his position concerning Judaism, it also
reveals the difficulty. How can he hold to a universalism and maintain an
openness to Jewish particularity at the same time? The question merits
further attention in my conclusion.

Conclusion: continuity and rupture

My initial question was: what image of the Jewish–Christian relation-
ship is presented in the work of Luke? I have defended the idea that the
two readings, which quarrel over the interpretation of Luke–Acts, fail to
capture Luke’s theological project, which refuses to be imprisoned by
either continuity or discontinuity. The seemingly contradictory indica-
tions present throughout the text actually help to overcome the impasse,
thereby crediting Luke with a larger theological vision. His achievement
consists in placing Christianity at the intersection of the continuity and
the rupture with Israel,68 or if one prefers, Luke has attempted precisely to

65 The universality of 	�́���� has been defended by V. Stolle, Zeuge als Angeklagter,
1973, pp. 86–7 and H. Hauser, Abschlusserzählung, 1979, pp. 107–10.
66 F. Mussner (‘Apokatastasis’, 1961, pp. 233–4) and V. Fusco (‘Future of Israel’, 1996,

pp. 10–15) argued for this reading. H. Merkel has rallied to their position with this for-
mulation, ‘Ein Theologe, der wie Lukas so stark an der Kontinuität der Heilsgeschichte
interessiert war, hätte sich selbst aufgegeben, wenn er Israel aufgegeben hätte’ (‘Israel im
lukanischen Doppelwerk’, 1994, p. 397).
67 In a study whose exegetical finesse merits more attention by scholars, B. Wildhaber

notes this, ‘Et le récit [des Actes] finalement de s’achever sur un simple refus de con-
clure, mais qui, de fait, cache une ultime ouverture, et, de par sa formulation paradoxale-
ment apophatique, marque un point de non retour: ����̀ 	�́��� 	������́�� ����́���
(Ac 28,31)’ (Paganisme populaire, 1987, p. 75).
68 A good synthesis by C. K. Barrett: ‘Luke . . . means to say to Judaism both Yes and

No. Neither his Yes nor his No is as sharp as Paul’s Yes and No, but they are not unrelated
to them . . . The Old Testment is right, of course; but it must be rightly understood. Judaism
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unite what his exegetes seek to separate in his work. Everything leads one
to think that the Christianity of which Lukewrites, around the 80s, consti-
tutes an entity severed from Judaism. Luke’s Christianity has abandoned
any idea of converting all Israel and is aware that its vast majority is made
up of Gentiles. Under such circumstances, why is there this ambivalent
approach to the Christianity–Judaism relationship?
I shall attempt to respond to this question with five points.
(1) An unresolved tension. Luke does not seek to inspire in his readers,

with the help of a reactionary ideology of fusion with Israel, nostalgia
for a time passed: Acts clearly draws the sympathy of its readers towards
the missionaries, who are malevolently persecuted. When Luke writes
of the progressive deterioration of the relationship with the Synagogue,
he does not encourage his readers to cut themselves off from an ‘Israel
murderer of Christ’: in the narrative, the break always stems from a Jewish
decision, never from Christian initiative. Between the openness to Israel,
the promises of which the Church fulfils, and the violent rupture that
separates them, Luke–Acts ends in an unresolved tension (28. 16–28).69

For Luke, this tension is inherent in the very identity of Christianity and
its original rupture.
(2) Reinforcing consciousness of identity. While presenting this im-

age of the past, Luke seeks to reinforce the consciousness of identity
in the Christianity of his time. How? The fifty-two chapters of his-
tory laid out in Luke–Acts show where Christian roots lie: in the story
of a chosen people and in their Scriptures. Simultaneously, they at-
tribute to Judaism the responsibility for a separation from which the
Christian movement is born. In following the narrative from Jerusalem
to Rome, the reader is not encouraged to repudiate his or her origin,
but rather to rediscover it as a lost origin. Only the memory of this
firm attachment gives sense to Christian identity.70 This dialectic of
continuity and discontinuity suggests that Luke’s vision of Judaism
does not lack aggressivity (see the figure of the ’;
����̂
�), but neither

is the heir of the Old Testament; but to fulfil itself it must become Christian’ (‘Attitudes to
the Temple’, 1991, pp. 366–7).
69 I share R. C. Tannehill’s opinion. Narrative Unity, II, 1990, pp. 352–3.
70 On this point, I disagree with J. B. Tyson, for whom Luke 1–2 represents an image of

the Jewish past that is to be rejected. In Tyson’s view, the reader is identified as a Godfearer
(Images of Judaism, 1992, pp. 42–55, 181–3). I object to this interpretation: (a) Temple piety
as depicted in the infancy narratives is anachronistic for the narrator (who writes after 70)
as well as for the reader; (b) the ideal nature of the narrative, so beautifully portrayed in
Rembrandt’s paintings, lends itself more to the evocation of roots to be rediscovered than
to the exhibition of a past to be repudiated; (c) the religious past of the Godfearer is to be
sought in paganism rather than in Judaism.
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is it a denigration (Wills) nor a demonstration of the inferiority of
Judaism.71

(3) The triumph of God. Luke’s work does not culminate with the
assessment that the story of the Jesus movement in its relation to Israel
is a ‘tragic story’ (Tannehill). Once again, in Rome, Luke’s Paul protests
against the ejection that his fellow Jews so desire, but, at the same time,
he works at integrating the Gentiles into the people of God. Luke sees the
triumph of God in this act! The famous apostolic decree of 15. 28–9 is
representative of the Christianity that Luke has in mind, a reasonable and
universal Christianity, breaking with the exclusivity of Israel, yet whose
faith and practice inherit the quintessence of ‘the religion and ethic of
Judaism, with just enough of its practice to show continuity’.72 On the
question of Israel’s future, Luke is ignorant of the promise in Romans 11.
25–9; but the book of Acts does not endwith a logic of closure and several
indications in the gospel (Luke 13. 34–5; 19. 41–4: 21. 24b) ring out like
an echo, a distant echo, of the apocalyptic hope of the apostle to the
Gentiles. In his own way, Luke could also signify here (pace Vielhauer)
his dependence on Paul.
(4) A wide horizon. It is tempting to see in the historical figure of

the Godfearers the missing link between Israel and Gentile Christianity.
Some have thought that Luke would argue in their favour (Jervell)73 or
that his work was addressed to this group (Tyson).74 Even if the role
that Luke makes this transitional figure play is undeniable (the Ethiopian
eunuch, Cornelius), the Church is not merely an enlarged Synagogue.

71 L.M.Wills thinks that the negative portrayal of the Jews as troublemakers inActs aims
to disparage them, with the double goal of ‘deconstructing’ the relationship of Christianity
with Israel and linking them to Roman society (‘Depiction’, 1991, p. 652); concerning the
first point, my study contradicts his conclusion.
72 I quote C. K. Barrett, ‘Luke–Acts’, 1996, p. 95.
73 J. Jervell defended the idea that Acts told the story of the extension of salvation from

the Jews to the Godfearers and not to the Gentiles, and then ‘the church is very much like
the synagogue, where you find the same two groups’ (‘The Church of Jews’, 1988, p. 14).
But were not the Godfearers in any case Gentiles? (see the useful update of this subject in
J. T. Sanders’ ‘Who is a Jew?’, 1991, esp. pp. 439–51).
74 In spite of Tyson’s demonstration in Images of Judaism, 1992, it does not appear that

the Godfearers hold the key to Luke’s ambivalence with regard to Judaism: ‘If one intent of
the implied author is to wean the implied reader away from Judaism and convince him/her
to accept the Christian message, the ambivalence in Luke–Acts in regard to the images of
Judaism can be understood’ (p. 183). As to the identity of the Godfearers, we can note:
(a) that it does not coincide with the identification of Theophilus in Luke 1. 4 (Christian
catechesis); (b) that the text of Luke–Acts is clearly more open (what is the interest of the
Godfearer in the episode in Lystra (Acts 14) or the one in Athens (Acts 17)?). Concerning
the strategy of the work, the image of Judaism in Luke 1–2 is not repulsive, and Acts 28
culminates in the opening of the universal mission rather than in the closing of the Jewish
file. G. Wasserberg (Aus Israels Mitte, 1998, pp. 42–54) confirms this point of view.
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This would limit the horizon of his work by reducing the victory of God,
in the evangelization of the Gentiles, to a plea for the integration of the
fringes of Judaism.
(5) The universality of the holy people.What vision of the Church lives

in the work ad Theophilum? Luke has a vision of the people of God in
which Jew and Gentile coexist, a vision of the universality of the holy
people in which each one opens up to God by confessing his/her errors.
I think that Christianity for Luke resembles the school of Tyrannus of
Ephesus (19. 9) or the house of Paul in Rome (28. 16, 30–1). After the
Synagogue severed its ties with the apostle, he reconstituted a community
in these places, a community in which the two poles of the kingdom of
God and the Lordship of Jesus Christ (28. 23, 31) are both expressed and
in which ‘both Jews and Gentiles heard the Word of the Lord’ (19. 10;
28. 30). In Luke’s time, this vision was already utopian. However, Luke’s
dream remains to this day an inheritance to be rediscovered, in so far as
one allows his theological programme its force, which is to reconcile and
not to exclude, to maintain and not to destroy the relationship with Israel,
in both its continuity and its discontinuity.



8

ANANIAS AND SAPPHIRA (ACTS 5. 1–11):
THE ORIGINAL SIN

The story of the judgement of God on Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5.
1–11) is the most tragic episode in the book of Acts. The Lucan art of
dramatization reaches the height of pathos: the tragic end of Ananias
struck down by Peter’s accusing word, his rapid burial, then the arrival
of Sapphira ignorant of the dramatic event, her open lie followed by her
death, announced with a tone of black humour (5. 9b). The pragmatic
effect sought by the narrator is apparent in the text itself: ‘great fear
seized all who heard of it’ (5. 5, 11). This is a story that is meant to
provoke fear.
It must be said that the story, situated in the idyllic picture of the first

Christian community which unfolds in chapters 2 to 5, strikes the reader
with a narrative shock. What is the intention of the author of Acts? The
violence to the reader is also theological: how can one justify the tragic
disproportion between Ananias and Sapphira’s crime and the sanction
that strikes them? How can the absence of the typically Lucan offer of
conversion (����́�
��) be explained? Can Lucan ecclesiology endure this
dualist vision of a pure community from which the sinner is excluded by
death?
Furthermore, from an author with a reputation of aiming to soften the

internal conflicts of the Church (6. 1–6; 15. 7–35), the brutal emergence
of this crisis comes as a surprise. The punishment of the magician Bar-
Jesus (13. 6–12), which constitutes the analogy of the present narrative
in the context of the modelling of Paul on Peter, concludes less tragically
with his blinding. The story of Acts 5 presents itself as both a rupture
in the depiction of the ‘golden age’ of Christianity (chs. 2–5) and as an
anomaly in the theology of Luke.

No help from source criticism

In its effort to understand these odd features, research has turned to source
criticism, attempting to unravel what originates with the redactor and

155
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what was inherited from tradition. The results have produced an even
more profound perplexity.
Scholars have rushed to attribute the substance of the narrative to a

source, with the exception of verse 4. It is not necessary to repeat here the
arguments that are well known and convincing.1 From the time of Ernst
Haenchen, verses 7–11 have been most often considered as the redactor’s
extension of the primitive story;2 but this hypothesis is not convincing,
for, as the parables show, redundancy is also characteristic of popular
rhetoric. If the narrative received by Luke had already envisioned the
couple,3 the redaction of verses 7–11, in which the scenario of guilt and
death is repeated with Sapphira, has in any case been carefully attended
to by Luke with the goal of ensuring a dramatic climax to the story.
The text is constructed like a diptych, whose two panels – one centred

on the man (vv. 1–6) and the other on the woman (vv. 7–11) – correspond.
Comparison of verses 2 and 8, 3 and 9a, 5a and 10a, 5b and 114 shows
that, from the first to the second portrait, the narrator has orchestrated an
intensification of the scenario culminating with the fear that seizes ‘the
whole church’ (5. 11).
A methodological resort to the dialectic tradition/redaction does not

resolve the theological embarrassment for the reader. On the contrary, it
leads to the conclusion thatLukenot only agrees to accept the story into his
work, but even accentuates its dramatic effect! It becomes, in the light of
this, evenmore intriguing to knowwhat interest is guiding the author here.

Five readings of the text

In reading through the commentaries on Acts 5, one is struck by how this
theological embarrassment has led scholars to appeal to a hermeneutical
canon outside the text of Acts.

1 They can be found in G. Schneider, Apostelgeschichte, I, 1980, pp. 369–72.
2 E. Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, 1971, p. 241. For opposing views, see G. Schneider,

Apostelgeschichte, I, 1980, p. 371; R. Pesch, Apostelgeschichte, 1986, p. 196; and J. Jervell,
Apostelgeschichte, 1998, pp. 197–8.
3 This is the literary thesis held by R. Pesch, Apostelgeschichte, I, 1986, p. 196; B. Prete,

‘Anania e Saffira’, 1988, p. 483; J. Jervell, Apostelgeschichte, 1998, pp. 197 and 199. One
could critique this thesis by appealing to Luke’s partiality for pairing a man and a woman
(the centurion and the widow in Luke 7; Jairus and the woman in Luke 8; the Samaritan and
the two sisters in Luke 10; etc.), but the insistence of the author on the presence of women
does not authorize source criticism to attribute to him every mention of feminine presence!
4 Ananias does not speak (2), whereas Sapphira lies publicly (8); Ananias is accused of

lying to the Spirit (3), Sapphira of tempting it (9b); Peter does not announce the death of
Ananias (4), but does announce Sapphira’s (9b); the husband listens, falls and dies (5a), the
wife falls ‘immediately’ and dies (10a); the rumour spreads in 11 to ‘the whole church’.
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The reading of the Fathers is dominated by a dogmatic (an elabora-
tion of the doctrine of the Trinity), ethical (the rejection of greed) or
institutional (an exaltation of Peter’s power)5 quest.
Modern exegesis has deployed five kinds of reading, each resorting to

an external hermeneutical canon.
(a) An aetiological reading perceives in the story of God’s judgement

on Ananias and Sapphira the legendary response provided for the anxiety
of the first Christians facedwith the destiny of those who have died before
the parousia. The interpretative model is 1 Thessalonians 4. 13–17.6

(b) A Qumranian reading views this as a punishment for disciplinary
fraud in the giving of possessions to the community (5. 3–4);7 the inter-
pretative model is found in the regulations of the Qumran sect: 1 QS 6.
24b–25 and CD 14. 20–1.8

(c) A typological reading discerns in this event the theft of something
sacred. Its model is the fraud of Achan (Josh. 7).9

(d) An institutional reading attributes to the text the function of legit-
imizing a sacred rite of excommunication, as in 1 Corinthians 5. 13 and
Matthew 18. 15–17.10

(e) For the salvation-history reading, the crimeofAnanias andSapphira
is not moral, but theological. It blocks the action of the Spirit in directing
salvation history (Acts 1. 8).11

In contrast to all these readings, I shall adopt an interpretative criterion
intrinsic to the narration, seeking the point of view constructed by the

5 For a history of interpretation, see P. B. Brown’s thesis,‘Meaning and Function’, 1969,
pp. 51–92.
6 This is the hypothesis formulated by P. H. Menoud, ‘Mort d’Ananias et Saphira’,

1950. M.-E. Boismard and A. Lamouille take it up again in Actes des deux apôtres, II, 1990,
p. 165.
7 J. Schmitt, ‘Contributions’, 1957; E. Trocmé, ‘Livre des Actes’, 1957, pp. 197–9;

M. Klinghardt, Gesetz, 1988, pp. 57–9. Concerning the Qumranian model, B. J. Capper
(‘Interpretation’, 1983) postulates a legal regulation for entry into the community. The two
phases are illustrated in 5. 4a. The novice is required to give a declaration of surrendering
all possessions to the community which is then concretized by a ritual of entry.
8 ‘If one of them has lied deliberately in matters of property, he shall be excluded from

the pure Meal of the Congregation for one year and shall do penance with respect to one
quarter of his food’ (1QS 6. 25). ‘[Whoever] deliberately lies in a matter of property. . . and
shall do penance for six days’ (CD 14. 20). Texts translated by G. Vermès,Dead Sea Scrolls,
1995.
9 This reading is the most widespread and is defended with fervor by B. Prete, ‘Anania

e Saffira’, 1988, see pp. 480–1.
10 C. Perrot, ‘Ananie et Saphire’, 1981; G. Schille, Apostelgeschichte, 1983, p. 151.

G. Lüdemann accepts thismeaning for tradition;Frühe Christentum, 1987, p. 71. According
to S. Meurer, Acts 5 challenges the Church’s use of punitive justice which is reserved for
God alone (Recht im Dienst, 1972, pp. 83–92).
11 See especially P. B. Brown, ‘Meaning and Function’, 1969, pp. 200–14.
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author in the organization of the narrative. We know that in the reception
of a tradition, a narrative theology resorts to two procedures. On the one
hand, intervention in the text (I shall return to the interpretative gloss in
v. 4 later) and, on the other hand, placement in the context. I shall fol-
low the latter, which has received little attention when considering Acts
5. 1–11. My aim is to illuminate the intention that controls the
Lucan narrative. What is the narrative strategy into which Acts 5.
1–11 fits, and what indications for understanding has the author
placed in the narration for the reader? In other words, how did Luke
programme the reading of Acts 5. 1–11 in the organization of his
text?

The narrative structure of Acts 2–5

The first sequence that emerges in reading is Acts 4. 32 – 5. 11. This unit
contains a summary (4. 32–5), centred on the sharing of possessions in the
Jerusalem community, to which is attached two incidents: the example of
Joseph called Barnabas (4. 36–7), who sells a field and brings the money
to the apostles, and the example of Ananias and Sapphira (5. 1–11), who
also sell a piece of property, butwithhold a part of themoney before laying
it at the feet of the apostles. The summary and the two incidents arewelded
together by the same ‘economic’ vocabulary;12 the Lucan redaction of the
summary must be responsible for this terminological harmonization. The
result, after the summary which presents (in the imperfect of duration) a
principle of the sharing of possessions among the first Christians, is that
the two incidents (presented in the aorist) each concretize an application
of the principle of sharing.
After the panoramic horizon of the summary, the field of vision is re-

stricted to an actualized example (Barnabas), and then a counter-example
(Ananias and Sapphira). Should we conclude with Dibelius that 4. 36–7
presents a positive example and 5. 1–11 offers a negative one?13 The
idea is not wrong, but it must not be forgotten that the story of Ananias
and Sapphira is not the final point in the narrative; Luke’s story contin-
ues with a new summary (5. 12–16), which does not pick up the theme
of sharing possessions, but rather relates the ‘many signs and wonders’

12 ��	��́����� (4. 34; 5. 3); 	���̂� (4. 37; 5. 1); 	�
̀� �
�� 	
́��� ��̂� �	
��
́��
����́��� (4. 35, 37; 5. 2); !	�́����� (4. 34; 5. 4) ����́
� (4. 34; 5. 3, 8); ��́���� (4. 34, 37;
5. 2); ����́ (4. 34; 5. 2). I shall return later to the decisive recurrence of the non-economic
term �����́� (4. 32; 5. 3, 4).
13 M. Dibelius, ‘Style Criticism’ [1923], 1956, p. 9.
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accomplished among the people through the hands of the apostles
(5. 12). This summary emphasizes the miraculous to such a degree that
‘they even carried out the sick into the streets, so that Peter’s shadow
might fall on some of them as he came by’ (5. 15). This new sum-
mary selects the miraculous dimensions of the story of Ananias and Sap-
phira, which is then amplified in order to describe a vast healing activity
(5. 15–16).14

Placed between two summaries, one devoted to the theme of sharing
possessions (4. 32–5), and the other to the miraculous activity of the
apostles (5. 12–16), the story of Acts 5 responds to the narrator’s dual
interest. This then means that the sequence of 4. 32 – 5. 11 is too narrow
a literary frame from which to discern the narrative project of the author.
A wider scope of vision, that of Acts 2–5, is necessary.

A rhythmic narrative

Acts 2–5 is a literary sequence with recognized limits: it opens with
Pentecost (2. 1–13) and closes before the Hellenists’ complaint (6. 1–6).
This literary unit, devoted to the ‘golden age’ of the first Christian
community, is marked by three major summaries: 2. 42–7; 4. 32–5
and 5. 12–16. The first summary (2. 42–7) concludes Peter’s speech
at Pentecost (2. 14–36) followed by the conversion of the three thou-
sand (2. 37–41). Few have noticed that this summary forms an in-
clusio with the last verse of chapter 5: 	�̂��́� �� -��́��� (2. 46, ���’
-��́���)  � ��̃% ����̃% ��& ���’ 
�̂�
� (2. 46,  � ��̃% ����̃% �� ���’ 
�̂�
�) 
+�
 	�/
��
 (2.46, 	�
�������
�̂����) ����́��
���� (2. 42, � ��̂ ����� ��̂)
��& �+�����*
́���
� �
̀� <����
́� ’;��
�̂� (cf. 28. 31). On the basis of
its form (synthethic description of the life of the community in the durative
imperfect) and its narrative function (conclusive recapitulation marking
a pivotal point in the narrative), therefore, 5. 42 deserves to be aligned
with the three major summaries.
In between the first summary 2. 42–7 and the conclusion 5. 42, it

appears that the narrative is not only punctuated by the summaries, but it is
governed by a recurring schema that presents in succession the following
elements: summary – event (scene) – interpretation (speech) – contrasted
effect. This schema, with variants, is repeated four times in the narrative
according to the following outline.

14 Concerning this subject, see the commendable study of S. J. Noorda, ‘Scene and
Summary’, 1979.
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Interpretation Contrasted
Summary Event (scene) (speech) effect

4. 1--3

2. 42--7 3. 1--10 3. 11--26

4. 4
4. 13--22

4. 5--7 4. 8--12

4. 23--31
4. 32--5 4. 36--7 and

5. 1--10
5. 12--16 5. 17--21a

5. 33

5. 21b--26 5. 27--32

5. 34--40

5. 41--2

5. 5b, 11

The first summary (2. 42–7) describes the unanimity of believers as the effect
of the Spirit of Pentecost. On the one hand, the miraculous activity of the apostles
(��́���� ��& �����̂�, cf. 2. 19) provokes the religious fear of all (�
́,
�). On the
other hand, ecclesial unity is concretized in the community of possessions. The
event which follows, a healing at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple (3. 1–10),
exemplifies the miraculous activity. Peter’s speech interprets it as a sign of the
efficacy of the name of Jesus (3. 16). The effect of the speech on the priests and
Sadducees is negative (they imprison Peter and John, 4. 1–3), but it is positive on
the crowd and five thousand are converted (4. 4).
A new event takes place in 4. 5–7 with the interrogation of the apostles by the

Sanhedrin, followed by Peter’s speech (4. 8–12), again provoking a contrasted
reaction. The Sanhedrin deliberates (4. 13–22) and commands the apostles no
longer to pronounce or to teach in the name of Jesus. Conversely, the gathered
community prays to its Lord, and, as the community prays that �����̂� ��& ��́����
be accomplished in their midst, the place is shaken and all the believers are filled
with the Holy Spirit (4. 30–1).
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The second summary (4. 32–5) links up with the theme of sharing possessions,
left suspended since 2. 44–5. As I have mentioned, this theme is condensed into
two events: the act of Barnabas (4. 36–7) and the counter model of Ananias and
Sapphira (5. 1–11). The sole effect is to provoke fear (�
́,
�) in all those who
hear the news and in all the  �����́� (5. 5b, 11). However, the place has changed.
We are no longer in the Temple, nor before the Sanhedrin, but within the closed
context of the community.What follows in the narrative will return to the exterior.
The third summary (5. 12–16) abandons the theme of sharing possessions only

to intensify the miraculous activity of the apostles (�����̂� ���̀ ��́���� 	
�:
5. 12). These signs and wonders, which take place ‘through the hands of the
apostles’ (5. 12a), answer the clear request of the community, who had prayed to
the Lord to stretch out his hand ‘to heal’ and to accomplish ‘signs and wonders’
(4. 30). A thematic continuitywith the story ofAnanias and Sapphira is clear: holy
fear (cf. 5. 11) keeps the crowds away from the apostles (5. 13), but provokes
the conversion of ‘great numbers of both men and women’ (5. 14). The sick
arrive in masses, hoping to be healed by the shadow of Peter, and ‘they were all
cured’ (5. 16). Without a doubt, from the first to the third summary, the narrative
accelerates and, in this escalation of success, the sequence 4. 32–5. 11 has played
a determining role.
The events also gain in gravity. The success of the apostles excites the jealousy

of the Sadducees (4. 17), who again have the apostles incarcerated. However, this
new imprisonment is interrupted by the miraculous deliverance by an angel of the
Lord (5. 17–21a). After the grotesque interval of the pursuit of the apostles . . . who
are teaching in the Temple (5. 21b–26!), Peter’s speech to the Sanhedrin culmi-
nates in the announcement of the exaltation of the Crucified One (5. 31). Again,
opinions are divided: some wish to put the apostles to death (5. 33), while others
decide to free the apostles, convinced by Gamaliel’s argument: ‘keep away from
these men and let them alone; because if this plan or this undertaking is of human
origin, it will fall; but if it is of God, you will not be able to overthrow them – in
that case you may even be found fighting against God!’ (5. 38–9).

A double gradation

Finally, what is the plot of the macro-narrative of Acts 2. 42 – 5. 42? It
recounts how the Spirit of Pentecost seized the first Christian community,
grouped around the apostolic nucleus, in order to constitute and expand it
in an open crisis with the Jewish religious authorities. From chapter 2 to
chapter 5, a double gradation takes place. On the one hand, the believing
community grows in numbers (2. 41; 4. 4; 5. 14) and the thaumaturgical
activity of the apostles builds in intensity (2. 43; 3. 7–8; 4. 33; 5. 12–
16). On the other hand, in contrast to the success of the community with
the Jewish crowds, the confrontation with the authorities of the people
progressively intensifies (4. 3; 4. 18; 5. 33; 5. 40–1); it reaches its climax in
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the stoning of Stephen (7. 54–8), which the desire for his deathmentioned
in 5. 33 already anticipates.15

The conflict arises specifically between the Christian group and the
Sadducean aristocracy, overshadowed by the figure of the High Priest.
Territorially, it takes place between the Temple (crystallization of the
Sadducean power) and the Sanhedrin (where the Jewish officials have
the right to forbid preaching). The growing crisis between the Christian
group and the Sadducean leaders has all the characteristics of a territorial
quarrel,16 aiming to determine who possesses the theological authority at
the centre of Israel’s religion. Gamaliel’s compromise does not prevent
the apostles from being beaten nor from once again being prohibited from
preaching (5. 40). This Sadducean victory is nevertheless a Pyrrhic vic-
tory. Verse 42 indicates at once that the spread of the Word is irresistible:
‘every day in the Temple and at home they did not cease to teach and
proclaim Jesus as the Messiah’.
At this juncture, it must be clearly said, and this will be fundamental

to the interpretation of the text, that the sequence 4. 32 – 5. 11 does not
fit into the growth of Jewish hostility. On the other hand, the decisive
role that it does play in the success of the community is attested by the
religious fear that surrounds it like an aura (5. 5b, 11) and by the excess
of the miraculous attested in the third summary (5. 12–16).

A reading centred on the community

What consequences can now be drawn for the understanding of 4. 32 – 5.
11? I see four.
(a) The sequence belongs to the macro-narrative which is entirely ded-

icated to showing the marvellous growth of the community, in spite of
and through the opposition that binds it to the Jewish people. The nar-
rator contrives to contrast a unified Christian community (2. 42–7; 4.
23–35; 5. 12b) with the hostile (4. 1–3, 17; 5. 17–18, 33, 40), helpless
(4. 13–17, 21) or divided Jewish authorities (5. 21b–26, 33–9). On the
one hand, there is harmony and, on the other, division and hatred. What

15 Thedouble gradation inActs 2–5 corresponds to a narrative technique that is frequently
used in Acts: redundancy underlines the motif, while escalation heightens the dramatic
effect. Hence, the incidences of imprisoning the apostles are repetitive and become more
serious on each occasion (4. 3; 5. 18). In the same manner, the signs of divine favour on the
community are repeated with growing intensity (3. 6–7; 4. 8; 5. 12–16; 5. 19). Concerning
this, see A. J. Walworth, Narrator of Acts, 1984, pp. 158–72, especially pp. 168–72.
16 This idea is borrowed fromR.C.Webber’s socio-rhetorical considerations (‘WhyWere

the Heathen?’, 1992). His analysis makes clear the fact that the narrator, while presenting
the apostles as victims, does not remove their provocative role.
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is at stake in this confrontation is not the need to ensure an adequate
management of the community, but to know – to use Gamaliel’s words –
if the Church is ‘of God’ ( � ��
�̂ 5. 39).17 The reader knows this is the
case since Pentecost, but, at the level of the story, Israel must still learn
it. What I have elsewhere called the ‘Gamaliel principle’ is placed into
the narrative; hence the narrative is given the means of verification.18

What attests the existence  � ��
�̂? In this context, it is the growth of the
community: ‘day by day the Lord added to their number those who were
being saved’ (2. 47). There is no doubt that from Luke’s perspective the
mission’s success depends on one factor alone: the fellowship of the be-
lievers. The summaries continually repeat this (2. 46–47a and 47b; 4. 32
and 33; 5. 12b and 14). Thus the fellowship of believers is viewed as an
almost ontological quality of the Church. It constitutes in Acts 2–5 the
essential factor in the missionary expansion.
(b)The themeof conflict,which runs through themacro-narrative, char-

acterizes the external threat represented by the animosity of the leaders
of Israel. Acts 5. 1–11 is unique in bringing up a conflictual problematic
internal to the community. The link is provided by the dimension of mis-
sion. What is at stake in the conflict set off by Ananias and Sapphira’s
deception is the effect of the community on the �
́� (5. 12). The com-
munity in 5. 1–11 is then not considered from the angle of how it handles
discipline, but from the perspective of its power of missionary expansion.
This point weighs against a Qumranian or institutional reading.
(c) The conclusion of the narrative mentions for the first time in Acts

(with the exception of the gloss presented in the so-called Western tradi-
tion, D, in 2. 47), the term  �����́� (5. 11). It occurs after this twenty-two
times, and is applied essentially to the local community. Contrary tomany
commentators,19 I donot think thatLuke,whohandles his vocabulary very
well, accidentally chose the first occurrence of this theologically loaded
terminology;20 for if, at the level of the story, A�� ��̀�  �����́�� des-
ignates the gathered community in Jerusalem, the narration of Acts 2–5
presents it as the archetype of all Christian communities.  �����́� here
designates the community of Jerusalem as a prototype of the eschatolog-
ical community of salvation. This theological sense is also shown in the

17 ‘TheAnanias story reveals an important side of this �
�����́�; it is not just a community
of friends, but an enterprise of divine character . . . This expresses a central idea for Luke.
It is the climax of ch. 4 as is phrased by Peter and John in 4. 19 . . . Furthermore it is the
climax of ch. 5 as phrased by Gamaliel in 5. 38f.’ (S. J. Noorda, Scene and Summary, 1979,
pp. 481–2).
18 See above, pp. 93–4 (ch. 5).
19 Most recently, J. Jervell, Apostelgeschichte, 1998, p. 198.
20 With G. Lüdemann, Early Christianity, 1989, p. 64.
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use of the term in 8. 1, 3 and 9. 31. If this is the case, we must be attentive
to the function of our narrative in the acquisition of this new title. Acts
5. 1–11 recounts how the community of believers, which up to this point
is labelled with the indeterminate term 	�́�
� (4. 32; cf. 5. 14; 6. 2),
acquires the status of the assembly of the people of God ( �����́�). This
status is acquired through the action of God’s judgement, which excludes
from the assembly those who are not ‘of one heart and soul’ (4. 32).21

The problematic of the text, from the point of view of the narrator, who
is responsible for the title  �����́� in 5. 11, is ecclesiological rather than
soteriological. Whatever the meaning of the text in the tradition, it does
not lend itself, from Luke’s perspective, to an aetiological reading.
(d) The succession summary – event (scene), found three times in

2. 42–5. 42, implies rhetorically that the scene illustrates and concretizes,
in the life of the community, the thesis set forth in the summary. Luke has
introduced in the summary 4. 32–5 two elements absent in the two scenes,
4. 36–7 and 5. 1–11. On the one hand, the selling of possessions seeks to
eliminate poverty within the community (4. 34) and, on the other hand,
the ‘feet of the apostles’ function as a centre of distribution according
to the needs of each (4. 35).22 The decision of Ananias and Sapphira
is thus oriented toward the needs of others and toward the construction
of a loving community. The summary places their crime in the ethical
perspective of the sharing of possessions, rather than in the register of
a sacrilegious offence pertaining to holy possessions, as the typological
reading based on Joshua 7 would infer.

The community, the Spirit and the Word

The stupor of readers faced with the brutality of the story (two terrifying
deaths and the absence of an offer of repentance) is heightened in the
writing of the account: this writing, very factual, lacks any emotional
dimension. Narrative rhetoric does not express any compassion or state
of mind. Robert O’Toole, with regard to this, writes of ‘shock therapy’.23

The formula is nice, but from what is it necessary for the reader to be
healed?What does shock-writing seek tomake the reader aware of? Three
answers are possible (not exclusive in my opinion): breaking the law of
the group, the crime against the Spirit and the terrible efficacy of the
Word.

21 Sr Anne-Etienne and C. Combet-Galland, ‘Actes 4, 32–5, 11’, 1977, pp. 548–9.
22 This has been well pointed out by F. W. Horn, Glaube und Handeln, 1983, pp. 46–7.
23 R. F. O’Toole, ‘ “You Did Not Lie to Us” ’, 1995, p. 19: ‘a kind of “shock therapy” ’.
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A violation of loyalty

The pattern ‘summary (4. 32–4) – example (4. 35–6) – counter-example
(5. 1–11)’ makes it clear that Barnabas complies with the law of the group
concerning the sharing of possessions, while the couple betray it. Similar
schemas are not unknown. BruceMalina’sworks in cultural anthropology
have formalized them.24

Malina has detected in first-century Mediterranean societies the ex-
istence of fictive family cells, that is, groups where individuals pledge
themselves to a common solidarity similar to the ties of a clan, yet with-
out being blood related. These groups, constructed on a philosophical
and/or religious ideology, offer the individual protection against the so-
cial environment in exchange for unfailing loyalty. Five characteristics
denote their identity: loyalty and confidence toward the group, the preser-
vation of the common conviction toward the exteriorworld, an open house
to all members, the obligation to take care of the needs of one another
and the consciousness of sharing the same destiny. Honour and shame
are dispensed according to the respect or transgression of the collective
rules.
Josephus described Essene groups in the cities of Syro-Palestine who

lived out an ideal derived from Qumran and correspond to this portrait.
The Pythagoreans, if one follows the account of Iamblichus, formed com-
munities where ‘all things were common’ (Vit. Pyth. 167–9). Josephus
compares the Essenes with the Pythagorean cells (A.J. 15.371). I can
affirm, then, that the model circulated. It must be said that the sharing of
possessions was part of a friendship ideal, implanted in Greek culture in
earlier centuries. The first literary trace of it can be found in Aristotle:
‘The proverb “all is common among friends” is exact; it is in communion
that friendship exists’ (Nicomachean Ethics 8.11).25 The author of Acts
wanted to make it known to his readers that the original community, the
church of Jerusalem, fulfilled the ideal of sharingwhichwas current in the
culture at that time. The portrait of this community corresponds almost
exactly to themodel thatMalina draws: the believers are loyal to the group

24 B. J. Malina, Anthropology, 1986. See also B. J. Malina and J. H. Neyrey, ‘Honor and
Shame’, 1991.
25 The formula ‘all is common among friends’ is repeatedly in evidence among theGreek

writers (Plato, Lysis 207–8; Menander, Adelphes 9; Plutarch,De fraterno amore 20) as well
as Latin ones (Martial, Cicero, De off. 1.16.51, Seneca, De beneficiis 7.4.1). The reader
of the first century will have recognized this in Luke’s writing in Acts 4. 32: ‘everything
they owned was held in common’, but instead of attributing this to friends, it is important
to note, the author attributes this communion to ‘the whole group of those who believed’
moved by the Spirit of Pentecost. Concerning this hellenistic topos, see above, pp. 73–5
(ch. 4).
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and its recognized leaders (2. 42; 4. 23–4; 5. 12); the converted welcome
each other into their homes (2. 46; 5. 42; 10. 6; 12. 12; 16. 15; etc.); they
provide for the needs of each other: ‘no one claimed private ownership
of any possessions’ (4. 32, 35); the consciousness of an identical destiny
is present (4. 23–31).
In returning to Acts 5, the pertinence of Malina’s model becomes ob-

vious. The Lucan rhetoric, as we have seen, fixes attention on the destiny
of the community rather than on the psychology of individuals. It is espe-
cially impressive to note how efficiently the narrator has programmed, by
the ordering of the text, a reading perspective that is strictly interior to the
community. The reader is installed within the circle of the community,
where he/she enters with Ananias (v. 2b), where others enter (vv. 7, 10b)
and some leave (vv. 6, 10b), where also the steps of those who approach
are heard (v. 9b). The event takes place within the community and all the
information given to the reader comes fromwithin. It is within that he/she
learns from Peter’s lips that the property sold is real estate (����́
�: vv.
3b, 8). In contrast, the reasons for the misappropriation, exterior to the
circle of the community, remain obscure to the reader, just as Sapphira
coming from outside is ignorant of all that has happened within (v. 8).
The horizon of the narrative is thus limited to the community assembly,

which is perhaps a cultic assembly (the period of three hours mentioned
in v. 7 marks the time of Jewish ritual prayer which the Christians attend;
cf. 2. 46; 3. 1). This internal horizon will only be superseded at the end
(v. 11) in order to indicate that a great fear seized ‘the whole ekklesia and
all who heard of these things’. This crossing of the geographical fence of
the narrative serves, as we have seen, its pragmatic effect.
Along the same lines, we can note the insistence of the narrative on

the motif of removing the body:  ���F������� 4��3�� (vv. 6 and 10b),
with which both tableaux are completed. This motif, secondary in the
destiny of individuals, becomes of first importance when it is a matter
of designating the exclusion of the guilty from the community, carried
out by the young members responsible for tasks of service (��I���
�
�������
�). This is the case here. The repeated removal of bodies shows
that we have here a concretization of the slogan of the Deuteronomist:
‘You shall purge the evil from your midst’ (Deut. 13. 6, 12; 17. 7, 12; 19.
19; 21. 21; 22. 21, 24; 24. 7; cf. Acts 3. 23).26 This measure corresponds,
in the strict sense, to excommunication.27

26 This has been clearly pointed out by G. Schneider, Apostelgeschichte, I, 1980, p. 372.
27 According to H. Havelaar, the whole narrative should be seen as ‘a highly styl-

ized form of excommunication’ (‘Hellenistic Parallels’, 1997, p. 81). In my opinion, the
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The role of the apostles

The community emphasis is not contradicted by the narrative treatment
of the figure of the apostles. Peter, whose thunderous word dominates the
account, is not fashioned into an individual hero. His prophetic discern-
ment unmasks the hidden motives (vv. 3, 9a), but the reader has learned
previously that the powerful word of the apostle is the work of the Spirit
(4. 8). Peter performs the theological reading of the deception by situating
it in the context of the combat of God and Satan (vv. 3, 9a), but he does
not pronounce any sentence (cf. also 13. 1). He predicts the imminent end
of Sapphira (v. 9b), but does not sentence her to death. Peter’s task, as the
only Christian orator until Acts 7 (Stephen), the omniscient spokesman
for the apostles, never goes beyond the status of a mediator indwelt by
the Spirit (4. 31).
The placing of gifts given to the community ‘at the feet of the apostles’

(4. 35, 37; 5. 2) may reflect an ancient custom. It expresses submission to
the power of the apostles as those sent by God to the community.28 Feet
function as a symbol of power (1 Sam. 25. 4; 2 Sam. 22. 39; Ps. 8. 7; Luke
7. 38; 8. 35, 41; 17. 16; Acts 22. 3). Against Käsemann’s accusation of
early catholicism in Luke, one must recognize that the judgement of God
which kills the couple is not a tool in the hands of Peter or the community;
this epiphany of divine power comes on the community to protect it.

The focus on the development of the community

Holding on to the idea of protection: the theme of the narrative is the pro-
tection of a community threatened in regard to its own rule (4. 32). Luke
is not unfolding the drama of the salvation of the individual made vulner-
able by an act of treason. Rather, he relates how the original community,
threatened in its confrontation with Israel, was saved from division by the
efficacious judgement of God. Such a concentration, on the trajectory of
the Church to the detriment of the history of the individual, does not come
as a complete surprise for the reader of Acts. The work ad Theophilum
is centred on salvation history rather than the destiny of individuals.29

excommunication only punishes the violation of the sacred (see D. Marguerat, ‘Ananias et
Saphira’, 1993, pp. 57–8).
28 I. Goldhahn-Müller rightly emphasizes the mediating and instrumental role of Peter:

Grenze, 1989, pp. 159–61; against G. Schille, who sees here the combat of the ���̂
� ��J�
against Satan (Apostelgeschichte, 1983, p. 148).
29 J. Roloff rightly notes: ‘DieserAusrichtung auf dasGanze derGemeinde entspricht ein

auf den modernen Leser geradezu provozierend wirkendes Desinteresse am individuellen
Schicksal der Betroffenen’ (Apostelgeschichte, 1981, p. 92). We know that the author of
Acts leaves a number of questions open, for example, the individual’s access to faith.
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Luke is interested in the individual only as an instrument of divine action
(Peter, Philip) or as a paradigm of martyrdom (Stephen) and testimony
(Paul). Ananias and Sapphira serve here as a demonstration of the action
of God, who makes of the community threatened by an internal crisis his
ecclesia.
It is instructive to compare this text with another excommunication,

coming from the Pythagorean group as seen by Iamblichus. The excluded
one is given back the possessions offered at his entering the community:
‘If they were rejected, they received double their property, and a tomb
was raised for them by the auditors as if they were dead’ (Pythagorean
Way of Life 17.73).
One is immediately struck by two differences. On the one hand, the

Pythagorean group organizes a fake burial, while the Lucan account states
the fact rather than a metaphor of death. On the other hand, in Acts, the
exclusion of the guilty one is not the work of the community, but of God.
This aspect needs to be explored in further detail.

A crime against the Spirit

This narrative belongs to a literary genre of which ancient literature,
both biblical and non-biblical, offers numerous examples: the judgement
of God.30 The main characteristic of this literary genre is to set forth
the offence of the guilty and to attribute his/her punishment to divine
disapproval. When the Jewish tradition appeals to the judgement of God
(Gen. 19; Lev. 10. 1–5; Num. 14; Josh. 7–8; 2 Sam. 6. 3–10; 1 Kings 13–
14; Isa. 62. 8–11; Ezek. 11; 2 Macc. 3; Ber. 5b; bBer. 62b; Sifre Numb.
28. 26; etc.), the transgressor is usually destroyed; before God, it is a
question of life and death. So Judas, the traitor (Acts 1. 18), and Herod,
the sacrilegious (Acts 12. 20–3), die. Graeco-Roman literature also has
narratives in which lying and perjury toward the gods are punished by
death;31 but these cases are rare and even rarer are cases of immediate
violent death.32 Gerd Theissen has tightened the definition of the literary

30 See the dossier compiled by L. Tosco, Pietro e Paolo, 1989, pp. 55–120 andA.Weiser,
Apostelgeschichte 1981, pp. 139–42. One may add to this list, in the primitive Christian
apocryphal literature, Acts Pet. 5. 15; Acts Thom. 6; Acts John 41–2, 86.
31 The inventories drawn up by L. Tosco (Pietro e Paolo, 1989, pp. 84–9) and

H. Havelaar (‘Hellenistic Parallels’, 1997, pp. 67–71) mention Herodotus, Plutarch, the
stelae of Epidaurus, Lucian of Samosata, Diodorus Siculus, etc.
32 H. Havelaar concludes his passage of Graeco-Roman quotations and votive inscrip-

tions with this point: ‘Divine punishment, as such, is widespread indeed but does not usually
consist of a sudden, otherwise completely inexplicable death’ (‘Hellenistic Parallels’, 1997,
p. 72). His comparative study brings out the absence of any mediation (illness for example)
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form by placing the present narrative in the category of ‘miracles relative
to a norm’ (Normenwunder), or more precisely, of punitive miracles, in
which ‘a verdict is confirmed by a miracle’.33 Such miracles are rare in
the New Testament: the cursing of the fig tree (Mark 11. 12–14, 20–1),
the punishing of Simon the magician (Acts 8. 18–24) and Elymas (Acts
13. 8–12). What is the function of a Normenwunder? Its function is both
didactic and paraenetic. Theissen’s classification has the merit of making
one ask: what norm did Ananias and Sapphira transgress?
Commentators have not missed the opportunity to note a shift in the

text between verse 3 and verse 4.34 This tension denotes the presence of a
literary seam that is attributed to the redactor. The complicated sentence,
in Greek, can be literally translated: ‘[Your possession] remaining does it
not remain yours and what has been sold, was it not in your possession?
[What happened] that you placed this matter in your heart? You have
not lied to men, but to God.’ We can note the shift: in verse 3, the lie
to the Holy Spirit consists in the diverting (�
���*�����) of a part of the
price of the field; verse 4 abandons the apodictic tone for a more casuistic
one and emphasizes that Ananias remained completely free in the use
of his possession, both before the sale (
+�& �F�
� �
& 4�����) and after
(	���K�  � � ��̂ � ��̂  �
���� � !	�̂����).35 In my opinion, the reading that
Rudolf Pesch proposes is adequate, as it situates the crime at the meeting
point of verse 3 and verse 4. A commitment was not forced but, when
made, it had to be total. Ananias’ sin was the lack of a whole-hearted
commitment.36

It is not entirely certain that the gloss of verse 4, as it is said, legitimates
the possibility of misappropriation, which would reduce Ananias’ decep-
tion to a simple concealment. To reduce the crime to a sin of hypocrisy
leads to an underestimation of the pejorative force of �
���*�����, which

or any explanation (other than the effect of the word of Peter) in the case of the double death
in Acts 5.
33 G. Theissen, Wundergeschichten, 1974, pp. 114–20; quotation p. 117.
34 Cf. H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, pp. 37–8. For the discussion, see

G. Schneider’s Apostelgeschichte, I, 1980, pp. 374–5. Against this view, see R. Pesch,
Apostelgeschichte, I, 1986, p. 196.
35 The syntax of the passage is difficult. Despite the proposals for correcting it, it is

necessary to see in ����
� and not in ���J (3b) the subject of 4����� and !	�̂����; 
+�
should not be read as 
+��; and �F�
� can only be translated as ‘remaining’. From a semantic
point of view, the two parts of 5. 4a are redundant. See the detailed discussion in P. B. Brown,
‘Meaning and Function’, 1969, pp. 97–102.
36 R. Pesch,Apostelgeschichte, I, 1986, p. 198: ‘Weil Hananias nicht sein ganzes Herz an

Gott . . . gehangen hatte.’ Pesch attributes this half-heartedness to the traditionally divisive
role of Satan, which works against the totality of the commitment required by the pneuma
(cf. p. 202).
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signifies in Koine Greek,37 as well as in the three biblical occurrences
of the term,38 ‘to set aside’, ‘to take away’, ‘to misappropriate for one’s
benefit’. The redactional gloss of verse 4 simply certifies that nothing
forced Ananias to offer this gift. Peter’s double rhetorical question only
serves as a reminder of the rule: the one who shares does it freely.39

Two fullnesses that exclude each other

The text invites us to go yet another step with an unusual formulation
which Peter uses for Ananias, ��$ ��  	J����� 7 0�����̂� �L� �������
�
�,3�/������ �� �H	���̂�� �H 8��
� (v. 3). Peter’sword establishes the
truth by unmasking, behind Ananias’ lie, the strategy of another power,
the anti-God. The two last references to Satan in the Lucan narrative go
back to the Passion: in Luke 22. 3, Satan ‘enters into Judas’ and, in Luke
22. 31, he ‘demands’ the disciples in order to ‘sift’ them (this refers to their
testing by their Master’s death). Here, Satan ‘fills the heart’ of Ananias,
which recalls Luke 22. 3, where he enters ‘into Judas’. But, above all,
this unusual phrase is the opposite of what the reader has just read in
4. 31:  	J������ 8	����� �
�̂ 1��
� 	��/���
�. The semantic affinity
of 	��	��� (4. 31) and 	��G� (5. 3) is too forceful to be ignored. The
text then offers two fullnesses which oppose and exclude one another:
one is the work of the Spirit, which leads them to speak the word of God
with confidence (4. 31), and the other is the work of Satan, which leads to
keeping a part for oneself. Satan has taken over the territory that should
be the Spirit’s: the heart of the believer.
Ananias’ crime is a crime against the Spirit. Ananias becomes the

instrument of Satan in his combat against the Church.40 Satan has turned
Ananias against the work of the Spirit and this opposition can only be
swallowed up in death (Luke 12. 10). Peter’s speech says nothing less: it
is not to humans but to God that Ananias has lied (v. 4b). The crime is
not ethical; the lie is not denounced as hypocrisy, but as deception toward

37 C. Spicq, Notes de lexicographie, 1978, p. 584. The criminal meaning is attested in
the commercial papyri as well as in the writing of Philo (De vita Mos. 1.253; Legatio ad G.
199), Josephus (B.J. 5.411; A.J. 4.274) and Plutarch (Lucullus 37.2).
38 In Josh. 7. 1, it designates the theft by Achan of a part of the spoils of Jericho. In 2

Macc. 4. 32, it qualifies the act of Menelaus’ theft of the golden vases in the Temple. In
Titus 2. 10, it is the misappropriation of the possessions of the master by a slave that is
intended.
39 The pressure of the Qumran model is strong in M. Klinghardt’s interpretation, who,

against verse 4, supports the idea of an obligatory renunciation of possessions in the
Jerusalem community in the same manner as the Essene sect (Gesetz, 1988, pp. 58–9).
40 With J. Roloff, Apostelgeschichte, 1981, p. 94.
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God. By opposing the direction of the Spirit, Ananias and Sapphira have
destroyed the 8	���� �
��� of 4. 32. This results in endangering the
whole community, and, because it no longer responds to the ideal of ‘one
heart and one soul’ (4. 32–3), its missionary efficacy is threatened. The
couple, who have excluded themselves from ecclesial solidarity, wound
the communitarian ideal. Far from resolving this crisis by founding an
ecclesiastic jurisdiction of excommunication, the text shows the Spirit
exercizing its role as the ‘infallible guarantor of communion within the
community’.41

The efficacy of the Word

The third feature of which this shock-writing aims to make the reader
aware is the terrifying efficacy of the Word. The pragmatic effect of the
narrative is to provoke �G,
� (vv. 5b, 11), holy fear. The reader knows
from the first summary that fear is the human reaction to the epiphany
of divine power and, at the same time, that it is a powerful vehicle of
advancement of mission (2. 43; cf. 4. 33). Furthermore, the narrative
gives this holy fear a very precise origin: it seizes ‘all who heard these
things’ (vv. 5b, 11). Before moving on too quickly this remark should be
carefully pondered.Whydoes the narrator feel the need, on twooccasions,
to describe the effect of the news on ‘all who hear’? It is almost as if
Luke places in the text the emotion that he wishes to provoke in his
hearer/reader. If Luke is trying to provoke fear in his reader, what is
the object of such fear? Fear of the terrible judgement of God? Fear of
the power of the Spirit? I would rather say: fear of the power of the
Word.
What has been said so far about the Spirit must not obscure the fact that

nowhere in the text is the 	���̂�� the direct agent of the action. On the
contrary, from one end to the other, the account is composed of words and
sayings. Like that of Ananias, Sapphira’s offence is a crime of lying (vv.
3b, 8b); Ananias dies upon hearing Peter’s words (��
/�� �
M� G�
��
�
/�
��, v. 5a); ‘all who heard’ are frightened (vv. 5b, 11). The triple
mention of ��
/��� should arrest our attention: here the word of truth
causes death (v. 5a), there it provokes a holy fear (vv. 5a, 11). The word
heard has the power of life and death. This is what the narrative offers to
be ‘heard (!)’.
It is clear that a theology of the Word is at work in the text, privileging

hearing over vision (which we previously detected as a typical Lucan

41 A. Marc, ‘Esprit saint dans les Ecritures’, 1997, p. 151.
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insistence).42 From Acts 2. 37 onwards, faith is announced as the fruit of
hearing theword; this theme flows through chapters 2 to 5, where the faith
of new converts results from the preaching of the apostles (4. 4; 5. 5, 11,
20) and where the gift of the Spirit is concretized in the boldness given to
Christian preaching (4. 31). The conclusion of the sequence confirms the
link between pneuma and logos. The activity of the community animated
by the Spirit is a verbal activity: ��������� and �+�����*����� (5. 42).
Furthermore, the hostility of the Jewish authorities consists in trying to
silence the apostles (4. 17; 5. 28, 40).
What is important to Luke is not to instil a ‘terror of the sacred’,43 but to

narrate how a hindrance to the advancement of the Word was powerfully
removed. Rendered vulnerable in its missionary efforts by an act that
injured its unity, the community is not left to itself. Just as God powerfully
deals with the jailing of the apostles by liberating them to preach (5. 20),
so he is also at work here in a terrifying way, with regard to an obstacle
that stood in the way of the spreading of the Word.

An original sin

From reading the commentaries it has become common to view the fraud
of Ananias and Sapphira as merely repeating the theft of Achan (Josh.
7), who diverted a part of the plunder taken at Jericho, which should have
been ‘put into the treasury of the house of the Lord’ (6. 24). Discovered
after Israel’s defeat at Ai, the thief of the forbidden goods ( ) was
stoned by the people and burned with his whole family (7. 24–6). This
typological parallel goes back to the Church Fathers, who compared the
fraud of Ananias with Achan’s profane use of holy goods.44

A dubious association

The association is ancient, but dubious, since the differenceswithAchan’s
misfortune are considerable. Such differences are notable with regard to
the crime as well as to the punishment and the actors in the drama. (1) The

42 See chapter 2, pp. 37–8.
43 According to A. Mettayer’s formula, ‘Terrorisme du sacré’, 1978, p. 415. The author

is right in saying that the text is structured by a play of antitheses (life/death, Spirit/Satan,
truth/lie, constraint/freedom, etc.); but he wrongly concludes that Acts 5 ascribes to the
Church the power to manage these oppositions.
44 So in John Chrysostom (Acts of the Apostles, Homily 12), Jerome (Letter 14), Asterius

(Homilies against Cupidity), Caesarius (Fourth Dialogue) and Oecumenius in his Com-
mentaria in Acta apostolorum in the sixth century. See the documentation assembled by
P. B. Brown, ‘Meaning and Function’, 1969, pp. 56–7.
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offence: Achan steals the forbidden loot, while the couple in Acts 5 keep a
part of an offering freely given. (2) The judgement: the people become the
executor ofGod’s judgement onAchan and his family, whereas Peter does
not pronounce any sentence. (3) The actors: while Achan was eliminated
with ‘his sons and daughters, with his oxen, donkeys and sheep, and his
tent and all that he had’ (Josh. 7. 24), Acts 5 does not simply swallow
Sapphira up with her husband; the text aims to demonstrate her own
culpability (v. 8); a man/woman duality is deployed, which structures the
text in two tableaux attracting the reader’s attention.
One may object that a typological reading does not require a perfect

repetition of one text in another, but the taking over of a significant struc-
ture. This objection is correct. But precisely on what elements is the
association based? Among the analogies, beside the common use of the
rare verb �
���*����� (Josh. 7. 1 LXX and Acts 5. 2, cf. also 2 Macc.
4. 32), we might think of the motif of the purification of the people: the
elimination of the guilty family in Joshua 7, the double funeral in Acts 5.
However, one must admit that in comparing the differences, the weight
of the analogies is weak. It is further diminished if we consider that the
meaning of �
���*����� used here is perfectly accessible from the Koine,
without having to refer to Joshua 7. One may think that this is hardly use-
ful since establishing the meaning of �
���*����� from the Koine Greek
does not exclude a link with Joshua 7. However, on the contrary, this is
vital, in the sense that this typological affiliation to the story of Achan
forces exegetes to postulate for Ananias and Sapphira an initial offering
of their possessions, which makes �
���*����� the diminution of posses-
sions already renounced.45 Yet the Lucan text offers no support for such
speculations. To hang the thesis of a typological borrowing from Joshua 7
solely on the verb �
���*����� is an acrobatic operation with dubious
effects.
This explains why other commentators see here a repetition, not

of Achan’s crime, but rather of the temptation of Jesus. To the axis
baptism–temptation of Jesus (Luke 3. 21–2; 4. 1–13) corresponds an
axis Pentecost–Acts 5, marked by the same bipolarity: the Spirit de-
scends, then he is victorious over Satan.46 This theological structure may

45 Cf., for example, D. P. Seccombe: ‘The story only makes sense if the couple had
previously declared their intention to donate the land to the community’ (Possessions,
1982, p. 212). The Church Fathers already assumed that Ananias had vowed a donation
(Chrysostom, Homily 12; Augustine, Sermo 27; Jerome, Ep. 8 ad Demetrium; Gregory the
Great, Ep. 33 ad Venantium).
46 A. Weiser, Apostelgeschichte, 1981, p. 146; R. Pesch, Apostelgeschichte, I, 1986,

p. 204.
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be implied by Luke, but it must be acknowledged that it is not explicit in
the narrative organization of Acts 2–5.

The ‘symphony’ of the couple

On the contrary, a curious feature of the narrative orients the reading
toward another horizon: the insistence on the complicity of Ananias
and his wife (���������� ��& ��̂� ������G�: v. 2). This shared knowl-
edge is explicitly confirmed by the response given to Peter’s interrogation
(v. 8). The apostle returns again to this theme by asking Sapphira: ‘how
is it that you have agreed together (�������J�� !��̂�) to put the Spirit
of the Lord to the test?’ The cascade of the three occurrences of �/�
(vv. 1, 2 and 9), with the use of the two verbs of collusion (��́�
���
and ������F�), is striking. Ananias and Sapphira join together and this
joining in complicity divides them from the solidarity of the community.47

As accomplices in the fraud, the couple have formed a party against the
ecclesial group, and for the communion of believers they have substituted
their own connivance.48 Does not this criminal alliance open up another
possibility? Does not the collusion of the original couple (the first couple
in Acts) bring to mind another original couple?
The analogy that comes to mind is the account of the fall (Gen. 3).

Analysis of the narrative context has shown that the drama of Acts 5
constitutes the first crisis in the history of Christian origins. The reference
to Genesis 3 is supported by a constellation of features: (1) the destruction
of the original harmony (������ ��& 3��L ���: 4. 32); (2) the figure of
Satan, which in Jewish tradition is generally perceived behind the serpent;
(3) the origin of the error situated in the sin of a couple; (4) the lie to God
(Gen. 3. 1; Acts 5. 4b); (5) the expulsion at the end of the narrative (cf.
Gen. 3. 23).
This phenomenon is found in a completely different context, in an

apocryphal writing, in the Greek Acts of Andrew, where the narrative
of the fall is reread with a marked insistence on the agreement between
AdamandEve.49 This text, dated between 150 and 200, relates the success

47 Luke is not indifferent to the particle �/�: in Acts 28. 25, it is the ‘a-symphony’
(��/��
�
�) of the Jewish opponents of Paul that will symbolically signify the failure of
the apostolic proclamation to Israel (see below, pp. 149–51 ch. 11).
48 I. Richter Reimer, in a feminist perspective, imagines Sapphira as the victim of a

passive complicity in the criminal acts of her husband (Women, 1995, pp. 1–29). Her reading
is no more convincing than that of the ecclesiastical tradition when it deduces from Gen. 3
the guilt of Eve by exonerating Adam from his responsibility.
49 I am indebted tomy collegue Jean-Daniel Kaestli for this comparison. His competence

in extra-canonical literature has, more often than once, been of great help.
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of the preaching of Andrew before Maximilla, the wife of the proconsul
Aegeates,who subsequently refuses her husband’s attentions. Full of grief
and anger, Aegeates throws the apostle into prison; Andrew will die as a
martyr on a cross. Themanner inwhichAndrewdescribes his decision and
the consequences to Maximilla is very interesting from the point of view
of the present concern. ‘Just as Adam died in Eve through consenting to
that agreement (����F���
� � ��̂  ���̂� �� 7�

��� �), so I now live in you,who
keep the Lord’s commandment and give yourself over the dignity of your
(true) being.’50 The verb ��������� signifies agree with, consent to (Acts
of Andrew 3. 1; 17. 1; 42. 3; 49. 3; 53. 7: 58. 2: 62. 2). In this case, the sin
of Adam is to have consented to the positive declaration (7�

���) of
Eve.
Furthermore, Andrew says to Maximilla:

I rightly see in you Eve repenting and in myself Adam being
converted: for what she suffered in ignorance you, whose soul
I address, are restoring through being converted: and what the
mind suffered which was brought down with her and estranged
from itself, I am putting right with you, who know that you
yourself are carried on high . . . what she refused to obey, you
have obeyed. That to which he consented (���F���
), I have
avoided.That bywhich theywere led astray,wehave recognized.
For it has been ordained that we should correct the error made by
each of them through improving ourselves. (Acts Andr. B 5).

The ‘conversion’ ofAndrewandMaximilla concerns the sin of conjugal
agreement of Adam and Eve. The error of the original couple, ‘error
committed by each of them’, Andrew and Maximilla are going to resist.
Maximilla is in a position not to repeat the sin of Eve: ‘ForMaximilla, the
servant of the Lord, by not giving him her consent (��������F��) to deeds
that are alien to her, will enrage the enemy who is in him [Aegeates] to
whom he belongs’ (Acts Andr. B 13). We can see that the agreement, as
in Acts 5, is reciprocal: attributed as much to Adam, as to Eve.
This parallel sheds new light on the typology used in the narrative: the

offence of Ananias and Sapphira is viewed as the repetition of the original
sin of Adam and Eve.51 To lie to the Spirit constitutes, in the narration

50 Acts Andr. B 7. This citation is found on page 411 of New Testament Apocrypha, II,
ed. W. Schneemelcher, 1975 [German edition, 1964].
51 In opposition to my reading hypothesis, R. F. O’Toole, in an article published in 1995,

raises the following difficulties: (a) the absence of a verbal connection between Acts 5 and
Gen. 3; (b) the differences between the two accounts (Gen. 3 offers no parallel to the role
of Peter, or to the lie and death of the couple) (‘You Did Not Lie to Us’, 1995, pp. 201–2).
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of Acts, the original sin in the Church. The conclusion of Acts 5 is the
following: the ekklesia is a community whose members are fallible, but
whose project of unity is protected by the judgement of God.

An ethic of sharing

By identifying the crime of Ananias and Sapphira as an injury against the
work of the Spirit, my interpretation joins the salvation-history reading
mentioned above.52 It remains, however, to develop a dimension of the
text ofwhich this reading takes no account: the nature of the fraud. The ac-
cursed couple’s crime is financial. The reader of the work ad Theophilum
is warned about the Lucan sensitivity concerning the power of money. It
runs throughout his gospel, from the denunciation of the pride of the rich
in the Magnificat (Luke 1. 53) to the praise of the offering of the widow
just before the Passion (21. 1–4).53 Acts continues this line in Acts 1 by
relating the curse, attached to the ‘wages of unrighteousness’ that Judas
had gained by his treason (1. 18).

A crime of money

It is not by chance that the two crises that happen during the ‘golden age’
of Christianity, according to Luke, both originate in economic affairs: the
offence of Ananias and Sapphira and the recrimination of the Hellenists
when faced with the prejudice toward their widows (6. 1). By taking over
the traditional narrative of the death of Ananias and Sapphira and by
placing it in this strategic position in the narration, Luke wants to inform
his readers that the original sin in the Church is a sin of money. The
relationship of believers to their possessions takes on an eschatological
dimension. Luke had alreadymade this known in the two first summaries,
where the Holy Spirit urges a sharing of possessions which accomplishes
both the Deuteronomic requirement that poverty disappear among the
people of God (4. 34 cites Deut. 15. 4) and the Greek ideal of friendship
8	���� �
���: 2. 44; 4. 32).

The observation is correct, but, as has already been said concerning Josh. 7, this is to ignore
the rules of typological interpretation by requiring a strict correspondence between the two
texts. In this situation, the similarity of the literary genre (story of beginnings) and plot
(transgression of the social code guaranteed by God and the punishment of the couple)
suffices to identify a procedure by which the narrator appeals to the memory of Gen. 3. This
is different from the Acts of Andrew, where the author mentions it explicitly.
52 See pp. 168–70 above.
53 Luke 1. 53; 3. 11; 4. 16–20; 6. 24–5; 12. 13–21; 16. 13, 19–31; 18. 18–30; 20. 47; 21.

1–4; Acts 1. 18; 2. 44–5; 4. 33–4; 8. 26–39; 13. 1, 7–12; 17. 4, 12. Concerning this theme
see P. F. Esler, Community, 1987, pp. 164–200.
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Spirit and money go hand in hand in Luke54 who does not subscribe
in any sense to a (anti-biblical) dichotomy between ‘material things’ and
‘spiritual things’. One of the morals of the story is that money can kill
one who is attached to it.

An ontological dimension of the Church

Thepunishment ofAnanias andSapphira demonstrates that this sharing of
goods cannot be reduced to a philosophical ideal, albeit a Greek one, or to
a romanticism of love. The altruistic management of possessions is, so to
speak, an ontological dimension of the Church. Havingwealth establishes
a responsibility toward the poorwhichGod the judge sanctions. In light of
the judgement of Ananias and Sapphira, a prefiguration of eschatological
judgement, the ethic of sharing possessions becomes extremely serious.
Mammon (Luke 16. 13), the destroyer of life, is also a destroyer of the
Church.
It is in this perspective that wemust understand the redactional addition

of verse 4, which nuances the imperative character of 4. 32, 34 (the
renunciation of one’s goods is not obligatory, but voluntary) and which
reframes Peter’s criticism in 5. 3 (the crime is having lied about the
totality of the commitment). It is alsoworth noting that after the attribution
of the sin to Satan in verse 3, verse 4 returns to an ethic of individual
responsibility. Why this redactional corrective? Friedrich Wilhem Horn
is correct in seeing a paraenetic effect here:55 by maintaining the freedom
of the gift and by highlighting the responsibility of the individual, Luke
adds to the eschatological threat an exhortative dimension intended for his
affluent readers. If the judgement of God on the accursed couple belongs
to the time of origins and as such is not repeatable, the call to share one’s
possessions remains.

Conclusion: an original sin in the Church

The narrative of the death of Ananias and Sapphira, whose theological
violence has perturbed exegesis since the Church Fathers, has produced
an infinite number of readings. The thesis defended in this chapter is that
Luke’s use of this tradition, which onmore than one point is a shock to his
theology, can be perceived from an observation of the narrative strategy

54 A nice formulation from J. Jervell, Apostelgeschichte, 1998, p. 195: ‘Geld und Geist
sind für Lukas ein wichtiges Thema.’
55 Glaube und Handeln, 1983, pp. 47–9.
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deployed in chapters 2 to 5. The study of the plot of the macro-narrative
shows that what is at stake here is not the internal administration of the
community, but rather its expansion, animated by the Spirit, through a
confrontation with the Jewish authorities.
A comparison with the apocryphal Acts of Andrew leads to the conclu-

sion that the typological model is not to be found in the offence of Achan
(Josh. 7), but rather in the transgression of Adam and Eve (Gen. 3). Luke
has included in his work, though not without resistance and corrective
gloss, a narrative which he uses to expose the original sin in the Church.
The story ofAnanias and Sapphira takes place in the narrative sequence of
Acts 2–5, which can be qualified as a story of origins, similar to Genesis
1–11. The literary genre of a story of origins explains both the marvel-
lous dimension of the narration (the irresistible expansion of the Church)
and its tragic side (two stunning deaths for which the narrator shows no
compassion).
The author of Luke–Acts has situated this account in an ecclesiological

perspective rather than a soteriological one. He does not unfold the drama
of individual salvation, but magnifies the power of the Spirit and his work
in spreading the Word. However, even if the theme of Acts 5. 1–11 is the
original injury of the community, Luke’s social concern could not ignore
the fact that the first sin in the Church was a financial crime.
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SAUL’S CONVERSION (ACTS 9; 22; 26)

‘The historian’s sole task is to tell the facts just as they have occurred.’
This injunction is from the famous second-century rhetor, Lucian of
Samosata,1 whom I have cited more than once for his valuable theo-
rizing of ancient historiography. In this case, this very simple prescrip-
tion aims to guarantee the objectivity of the historian in the face of the
risks of pressures or flattery toward the addressees, but it reflects well
enough the requirement of accuracy which was made of Graeco-Roman
historiography.
How would Lucian have reacted to reading the three accounts of

Saul’s conversion as presented by the book of Acts? Each time there
is the ‘same’ episode of Saul blinded on the Damascus road, falling
to the ground, then receiving the revelation of God’s surprising choice
of him. However, between the first narration of the event in chapter 9,
and the two autobiographical repetitions in speeches by Paul2 (Acts 22.
1–21 and 26. 1–23), the variations are considerable. This combination
of repetition and variation is a testing ground for the exegesis of the
book of Acts. When a scholar responds to the question why there are
three accounts of Saul’s conversion, one is able to identify the method-
ological orientation that governs his/her work. The biopsy is infallible.
I shall immediately warn the reader that this book will not break the
rule.
My intention is to re-examine this classical question by adopting a

narratological point of view. In other words, my interest is in discussing
the effect sought by the narrator in this multiplication of narratives. The
question of the compatibility of Luke’s narration and Paul’s accounts

1 How to Write History, 39.
2 The hero of the second part of the book of Acts is called Saul (his Aramaic name) by

the narrator until 13. 9 where he makes a change to Paul (his Greek name); this substitution
corresponds to the orientation of the Pauline mission, which, from chapter 13, includes
non-Jews. In this chapter, I shall use both names, depending on whether I am discussing
Acts 9 or Acts 22 and 26.
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(Gal. 1. 13–17; 1 Cor. 9. 1) is beyond the scope of my research.3 Rather, I
shall ask why Luke wanted his readers to view the Damascus road event
three times, much in the manner of a tourist guide programming two
additional visits to a site already visited.

A revealing site of reading

In fact, the narratives of Saul’s encounter with the Risen One on the
Damascus road are a test case which reveals the relation that the exegete
has with the text.4 Source criticism explained the excess of narratives by
postulating Luke’s use of several sources (Spitta; Wendt; Hirsch).5 In one
manner or another, scholars either condemn the inexactitude of Acts 9 or
attribute the variants in Acts 22 and 26 to a defective memory of Paul.6

However, since the works of Cadbury and Dibelius have drawn atten-
tion to Luke’s own literary creativity,commentators most often identify
a traditional narrative behind Acts 9, from which the narrator has devel-
oped two redactional variants in Acts 22 and 26.7 Some commentators

3 One should keep in mind that Luke’s narration follows the pattern of a story of con-
version (of which the story of Joseph and Aseneth gives an idea), while Paul’s discourse is
governed by the apologetic rhetoric of Gal. 1.
4 Among the studies devoted to this issue: E. Hirsch, ‘Drei Berichte’, 1929, pp. 305–

12; H. Windisch, ‘Christusepiphanie’, 1932, pp. 1–23; D. M. Stanley, ‘Paul’s Conversion’,
1953, pp. 315–38; C. Burchard, Dreizehnte Zeuge, 1970; S. Lundgren, ‘Ananias’, 1971,
pp. 117–22; K. Löning, Saulustradition, 1973; V. Stolle, Zeuge als Angeklagter, 1973,
pp. 155–212; O. H. Steck, ‘Formgeschichtliche Bemerkungen’, 1976, pp. 20–8; R. F.
O’Toole, Christological Climax, 1978; C. W. Hedrick, ‘Conversion/Call’, 1981, pp. 415–
32; N. A. Beck, Lukan Writer’s Stories, 1983, pp. 213–18; J. Calloud, ‘Sur le chemin de
Damas’, 1985, pp. 3–29; 1985, pp. 40–53; 1985, pp. 21–42; 1986, pp. 1–19; R. F. Collins,
‘Paul’s Damascus Experience’, 1986, pp. 99–118; G. Lohfink, Conversion de saint Paul,
1967; S. R. Bechtler, ‘Meaning of Paul’s Call’, 1987, pp. 53–77; J. J. Kilgallen, ‘Paul
before Agrippa’, 1988, pp. 170–95; D. Hamm, ‘Paul’s Blindness’, 1990, pp. 63–72. Ac-
cording to narrative criticism: B. R. Gaventa,FromDarkness to Light, 1986, pp. 52–95; C. J.
LaHurd, Author’s Call, 1987, pp. 182–229; R.W. Funk, Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 1988,
pp. 156–61, pp. 204–6; M. E. Rosenblatt, ‘Under Interrogation’, 1988, pp. 92–123;
‘Recurring Narration’, 1990, pp. 94–105; R. D. Witherup, ‘Functional Redundancy’,
1992, pp. 67–86; W. S. Kurz, Reading Luke–Acts, 1993, pp. 26–7, 125–31; S. Reymond,
‘Expérience du chemin de Damas’, 1993; ‘Paul sur le chemin de Damas’, 1996, pp. 520–38.
5 Recently, B. Witherington has revived this ancient thesis by affirming the traditional

originality of the three variants. In his scenario, Acts 22 is a condensation from the apostle
Paul, while Acts 26 telescopes the facts – in the memory of Paul or the work of Luke
(‘Editing the Good News’, 1996, p. 339).
6 The state of research can be found in G. Lohfink, Conversion de saint Paul, 1967,

pp. 39–57.
7 This literary verdict is based on the redactional origin of the Lucan speeches (and

hence of Acts 22 and 26) argued by M. Dibelius, (‘Conversion of Cornelius’ [1947], 1956,
pp. 110–11; ‘Speeches in Acts’ [1949], 1956, pp. 182–3). The one exception to this con-
sensus has been voiced by T. L. Budesheim, ‘Paul’s Abschiedsrede’, 1976, pp. 9–30, who
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understand this as stylistic variation.8 Others ascribe to the redactor’s
careless inattention to narrative discrepancies the fact that in one place
Saul’s companions are said to hear the voice but see nothing (9. 7) while
in another they see the light and hear nothing (22. 9); or that in one
place they remain standing (9. 7), while in another they fall to the ground
along with Paul (26. 14).9 The merit of redaction criticism lies in having
perceived that ‘this technique of repetition is one to which Luke always
resorts when he wants to impress something specially upon the reader’
(E. Haenchen).10 The unresolved question is: why is the repetition com-
bined with so much diversity?
Tomy knowledge, the first exegete tomove away from this line of ques-

tioning, which focused on the genealogy of the text, was David Stanley
in his article ‘Paul’s Conversion in Acts: Why the Three Accounts?’
(1953). His formulation deserves to be quoted: ‘The triple narrative of
that supremely critical hour in a life fraught with crises deserves to be
studied from another aspect: the function assigned to it in the exposition
of this theme by the author of the book of Acts’.11

Anticipating more recent research, Stanley was framing the problem in
narratological terms and asking how this tripling of the narrative actually
functions within the overall plot of the book of Acts. I would like to
broaden the question: how should one evaluate the interplay of repetition
and variation in Acts 9, 22 and 26? Can one explain, from a narrative
point of view, the variations of Acts 22 and 26 compared with Acts 9?
Luke was certainly aware that the differences among his three narratives
were not just matters of detail; if he was not counting on the forgetfulness
of his reader, what means has he provided for the reader to put up with
such variation?
First, a panoramic view of the three narratives will enable us to detect

their unvarying core, to determine their status, and the function of each.
Second, I shall undertake a detailed examination of each of the three.
Third, a conclusion will produce some considerations for the significance
of the Damascus road event in the plot of Acts.

ascribes Acts 22. 1–21 to the tradition and sees in Acts 9 a Hellenized adaptation due to
the redactor’s pen; prior to that, D. M. Stanley had adopted a similar though less clear-cut
position (‘Paul’s Conversion’, 1953, pp. 325–28).
8 F. F. Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 1990, p. 232; A. Weiser, Apostelgeschichte, 1981,

pp. 219–22; C. W. Hedrick, ‘Conversion/Call’, 1981, pp. 427–32; R. Pesch, Apostel-
geschichte, I, 1986, p. 302.
9 H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, pp. 72–3; G. Schneider, Apostel-

geschichte, II, 1982, p. 22.
10 Acts of the Apostles, 1971, p. 357. 11 ‘Paul’s Conversion’, 1953, p. 315.
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The question of the multiplication of accounts is an interesting one to raise
in the work of Luke, since the phenomenon of repetition of a narrative episode
is produced several times. The Ascension narrative is related in two variants
(Luke 24. 50–1; Acts 1. 9–11). The events surrounding the meeting between
Peter and Cornelius are related as many as three times between Acts 10 and 11,
and once again at the Jerusalem assembly (15. 7–11). The ‘apostolic decree’
promulgated by this same assembly (15. 20), regulating the communion among
Christians originating from the Jerusalem and Antioch missions respectively, is
duplicated in 15. 29 and in 21. 25. The narrative of Saul’s conversion is thus not
the only one to undergo such multiplication.
One can broaden these findings by observing that, besides single episodes, the

reader of Acts frequently sees the repetition of narrative scenarios. Chapters 2 to 5
present, four times over, the same threefold structural pattern: an event (Pentecost
for example) is followed by an interpretative speech by Peter, and is then followed
by a contrasting effect upon the audience. On one side there is the opposition of
religious leaders, on the other, the support of the people (2. 1–41; 3. 1 – 4. 4;
4. 5–31; 5. 17–40). From chapter 13 onwards, the Pauline mission is governed
by the following well-known scheme: Paul preaches in the synagogue, but as he
faces the violent rejection of his message, he addresses the Godfearers and the
Gentiles who welcome the Word (13. 42–51; 14. 1–6; 17. 1–9, 10–13; 18. 1–7,
etc.). More widely, the modelling of Paul on Peter, which leads the narrator to
ascribe to Paul similar activities to those of Peter (but generally more impressive),
comes out of the rhetorical device of syncrisis.12

In summary, the repetition of narratives of the same event concretizes a phe-
nomenon of narrative redundancy which the author of Acts uses more intensively
than any other writer of the New Testament. Why has Luke given so much weight
to redundancy?13

The poetics of biblical narrative has been studied by Robert Alter
(1981) and Meir Sternberg (1987).14 Both writers are sensitive to the
phenomenon of narrative redundancy. Their work has the advantage of
going beyond the negative evaluation of redundancy maintained by clas-
sical literary criticism. For these authors redundancy is not understood
as excess, as a superfluous insistence, or as a rhetorical ornament. It
was form criticism that taught us to speak of ‘doublets’. R. Alter and
M. Sternberg treat redundancy on the basis of a theory of communica-
tion which considers this process to be a way of ensuring the reception

12 For an examination of this device see pp. 56–9.
13 The classical reference for the study of literary redundancy is the article of S. R.

Suleiman, ‘Redundancy’, 1980. On the importance of repetition in ancient rhetoric, see
H. Lausberg, Handbook, 1998, pp. 384–92. On redundancy in the New Testament and
Greek rhetoric, see E. A. Nida, J. P. Louw, A. H. Synman and J. V. W. Cronje, Style and
Discourse, 1983, pp. 22–3. For oral rhetoric, see P. J. Achtemeier, ‘Omne Verbum Sonat’,
1990.
14 R. Alter, Art of Biblical Narrative, New York, 1981; M. Sternberg, Poetics, 1987.
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of the information by reducing, as much as possible, the ambiguities of
meaning. Retelling is indispensable in order to counter difficulties which
constitute ‘all the turbulence or defaults in the systemwhich interferewith
the faithful transmission of the signals’.15 The theoreticians of computer
science have thus opened the way towards an evaluation of redundancy
as a means to ensure optimal communication between narrator and nar-
ratee. In the case of Lucan redundancy, rather than a literary gimmick or
a mannerism of the writer Luke, or even a regrettable lack of imagina-
tion, I prefer to speak of a mode of composition typical of the book of
Acts.16

The choice of this procedure denotes a narrative strategy and this strat-
egy serves a theological aim. I think Luke’s theology, which constantly
attempts to articulate continuity andmovement, identity and change (be-
tween the Old and the New, between Jesus and the apostles), has found
in this procedure of repetition an appropriate literary mediation. For rep-
etition is never exactly the return of the same. It is ‘ce lent parcours du
discours en quête de sa vérité’ (this slow journey of the discourse in quest
of its truth; M. de Certeau). With its interplay of similarities and dissimi-
larities, redundancy signals the presence of the same when things change,
or, if one prefers, signals the difference when things repeat themselves.
In other words, I think that a theological dialectic of identity and dif-
ference is communicated through a literary interplay of similarity and
dissimilarity.
One example: the journey constitutes the formal structure of the life of

Luke’s Jesus just like that of the life of Paul in Acts: the same itinerary,
the same hostility, the same Passion, while on the other hand nothing is
exactly the same for both Jesus and Paul. The disciple is not confused
with the Master.17

A series of three narratives

Meir Sternberg has examined the various factors which comprise the
rhetoric of informational redundancy within biblical narration.18 Be-
sides verbatim repetition (e.g. in the prediction–fulfilment scheme),

15 J. Lyons, Semantics, I, 1977, p. 44. J. C. Anderson lists seven functions of redundancy:
(1) to highlight attention; (2) to fix in the mind; (3) to emphasize the importance; (4) to
create expectations; (5) to cause reassessment; (6) to unify disparate elements; (7) to build
patterns of association or draw contrasts (Matthew’s Narrative Web, p. 44).
16 R. C. Tannehill, ‘Composition’, 1984, pp. 217–40, see esp. pp. 237–40.
17 For more detail on this example, see chapters 3 (pp. 56–9) and 11 (pp. 233–4 and

253–4).
18 M. Sternberg, Poetics, 1987, pp. 387–93.
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Sternberg identifies five types of possible variation within a frame-
work of repetition: (1) amplification; (2) suppression; (3) interpola-
tion; (4) grammatical transformation (e.g. turning active into passive);
(5) substitution. Among the factors leading to variation, Sternberg men-
tions change in the source of information, that is, modification of the
point of view adopted between the first narration of an event and the
following ones; I shall return to this point later, as it is important for
my case. For now, I shall apply Sternberg’s taxonomy to the three
narratives.

The play of variations

Sternberg’s taxonomy is valuable when comparing the three variant nar-
ratives of Paul’s conversion, since one meets in each case the five types
mentioned. The dialogue between Jesus and Saul is characterized byword
for word repetition : ‘Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?’ (He said
to me:) ‘I am Jesus [the Nazarene], whom you are persecuting’ (9. 4–5;
22. 7–8; 26. 14–15). An unvarying kernel, maintained from one narrative
to the next, thus focuses on the identification dialogue that follows the
shock of encounter.
Variations must be assessed from Acts 9, the first account. Comparing

the structure of the three narrativeswill allow a better grasp of the function
of the shifts.

Acts 9. 1–25 Acts 22. 1–21 Acts 26. 1–23

i. vv. 1–2: Introduction. i. vv. 1–2: Captatio i. vv. 1–3:
Saul, persecutor Captatio
of Christians

ii. vv. 3–7: Epiphany ii. vv. 3–5: Paul, a Jew ii. vv. 4–8:
of Christ (with and persecutor of Paul Pharisee
dialogue) Christians

iii. vv. 8–9: Apparition’s iii. vv. 6–11: Epiphany iii. vv. 9–11:
effects upon Saul of Christ (with Paul, persecutor

dialogue) of Christians
iv. vv. 10–16: Ananias’ iv. vv. 12–16: Encounter iv. vv. 12–18:

vision (Saul’s calling) with Ananias and Epiphany
baptism of Paul (Paul’s calling)

v. vv. 17–19a: Mandate v. vv. 17–21: Ecstasy in v. vv. 19–23: Effect.
to Ananias and the Jerusalem Temple Paul, witness for
baptism of Saul (Paul’s calling) Christ, and

persecuted.
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vi. vv. 19b–25: Effect.
Saul, witness for
Christ, and threatened
with death.

(9. 26–30: conspiracy (22. 22: death shouts (27–28: voyage to
against Saul) from the crowd) Rome)

I shall first look at chapter 9. After an introduction describing Saul’s
persecution plan (9. 1–2), the epiphany of Christ (vv. 3–9) is fol-
lowed by an appearance of the Lord to Ananias (vv. 10–16), and
then by the fulfilment of his mandate to heal and to baptize (vv. 17–
19a). The effect is unexpected: Saul, the persecutor, becomes the per-
secuted witness of Christ in Damascus and Jerusalem (vv. 19b–30).
Saul’s change from persecutor to persecuted concretizes the overturning
of his identity at Damascus and this is why commentators are wrong
to break off the narrative at verse 19b, rather than continuing on to
verse 30.19

A synoptic comparison of the narrative of Acts 9 with its autobio-
graphical counterparts in chapters 22 and 26 allows a series of structural
modifications to appear. I shall list them later.
The amplifications touch on several motifs: Paul’s past as a Pharisee is in-

troduced in 26. 4–8; his activity as a persecutor of Christians is amplified and
aggravated in 22. 3–5 and 26. 9–11. The factor of suppression applies to the role
of Ananias, whose vision is suppressed in chapter 22, and disappears totally from
chapter 26. The persecution experienced by Saul (9. 19b–30) has no equivalent
in chapter 22.
Within the speech of chapter 26, an interpolation has Paul’s vocation an-

nounced to Paul himself during the course of the epiphany (26. 16–18: ‘for I
have appeared to you for this purpose’), whereas in chapter 9 Saul’s vocation is
communicated to Ananias alone, after the shock on the Damascus road (9. 15–16:
‘he is an instrument whom I have chosen’).

19 The narrative caesura in 9. 19a is still defended by L. T. Johnson, Acts of the Apostles,
1992, p. 161; the only thing that speaks for it is a slight break between 9. 19a and 19b
( ��́���
 ��́), whereas 9. 31 represents a much clearer break, through the insertion of a
narrative summary and the disappearance of the character Saul from the narrative until
11. 25. But especially the sequence 9. 1–30 is clearly identifiable by the inclusion effect
orchestrated by the narrator between 9. 1–2 and 9. 26–30: (a) the journey from Jerusalem to
Damascus (9. 1) is reversed in the form of a flight from Damascus to Jerusalem (9. 25–6);
(b) Saul the persecutor (9. 1) becomes Saul the persecuted (9. 29); (c) the enemy of theWay
(9. 2) speaks in the name of the Lord (9. 27–8); (d) the murderous intent toward Christians
(9. 1) is transformed into a brotherly relationship (9. 30). Elsewhere a parallelism of motifs
can be detected between 9. 19b–25 and 26–30, which function like twin narratives, rather
than between 9. 13–25 and 26–30 (contrary opinion inD.Gill, ‘Structure’, 1974, pp. 346–8).
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A comparison of 9. 6 (���J����� �
�) with 22. 10 (��̂	
�) allows us to
see a grammatical transformation, where Saul moves from a passive role in 9. 6
(‘you will be told’) into an active one in 22. 10 (‘and I said’).20

Finally, the speech in chapter 22 culminates in a scene of trance in the Jerusalem
Temple (22. 17–21), unknown to the reader of Acts 9, and this scene serves as a
substitution for the persecution narrative in 9. 19b–30.
Notice, in addition to this, that the character of Saul’s travelling compan-

ions is subject to all the types of change. Suppression: they progressively lose
their importance from Acts 9 to Acts 26 (compare 9. 16–17 with 26. 14a). In-
terpolation: the narrative mentions them sometimes after the dialogue (9. 7–8;
22. 9–10), sometimes before (26. 14). Transformation: in chapter 9 they hear
the voice without seeing anybody (9. 7), while in chapter 22 they see with-
out hearing (22. 9); as the Christophany occurs, sometimes they stand speech-
less (9. 7: ����J������  ��
�́), sometimes they fall to the ground (26. 14:
	����� �� ����	��G���� -��̂� ��� ��̀� ��̂�).
How should one interpret this play of variations? To what narrative

constraints does it respond? What design does it reveal? The literary
and thematic shifts that one notices between the narrative of Acts 9 and
its repetitions in the autobiographical discourses of Paul (Acts 22 and
26) are generally explained by their different places in the plot of Acts
(R.C. Tannehill) or by the change of audience (B.R.Gaventa). Personally,
I think of the status and function of the three narratives in the narration of
Luke–Acts from the point of view of their effect on the reader; in other
words I am interested in the change of narrator from one version to the
other (this is the question of status) and I investigate the rhetorical effect
of the redundancy on the reader (this is the question of the pragmatic
function of the narrative).

The differentiation of points of view

Among the factors making for variation within redundancy, Sternberg
mentions a change in the source of information involving a change of
point of view.21 That is exactly what is going on here: Acts 9 emanates
from the narrator who recounts it in the third person; Acts 22 and Acts 26
are instances of autobiographical discourse with an inside view, where
Paul is speaking about himself, using ‘I’. From this observation W. S.
Kurz has derived a key for understanding the relationship among the

20 Pace R. D. Witherup (‘Functional Redundancy’, 1992, p. 70), who does not perceive
any grammatical transformation between the three narratives, I do see in this mutation of
the ����́����� (9. 6) into ��̂	
� (22. 10) a modification of this type, consciously playing
on the two synonymous terms.
21 Poetics, 1987, pp. 380–2.
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three narratives of Saul’s conversion: variations from one narrative to the
next may be explained by the ‘influence of variant narrators’.22 While
emanating from the same author (Luke as the first narrator), the three
narratives do not have the same statuswithin the narration ofActs:Acts 22
aswell asActs 26 are attributed by the author to Paul (the second narrator).
Toput it anotherway, the threevariants emanate from the same ‘voice’ (the
narrator), but the enunciator within the narrative varies.23 Acts originates
from the first narrator, the omniscient narrator; the discourse in the third
person grants the text (narratively speaking) an objective status that the
first-person discourse of Paul does not have. Acts 9 is not only first in
the unfolding of the narration; it is first in the hierarchy of narrative
authorities.24 In keeping with Genette’s vocabulary: the enunciator of
Acts 9 is extradiegetic (the narrator), while the enunciator of Acts 22 and
26 is intradiegetic (Paul, a figure internal to the narrative). Acts 22 and 26
are thus presented as retrospective readings of the Damascus road event,
attributed by the narrator to his main character.
This attention given to the differentiation of enunciators sheds new

light on the competitive character of the three narratives. In regard to its
informative value, within the narrative, Acts 9 emanating from the omini-
scient narrator towers above Acts 22 and Acts 26. The three accounts do
not work together according to the principle of a ‘coinciding of narra-
tive points of view’,25 but, on the contrary, according to the principle
of differentiation of points of view. The narrative device distinguishes
the objective and earlier point of view of the omniscient narrator (Acts
9) from the subjective and later point of view of the speaker, Paul, in
Acts 22 and 26.

Effects on the reader

Four consequences may be drawn from this discovery. (1) Having been
forewarned about the difference between the enunciators, the reader will

22 W. S. Kurz, Reading Luke–Acts, 1993, p. 125.
23 I borrow these categories from G. Genette, Figures III, 1972, pp. 225–67. For a

commentary on them, see D. Marguerat and Y. Bourquin, How to Read, 1999, pp. 102–20.
24 According to S. Chatman, in the case of a conflict between the ideology of the narrator

and that of a character, the narrator’s point of view (unless he is unreliable) ‘tends to override
the character’s’ (Story and Discourse, 1978, p. 156). Such a supremacy of the narrator’s
version in cases of discrepancy is confirmed by M. Sternberg, Poetics, 1987, pp. 75–6,
130, 245–6, 380–2, 389–91, 413–8, 432–3, and G. W. Savran, Telling and Retelling, 1988,
pp. 13–15.
25 According to R. D. Witherup (‘Functional Redundancy’, 1992, p. 74, cf. note 19; cf.

also pp. 84–5), who in my view is wrong to overemphasize the coincidence of the three
narratives, when their competitive character precisely brings out their profound divergences.
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not be surprised when the successive reports of the Damascus road event
present divergences among themselves (this was the case between 10. 9–
16 and 11. 5–10, when Peter recounts his ecstasy). (2) The reader, con-
fronted after Acts 9 with two speeches in the first person, will not be
surprised at the gradual disappearance of secondary characters (Ananias
and the travelling companions) in favour of an increased focalization on
the character of Paul, reaching its peak in the speech before Agrippa.26

(3) The supremacy of the narrator’s account (Acts 9) over the retrospective
speeches of Paul serves here as a literary mediation for the theological
precedence of the intervention of God over the subjective appropria-
tions of this event (the same thing can be said if one compares 10. 1–23
with the autobiographical discourses of Cornelius and Peter in 10. 24–
33; 11. 4–17). (4) The succession of the three versions is presented to
the reader as ‘a road to re-reading the initial Pauline experience, which
is gradually understood . . . according to the rhythm of his missionary
life’.27

What conclusion is required? The author of Acts was not content with
simply juxtaposing three competing versions of theDamascus road event.
The differentiation of narrative authorities which he has provided makes
plausible for the reader the reception of three divergent versions of one and
the same event. Behind this composition of a Pauline discourse intended
for the Jews of Jerusalem (Acts 22) or for a political elite (Acts 26), one
finds again Luke’s skilful use of prosopopoeia to which I have already
referred.28 Recomposing a story from one character’s particular point of
view is a well-known exercise among the rhetorical schools of antiquity.
It consists of composing a speech from the particular point of view of a
historical or mythical figure, and adapting it to a specific audience.

26 Concerning the intervention of the travelling companions and of Ananias, which
occupies twelve verses in chapter 9 (9. 7–8, 10–19), there remains in chapter 26 only a
half verse (26. 14a). The progressive disappearance of secondary characters between the
first and the third narrative, and the concomitant ascension into prominence of the figure
of Saul, have been carefully noted by R. D. Witherup (‘Functional Redundancy’, 1992,
pp. 77–80), who speaks of ‘literary rheostat’ in order to describe this dialectical regulation
of the narrative. The focalization on the figure of Paul inActs 22 and 26 has been analysed by
W. S.Kurz,Reading Luke–Acts, 1993, pp. 129–30. The principle of focalization as a position
relative to the story, that is, external or internal to the story, is described by S. Rimmon-
Kenan, Narrative Fiction, 1983, pp. 74–7. In the case of the contrasting development of
secondary characters and of Saul, this author speaks of amovement of narrative ‘acceleration
and deceleration’ (Narrative Fiction, 1983, p. 56). These categories have been well used
by M. E. Rosenblatt in his dissertation, ‘Under Interrogation’, 1988, pp. 92–123, esp.
pp. 102–9.
27 S. Reymond, ‘Paul sur le chemin de Damas’, 1996, p. 521.
28 See pp. 17–19. References may be found in W. S. Kurz, ‘Hellenistic Rhetoric’, 1980,

p. 186 and D. E. Aune, Literary Environment, 1987, pp. 125–8.
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Quintilian, the theoretician of Roman rhetoric, recommends this exer-
cise as utilissima exercitatio, because ‘it is highly profitable for poets and
future historians’.29 After the composition of the missionary preaching
of Peter and Paul, the composition of the discourses of Acts 22 and 26
provides a supplementary proof of this mastery.
As a result, the three narratives are not to be compared on the same

plane. The logic of the presentation of the event in each case is derived
from the point of view of the one expressing himself therein. Yet this
logic is also bound up with another factor, which has not yet been men-
tioned: the function of each narrative within the plot of the book of Acts.
The examination of the narrative context of each one should provide the
clues.

The function of the three narratives

Acts 9 must not be considered in isolation. The conversion of Saul on
the Damascus road is part of a sequence that begins in chapter 8 with the
persecution of the Jerusalem church following the martyrdom of Stephen
(8. 1–3). The movement of the Christian diaspora to Samaria (Acts 8)
extends to the conversion of Cornelius (Acts 10), which inaugurates the
access of non-Jews to salvation. Acts 9 comes at the climax of a se-
ries of conversions (Simon, then the Ethiopian eunuch, then Saul) which
show how God has widened the circle of the elect; the decisive step will
be made in the encounter of Peter and Cornelius (cf. 10. 34–6).30 The
theme that dominates the plot is not the exemplarity of the converts’ faith
(neither Simon nor Saul are examples).31 The common theme is God’s
surprising initiative in the choice of converts: Simon the greedymagician,
the mutilated Ethiopian excluded from the covenant, Saul the persecutor,
Cornelius the impure one. Each episode within Acts 8 to 11 confronts
divine initiative (8. 4–8; 8. 26; 9. 3–12; 10. 1–23) with the believers’ reac-
tions, which vary from prophetic lucidity (8. 20–3) to obedience (8. 27a),

29 Institutio oratoria III.8.49 (italics mine). Also read IX.2.29–32.
30 The plot structure in Acts 8–9 has been carefully analysed in the study of S. Reymond;

she ably shows how Saul’s conversion both continues and overshadows the conversions in
chapter 8 (‘Expériencedu chemindeDamas’, 1993, pp. 18–86). Similar attention to narrative
progression from Acts 8 to Acts 11, concerning conversion, characterizes the research done
by B. R. Gaventa, From Darkness to Light, 1986, pp. 52–129. The greatest merit of these
two studies is to break up the narrative isolation to which most commentators subject Acts
9 by comparing it with Acts 22 and 26.
31 I agree on this point with R. D. Witherup, ‘Functional Redundancy’, 1992, p. 73;

and yet the Lucan insistence on the theme of conversion cannot exclude a paradigmatic
connotation underlying the narrative.
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and embarrassment (9. 13–4, 26; 10. 17).32 Acts 9 is thus inserted within
a context that articulates both God’s surprising initiatives in the enlarging
of the community and the believers’ reactions.
In Acts 22 and Acts 26, the subjective recomposition of the Damas-

cus event occurs within a speech; here the important step is to ascer-
tain the rhetorical aim the narrative ascribes to the speech. Acts 22 is
Paul’s final speech to the people of Jerusalem, after a Jewish plot forced
him out of the Temple and closed its gates (21. 30: notice the sym-
bolic weight of this closing of the Temple!). Saved from lynching by
the Roman police (21. 31–6), Paul makes his �	

��́� (22. 1). The re-
sult will be the crowd’s shouting for his death: ‘Remove him from the
earth’ (��̂�� �	
̀ ��̂� ��̂� �
̀� �
�
�̂�
�, 22. 22), resounding like an
echo of the roar of the crowd against Jesus (��̂�� �
�̂�
�, Luke 23. 18).
The rhetorical function of Paul’s speech is to defend himself against the
charge of breaking with ‘the people and the Law and this place’ (21.
28).33 Arising from this charge, Paul’s autobiography dramatically ad-
dresses his ‘brothers and fathers’ (22. 1) in order to convince them ‘in the
Hebrew language’ of the apostle’s Jewishness.
While Acts 22 defends Paul before his fellow Jews, Acts 26 justifies

him before the other pole of the book of Acts: Graeco-Roman culture. In
the presence of King Agrippa and his court (25. 23), Paul ‘transcultur-
ates’ the event of his conversion so that it may be grasped by a literate
audience; such a meticulous care for inculturation will lead the narra-
tor to formulate the paradox of verse 14, where Jesus addresses Saul ‘in
the Hebrew language’ (Luke historicizes) and yet utters a proverb that is
known solely fromHellenistic literature: ‘It is hard for you to kick against
the goads’ (Luke actualizes). Onemust be attentive to the status conferred
on Agrippa by the exordium of the speech: ‘You are especially familiar
with all the customs and controversies of the Jews’ (	�́���� ��̂� ����̀
’;
����́
��  ��̂� �� ���̀ *�����́���: 26. 3). The rhetorical aim of the
speech is determined: Jewish hostility toward the apostle (26. 19–21)
will be presented as a matter of internal controversy, a *�́����, in which
Paul is being unjustly prosecuted.34

32 J. T. Squires has just shown again the narrative coherence of the sequence, Acts 8.
4 – 12. 25, constructed on the theme of the opening of mission to non-Jews: ‘turn to the
Gentiles’ (‘Function’, 1998).
33 Except for the accusation concerning his profanation of the Temple, already refuted

in an explicit commentary of the narrator in 21. 29, the speech utilizes the biographical
material in order to refute the charges levelled against Paul. See the analysis by F. Veltman,
‘Defense Speeches’, 1978, pp. 253–4.
34 B. R. Gaventa sees rightly when she refuses to include the captatio benevolentiae in

26. 3a (the appeal to Agrippa’s knowledge as to 4�� ���̀ *���́����) within the register
of flattery, but sees the formulation of the status causae as Paul wants to define it: ‘Paul
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I will summarize. For his readers, Luke has justified in two ways the
variations he introduces within the three versions of the Damascus road
event. On the one hand, he varies the speakers between Acts 9 and Acts
22–26. On the other hand, he explicitly designates the Pauline speeches as
apologies (22. 1; 26. 1), thus determining for them a rhetorical aim which
authorizes the speaker, within the canons of Graeco-Roman rhetoric, to
bend the facts in favour of the thesis he defends. By twice introducing a
speech for the defence, an �	

��́�, Luke thus authorizes the Paul he is
describing to invest his own subjectivity as an orator in the argumentative
use of his life story.
I have thus specified the status and the function of each account within

the narration of Acts. It is important now to examine the specific inter-
pretation that the Damascus event receives in each version. It is to this
task that the second part of this chapter will be devoted.

What is specific to each narrative

Each version has its specific theological theme: for Acts 9 it is the Church;
for Acts 22 it is the Judaism of Paul; for Acts 26 it is Christology.

Acts 9: the ecclesial mediation

The narrative of Acts 9. 1–30, at least when considered as a whole down
to verse 30, is dominated by the reversal of Saul’s identity. From being the
persecutor with schemes of killing (9. 1–2), Saul becomes the persecuted
one, threatened with death (9. 23–9). From being a foe to the disciples
(9. 1), he becomes a master of disciples (9.25: 
� �������̀ �+�
�̂). From
being a denier of Christ (9. 1), Saul becomes a preacher of the Messiah
(9. 22; 9. 20). Brought to a halt by the Lord, Saul with his plans is utterly
broken.
The Christophany on the Damascus road (9. 3–9) has the effect of reducing

Saul to nothingness. How does this reversal take place? Whereas verses 1 and
2 present Saul as an active subject (0��̂
� is the subject of virtually all verbs:
 �	��́��, 	�
����́�, @���́���
, �6��, ���́��), the shock disempowers him: the
light that encircles him (	��������́	��) makes him fall to the ground (vv. 3–4);
from then onwards, the verbs characterizing him are in the passive (��������,
v. 6; ����́�����, v. 6; @��́���, v. 8), or, when they are in the active voice,
they denote either an action undergone by him (N�
����, v. 4;35 �O����, v. 6;

is about to present a defense of himself as the victim of an intramural quarrel regarding
resurrection from the dead, and thus the appeal to Agrippa’s knowledge serves to introduce
the lines of Paul’s defense’ (From Darkness to Light, 1986, pp. 78–9).
35 Saul is less the subject of the act of seeing than the recipient of an aural phenomenon

which he is given to perceive.
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���̂ 	
���̂�, v. 6; ��������
�̂����, v. 8) or an absence of action (
+��̀� 4,�	��,
v. 8; ��̀ ,�́	�� ���̀ 
+� 4����� 
+��̀ 4	���, v. 9). The significant accumulation
of three negatives in verse 9 (neither seeing, nor eating, nor drinking) draws the
final conclusion from this experience of shock, not through an image of fasting,
but through a figure of nothingness and death.36

From this point the narrative is going to work out the reconstruction of
Saul. The Damascus road event here manifests itself as a destruction of
his persecution plan and a reconstitution of his identity. The new identity
is not one that he acquires for himself (9. 1–2), but is a received identity;
this new identity is referred to by the Lord in verse 15: ‘This one is an
instrument of election to carry my Name before the Gentiles, the kings
and the children of Israel.’ The statement of identification takes place in
a dialogue between Christ and Ananias, in the context of a vision (‘The
Lord said to him in a vision’, v. 10). Here Ananias is representative of the
Christian community at Damascus (��� ������́�, v. 10). This visionary
dialogue with the Lord constitutes the originality of Acts 9, later aban-
doned in the autobiographical speeches. It sets the figure of Ananias in
the forefront. Such insistence is all the more striking since the encounter
with Christ has isolated Saul from his companions in order to make him
the sole recipient of the word of Jesus: the companions perceive a voice,
but do not know where it comes from (v. 7).37 But the dialogue with
Ananias confers on him a decisive role in the revelatory process. This
calls for four comments.
First comment: the dialogue with Ananias is a prophetic call narra-

tive.38 It faithfully follows the typical structure of a call narrative in the

36 The enigmatic mention in 9. 9 has given rise to multiple interpretations: an effect of
the psychological shock (F. F. Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 1990, p. 323); the preparation
for receiving revelation according to Exod. 34. 28; Deut. 9. 9; Dan. 9. 3; 2 Bar. 9. 2, etc.
(L. T. Johnson, Acts of the Apostles, 1992, p. 164); a pre-baptismal fast in the sense of
Didache 7.4; Justin, Apol. 1.61 (H. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, 1987, p. 72). We
see that interpretative models are constantly being sought outside the text, while the text
itself seeks primarily to pinpoint the negativity of that time when Saul’s identity is being
suspended before it is reconstituted. Is this an image of a re-creation ex nihilo?
37 Rather than saying that Saul’s companions benefit from hearing but are deprived of

sight (9. 7), it is preferable to say that they are made unable to identify the voice; therefore
revelation eludes them. S. R. Bechtler is sensitive to the privilege reserved to Saul: ‘The
limited participation in the event by Saul’s companions as described in 9:7 guarantees the
objective nature of the event itself, but this event was revelatory only for Saul’ (‘Meaning
of Paul’s Call’, 1987, p. 56). The motif stays the same in chapter 22 (Paul is the only
beneficiary of revelation), but the mode changes: the companions hear nothing (22. 9);
actually, for Paul, the apparition is essentially visual in chapter 9, auditory in chapter 22.
38 In his Ezekiel commentary, W. Zimmerli (Ezechiel 1–24, 1969, pp. 16–21) has shown

the connection betweenActs 9. 3–9 and prophetic call narratives. He recognizes that the Old
Testament twodistinct types of this genre: the one is structured by the schemedivine calling –
mandate – objection – overruling of the objection and sending out (Jer. 1. 4–10; Exod. 3;
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Old Testament literature, according to Norman Habel’s study.39 Habel
identifies sixmotifs thatmakeup the structure of a prophetic call narrative:
(1) confrontation with the divine; (2) introductory word; (3) commission;
(4) objection; (5) reassurance; (6) sign. The dialogue with Ananias fulfils
the first five motifs (1) v. 10a; (2) v. 10b; (3) vv. 11–12; (4) vv. 13–14;
(5) vv. 15–16); the sixth element is lacking. One should especially notice
that while Saul has a purely passive role in this operation, Ananias on the
contrary is made a mediator in the reconstitution of Paul’s identity. His
initial readiness for this role is made clear by his response to the divine
calling: ��
�̀  ��́ (v. 10).40

Second comment: verses 10 to 16 do not present a vision, but the vision
of a vision. Ananias learns in a vision that Saul himself has had a vision
(��̂���, v. 12), which reveals Ananias coming to restore his sight. Ananias’
mediatorial function is now signified by the invitation to a healing ges-
ture whose symbolic dimension shines through:41 the blinding/recovery
sequence in the vision stands for a theological illumination; the ‘vision’
(v. 12) Saul has in prayer already anticipates this. But one should be atten-
tive to this device of embedded visions; it is unknown in Jewish literature
with the exception of Josephus (A.J. 11.8.4–5), andwithinGraeco-Roman
literature it indicates the divine programming of events.42 The device of
double vision represents a strong irruption of the divine into the course
of events, since not only is a prediction made, but its fulfilment is antici-
pated and visualized. The reader is therefore not surprised to see Ananias

Judg. 6; 1 Sam. 9–10; Ezek. 1–2); the second includes a theophanic vision (Isa. 6; 1 Kings
22. 19–22). O. H. Steck has objected that the first type is in fact identifiable, but in 9. 10–16,
while the constitutive elements of the second type are lacking here (‘Formgeschichtliche
Bemerkungen’, 1976).
39 N. Habel, ‘Form and Significance’, 1965, pp. 297–323. A more recent study

by W. Vogels, ‘Récits de vocation’, 1973, pp. 1–24, confirms his findings, even though
Vogels describes the six motifs slightly differently. I owe these references to the article by
R. F. Collins, ‘Paul’s Damascus Experience’, 1986, pp. 115–16.
40 The scheme is well known in the Hebrew Bible: Gen. 22. 1–2, 11–12; 1 Sam. 3. 4–14;

Jub. 44. 5; 4 Ezra 12. 2–13; etc.
41 Interpreting the passage from blindness to light symbolically as the granting of a

revelation is a common feature of both New Testament tradition and Hellenistic Judaism
(Philo, Virt. 179; Jos. Asen. 8. 10; 15. 13; Odes Sol. 14. 18–19); it is also frequent in Luke–
Acts (Luke 2. 30; 4. 18; 24. 16, 31; Acts 9. 8, 18, 40; 13. 11; 26. 18; 28. 27). The symbolic
value here has been well perceived by D. Hamm (‘Paul’s Blindness’, 1990), who connects it
with the metaphorical vocabulary of Isaiah (6. 9–10; 40. 3–5; 42. 16; 49. 6; 59. 9–10). One
should nevertheless note that this dimension remains covert in this case, and is unfolded by
the narrator in its full value only in 26. 18.
42 We owe the classical inventory of attestations of double visions in ancient literature

to A. Wikenhauser, ‘Doppeltraüme’, 1948, pp. 100–11. One should add here the references
to fictional literature gathered by R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 73 and 164,
note 85.
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balk at such a theological forcing of history. Within the scenario of the
prophetic call, this is the typical moment for the objection.
Third comment: Ananias’ objection bears neither on his own capabil-

ities, nor on the mandate proposed to him; its bearing is upon Saul’s
identity: ‘Lord, I have heard from many about this man, how much
evil he has done to your saints in Jerusalem; and here he has authority
from the chief priests to bind all who call upon your Name’ (vv. 13–14).
How should we understand this objection? How can we understand that
Ananias still considers Saul as an enemy, while the enemy has just been
brought down by the Christophany on the Damascus road? To think of
this reminder of Saul’s past evildoing as an attempt to underline the im-
portance of his conversion amounts to reducing the narrator’s work to
the banal. Rather, the narrator uses a narrative device which consists of
ascribing to the reader a position superior to that of a character in the
narrative.43 In this case, Ananias trails behind the reader at the level of
his information: his reaction is invalidated by the Damascus road event
(9. 3–9). Ananias ignores the action of Christ, and this confers on his
objection the status of resistance to the action of Christ.44 In other words,
Ananias’ reaction, on the one hand, demonstrates that Christ has antici-
pated his reaction by his intervention upon Saul, but, on the other hand,
casts the disciple in the role of an opponent45 whose objection the Lord
must overcome.

43 J. Calloud notices this effect of the narrative when he comments: ‘Ananias is late
according to the course of the narrative’ (‘Sur le chemin de Damas’, 1985, p. 13). The
narrative device has been described by M. Sternberg, who distinguishes three positions of
the reader in relation to the characters in the narrative; from the viewpoint of the knowledge
communicated to him or her, the reader may be ascribed by the narrator a position that is
superior, equal or inferior to the character (Poetics, 1987, pp. 163–72). Here, a superiority in
knowledge in relation to Ananias is clearly being constructed; this narrative strategy draws
attention not to Saul’s past as a persecutor (the reader knows this) but to the consequences of
the delaying effect applied to the representative of theDamascus disciples (SeeD.Marguerat
and Y. Bourquin, How to Read, 1999, pp. 71–2).
44 It is significant that the Acts of Paul, while maintaining his status as a church medi-

ator, have totally immunized him from all resistance. Without yet taking a position on the
literary relationship between the Acts of Luke and the Acts of Paul (see my article: ‘Acts
of Paul’, 1997), I would note that the one who introduces Paul into the community on the
occasion of his conversion is none other than Jude, the brother of the Lord (Acts of Paul; cf.
Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha, II, Appendix, p. 388). Theologically, could
one imagine a better intermediary? This holy character, entirely different from the humble
Ananias, does not lay on hands or confer baptism; his role is that of an initiator into ‘the
sublime love of the faith’ and a prophet capable of judging the converted worthy to minister
the word. See W. Rordorf, ‘Paul’s Conversion’, 1997, p. 139.
45 The term ‘opponent’ is understood here in the sense of the actantial model of A. J.

Greimas, Sémantique structurale, 1986, pp. 172–91, esp. p 180. Greimas distributes the
constitutive functions of a narrative performance into five positions: sender – addressee –
object – helper – opponent. The opponent is the one who attempts to hinder the realization
of the narrative performance.
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Fourth comment: Christ overcomes the resistance of Ananias by re-
vealing the new identity he confers upon Saul. I have already cited verse
15: Saulmust bear his Name,46 a formulawhich refers to public testimony
before a universal audience (Gentiles, kings and children of Israel).47 But
now, and this is a new surprise in the narrative, Ananias’ intervention
with Saul is therapeutic and baptismal (9. 18). No mention is made of
the mandate to the person chiefly concerned: Saul. Not to be missed in
passing is the narrative strategy which makes Saul the victim of a with-
holding of information – a patent strategy, since it unfolds in the sight
and knowledge of the reader. It has a triple effect.48 On the narrative
level, it keeps the reader attentive: when will Saul have the right to this
information? On the theological level, the strategy shows, once again,
the priority of Christ with regard to the direction of his Church, ‘It is I
who will show him what he must suffer for the sake of my Name.’ On
the level of the story, it permits Luke’s account of Saul’s progressive at-
tentiveness to his vocation as witness and primarily as suffering witness;
for the ‘making’ for which Saul is enlisted (9. 6: A ��́ �� ���̂ 	
���̂�)
is to be a ‘suffering’ (9. 16: A�� ���̂ �+�
̀� . . . 	����̂�). The nar-
rative must progressively unfold the necessity of the passion of
Paul.49

I shall now assemble the results gained from the preceding comments.
Beverly R. Gaventa50 has proposed that Acts 9 illustrates the motif of

‘the overthrow of an enemy’ as a result of God’s power. The theme of
the enemy overthrown is without doubt one connotation of the narrative.
However, it seems to correspond to the tradition received by Luke rather
than tohis own readingof the event, since thewayhemanageshis narrative
stresses God’s initiative in history and the resistance of the community
of disciples (in addition to Ananias, see vv. 26–7). Christ triumphs over

46 The confessional and missionary dimension of this expression has been shown by
G. Lohfink, ‘Meinen Namen’, 1990, pp. 213–21.
47 As C. H. Hedrick notices, Acts 1. 8 and 9. 15 mention both Jewish and Gentile mis-

sions, but in reverse order (‘Conversion/Call’, 1981, pp. 420–1). The sequence of 9. 15
(Gentiles–kings–children of Israel) anticipates the development of the plot of Acts by em-
phasizing Paul’s testimony before the pagan world (cf. 28. 28!).
48 S. Reymond, ‘Paul sur le chemin de Damas’, 1996, pp. 527–8
49 The prolepsis consisting of the statement of Saul’s missionary call is intended ‘for the

reader who is led by this to continue his reading in order to verify the accomplishment’,
according to S. Reymond, ‘Expérience du chemin de Damas’, 1993, p. 71. This narrative
prolepsis takes up a previous prolepsis, which is the itinerary of the apostolic witness stated
in the promise of the Risen One in 1. 8; it receives from there a first confirmation, though in
anticipation. J.-N. Aletti notices an identical function for the proleptic statements in Luke
1–4: ‘Les prolepses formulées par les voix angéliques ont donc pour fonction de donner,
dès le départ, au récit lucanien, son caractère gnoséologique’ (Art de raconter, 1989, p. 72).
The narrative institutes then, in its very writing, the revelatory function it means to exercise.
50 B. R. Gaventa, From Darkness to Light, 1986, p. 66.
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the enemy without any problem, but he goes to a great deal of trouble in
persuading his own!
This theme corresponds well with the continuation of the narration

of Acts in chapters 10 and 11, where God will have to break down
resistance in order to extend the benefit of salvation to non-Jews; yet
this resistance will not come from Cornelius, but from Peter and from
the Jerusalem church who stumble over the time-honoured division of
clean and unclean (10. 14–16, 28–29, 34–36; 11. 1–3). Luke illustrates
God’s difficulty in accomplishing this new turn of salvation history
by setting up a cascade of supernatural interventions centring around
Peter and Cornelius: an apparition to Cornelius (10. 3–6), then a vision
of Peter (10. 10–16), followed by a revelation of the Spirit to Peter
(10. 19–20), and finally a second Pentecost in the house of Cornelius
(10. 45–6). Such a concentration of the marvellous is without equal in
the book of Acts, signalling the importance of a new turn, the recog-
nition of God’s universality (10. 34).51 Yet the theme of a divine forc-
ing of history, catching the Church unaware, is already being prepared
in Acts 9, as we have just seen. In other words, Saul’s conversion in
Acts 9 is interpreted as the mighty act of Christ who turns his enemy
around, but must also convert his own Church with regard to Saul’s
new identity; Saul is to become the agent of the universal mission.
The strategy of the narrative in Acts 9 then designates as its dominant
theme the establishing of an ecclesial mediation in the transformation of
Saul.52

But what becomes of the Damascus road event when Paul carries out
his autobiographical reinterpretation? We shall discover a response with
a rapid survey of chapters 22 and 26.

51 The importance of chapters 10–11 within the plot of the book of Acts is clear when
one examines Luke–Acts from the perspective of Jewish–Christian relations. For more on
this subject, see pp. 130–6 and 145–7.
52 The role of mediation in Luke’s thought has been shown by F. Bovon (New Tes-

tament Traditions, 1995, pp. 51–66). Luke does not seek to oppose divine intervention
and human mediation, but rather aims to show in what ways the divine requires human
mediation for its manifestation. The narrative of Acts 9 fully fits within this perspective.
Thus it is strange to affirm that the presence of Ananias ‘was to serve as a witness to
the fact that Paul was called without mediation of man’ (S. Lundgren, ‘Ananias’, 1971,
p. 122). Even though it is obvious that the Damascus event in Acts functions as an ac-
creditation of Paul, Luke could not endorse this antithesis between divine legitimation
and human testimony. We find the same error of perspective in J. Jervell, who erases
the mediation of Ananias: ‘Die paulinischen “Akkreditive” kommen nicht aus Jerusalem,
sondern aus dem Damaskusgeschehen . . . Paulus ist nicht von Menschen oder durch
Menschen ausgesandt’ (‘Paulus in der Apostelgeschichte’, 1986, pp. 378–92; I quote from
p. 379; see note 15!).
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Acts 22: the affirmation of Jewishness

I have already mentioned the narrative situation of the speech before the
people of Jerusalem: the accusation to which Paul falls victim (21. 28),
the eviction from the Temple, the lynching from which the Roman police
save him (21. 32).
Luke accumulates the signs of Paul’s Jewishness: he speaks in Hebrew

(21. 40), near the Temple, and addresses his ‘brothers and fathers’ (22. 1).
The formula in verse 3  ��́ ���� ���̀� ’;
����̂
� is not just a declaration
of his identity; it constitutes rather the theological thesis of his speech,
unfolding Paul’s uninterrupted faithfulness to the Jewish tradition. Ev-
erything points to this faithfulness: his curriculum vitae focused on his
training in the school of Gamaliel (v. 3), the legality of the proceedings
when he persecuted the Damascus Christians (v. 5), his relationship with
the ‘brothers’ in Damascus (v. 5: these ����
�́ are not Christians, but
Jews). Ananias is not presented as a disciple (the reader holds this piece
of information from Acts 9)53 but as ‘a devout man according to the Law,
well spoken of by all the Jews who lived there’ (v. 12); therefore Ananias’
greeting ��
�̀ �����́ suggests that it be understood in terms of Jew-
ish brotherhood. This remodelling of Ananias’ identity is dictated by the
rhetorical purpose of the speech: for Paul to receive his call from a Jewish
dissident would not fit the rhetorical situation of his speech.
Ananias’ role is also entirely remodelled since he is not essentially the restorer

of Saul’s integrity, but the interpreter of his calling: ‘The God of our fathers
appointed you to know his will, to see the Just One and to hear a voice from his
mouth; for you will be a witness for him to all people of what you have seen
and heard’ (vv. 14–15). One notices here that the Christological reservation of
chapter 9 (‘I myself will show him . . .’, 9. 16) has disappeared, the progression
of the narrative having made it superfluous.
It is especially noteworthy that one has moved from the Christo-

centric formulation of Acts 9 (Saul, persecutor of Jesus, called upon
to bear his Name) to a theocentric formulation, deeply rooted in the
Old Testament.54 The threefold formula (know/see/hear) by which

53 Whenone compares 9. 10–16with the information in chapter 22,Ananias’ intervention
is reduced to aminimum; the reader knows neither whyAnanias pays a visit to Saul (22. 13),
nor how he comes to know of Saul’s calling (22. 14–15). We have here an obvious sign
that Luke, in chapter 22, recomposed the event by taking into account the memory of his
reader/hearer, and therefore the divergences between the narratives did not escape his notice.
I agree with C. W. Hedrick, ‘Conversion/Call’, 1981, p. 426.
54 W. S. Kurz notices the passage from a Christocentric perspective in Acts 9 to theo-

centric language in Acts 22, but he explains it by the passage from an objective point of
view (omniscient narrator) to the subjective point of view of the ‘Jewish Paul’ revealed in
chapter 22; the latter is discredited as emanating from an ‘unreliable’ narrator (Reading
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Saul’s call is announced (���̂��� �
̀ ��́��� �+�
�̂, ����̂� �
̀� ��́���
�,
��
�̂��� ����̀�  � �
�̂ ��
́���
� �+�
�̂ 22. 14) piles up Septuagin-
talisms that make Paul’s apostolic call into an expression of his Jewish
identity. One gauges, once more, Luke’s skill in handling language, but, I
repeat, such a language performance does notmerely signal the adaptation
of Paul the orator to his Jerusalem audience. The purpose that permeates
the speech is to interpret the Damascus road event as a fulfilment of the
apostle’s Jewishness.
Bringing this statement of Saul’s calling (22. 14) together with the

autobiographical preamble in verse 3 (	�	�������́�
� ����̀ ����́,����
�
�̂ 	��� �́%
� �
́�
� *����̀� !	�́���� �
�̂ ��
�̂) will show how
much the orator tends to establish a flawless continuity between his past
life and his present situation, as far as zeal for God and relation to the
Torah are concerned.55 With this goal in mind, Luke has totally reor-
ganised the Damascus narrative, removing the means that brought about
Saul’s meeting with Ananias and also the preaching of Saul in this city.
This permits him to link together four moments: the Jewish education
of Saul, the Christophany at Damascus, the oracle of Ananias and the
sending by the Risen One in the Temple.56 This particular sequence of
events confirms that Paul’s apology works to refute the accusation of
anti-Judaism brought against him at the beginning of the riot (21. 28): the
encounter with the Risen One in Damascus and then in the Temple does
not pit Paul against ‘our people, the Law and this place’. Rather, it is the
means by which the God of the fathers leads him to the heart of his Word.
This Lucan effort to actualize the Damascus event from the commu-

nication situation of Paul’s speech reaches its climax in the scene of the
vision in the Temple (22. 17–21). One must take full notice of the fact
that this scene does not represent a secondary appendix to the encounter
on the Damascus road; on the contrary, within the narrative scenario of
22. 1–21, the vision in the Temple constitutes the climax of the speech,
since it gives ultimate confirmation to Paul’s calling. The choice of the
Temple is certainly in line with the fundamental theological function of

Luke–Acts, 1993, pp. 130 and 129). This is to misunderstand the rhetorical purpose of the
speech in Acts 22, whose argumentative strategy aims to establish Paul’s Jewishness rather
than to discredit it in the eyes of the reader.
55 ‘Luke knows no break in Paul’s attitude to the law’ (E. Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles,

1971, p. 625).
56 M. E. Rosenblatt, in her article ‘Recurring Narration’, 1990, has brought out magnif-

icently how Luke has recomposed the narrative of the Damascus road in Acts 22 according
to several narrative devices: play with temporality, change of point of view, acceleration
and deceleration in the unfolding of the narrative.
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the holy place in Luke’s work, from the infancy Gospel onwards.57 The
fact that Paul is praying in the Temple (	�
����
��́�
� �
�, 22. 17)
underlines once more his loyalty to the Jewish tradition and the piety as-
sociated with it.58 Yet ironically, it is within this Temple, from which the
Asian Jews have just evicted him (21. 30), that Paul in prayer hears Christ
enjoining him to leave Jerusalem ‘because they will not accept your tes-
timony about me’ (22. 18). Again, one must take full notice of the double
provocation that Luke, in composing this scene, aims at Paul’s Jerusalem
audience. First of all, the ����́
� who appears in the Temple is not God,
but Jesus (despite a, perhaps intentional, syntactical ambiguity);59 Jesus,
whom Paul’s interlocutors have rejected, is publicly affirmed as the Lord
of the Temple, with features that assimilate him to God. Secondly, the
addition of verses 17 to 21 transfers from Ananias (9. 10–16) to Paul
the literary form of a prophetic call narrative. The traditional sequence
of commission (v. 18) – objection (vv. 20–1) – reassurance (v. 21) now
involves Paul directly.60 Yet the command to mission is paradoxical for
it consists in leaving Jerusalem as soon as possible in view of the refusal
of his testimony61! This is what happens presently: at this point in the
narrative of Acts, Paul is about to leave Jerusalem in order to go to Rome.

I shall sum up my reading of chapter 22. The theme here is no longer
the reversal of Saul’s identity and the request for ecclesial mediation

57 M. Bachmann, Jerusalem und der Tempel, 1980; F.Weinert, ‘Meaning of the Temple’,
1981; A. Casalegno, Gesù e il tempio, 1989.
58 O. Betz privileges this interpretation in his article: ‘Vision des Paulus’, 1970,

pp. 113–23. According to Betz, an apostolic legitimation located in Damascus, rather than
in Jerusalem, would have been deemed radically insufficient from a Jewish point of view.
59 The syntactical connection of �+�
́� in v. 18 is not clear; should we link it with ��
́�

in v. 14a or, by way of the �+�
�̂ in v. 16b, to �
̀� ��́���
� in v. 14b? Even though the
chain of occurences of �+�
́� (vv. 14b, 15a, 16b) favours the second solution, the ambiguity
is not entirely removed; could Luke be exploiting it on purpose, within his theocentric
perspective?
60 Unlike R. F. Collins (‘Paul’s Damascus Experience’, 1986, pp. 115–8), I think that

Acts 22, and not Acts 26, fits the structure of a prophetic call narrative according to the
criteria of N. Habel as sketched above (p. 193). Indeed, out of a total of six motifs, Acts
26 includes only the first three, whereas Acts 22 presents motif 1 (divine confrontation) in
vv. 6–7a; motif 2 (introductory word) in vv. 7b–8; motif 3 (commission) in vv. 14–15, with
confirmation in v. 18; motif 4 (objection) in v. 19–20; motif 5 (reassurance) in v. 21; motif
6 (sign) is to be found in v. 16, where the baptism no longer concretizes Saul’s healing (9.
18), but becomes the sign testifying to his missionary calling (the immediate succession of
vv. 14–15 and 16 provokes this reinterpretation of the baptismal act).
61 There is a good formulation by J. Roloff on the polemic character of the process: ‘Hier

entpuppt sich die scheinbare Selbstverteidigung als Angriff von unerhörter Radikalität: Der
von den Juden verworfene Jesus erscheint am heiligen Ort und spricht das Verwerfungs-
urteil über sein Volk aus, das Paulus nun am gleichen heiligen Ort öffentlich verkündigt’
(Apostelgeschichte, 1981, p. 320).
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in that transformation, but rather the orthodoxy of Paul’s religion. His
conversion is being invoked at the symbolic moment of the break with
Jerusalem, interpreting this break as an event that was not desired by Paul,
but especially contesting Jewish criticismby indicating howmuch the new
turn in the apostle’s life is in fundamental continuity with his Jewishness.
What is the significance of Paul’s biography and his conversion in this
argument? The thesis of the speech (22. 19–20) is that this should suffice
to convince the reader that Paul’s message does not proceed from anti-
Jewish hatred, but from an impeccable and fanatical zeal for the God
of the fathers; such zeal has not ceased to inhabit Paul from his youth
onwards.

Acts 26: the power of the Risen One

The apology before Agrippa, like chapter 22, is governed by
prosopopoeia. The interpretation of Saul’s conversion obeys the same
rules of narrative composition that we have just uncovered in the previ-
ous speech. There are five of them: focalization, inculturation, variation,
actualization and narrative setting.
First of all, the focalization rule. The move to autobiographical dis-

course centred on the apostle’s ‘I’ lays maximum stress on the role of
Saul and diminishes the secondary roles correspondingly (down to the
complete disappearance of Ananias).62 The focus placed on Saul’s role
in the future leads the writer to enlarge the wording of the mandate given
by Christ (vv. 16–18), quoted by Paul in a way that contrasts absolutely
with the absence of any commission addressed to Saul in Acts 9.63 In
opposition to Acts 9, here ‘Paul’s commission derives exclusively from
the heavenly Jesus.’64 The complete disappearance of any intermediary
brings Saul and the Kyrios into unmediated relation.
The inculturation rule: addressing a Hellenistic audience of a high

cultural level, the speech explains its meaning (v. 14a) or transposes it
into Graeco-Roman categories (vv. 14b, 18, 21–3).65 The non-Semitic

62 Cf. above pp. 187–9 and p. 186 n. 26.
63 C.W. Hedrick thinks that the progressive unveiling of Saul’s commission results from

an effect of narrative suspense: the commission is indicated to Ananias (9. 15–16), then
alluded to by Barnabas before the apostles (9. 27); Saul is informed about it secondhand by
Ananias (22. 14–15), and the Kyrios refers to it in 22. 17–21. ‘It is not until 26:16–18 that
the suspense is broken and Luke finally tells his (impatient) reader exactly what the Lord
said to Paul on the road to Damascus’ (‘Conversion/Call’, 1981, p. 427).
64 S. R. Bechtler, ‘Meaning of Paul’s Call’, 1987, p. 72.
65 Verse 14a specifies that Jesus expresses himself ‘in the Hebrew language’. Verse 14b

cites a proverb known since Aeschylus (Ag. 1624), but only in Hellenistic literature (see
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proverb of verse 14b (‘It hurts you to kick against the goads’), brings out
with greater power the futility of the struggle, while qualifying Paul’s
missionary activity retroactively (Acts 13–25) as divinely ordained.66

The variation rule: just as the prophetic call scenario, with its typical
moment of the recipient’s objection, has been transferred from Ananias
(9. 10–16) to Saul (22. 18–21), the topic of light has been metamor-
phosed and displaced. The encounter on the Damascus road is no longer
the luminous shock throwing Saul to the ground (9. 3–4); it is an in-
tense illumination (	����́�3�� �� ��̂�, 26. 13) preparing Saul to ‘open
the eyes’ of the people of Israel and of Gentiles in order to ‘convert’
them ‘from darkness to light’ ( 	�����́3�� �	
̀ ��
́�
�� ��� ��̂�, 26.
18). This extention of the ��̂� metaphor from theophanic language to
the vocabulary of mission (26. 18) coincides with the application to Paul
of Isaiah 49. 6, to which the narrator already referred in 13. 47: ‘I have
set you to be a light for the Gentiles’ (��́�����́ �� ��� ��̂�  ���̂�).67 No
longer is Saul overwhelmed by the light; in Acts 26 he is reinterpreting
this numinous encounter as a prophetic call to become himself a light, that
is, a bearer of salvation beyond Israel.68 The inclusion of his missionary
activity within the conversion narrative aims to reinforce the credibility
of his testimony before Agrippa.
The actualization rule: the end of the speech (26. 22–3) joins Paul’s

present situation by interpreting his testimony ‘to the small one as well

L. Schmid art. ‘��́���
�’, 1965, pp. 663–8). Verse 18 describes Paul’s mission in three
statements whose wording corresponds with the vocabulary of Hellenistic Judaism (cf.
Col. 1. 12–14; 1 Thess. 2. 12; 1 Pet. 5. 10). E. Haenchen has noted the many Atticisms
that permeate the speech (Acts of the Apostles, 1971, pp. 681–94), and J. C. Lentz has
shown how Luke in Acts 26 portrays Paul as a ‘man of virtue’ according to the canons of
Graeco-Roman culture (Luke’s Portrait of Paul, 1993, pp. 83–91).
66 The application of the proverb is debated: does it refer to the inefficiency of Saul’s

persecuting activity in the past or the impossibility of retreating from his calling in the fu-
ture? Most commentators lean toward the second solution. Using psychological categories,
S. Reymond opts for the first solution, seeing here the trace of Saul’s struggle against his
own violence (26. 9–11), which only God’s intervention through the appearance of Jesus is
able to oppose (‘Expérience du chemin de Damas’, 1993, p. 126).
67 On this mutation of the theme of light between Acts 9 and Acts 26, see the article

by D. Hamm, ‘Paul’s Blindness’, 1990, pp. 66–7. R. F. O’Toole thinks that the new mode
of being of the resurrected Jesus has influenced this imagery of the light illuminating Saul
with brightness (Christological Climax, 1978, p. 58); the insistence of chapter 26 upon the
vision (26. 16, 19) might corroborate that point of view.
68 ‘The primary purpose of this address to Agrippa is to induce him to see in Paul a

prophet’, as D. M. Stanley categorically affirms (‘Paul’s Conversion’, 1953, p. 334). In fact,
as demonstrated many times, the statement of Saul’s commission in vv. 16–18 evokes at the
same time Ezekiel’s call (reminiscences of Ezek. 1. 28; 2. 1, 3 in vv. 16 and 17), Jeremiah’s
commission (verbal similarities between Jer. 1. 7–8 and v. 17), and the mission of Isaiah’s
Servant (Isa. 42. 6 is virtually quoted in v. 18). This is demonstrated by R. F. O’Toole,
Christological Climax, 1978, p. 67.
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as to the great one’ (������
́���
� �����̃% �� ���̀ ����́�%, v. 22) as
a concretization of the calling received on the Damascus road. In other
words, the very wording of the speech before Agrippa confirms the call
that Paul received.
Finally, the rule of narrative setting. Agrippa, who is the narrative

addressee of the speech in Acts 26, has been presented as a special-
ist in Jewish customs and controversies (26. 3).69 The speech is going
to demonstrate skilfully that Jewish hostility toward Paul is a matter
of internal controversy, and furthermore, unjustified controversy; for the
charge against Paul consists in nothing other than that whichmakes up the
heart of the Jewish hope, that is, the resurrection of the dead (26. 6–8).
The whole speech is governed rhetorically by the promise–fulfilment
scheme as signified by the inclusio of verses 6–8 and verse 23:70 the
Jewish hope in the resurrection of the dead (vv. 6–8) finds its fulfil-
ment in the resurrection of the Messiah (v. 23). The encounter on the
Damascus road is exhibited accordingly as evidence for the resurrection
of the dead, a ‘heavenly vision’ of the RisenOne (26. 19) fromwhich Paul
could not escape.71 One cannot help but think that Luke, theologically
speaking, forces the argument. Summarizing the Jewish faith as believ-
ing in a promise ( 	’  	�́�� ��̂� ��� �
�̀� 	���́��� -��̂�  	�����́��,
v. 6; cf. already 23. 6) is plausible; but that this promise should be
reduced to the resurrection of the dead (26. 8) is only acceptable
for Pharisaic piety. Moreover, to construe the Christian kerygma as
amounting to resurrection faith is typical of Luke, but the speech as-
similates without nuance the Pharisaic belief and the Christian faith
in the resurrection (compare 26. 8 and 26. 23!). From this stand-
point, a Jew opposing the Christian proclamation of the Risen One
places himself in contradiction with his own tradition. One touches
here on Luke’s effort, not to put Judaism on trial, but to show the in-
comprehensiblity of the denial of continuity that opposes Judaism to
Christianity.

To sum up, in this speech the Damascus road event acquires an argumen-
tative function which differs from both Acts 9 and Acts 22. The vision

69 Cf. p. 190.
70 I agree with this structural observation by B. R. Gaventa, From Darkness to Light,

1986, p. 80. This inclusion concretizes the rhetorical purpose of the apology beforeAgrippa:
Paul’s innocence is established by the fact that he preaches nothing else but that which Israel
expects.
71 A. Barbi has well seen that within the perspective of Acts 26. 23, the universal mission

is signalled as a post-resurrection activity of Christ, as already stated by 3. 26 and 5. 31:
‘Paolinismo’, 1986, pp. 471–518, see p. 506.
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of the Risen One becomes a powerful event to which one cannot show
disobedience. This is dramatized through the insistence on Saul’s past as
a persecutor (26. 9–11) coupled with the fact that he offers no resistance
(26. 19). Yet, on the one hand, the uniqueness of the event is devalued,
since it is aligned with other visions promised to Paul (26. 16b). On the
other hand, the encounter with the Risen One plays the essential role of
justifying the call to evangelize the Gentiles72 and that not because of its
theophanic dimension (9. 3–8), nor by virtue of its conformity with the
Law (22. 14–16), but because the resurrection of the Messiah fulfils the
prophecies (26. 23; cf. 26. 27).

Conclusion: an enlightening role in Acts

The comparative study of the three narratives of Saul’s conversion at
Damascus is impressive because it renders particularly visible the literary
work of the author of Acts who decided to give the episode a key role
in his narrative. The recomposing of the event in Acts 9, 22 and 26 is
part of a logic that depends both on the enunciator of the discourse (the
narrator or Paul) and on the rhetorical purpose of the discourse. Acts 9
emphasizes ecclesial mediation; Acts 22 Saul’s Jewishness; Acts 26 the
legitimation of the Gentiles.
Also important is the issue of how narrative redundancy functions

within the plot of the book of Acts: from chapter 9 to chapter 26 a
broad narrative arc is put in place. The history of the Gentile mission
unfolds entirely within the space defined by this enlightening event;
correlatively, the narrator makes the conversion of Saul function as a
hermeneutical key when he narrates the expansion of the Church out-
side Judaism, on the one hand to point out the origin of this move-
ment (Acts 9), and on the other hand in order to reread it theologically
(Acts 22; 26).
WhydoesLuke consider theDamascus road event amajor fact?Beyond

the exaltation of the figure of Paul and his leading role in the growth of
the Christian movement, I discern two reasons. The first is that this event
serves to sharpen the profile of Christian identity in its twofold relation
of continuity with and difference from Judaism; the call of Paul is not

72 Saul’s identity as established by the Risen One is to be !	���́��� ���̀ ��́����
(v. 16), and within this phrase ���́ has an epexegetical value. The vision of the Risen One
culminates not in the prerogative of a spiritual experience, but in a state of subordination to
a Word to be told, that will conform Paul to the suffering destiny of his Master (26. 21–3).
On this theme, see the work of S. Reymond, ‘Expérience du chemin de Damas’, 1993,
pp. 131–7.
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presented to the readers as a model of conversion to be imitated,73 but
as the emblematic illustration of the fact that through this very break the
Christian faith retains a basic faithfulness to the God of the fathers. The
second reason is that the Damascus road event allows the author of Acts
to unfold the theological theme that he cherishes above all else; this theme
is the power of the Risen One as a transforming force within history. The
common theme of the three variant accounts of Saul’s conversion is to
show how Saul was violently seized by the exalted Christ, whom he had
made his enemy, and how he was called to proclaim his Name among
Jews and Gentiles. In the end, the consequence that Paul draws from this
missionary path unfolds in the conclusion of Acts (28. 16–31), to which
the next chapter is devoted.

73 This observation does not exclude the possibility that a conversion narrative might
echo the religious experience of the readers. In his dissertation, C. J. LaHurd has noted the
possible ‘ritual impact’ of such narratives setting forth a rite of passage accessible to the
reader (Author’s Call, 1987, pp. 182–229).
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THE ENIGMA OF THE END OF ACTS
(28. 16−31)

The way the book of Acts ends is surprising. This enigmatic conclusion
has resisted centuries of enquiry. At the end of his work, Luke presents
the activity of Paul, a prisoner, in the capital of the Empire. After the
troubled voyage from Caesarea, Paul settles in, accompanied by a guard
(28. 16). After this there is the theological debate with the delegation of
Roman Jews (28. 17–28), and the book ends with the apostle evangelizing
in the imperial city (28. 30–1). Considering the importance of the end of
a literary work, and the effect the last image may have on the reader or
hearer before leaving the narrative world, Luke’s choice is perplexing.
The first difficulty is not what the narrative conclusion affirms, but what

it does not.WhydoesLuke remain silent about the appeal toCaesar,which
represents the avowed motive for Paul’s transfer to Rome (28. 19)? The
ending of Acts comes after the interminable wait for the apostle’s trial,
which is announced continually throughout the book (23. 11; 25. 11–12;
26. 32; 27. 24), but never occurs; it disappoints the expectation of the
reader. One can understand why this expectation has intrigued exegetes,
from the early Fathers onwards.1 Why did Luke remain silent about the
outcome of the trial, whether favourable (the release of the apostle) or
not (the death of Paul)? Has Luke kept silent intentionally, or was he not
able to say more?
Aseconddifficulty concerns the theological debatewhich is the essence

of the conclusion (28. 17–28): what is the verdict concerning the relation-
ship between Judaism and Christianity? A third difficulty concerns the
final image (28. 30–1):what significance should be given to this summary,
which holds Paul’s evangelistic preaching in Rome, as it were, suspended
in time?
These three questionswill guidemy reflection. I shall begin by situating

myentry into the problematic of the endingofActs and then I shall identify

1 A survey of research can be found in H. J. Hauser’s Abschlusserzählung, 1979,
pp. 1–3, and a more detailed survey in C. J. Hemer, Book of Acts, 1989, pp. 383–7.
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the emergence, in Graeco-Roman literature, of what I call a ‘rhetoric of
silence’, paying particular attention to Graeco-Roman historiography.2

This will lead to its deployment in Acts 27–8. These results will allowme
to deal with the question of the relation between Judaism andChristianity,
and with the final verses of the book, concluding with a synthesis on the
effect of the ending.

The problematic of the ending of Acts

The dissatisfaction felt at the end of Acts has engendered two types of
hypothesis, one historical and the other theological.

Historical criticism: an unwarranted ending

Historical criticism assigns the premature conclusion of the work to a
material cause. It was because of lack of papyrus, or an abandoned project
for a third volume (Spitta, Zahn) or even that Luke had come to the
end of his documentation (Cadbury, Harnack, Hemer).3 One has even
thought that the author had nothing more to say and that Paul lived out
the rest of his life in oblivion.4 In a more subtle manner, J. Roloff uses
the reference in 1 Clement 5 to ‘jealousy and treachery’ as the origins of
persecutions against ‘the highest and straightest pillars’ (Peter and Paul)
to suppose that the martyrdom of Paul was linked with Christian intrigues
that Luke is not authorized to mention.5 What these historical hypotheses
have in common is that they all postulate the unintentional ending of
Acts: Luke’s failure to reveal the fate of Paul is attributed to constraint,
ignorance or imposed muteness. The possibility that the author of Luke–
Acts might have intended such a conclusion is rejected in the name of

2 For my reading of Greek and Latin texts I am indebted to the exchanges with my col-
leagues of Graeco-Roman literature, Claude Calame (University of Lausanne) and Adal-
berto Giovannini (University of Geneva); their help was both scholarly and friendly.
3 H. J. Cadbury hypothesizes that Luke’s sources gave no detail on this point: Making

of Luke–Acts, 1958, p. 321. Harnack thought that Luke at the end of Acts had come up to
his own time: Beiträge, 1911, pp. 65–9; his position is unlikely considering the early date
that it imposes on the editing of the Acts, but has been taken up with slight modifications
by C. J. Hemer (Book of Acts, 1989, pp. 388–410).
4 C. K. Barrett, ‘End of Acts’, 1996, p. 550.
5 Paulus-Darstellung, 1979, pp. 510–31, esp. pp. 522–4. See also P. W. Walaskay, ‘And

So We Came to Rome’, 1983, pp. 18–22. The hypothesis of a Christian conspiracy against
Paul goes back to O. Cullmann, Saint Pierre, 1952; it is based on a risky interpretation
of *�̂
� ���̀ 4��� (1 Cl. 5.5), which are considered to be technical terms for a fratricidal
conflict, on the basis of resemblance to Phil. 1. 15.
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literary propriety or by virtue of the reader’s right to further historical
information.
By checking thewholeworkadTheophilum,however,wefind thatActs

28. 16–31 is certainly not a precipitated ending.6 On the one hand, Paul’s
apology before the Jewish deputation in Rome (28. 17–20) recapitulates
the long history of judicial conflict with the Jews, which occupies the last
section of the book (21. 27 – 26. 32). On the other hand, Paul’s dialogue
with the Jews in Rome (28. 17–28) takes up and hardens a scenario
already set up at the inauguration of his ministry in the synagogue of
Antioch of Pisidia (13. 14–48): Paul begins by preaching to the Jews,
but, with their rejection, he announces the transfer of the Word to the
Gentiles.7 Furthermore, by his choice of vocabulary, Luke has brought
together the end and the beginning of Acts, as well as the beginning of
his gospel.8 The many connections the author creates between the end
and the beginning of his work confirm the deliberate character of this
ending.

Theological criticism: censuring the author

Following Dibelius’ works, theological criticism has assessed the full
range of the literary and theological choices that are at the origins of
Luke’s historiography; the end of Acts is seen as the result of a the-
ological strategy. It is asserted that the programme of the Resurrected
One to make witnesses to the end of the earth (4����
� ��̂� ��̂�, 1. 8)
is completed with Paul’s arrival in Rome.9 It is thought that Acts has

6 In his now classic work, J. Dupont has shown this well: ‘Conclusion’, 1984, pp. 457–
511, esp. pp. 483–511.
7 In particular, Dupont demonstrates that ��
�̀ �����
́���� ��� ��̀ 4��� (13. 46b)

forms an inclusio with �
�̂� 4������ �	����́� �
�̂�
 �
̀ ����́��
� �
�̂ ��
�̂ (28. 28),
by way of 18. 6: �	
̀ �
�̂ ��̂� ��� ��̀ 4��� 	
���́�
���. Announced twice, the decision
to turn to the pagans receives added weight and finality at the end of Acts (‘Conclusion’,
1984, pp. 486–90).
8 The expression ,������ �
�̂ B�
�̂, which summarizes Paul’s preaching (28. 23, 31),

corresponds with that of the Resurrected One at the beginning of the Acts (1. 3). The rare
expression ����́��
� �
�̂ B�
�̂ (28. 28) is present in the beginning of the gospel story
(Luke 2. 30; 3. 6), where it is already close to the announcement of the division of Israel
facedwith the revelation of universal salvation (Luke 2. 34; 3. 7–9). The inclusio between the
end of Acts and the Simeon episode is theologically exploited by D. L. Tiede: ‘The ending
of the narrative of Acts 28 is, therefore, not the end of the story, but it is a resumption of
the themes sounded in Simeon’s oracles’ (‘Glory to Thy People Israel’, 1988, pp. 21–34,
quotation p. 29).
9 Ph. H. Menoud, ‘Plan des Actes’, 1975, pp. 84–91, see p. 86. H. Conzelmann: ‘Der

sowohl geographisch wie theologisch bedeutsame “Weg” der Apg führt nach Rom als dem
endgültigen Ziel’ (‘Geschichtliche Ort’, 1974, p. 224).
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been engendered by a theology of the Word so that, for Peter (12. 17)
as well as for Paul, the biography of the witness gives way before the
expansion of the Christian mission.10 E. Haenchen popularized the view
of Luke as an apologist. He argues that it would have been prejudicial
to the image of Rome to conclude the narrative with Paul’s execution
on the order of the Emperor.11 It is undeniable that the Lucan theol-
ogy of the Word and the apologetic aim played a part here.12 But we
must note that: (1) Rome did not coincide with the 4����
� ��̂� ��̂�
(the end of the earth) of Acts 1. 813 and the programme of the resur-
rected Jesus was not accomplished at 28. 31; (2) the end of Acts does
not recount the arrival of the Word in Rome (it is already there: 28. 15),
but it does recount the apostle’s arrival; and (3) if Luke had wanted to
make the figure of the witness disappear behind the advance of the mis-
sion, why is there such a focalization on the person of Paul (from 15. 36
onwards)?
In my opinion, the theological criticism stops too soon. It continues to

think that the author of Acts ended his work because he did not want to
say more, whether it be to obey a theological programme or to spare the
political power. Just like historical criticism, theological criticism cannot
imagine the rhetorical function of an ending deliberately left open, an
ending that intentionally plays on the silence. Literary criticism, however,
makes us attentive to the phenomenon of narrative conclusion, to its
characteristics, its orchestrated abundance and its programmed silence.14

Narrative criticism invites us to develop our evaluation of this ending
from factors that are immanent in the text.

10 M. Dibelius defended the idea that Luke anticipates the account of Paul’s martyrdom
in the farewell discourse to the Ephesian elders (20. 22–5), with a view to freeing the
conclusion of his work for another theme: the perpetuity of the Word (‘Speeches in Acts’,
1956, pp. 155–65).
11 Acts of the Apostles, 1971, pp. 731–2. To my knowledge, the proposal that Luke

censored the martyrdom of Paul (executed by order of Nero), with a view to ensuring
Christanity the favour of the Romans, was first formulated by K. Schrader, Apostel Paulus,
V, 1836, pp. 573–4.
12 The formulation of Bengel continues to be true: ‘Finis libri/Paulus Romae/Victoria

Dei verbi.’
13 On this point, W. C. van Unnik seems to have said what is essential: ‘Ausdruck’,

1973, pp. 386–401. Notwithstanding Ps. Sol. 8. 16, Rome does not represent the end of the
earth – but from a Roman point of view, qualifies as the centre of the world from which all
land routes emanate to explore the Empire. Luke is surely not insensitive to this.
14 My theoretical references for a study of narrative closure in literature include:

F. Kermode, Sense of an Ending, 1977, and Genesis of Secrecy, 1979; B. H. Smith, Poetic
Closure, 1968; R. Blau Du Plessis, Writing beyond the Ending, 1985; A. Kotin Mortimer,
Clôture narrative, 1985; C. Cazale Bérard, ed., Fine della storia, 1993; K. Stierle and
R. Warning, Ende, 1996.
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The example of Mark

Within the frame of the New Testament, the abrupt ending of the gospel
of Mark is instructive,15 even if by contrast. Christianity in the sec-
ond century could no longer tolerate the end of Mark being 16. 8 (see
Mark 16. 9–20) any more than it could the closure of Acts at 28. 31
(see Acts of Paul 11); however, the two cases are very different on the
point that is of interest here. In effect, the end of Mark is considered
unfinished only when compared with Matthew 28 and Luke 24. But,
the lack of fulfilment at the end of Acts appears to derive from ele-
ments internal to the work: Luke has Paul’s death announced to him
(20. 25, 38), and repeats this announcement for the reader in terms
that harmonize it with the Passion of Jesus (21. 11; cf. Luke 18. 32).
Paul’s appearance before Caesar is demanded by the apostle (25. 11),
confirmed by Festus and Agrippa (25. 12; 26. 32), sealed by the Lord
(27. 24) and recalled by Paul as the goal of his voyage (28. 19). We
must conclude that, from chapter 20 to 28, the author of Acts method-
ically builds an expectation in the reader which he finally fails to sat-
isfy. Is this inadvertent? Or is it because he forgets? Is there a shift in
strategy? The qualities of Luke’s writing have appeared too many times
throughout this study for the theory of a mistake to be credible. It is
my opinion that Luke in chapters 27–8 organizes a concerted displace-
ment of the reader’s expectation, which he has methodically built up
to that point. In matters of narrative strategy, the author of Acts is no
novice.16

John Chrysostom

Surprisingly, we return here to an intuition about the present text offered
by St John Chrysostom in his Homilies on Acts. His commentary makes
use of terms that a narratologist today would not reject:

15 I refer the reader first of all to the excellent book by J. L.Magness, Sense and Absence,
1986, pp. 83–5.
16 One thinks of the narrative shock which the drama of Ananias and Sapphira represents

(5. 1, 11), rupturing the ideal communion of the original community (chs. 2–6), or again of
the reversal that Saul’s conversion represents (ch. 9) after the negative presentation of this
character in 7. 57 – 8. 3. But the clearest example of this process of deferred expectation
that Luke imposes on the reader is Paul’s constant returning to the synagogue, despite his
stated decision to turn to the Gentiles (cf. 13. 46 and 14. 1, 18. 6 and 18. 19: concerning the
sequence of 28. 28 and 28. 30b: see below). We have the feeling that, far from being just
a display of skill, this narrative strategy is taken into the service of an obvious theological
intention.
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‘The author [i.e. Luke] brings his narrative to this point, and
leaves the hearer thirsty so that he fills up the lack by himself
through reflection. The outsiders [i.e. non-Christian writers] do
the same; for, knowing everything wills the spirit to sleep and
enfeebles it. But he does this, and does not tell what follows,
deeming it superfluous for those who read the Scripture, and
learn from it what it is appropriate to add to the account. In fact,
you may consider that what follows is absolutely identical with
what precedes. (Homily on Acts 15: PG 60, p. 382)

According to Chrysostom, the incomplete ending of Acts: (1) is the
effect of a literary strategy well attested in non-Christian literature; (2)
aims to activate the reader’s reflection; (3) requires the gap to be filled by
extrapolation from the preceding narrative.
The first assertion requires verification before one can engage with

the others: by ending a literary work without telling his readers every-
thing, does Luke conform to a pattern known in Graeco-Roman liter-
ature? One may note that John the evangelist has done it by resort-
ing to the literary topos of ‘more than can be said’ (‘Jesus did many
other signs before his disciples, which are not written in this book’,
John 20. 30).17 What about the author of Acts? One should ask about
the literary conventions that regulated the conclusion of a work in
antiquity.

A rhetoric of silence

What rules in antiquity governed the conclusion of literaryworks?A brief
glance at the research shows that the question has been hardly touched,
while studies on the prooemia are abundant. Ancient rhetoricians dealt
much more with the beginning of a work than its ending.
The classic reference is found in Aristotle’s Poetics: the end ‘is that

which is, necessarily or as a rule, the natural result of something else
but from which nothing else follows . . .Well constructed plots must not
therefore begin and end at random, but abide by the formulae we have
stated.’18 In other words, by this double constraint, the conclusion results
necessarily from the plot and the plot leads necessarily to its conclusion.
Is this always the case? Clearly, not!

17 This motif is found in Sir. 43. 27; 1 Macc. 9. 22; Justin, Apol. 1.31, 48, 54; Lucian,
Dem. 67; etc. (numerous examples collected by W. Bauer, Leben Jesu, 1909, pp. 364–5).
18 Poetics VII. 5–7 (1450b).
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The example of Homer

J. L. Magness has listed ancient works that violate the Aristotelian rule of
narrative closure.19 The Iliad and the Odyssey top the list. Both Homeric
works end, from the point of view of the plot, by a coming to rest: the Iliad
closes with Achilles giving Hector’s corpse back to Priam and with the
funeral laments of the Trojans (Il. 22.405–515);20 theOdyssey terminates
withUlysses triumphing over the revolt in Ithaca and his return home (Od.
23.248–96). These conclusions are preceded, in the body of the work, by
an announcement of developments not recounted: the reader is left under
the impact of the prediction, made several times, of the death of Achilles
and the fall of Troy; in the Odyssey, Tiresias predicts that Ulysses will
have to leave Ithaca again on a new journey (Od. 11.119–37). Identi-
fying this procedure of open closure is of paramount importance, since
Homer in antiquity was the source of all culture and the model for all
literature. Not only do other authors adopt this pattern of narrative sus-
pension (the most frequently cited example is Virgil’s Aeneid),21 but the
post-Homeric tradition produced many works presented as a ‘sequel’ of
Homer.22

With some exaggeration, Magness draws conclusions as to the fre-
quency of narrative suspension in the ending of ancient works. His ob-
servations nevertheless uncover the rhetorical power of a non-narrated
ending, the power of the unsaid which leads readers to supply the out-
come of the story through their own reflection. Is it, then, legitimate to
speak of a rhetoric of silence, when so far we have limited ourselves to a
few instances of narrative suspension? Even without the further attesta-
tions I shall supply, the pertinence of the term seems established by the
fact that ancient rhetoric is far from insensitive to the effect of silence.

19 Sense and Absence, 1986, pp. 55ff. Concerning the end of Acts, the hypothesis of a
literary usage has been suggested (following Chrysostom!) by as astute a precursor as H. J.
Cadbury, Making of Luke–Acts, 1958, pp. 321–4.
20 The study of the ending of ancient works is made difficult by the frequent ignorance

of research as to the primitive ending of the work; glossed endings abound. Concerning the
Iliad, the termination at Book 22 is only a likely hypothesis (summary of the discussion in
J. L. Magness, Sense and Absence, 1986, pp. 28–30).
21 The Aeneid finishes with the murder of Latin chief Turnus, whom Aeneas finishes

off in a burst of anger. This ending is problematic, as underlined by the last verse of Virgil
(12.952): ‘Vitaque cum gemitu fugit indignata sub umbras’ (‘and life with a groaning fled
indignant under the shadows’). Now, one encounters in the body of the narrative (12.808–
40), under the guise of an agreement between Jupiter and Juno, a prediction of Aeneas’
marriage with princess Lavinia; that union is a portent of the peace concluded with the
Latins and the founding of a new race, concretized by the founding of Rome.
22 See P. Salat, ‘Fin de l’Enéide’, 1984, pp. 11–18.
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With this in mind, I shall now follow the reflections of two masters in
rhetoric, Pseudo-Longinus and Quintilian.

The effect of silence

In the Treatise of the Sublime, Pseudo-Longinus asserts that the first of
the five sources of the sublime is nobility of the soul (����
��
��́��):
‘The sublime is the echo of the greatness of the soul’ (IX.2). Surprisingly,
the example proposed is an instance of silence, namely the appearance
in the Nekyia of Ajax, who refuses to answer Ulysses’ questions. ‘Thus
even without voice, the naked idea, by itself, sometimes wins admiration
solely through nobility of soul, just as, in the Nekyia, the silence of
Ajax is great and more sublime than any speech’ (IX.2). The silence of
Ajax functions as a perceptible experience of ����
��
��́��; as such it
expresses nothing, yet it expresses the absolute.23

Quintilian encourages the orators to opt for a final summary
(���������́����) at the end of the speech (Institutio oratoria VI.1);
and Luke conforms to this at the end of his work. But Quintilian is not in-
sensitive to the rhetoric of the unsaid. In Book II of the Institutio oratoria,
he elaborates on the virtue of not telling everything.

In painting, what is attractive is the face as a whole; yet, if
Apelles represented Antigone only in profile, it was in order
to conceal the ugliness of her gouged out eye. What then of
speaking? Are there not there also some details to be concealed,
whether they must not be shown, or whether they cannot be
expressed suitably? This is what Timanthes, a native of Cythnos,
did, I believe, in the picture thatwon him the victory overColotes
of Teos. In the sacrifice of Iphigenia, he painted a sad Calchas, a
yet sadderUlysses and gave toMenelaus themaximumaffliction
that can be rendered by art; having exhausted all the signs of
emotion, not knowing how to render the facial expression of
the father appropriately, he veiled the father’s head and left it
to everyone to use their own imagination (et suo cuique animo
dedit aestimandam). (II.13.12–13)

23 In his Life of Apollonius of Tyana, Philostratus is not far from Pseudo-Longinus when
he describes the pious respect with which the disciples of Pythagoras surround the trans-
mission of the words of the master: ‘And all the revelations of Pythagoras were considered
by his fellows as as laws, and they honoured him as though he had been a messenger of
Zeus, training themselves to the silence that is fitting before the deity; for they heard many
divine and secret revelations, which it would have been difficult to keep to themselves if
they had not begun by learning that silence is also word (���̀ �
̀ ���	�̂� 
́�
�)’ (Life of
Apollonius of Tyana, 1.1).
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Quintilian provides an important indication of a concerted recourse to
the unsaid, in order to appeal to the imagination of the reader.
The examples invoked thus far come from the tragic poets and the

Hellenistic novel. What about historiography, on which Luke–Acts is
primarily modelled? Two ancient theoreticians of historiography can pro-
vide us with information at this point: Lucian of Samosata (c. 120–180),
to whom we return once more, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus (end of
the first century BC).

Lucian of Samasota: the freedom not to say

In his treatiseHow to Write History, Lucian expatiates on how a historian
ought to begin and to construct his work, not on how he ought to end it. Is
this an indication of the freedom left to the author in concluding a work?
Whatever the case, Lucian deals with silence in an apology for brevity, in
which he defends the idea that ‘one should touch lightly on facts that lack
interest or value, and dwell on those of importance; nevertheless, there
are many which one can pass over in silence’ (56). This plea for freedom
and discernment on the part of the historian leads to the conclusion that
the scenario Luke adopts to end Acts results from a deliberate choice,
applying the recognized freedom of the historian to say or not to say.
One can note therefore, that the author of Acts chose to close his work
by presenting the preaching of Paul in Rome (28. 30–1) and that this
short summary, often considered insignificant by commentators, receives
by its position in fine a strategic importance that has to be interpreted.
But if Lucian’s observations help us understand why Luke has chosen to
say certain things, they do not indicate his reasons for not saying certain
things.

Blame and praise in Dionysius of Halicarnassus

Thewritings of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, especially hisOnThucydides
and his Letter to Pompeius, are more explicit.24 According to Dionysius:
‘The first duty, and perhaps the most necessary one for all historians, is to
choose a beautiful subject, pleasant to the readers’ (Ep. ad Pomp. 3.767).
The second duty is to determine ‘where to begin’ and ‘how far one must
go’ (Ep. ad Pomp. 3.769). Herodotus is cited as amodel because he begins

24 For studies of literary criticism in Dionysius of Halicarnassus, I have consulted the
following: M. Egger, Denys d’Halicarnasse, 1902; W. Rhys Roberts, Dionysius of Hali-
carnassus, 1901; S. F. Bonner, Literary Treatises, 1969.
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by indicating the cause of the hostilities between Greeks and Barbarians
and ‘proceeds until he has shown the punishment and vengeance exercised
upon the Barbarians’ (Ep. ad Pomp. 3.769). Dionysius privileges a return
at the end to the theme that constitutes ‘the beginning and the end’ of
the work of Herodotus (���̀ ����̀ ���̀ ��́
�  ���̀ ��̂� ���
��́��, Ep. ad
Pomp. 3.767).
Thucydides, on the other hand, is a target for criticism. Not only does

he fail to begin in the appropriate manner (De Thuc. 10.338), starting as
he does with the decline of the Greeks, but he does not bring his work to
a suitable end. Even though he has promised to ‘recount everything’, he
concludes with the narrative of the battle of Cynossema in the twenty-first
year of the war: ‘It would have been better, having related everything, to
end the history with the most admirable event and the one that would be
listened to with the most delight: the return of the fugitives from Phyle,
which was for the city the beginning of the recovery of freedom’ (Ep. ad
Pomp. 3.771). Quite apart from the bad taste that presenting the Greeks
in a position of weakness constitutes for Dionysius, we should hold onto
the thematic inclusio which the beginning and the ending of the historio-
graphical work should present.25 As we have seen above,26 in the corre-
spondences between Acts 28 and Luke 2/Acts 1 Luke is not to be faulted.
What about the works Dionysius criticizes? We know that Thucydides

did not have time to finish thePeloponnesianWar and botched the ending;
one can sense this from the absence of speeches, whichXenophon already
felt to be a deficiency. The case of the Histories of Herodotus is more
promising. They conclude in Book 9 with a perfectly symbolic event:
the defeat of Xerxes’ troops at Sestos and the destruction of the bridges
over the Hellespont, the same ones that had allowed Persian troops to
invade Greece (9.114–20). After victory, in an act that seals the Persian
defeat, the Athenians on their return home take away the cables of the
bridge in order to consecrate them to their gods (9.121). The author
concludes by recalling a saying of Cyrus, who had once enjoined the
Persians to withdraw into their territory and to renounce invading others
in order to preserve their autonomy.27 Dionysius of Halicarnassus is right:

25 Dionysius reproaches: ‘Thucydides has not begun his history where one ought to, and
he has not adapted to it the suitable end; by no means the least part of a good arrangement
is to begin where there should be nothing before, and to end where nothing is left to be
desired’ (De Thuc. 10.830). About Xenophon, on the other hand, he appreciates the fact that
‘everywhere, he has begun and ended in the most suitable and appropriate manner’ (Ep. ad
Pomp. 4.778).
26 See pp. 206–7.
27 The saying attributed to Cyrus is after all perfectly Greek: ‘In soft countries, he said,

soft men are usually born; and it does not belong to the same soil to produce admirable
fruit and valiant men of war. The Persians agreed; they withdrew, acceding to the opinion
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Herodotus closes on a theme which is fundamental to him, the theme of
the limit; the 6,��� of the Persians who started the war had consisted
precisely in violating the limit in order to demand earth and water from
the Greeks. But what Dionysius has not noticed is the lack of completion
in this ending. Herodotus announced three woes to the Athenians: Darius,
Xerxes, Artoxerxes (6.98).28 His work ends under the reign of Xerxes;
the prediction of the third woe remains like a shadow over the future, as
an unfulfilled threat, with the saying of Cyrus, the violation of which is
denounced as insanity, hanging over it. The unsaid allows Herodotus to
suspend the conflict between (Greek) culture and barbarism at a point of
great fragility: respect for a limit. The prediction of the three woes is a
portent that the limit will not hold.

A literary convention

What shall we conclude? The attestation of narrative suspension in
the ending, both in Homer and in that great master of historiography
Herodotus, is impressive, when one realizes the considerable role played
by these works in ancient culture. The identification of a rhetoric of si-
lence in poetry, theatre, Hellenistic novel and historiography leads to the
conclusion that it existed as a literary convention. Nor was this unknown
to the Hebrew Bible.29 Everything leads one to think that the author of
Acts made use of this model.
The effect of this convention may be summed up in three points:

1. The rhetorical device takes the form of narrative suspension
whereby the author, by failing to bring certain narrative data
to their resolution, prevents the closure of the narrative world
for the reader (thus Thucydides as read by Dionysius of
Halicarnassus).

2. Closure must be achieved by the reader, who, in order to satisfy
the need for completion, is tempted to finish the story in conso-
nance with its plot (Odyssey, Aeneid, Herodotus’s Histories).

expressed by Cyrus; and they chose to be masters even though they lived in an infertile
land, rather than being slaves to someone else while cultivating luxuriant plains’ (9.122).
28 The earthquake that struck Delos is interpreted by Herodotus in these terms: ‘It seems

to me that this wonder was sent by God as a portent of the evil to come among humans.
For in three generations, those of Darius, son of Hystaspes, Xerxes, son of Darius and
Artoxerxes, son of Xerxes, more woes came on Greece than during the twenty generations
that preceded Darius . . . ’ (6.98).
29 P. Davies observed that the second book of Kings ends with a narrative suspension

through the symbolic scene of Jehoiachin’s release (25. 27–30); he has not been able to
show that Luke has drawn direct inspiration from that ending in his composition of Acts 28
(‘Ending’, 1982/3, pp. 334–5).
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3. The narrative, even without closure, may end up with a scene
(Odyssey, Aeneid) or a declaration (Herodotus) that functions as
a metaphor or a synecdoche and implies the unwritten outcome
of the narrative.30

Let us return now to the book of Acts. I have said that it contains
two announcements for which the narrative offers no fulfilment: Paul’s
appeal to Caesar and the testimony to the Risen one ‘as far as the ends
of the earth’ (1. 8). According to what has just been said, one must ask:
are there clues in the body of the book which allow the reader to bring
these announcements to their completion? I shall begin with the appeal
to Caesar, reserving the second motif for the last section.

Acts 27–28 and the displacement of the reader’s expectation

Paul, in order to escape the schemesof his adversaries, employs his right of
Roman citizenship: he appeals to the imperial judicial court (25. 11). This
announcement marks out the end of the book of Acts: it is predicted by
God (23. 11), communicated by Paul (25. 11), sanctioned by the governor
Festus (25. 12, 25), recognized by King Agrippa (26. 32) and confirmed
by an angel during the storm (27. 23). With all the clarity one could wish,
Luke has prepared his readers for the apostle’s appearance before Caesar.
But when the moment is approaching, the author of Acts devotes fifty-
nine verses (27. 1–28. 15) to narrating the commotions of the trip toRome,
with abundant detail on the navigational manoeuvres to which there is
no equivalent in Greek literature. Considering the strategic position of
this narrative (just a few lines from the end!), the voyage to Rome has a
delaying effect, which must have a specific function with regard to the
reader’s expectation. What is that function?

A salvific operation

Since Ulysses and theOdyssey, the Greek novel had made the sea voyage
into the classic locus of the hero’s quest for identity; in this context the
symbolic ordeal takes the form of a rescue from the powers of evil.31 Ex-
egetes have pointed out how the ambivalence of the vocabulary of rescue

30 I have borrowed categories from F. Kermode,Genesis of Secrecy, 1977, p. 65. W. Iser
speaks of the ‘gaps’ of the text as an indispensable factor in the act of reading; meaning
arises both from what is said and from the reader’s projection on the unsaid, so that the
silence of the text is not to be considered as an absence of meaning, but as an invitation to
find the missing elements through projection (‘Interaction’, 1980, pp. 106–19).
31 See my chapter 11: ‘Travels and travellers’.
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(�I�*���, ����I�*���, ������́�)32 makes the sea epic into a metaphor of
salvation. It is also clear that the last two chapters of Acts are organized
according to a two-part scheme: the tableau of Acts 27. 1 – 28. 10, de-
voted to the Gentiles, finds its counterpart in the scene of Acts 28. 17–31,
devoted to the relation with Judaism. The narrative conclusion of 27. 44
(‘And thus it happened that all were brought safely (�������̂���) to the
land’) must be read in that perspective: the rescue of the passengers of the
ship prefigures the salvation of all the nations of the earth, which is al-
ready anticipated by the quasi-Eucharistic meal over which Paul presides
aboard ship (27. 33–7).33

Paul plays the leading role in this operation of salvation.Visited byGod,
endowed with an unshakeable confidence, equipped with an infallible
foreknowledge of the future and of people, the apostle to theGentiles,with
his imposing presence and his wisdom, dominates the surging storm.34

The divine visitation (27. 23–4) interprets the rescue of the ship as a
grace granted to Paul (����́������́ �
� 7 B�
́�), making the apostle a
mediator of salvation for his 276 fellow passengers. The reader knows
that Paul is not guilty of the crimes of which he is accused by the Jews:
Luke has made declarations of innocence into a leitmotiv of the last
section of the work (18. 14–15; 20. 26; 23. 3, 9; 24. 12–13; 25. 18,
25; 26. 31–2). However, on the narrative plane, the pagans have yet to
be assured of it. It is for them that the marvellous rescue in Acts 27
manifests the intervention of the God who is Lord of the waters,35 in

32 Acts 27. 20, 31, 34, 43, 44; 28. 1, 4.PaceA.George, whomaintains the strictly profane
character of �I�*���/������́� (‘Vocabulaire de salut’, 1978, pp. 307–20, see pp. 308–9).
33 In her excellent article devoted to the voyage to Rome, S.M. Praeder rightly maintains

the Eucharistic character of the meal, implied by the mimesis of the vocabulary from
which Luke constructs the narrative of the Last Supper of Jesus (cf. Acts 27. 35 and Luke
22. 19); however, I think the absence of the distribution of the bread is intentional. Luke
avoids assimilating the crew of the ship to a Christian assembly. Praeder also notes the
universalistic aimsof themeal, concretizedby theunusual abundanceof categories of totality
in this passage: 27. 33, 35, 36, 37, cf. 27. 24, 44 (‘Sea Voyages’, 1984, pp. 683–706, esp.
pp. 697–700); see also ‘Narrative Voyage’, 1980, pp. 126–42.
34 Paul gives navigational counsel (27. 9–10); he comforts (27. 21–6); he benefits from

an angelic visitation (27. 23–4); he forestalls the crime of the sailors’ flight (27. 31); he
celebrates a quasi-Eucharistic meal (27. 35); his presence saves the life of the prisoners
(27. 43). Haenchen concludes the following from the Pauline episodes in Acts 27, which he
views as redactional additions: ‘In this way Chapter 27 is fitted into the final section of the
book, which again shows Paul the prisoner as the focal point of the action: he, the prisoner,
saves them all!’ (Acts of the Apostles, 1971, p. 709). On the victorious figure of the apostle
undergoing trial, see the study of J. Zumstein, ‘Apôtre comme martyr’, 1980, pp. 371–90
or Miettes exégétiques, 1991, pp. 183–205.
35 In addition to Old Testament tradition (mainly Jonah and Psalms), see Luke 5. 4–

8; 8. 22–5. Rabbinic literature also ties storms to the wrath of God, for example, in the
miraculous deliverance of Rabbi Gamaliel (bBab. Mes. 59b) or in relating the terror of Titus
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favour of his witness; for them providence attests to the innocence of
Paul.
G. B.Miles and G. Trompf have shown that protection from the peril of

the waves is also, in Greek literature, a classic motif of divine protection
of the just.36 Hence, for the Jewish as well as for the Greek reader, the
God of the ocean acquits the apostle in the eyes of the pagan world! It is
tempting to conclude, with these two authors, that since the apostle has
been found guiltless by divine intervention, recounting his appearance
before a human court of justice, even an imperial one, would become
superfluous.37 There are nevertheless two observations which prevent me
from adopting this conclusion.

Divine favour for Paul

First, the Malta episode (28. 1–10) and the end of the voyage (28. 11–16)
present a chain of arguments attesting divine favour toward Paul. (1) The
apostle’s immunity to the viper’s bite leads the ‘Barbarians’ in Malta to
abandon their idea that ‘Justice’ (P�́��) was pursuing a criminal (28. 4);
Paul is therefore innocent. (2) Moreover, they regard him as a god
(28. 6b) – Luke does not bother to correct that assessment (contrary to
14. 14–18), for the Barbarians are allowed to voice in an aberrant form a
verdict which is substantially correct!38 (3) The healing of ‘all the other’
(
� 
�	
�́) inhabitants of the island leads to a profusion of honours show-
ered upon Paul and his companions (28. 10). (4) Through the ensign of
the Dioscuri (28. 11) under which the ship sails, Paul’s arrival in Puteoli
bears the signature of his innocence: the twin sons of Zeus were known
not only as protectors of seafaring people, but as guardians of truth and

shaken by the waves on his return from Rome after the sack of Jerusalem (Aboth Rabbi
Nathan 7).
36 G. B. Miles and G. Trompf, ‘Luke and Antiphon’, 1976, pp. 259–67; G. Trompf,

‘On Why Luke Declined to Recount’, 1984, pp. 225–39. Their thesis has been refined and
expanded by D. Ladouceur, ‘Hellenistic Preconceptions’, 1980, pp. 435–49.
37 ‘Luke and Antiphon’, 1976, p. 265: ‘Paul was put to the last test by forces and

exigencies far more dreaded than the requirements of a human law court, and since he had
been found guiltless, what need was there to recount the outcome of his appeal?’; cf. also
p. 267.
38 J. Roloff ignores this narrative effect when he compares the Malta episode with the

one in Lystra (ch. 14) and ascribes to a ‘naiv-unreflektierte Paulusverehrung’ the lack of
a challenge to the flawed theology of the people of Malta, which regrettably assimilates
the apostle to a god (Apostelgeschichte, 1981, p. 366). But the narrator is more subtle! He
leaves this judgement standing, which the reader knows to be wrong, but which testifies to
a contextualized version of the recognition of the apostle’s status. Luke is a master of the
reconstruction of local colour. R. I. Pervo (Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 70ff.) has grasped
well the Lucan taste for exotic colouring.
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the punishers of perjury.39 To sum up: storm, shipwreck, and being bitten
by the viper in Malta are a number of trials, which function as an ordeal;
Paul’s innocence is repeated, crystallizes in a chain of signs adapted to
the pagan world, but is inappropriate for the dialogue with Judaism.

An inverted trial

Secondly, Luke in Acts 28. 17–28 does indeed set up a trial situation.
However, the roles are reversed. Let us look at the first interview (28.
17–22). Paul is a prisoner, but he is the one who summons others to his
own dwelling (28. 17a). The Roman Jewish deputation, which on the
narrative plane inherits the role of the accusers, is installed as the court
before whom Paul pleads his innocence (28. 17b–20); these judges – who
are impartial since no rumour concerning Paul has reached them (28. 21) –
ratify Paul’s innocence. At the second interview (28. 23–8), Paul keeps
the initiative, but the issue has changed: the debate is no longer about
the apostle’s innocence, but about the culpability of the Jews before the
Gospel (28. 23). Paul interprets the audience’s divided reaction to his
preaching by means of the word of judgement from Isaiah 6. 9–10 (28.
25–7). The role reversal is then complete. The accusers are first judges,
then judged. In accordance with the Holy Spirit (28. 25), the accused
wields the word of judgement: ‘The heart of this people has grown thick,
they have become hard of hearing with their ears, and they have veiled
their eyes, lest they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears . . .’
(28. 27).

Installing a change of roles

I wrote earlier of the reader’s expectation being displaced by the author.
This device now appears more clearly. When Luke methodically con-
structs the expectation of Paul’s trial, this is not in order to censor it at
the last moment for the sake of political decency. Luke transforms the
journey to Rome into a providential manifestation of Paul’s innocence in
the eyes of the pagan world, which the Maltese ratify with their barbaric
naivety (28. 1–10). The image of the apostle arriving in Rome as a distin-
guished visitor, welcomed by a Christian delegation (28. 15), settled into
the liberal status of the custodia militaris (28. 16, 30),40 receiving crowds

39 See D. Ladouceur, ‘Hellenistic Preconceptions’, 1980, pp. 443–8 and H. J. Klauck,
Magie und Heidentum, 1996, pp. 132–3 (who quotes the Homeric Hymn 33).
40 On this topic see the study by H. W. Tajra, Trial, 1989, pp. 179–81.
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of people at home (28. 17, 23, 30) – this glowing image41 is not designed
to spare the imperial justice, but rather to effect an exchange of roles.
The prisoner reaches the capital and stays there with the authority of one
who will not be judged, but will deliver a judgement. The function of the
sequence in Acts 27. 1 – 28. 16 is to prepare for this reversal. This does
not occur, however, without a paradox: this man, the bearer of a word of
judgement, is in chains (28. 16b).
All this being said and done, why is there no mention of the outcome

of the trial? If Luke’s silence is neither ignorance nor political prudence,
what is the reason?My opinion is that Luke, through the effect of judicial
reversal, reinterprets a fact that his readers well remember: the execution
of the apostle in Rome, perhaps at the close of his trial.42 This subtle game
with the memory of the reader is signalled by the reference to the limited
length of the apostle’s stay in Rome (v. 30: �����́�), whose result the reader
does not have to learn. But Luke depends on thismemory in order to invert
the roles. It is not the apostle to the Gentiles, but the chosen people in
Rome who are judged. The reluctance of the author of Acts to recount the
death of witnesses also has an effect, more probably than a resemblance
between the death of Paul and the resurrection of Jesus, as some have
suggested.43 If the rhetoric of silence incites the reader to conclude the
narrative in accordance with the plot, one can understand the means that
Luke has given his readers to guide them in the task of completion.
Death is indeed announced (20. 35, 38; 21. 11), but the narrative, which
delays long over the firmness of the Pauline witness before those who
exercise the Roman power (chs. 21–6) and over his confidence in the
midst of the storm (ch. 27), implies that thewitnesswill face deathwithout
faltering.44

41 On the social image of Paul in Acts, in addition to the above cited monograph by
Pervo, see also J. C. Lentz, Luke’s Portrait of Paul, 1993 (although skimpy on Acts 27–8).
42 The hypothesis of the death of Paul in Rome has sufficient support from literary and

archaeological data (cf. G. Lüdemann, Frühe Christentum, 1987, pp. 274–6).
43 While the tradition of the early Church was content to tell of the martyrdom of Peter

and Paul, Acts lets both of them depart in the same manner, without relating their deaths.
Beforehand, both are the object of amiraculous deliverance (12. 6–11; 28. 31b). This silence
concerning the death of two witnesses has been seen in a typological perspective by M. D.
Goulder, who sees here the recurrence of the death–resurrection cycle of Jesus (Type and
History, 1964, pp. 34–51, esp. 36–9). W. Radl and J.-N. Aletti agree with this interpreta-
tion (I deal with the question on pp. 58–9), but this is to confuse the shipwreck with the
death of Paul and to forget the secondary position of the witness before the Master (cf. 27.
24, 34–5; 28. 23, 31); the absence of resurrection vocabulary in chapter 12 and 27–8 does
not support this interpretation either.
44 This is essentially the image of the courageous witness that, according to R. C.

Tannehill, the reader is invited to carry from Acts 27 to the suspended ending of Acts
28 (Narrative Unity, II, 1990, p. 355).
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Positively, it is important for the author of Acts to install the image of
Paul preaching at the end (28. 30–1), for it is by this remembrance and
this activity that the world of the narration and the world of the reader are,
in his view, linked together. We shall also see that the second prediction
left open in the book of Acts, namely the testimony of the Risen One to
the 4����
� ��̂� ��̂� (1. 8), towers above this final summary, in which it
finds a kind of anticipatory fulfilment. I shall come to this, but only after
dealing with the theological dispute in 28. 17–28.

The last theological disputation (28. 17–28)

Instead and in place of Paul’s defence before the imperial tribunal the
reader is present at the apology of Paul before the representatives of the
Jewish community. In accordance with the norm invoked by Quintilian
andDionysus of Halicarnassus (see above, pp. 212–16), the conclusion of
Acts resumes the fundamental theme of the work. It delivers the author’s
theological diagnosis about the relation between Church and Synagogue.
My interest, at this point, is not to return to the fundamental question
of the relation between Judaism and Christianity. I have already devoted
a whole chapter to this question.45 Rather, I shall examine the conflict
between Paul and the Jews, at the point when Luke brings Paul’s ministry
to an end. The quote from Isaiah 6. 9–10 functions as the hermeneutical
frame for this final theological dispute.
I have just noted the structure of reversal governing the passage; it is

now necessary to observe the outcome of this reversal.

Shifts of meaning

The argumentative scenario of this final debate between Paul and his
tradition of origin is remarkably constructed. Two interviews bring the
prisoner apostle together with the Jewish deputation in Rome, proba-
bly composed of synagogue leaders. From the first (28. 17–22) to the
second (28. 23–8), the author orchestrates a series of thematic shifts, in
a crescendo that culminates in the hard word of judgement of Isaiah 6.
There are five shifts.
(1) The first shift: one passes from Paul’s dispute (v. 19a) to that of the

Church (22b: the same verb is used, �����́������). (2) Paul transfers
the debate about ‘this sect’ (v. 22) to the proclamation of the Kingdom
(v. 23). (3) Paul passes from the proclamation of the Kingdom (v. 24) to

45 See above, chapter 7: ‘Jews and Christians in conflict’ (pp. 129–54).
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the history of salvation (vv. 25–7). (4) The Jewish deputation is invited to
pass from knowledge of the debate about the Church (vv. 22b) to another
knowledge dealing with salvation for the Gentiles (v. 28a: the same term
is used, �����
́�). (5) Paul passes from the solidarity with Israel (‘I have
done nothing against the people or the customs of the fathers’, v. 17) to
distancing himself (‘The Holy Spirit was right in saying to your fathers
through the prophet Isaiah’, v. 25).
These five shifts attest the reorientation of salvation history (v. 28) ef-

fected through Paul’s destiny and the acceptance of his message. The first
interview allows the apostle to present his apology. One may note that
the modelling of Paul’s martyrdom on the passion of Jesus is reinforced
(vv. 17–18),46 and that the speech points toward a validation of suffering
in the name of Israel’s hope (v. 20). His exculpation by the Roman author-
ities points to the Jewish responsibility in his present situation, but Paul
defends himself against any hint of anti-Judaism in the clearest of terms:
it is because of the hope of Israel that he wears his chains (v. 20). This
hope in the promises made to the fathers, if it has as its primary objective
the resurrection of the dead (26. 6–7), finds its concretization in the inter-
vention of God in Jesus (cf. Luke 2. 37).47 The group understands very
well, since its answer (vv. 21–2) transfers the question from the person of
Paul, whowas not controversial in Rome, to ‘this sect’, which is known to
be ‘contested everywhere’. The second interview (28. 23–8) begins with
Paul’s testimony about the Kingdom of God: his proclamation is Chris-
tological (	���̀ �
�̂ Q;��
�̂) and is argued from the Scriptures (Moses and
the Prophets). According to a stereotype in Acts, present already in the
Pentecost narrative (2. 12–13), the hearers are divided in their reactions:
some are convinced and others ‘do not believe’ (v. 24). Thus Paul sees,
in the failure of his preaching, the fulfilment of the word of the Holy
Spirit, written in Israel’s past in Isaiah 6. 9–10. Consequently, the Jewish
deputation is called to realise that salvation, destined for the Gentiles,
would from now on be addressed to them with success: ‘this salvation of
God has been sent to the Gentiles; they will listen’ (v. 28).

46 S. M. Praeder notes the three points which differentiate Paul’s apology in 28. 18–20
from Acts 21. 18–26, 32, bringing Paul’s martyrdom closer to the trial of Jesus before
Pilate according to Luke 23. The three points are giving into the hands of the Romans
(Luke 18. 32–3; 20. 20; 23. 1), the Roman desire to free him (Luke 23. 16, 20, 22), and the
Jewish opposition to this liberation (Luke 23. 18, 21, 23). Paul’s insistence on his innocence
finds its parallel on the lips of Jesus in Luke 23. 15 and 23. 22 (‘Narrative Voyage’, 1980,
p. 161).
47 Cf. Kl. Haacker, ‘Bekenntnis’, 1985, pp. 437–51. Behind this apology, W. Stegemann

assumes a Lucan response to the reproaches addressed by Judaism to Christianity: Zwischen
Synagoge und Obrigkeit, 1991, pp. 180–6.
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To what theological result does Paul’s aborted dialogue with the Jews
of Rome lead? In my view, Luke proceeds in an ambiguous manner, as he
does often in the crucial passages of his work, and I will summarize his
reading of the event in two terms: an opening and an acknowledgement
of failure.

An opening. . .

First, the most surprising observation is that in spite of the chilling judge-
ment of Isaiah 6. 9–10, neither Paul’s discourse (according to Luke)
nor the discourse of the narrator concludes by closing the door to Ju-
daism. Luke does not, as in other places, point to the Jewish group as
a united front in hostility (13. 45) or in opposition (18. 6). He notes
a division in the audience between those ‘convinced’ ( 	��́�
��
) and
the unbelievers (28. 24); there is no reason to doubt that 	��́�
��� rep-
resents believing adherence to Paul’s preaching.48 The text stresses not
that the Jews could believe (the reader knows this already), but divi-
sion in the audience, which it describes by the unexpected term ‘a-
symphony’ (���́����
�, 28. 25a). At this final moment, this separation
takes on a symbolic value: the recognition of the Kingdom of God in
Jesus brings disunity among the Jewish people. It makes sense, there-
fore, to see in the inclusivity of Paul’s hospitality (�	���́���
 	�́����, v.
30) an invitation to include Jews as individuals among those to whom
Christian preaching is addressed. Paul’s preaching mentioned at the
end overcomes the opposition �
́�/4���, which dominated verses 25–8,
to recapitulate the universality of the addressees of the Christian mis-
sion.49 To this indication of openness, one must add the rhetorical func-
tion of the word of judgement in the Old Testament, as recalled by D.
Moessner: ‘Isa. 6. 9f. does not foreclose the future by a condemnation,
but forcefully exhorts to an ultimate repentance.’50 V. Fusco has also
insisted on the fact that the accusation of hardening is a deuteronomist

48 The pair 	��́�
���/�	����́� (28. 24) is the equivalent of the couple 	�����́�/
�	����́� that Luke uses in 14. 1–2.
49 It is worth noting that the Jews’ exit from the narrative, arranged by the Byzantine text

(gloss of v. 29), was precisely not intended by the narrator. The gradation that he arranged
between the three successive audiences (v. 17: ��̂�’;
�����̂� 	��́�
��; v. 23: 	��́
���;
v. 30: 	�́����) culminates in universality. Luke did not ‘write off’ Israel in his work.
E. Haenchen’s formula ‘Luke has written the Jews off’ does not apply to the received text
(‘Book of Acts’, 1978, pp. 258–78, quotation p. 278).
50 D. P. Moessner, (‘Paul in Acts’, 1988, pp. 96–104). F. Bovon has proposed to read in

���̀ ��́�
��� �+�
�́� of v. 27c the hope of such a repentance (‘ “How Well the Holy Spirit
Spoke” ’, 1995, p. 47). But it must be noted that, after ��́	
��, the future is equivalent to a
subjunctive aorist (Blass–Debrunner–Rehkopf, 442,2d).
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theologoumenon that (1) is not to be confused with a sentence of re-
jection; (2) leaves open the possibility of a future enlightenment by a
salvific intervention of God.51 The �
�̂�
 �
̀ ����́��
� �
�̂ B�
�̂ of
verse 28 confirms the salvific connotation of the end of the text of Isaiah.
The signs of an opening are then perceptible, but I must admit, they are
hesitant.

. . . and an acknowledgement of failure

Second, as a counterbalance to the opening, the acknowledgement of
failure is presented with gravity. Against the ‘a-symphony’ of the cho-
sen people, stands the impressive agreement between Isaiah, Paul and
the Holy Spirit (28. 25). The passing of salvation to the pagans, as
prompted by Israel’s refusal announced in 13. 46 and 18. 6, is now
sealed by the apostle’s last word to Judaism, which is a single last
word (E�̂�� 5�, 28. 25), and is at the same time the last word of Paul
in Acts. Despite the desire that the theologian might have, it is not rea-
sonable to trivialize this final fact by inferring, as earlier in Acts, that
Paul will proceed without changing his preaching to Israel despite the
resistance he confronts.52 The conclusive word of the apostle in verse
28 not only evokes the possibility of the Gentiles’ hearing, but opposes
this future hearing (��
�́�
����) with the past non-hearing of Israel. The
end of verse 28 stresses this opposition by the position of the ���́, em-
phasizing the pronoun �+�
�́: ‘they’ (the Gentiles) in contrast to ‘you’
(Israel) will listen. Since verse 25, the argument has moved from the
individual (v. 24) to the collective level of �
́�/4���; the destiny of
Israel in its totality is opposed to the attitude of the Gentiles, with the
intention of disqualifying the chosen people. Even if the conversion of

51 V. Fusco, ‘Future of Israel’, 1996, pp. 1–17, see pp. 6–8.
52 R. L. Brawley postulates that, for Luke, the preaching to Israel will proceed without

change; he bases this on the resumption of the evangelization of the Jews, after Paul’s
resolution to turn to the Gentiles, in 13. 46 and 18. 6 (‘Paul in Acts’, 1984, pp. 129–34
or Luke–Acts and the Jews, 1987, pp. 68–78). The same trivialization of the conclusive
aspect of Acts 28 is found in R. C. Tannehill’s Narrative Unity, II, 1990, pp. 350–1; B. J.
Koet’s Five Studies, 1989, pp. 119–39; R. F. O’Toole, Treatment of Jews, 1993, pp. 547–9
(with reference to Exod. 32. 9; Isa. 63. 10; 2 Chron. 36.16). Arguments against this reading:
(1) the strategic choice of the conclusion prevents it being seen as the repetition of the
scenario in 13. 46 and 18. 6; (2) there is a gradual process, both geographical and chrono-
logical, from Asia (13. 46) (future �����
́����) to Greece (18. 6), then to Rome (28. 28)
(present �����
́� 4��� !��̂�); (3) the author holds back the citation of Isa. 6. 9–10, which
he shortens in 8. 10 (cf. Mark 4. 12), in order to give it in extenso in the narrative conclusion.
G. Wasserberg correctly insists on the summarizing character of the Isa. 6. 9–10 quotation
at the end of the book (Aus Israels Mitte, 1998, pp. 101–3; pp. 109–12; p. 115).
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individuals within Judaism is envisaged and sought (v. 30: 	�́����),
the hope of unifying the Jewish people (v. 26: �
́�)53 around Jesus is
lost.

Paul is aligned with the prophet

In thiswayLuke places the rupture betweenChurch and Synagogue under
the sign of historico-salvific continuity. But, this rupture is no triumph.
It sanctions the failure of the apostolic preaching to convince Judaism
that in Jesus the ‘hope of Israel’ is manifested. This theological dimen-
sion of failure comes from a fact little noticed up to now: Luke is the
only New Testament author who cites Isaiah 6. 9–10 including the man-
date given to the prophet: ‘Go to this people and say. . . .’ (28. 26). Is
this a concern for scriptural exactitude?54 I am inclined to say that the
beginning of the quotation is important to Luke because it makes it pos-
sible to align Paul with the mandate given to the prophet. The motif
of the sending of the prophet reminds the reader of the repeated refer-
ences to Paul’s vocation, cast in the language of the prophetic vocations
(22. 21; 26. 17; cf. 9. 15).55 Consequently, a similar failure of preach-
ing establishes, under the protection of the Spirit, a continuity between
representatives of God. The apostle takes on and duplicates in the face
of Israel the prophet’s failure; he borrows the prophet’s voice (Paul does
not speak in vv. 26–7, but he makes the prophet speak)56 in order to
attest to the continuity of refusing God’s offer all through the history
of salvation. This drama welds the past to the present and places the
Christian preacher and the prophet side by side. Moreover, the quotation
of Isaiah presents the refusal of Israel as the result of an act of God.
It is finally to God that the mystery of the hardening of the people is
returned.

53 Similarly, see now J. B. Tyson, Images of Judaism, 1992, pp. 174–8, and ‘Jews and
Judaism’, 1995, pp. 36–7. For a different opinion, see H. van de Sandt, ‘No salvation’, 1994,
pp. 341–58, esp. pp. 357–8.
54 T. Holtz thinks it probable that Luke verified the citation in a codex of the LXX;

Alttestamentlichen Zitate, 1968, pp. 33–7.
55 H. van de Sandt had identified, as I have, this parallelism between the sending of the

prophet and the mission of Paul, but he attributes it to the taking over of a structure found in
Ezek. 2. 3–5; 3. 4–7 (‘No Salvation’, 1994, pp. 348–50). See also D. P. Moessner, ‘Paul and
the Pattern of the Prophet’, 1983, pp. 203–12, and Lord of the Banquet, 1998, pp. 114–30,
pp. 296–307.
56 F. Bovon was aware of this effect of ‘going back’, which the procedure of quo-

tation produces: ‘ “How Well the Holy Spirit Spoke” ’ , 1995, pp. 43–50, esp. pp. 44
and 48–9.
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A sketch of a response

Rather than ending on a tragic verdict, the book of Acts – and this fact
is of the utmost importance theologically – closes with an unresolved
tension between the promise intended for Israel and the historical turning
that signifies its refusal.57 How can one explain that in treating a theme
so fundamental for him, Luke ends his narrative with so ambivalent a
position? We could, like V. Fusco, distrust the arguments ex silentio and
collect indications throughout the gospel attesting the Lucan conviction
of a future salvation of Israel.58 But, again, Luke is too skilful a narrator
to have bungled the end of his work by forgetting to mention the future
of Israel. In my opinion, the unresolved tension of Acts 28 signals that
Luke does not have a definitive solution concerning the destiny of Israel.
There are only sketches of a response. The narrator wanted to leave the
readers to form their own opinion by posing two correlates that he did
not link systematically. On the one hand, the ‘salvation of God’ is to be
understood in the Church as open to both Jews and Gentiles. On the other
hand – a distant echo of Romans 9–11 may be heard here – the promises
of the faithfulness of God to his people Israel are not annulled.
However, the last word of the narrator is to be sought in the conclud-

ing summary of verses 30–1. I must now decipher the meaning of this
epilogue –which has nothing to dowith an appendix, theologically speak-
ing, since it develops the idea of a universal opening under the sign of the
fulfilment of prophecy (28. 28 quotes Isa. 40. 5).

Paul the exemplary pastor (28. 30–31)

In the typology of narrative closure devices discussed above,59 the open-
ended conclusion implies the unwritten outcomeof the narrative bymeans

57 R. C. Tannehill judiciously concludes from the paradox Luke poses between the
scriptural promises intended for Israel and the historical experience of its refusal to see
in the Christ the accomplishment of the hope of Israel: ‘The resulting tension, especially
apparent in the tension between the promise in the Antioch sermon and the bitter words at
the end of Acts, is not resolved in the narrative’ (‘Rejection’, 1988, pp. 83–101, quotation
p. 101; also Narrative Unity, II, 1990, p. 352. Against this author (‘Rejection’, p. 93), I
maintain that the final scene of Acts is not 28. 17–28, but 28. 30–1, and that consequently
the work of Luke does not culminate in the tragic irony of the elected people denying the
promise that is destined for them, but in the announcement of salvation open to the nations
(see R. C. Tannehill, ‘Tragic Story’, 1985, pp. 69–85).
58 V. Fusco evokes the prophetic sayings of Luke 13. 34–5; 19. 41–4; 21. 24b (should we

add Acts 3. 21–3) concerning the future salvation of Israel and affirms that Acts 28. 25–8
only mentions the ‘near future’ (‘Future of Israel’, 1996, see pp. 9–15). But the weight of
the conclusion of Acts makes such a solution unlikely, which further highlights the new
situation created by the repeated refusal of the Gospel as it is developed in the narrative of
Acts.
59 See pp. 210–16.
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of a concluding scene functioning as metaphor or synecdoche. This is
undeniably the case with the final summary presented in 28. 30–1.

A paradigmatic goal

The redaction of this short summary shows how subtly Luke can use
language. First, Paul’s activity in Rome is chronologically limited: ‘He
lived there two whole years’ (v. 30a). The aorist  ��́������ and the tem-
poral indication �����́�� A�� signal a period that is over, beyond which
readers should use their own information and other narrative data. The
summary has the biographical goal of closing the activity of the hero
of Acts. At the same time, the picture has a paradigmatic purpose. The
syntactic construction, an imperfect indicative (�	���́���
, v. 30b) fol-
lowed by a chain of participles (����́����, ����́����, v. 31), creates an
effect of duration and exemplariness. This construction is typical of the
summaries of Acts (2. 42, 45–7; 5. 16; 8. 3; 12. 25; 15. 35; 18. 11; 19.
8–10; etc.), which describe the ideal and permanent state of the Chris-
tian community and its mission.60 The unlimited openness of Pauline
evangelization is attested by the 	�́���� (‘he received all who came’),
and Paul’s three audiences are recapitulated: Jews, Gentiles and Chris-
tians. The end of the book mentions all three of them (28. 17, 23; 28. 28;
28. 15).
This summary confirms the traits that Luke, since chapter 9, has not

ceased to ascribe to that figure he reveres above all others: Paul the ideal
pastor and the model of the persecuted Christian. In the imperial cap-
ital, Christianity, like the apostle,61 will now find its ‘home’.62 At the
centre of the Empire, where the Roman power resides, Paul preaches
the power of God’s rule.63 His teaching holds together two entities that

60 ‘His theme of unstoppable growth and spread ofGod’sWord nomatterwhat the human
opposition, plays itself out to the very end of his narrative’ (W. S. Kurz, Reading Luke–
Acts, 1993, p. 109). V. Fusco has seen that the conclusion of Acts escapes an exclusively
biographical interest as well as a strictly symbolic reading (‘Progetto storiografico’, 1986,
pp. 145–8).
61 Luke was certainly not insensitive either to the fact that the Hellenistic novels (as

in the pattern of the Odyssey) frequently conclude with the hero’s homecoming, or that
coming to Rome represented a climax in the life of the great philosophers (see The Life of
Apollonius of Tyana by Philostratus).
62 The work of Luke transfers the reader from Jerusalem to Rome and from the Temple

(Luke 1–2) to home (Acts 28). The symbolic connotation of Paul’s ‘home’ (28. 16, 30) is
still to be specified. V. K. Robbins sees an indication of the social context of the author,
which he describes in ‘Social Location’, 1991, pp. 305–32, esp. p. 330: ‘Paul, like the
Christian movement, has a rightful home within the Roman Empire’; See also J. H. Elliot’s
‘Temple versus Household’, 1991, pp. 211–40.
63 S. J. Cassidy is (overly?) aware of the implicit criticism of the Roman state in the final

summary (Society and Politics, 1987, pp. 130–5 and 167–70).
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are no longer to be dissociated: the ,�����́� �
�̂ B�
�̂64 and the Lord
Jesus Christ (v. 31). The apostle in chains testifies with a total freedom
of speech (	������́�), which is the effect of the Spirit, and without
hindrance (����́���), which represents a promise for the future. The
theological overtones of this description of the material condition of the
apostle, prisoner but free, should not be underestimated.65 In the form
of an ideal picture of the Pauline past, Luke draws up an agenda for the
future.

Rejoining the world of the readers

But to whom does this agenda apply? Who must carry it out? For what
category of readers is Paul set up as an exemplary pastor? The answer
to these questions depends on a detail in the text which might appear
trivial at first sight, which is why exegetes have not devoted much at-
tention to it. In Acts 28. 16, Luke specifies that on ‘our’ arrival in
Rome, Paul was allowed to ‘stay at his own place (���’ .���
́�) with
the soldier who was guarding him’. A similar specification returns un-
expectedly in the final summary: Paul ‘dwelt for two whole years at
his own expense ( � ���́�� �����́����) . . .’ (28. 30). Whatever the exact
sense of the rare term �����́�� – payment, and by extension rent, per-
sonal financial means66 – this note, in conjunction with the ���’ .���
́�
in verse 16, stresses the missionary’s material autonomy. The portrait
of the ideal pastor, which carried already an indication of the audience
(v. 30b) and the summary statement of the message (v. 31), is now com-
pleted by a technical point about the external condition of missionary
work.
In this miniature portrait of the missionary, in my view, Luke’s interest

in the perpetuation of the Pauline tradition of evangelism is manifest. One
can go further. The marked interest in the Pauline mission makes it clear

64 ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂ is a synthetic expression of the content of Paul’s preaching (Acts
19. 8; 20. 25) and the message of Jesus (Luke. 4. 43; 8. 1, etc.; Acts 1. 3). The Chris-
tological shift is remarkable if one compares 28. 31 and Acts 1. 3. J. Jervell is mistaken
on this point: ‘Die christliche Botschaft ist also eine durchaus jüdische Angelegenheit’
(Apostelgeschichte, 1998, p. 626).
65 The semantic ambivalence of ����́���, which is both juridical (the absence of

physical restraint) and theological (sign of the unstoppable action of God) has been shown
by D. L. Mealand, ‘Close of Acts’, 1990, pp. 583–97, see pp. 589–95.
66 C. Spicq decides with hesitation for ‘rent’ (Lexique théologique, 1991, pp. 1040–1).

D. L. Mealand has clearly opted for the technical sense ‘payment of rent’ (‘Close of Acts’,
1990, pp. 583–7). For more on this term, consult H. J. Hauser, Abschlusserzählung, 1979,
pp. 153–7.
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why this ending seems suspended in time. Around the 80s, when Luke
was writing, the memory of the apostle was celebrated in Pauline circles.
The groups of evangelists, who would go on to conquer the Empire, were
recruited in these Pauline circles. Luke, this great traveller and disciple
of the apostle to the Gentiles, fascinated by the founding of the com-
munuties, was clearly close to the evangelists of the Pauline tendency.
Maybe he himself was one. One indication could lead in this direction.
In contrast to the constant movement of the apostolic mission in Acts,
Paul in Rome remains sedentary; he does not go out to others, they come
to his house (v. 30b). Maybe he was under constraint? Maybe this new
sedentary mode of mission corresponds to the conditions of evangeliza-
tion in Lucan Christianity. Whatever the case, it is of the bearers of the
Pauline inheritance that Luke is thinking as he writes this final summary
throughwhich the narrative world rejoins the readers’ world.67 There was
no question of ending with a celebration of the past, however glorious.
The final image of Paul the evangelist, as Luke takes his leave, requires
reconstituting in the life of readers.

Conclusion: the power of the end

The end of a literarywork possesses a peculiar power over its readers. The
end of the book of Acts intrigues. However, it has become clear that
this enigmatic character does not result from the inability of exegetes
to discern the significance of the text. A rhetorical procedure attested
in Graeco-Roman culture, identified as ‘narrative suspension’, allows
the author of the Acts consciously to use silence and ambivalence in
composing the end of his monumental work. This surprising narrative
choice concretizes the theological challenge that the author of the Acts
has imposed on himself: to assign to Christianity the new place that
the Pauline mission has won for it – the Roman Empire – but at the
same time to lead Christianity back to its Jewish roots. This intention
is implicit in Luke’s management of the Pauline heritage. Luke wishes
to reinterpret the memory of the apostle’s martyrdom, by inverting the

67 It is not unimportant that the third and last ‘we-sequence’ in the book of Acts ends
precisely . . . in Rome (27. 1 – 28. 16), indicating that the entry into the imperial capital
was a collective entry of the apostle and his companions. Independent of the (hazardous)
presence of a source, the end of this sequence favours my hypothesis of Lucan interest in
the perpetuation of the Pauline mission. In the narrative, the ‘we’ points to the existence
of a group: are not the Pauline evangelists called precisely to identify themselves with the
historical group around the apostle? In this case, they are literally guided to Rome by the
narrative. (On this question see pp. 24–5.)
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structure of the expected trial (Acts 27–8), and to ensure the perpetuation
of his missionary work in the present.

An open programme

For Luke, Paul’s final theological debate with Judaism ends neither in the
cursing of Israel nor in a trivialization of its refusal.68 With the apostle’s
arrival in Rome, a new step is taken in the history of salvation, which
marks the failure of the hope for the conversion of the entire Jewish people.
However, the narrative is intentionally ambivalent, informedby a theology
which refuses to decide on the future of the relation between Church and
Synagogue. The same device of openness characterizes the final scene
of Paul evangelizing Rome (28. 30–1). This portrayal of the ideal pastor
points to the men and women, with Luke or close to him, who through
their missionary engagement, perpetuate the memory of the apostle to the
Gentiles. In this way, they were associated with the witness of the Risen
One ‘to the ends of the earth’ (1. 8) – a programme which remains open.
The summary offers an anticipation of it, as it waits to be reconstituted in
the life of the reader at the moment when he or she finishes the reading
of the book.

68The first position is held by J. T. Sanders, ‘Jewish People’, 1988, pp. 51–75 (the Church
breaks away from Judaism); the second is maintained by J. Jervell, People of God, 1972,
pp. 41–4 (the Church is the continuation of Israel converted to Christ).
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TRAVELS AND TRAVELLERS

When your eyes are sated with the spectacle of things above and
you lower them to earth, another aspect of things, and other-
wise wonderful, will meet your gaze. On this side you will see
level plains stretching out their boundless expanse, on the other,
mountains rising in great, snowclad ridges and lifting their peaks
to heaven . . . You will see the ships seeking the lands they ig-
nore; you will see that no enterprise rejects human audacity, and
you will be, in these attempts, both spectator and participant.

Seneca, To Marcia on Consolation 18, 4–7

One of the characteristics of the end of the twentieth century was the
extraordinary development of the travel industry: modes of transport,
communication channels and the tourist market. Travelling is no longer
the impossible dream. This revolution in mobility is not without paral-
lels in history. Of course, there was the fifteenth century with its great
maritime conquests (the Indies, America). Earlier, the crusades had stim-
ulated curiosity in the Orient. Another period, less known, but just as
influential in the launching of travel was the turn of the Christian era
in the Roman Empire. There are numerous indications which lead us to
believe that the Mediterranean populations of this period were fascinated
by travel.

An effect of globalization

Historians agree in describing the Roman Empire as a world in which,
everywhere, interest in unknownworlds, the development of themeans of
communication, and the stability assured by the Pax Augustana come to-
gether to intensify exchange.1 Land and sea routes are travelled especially

1 In addition toL.Casson’s classicwork,Travel, 1974, see alsoT.Kleberg’sHôtels, 1957;
G. Marasco, Viaggi, 1978; G. Camassa and S. Fasce, eds., Idea e realtà, 1991; J.-M. André
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by the professionals of travel seeking adventure and profit (soldiers, mer-
chants, artists, adventurers, peddlers, missionaries), and less frequently
by occasional travellers (cultivated intellectuals, tourists, sick persons
seeking healing). ‘The Roman Empire laws created a world-wide politi-
cal system of communication and trade.’2 Latin pragmatism and the Stoic
doctrine of the cosmopolis both contributed to this increase in travel and
to the effect of ‘globalization’ which followed at the turn of the Christian
era.
We should not exaggerate: in spite of facilitated conditions, travel re-

mained dangerous.3 Other than the professionals, few people travelled.
Yet this elitist character of travel favours it culturally, as the Greek novel
attests: because there is risk, travel is attractive. Lucian of Samosata
(second century) is a good witness to this mood: ‘The motive and pur-
pose ofmy journey lay inmy intellectual activity and desire for adventure,
and in my wish to find out where the end of the ocean was, and who the
people were that lived on the other side’ (Lucian of Samosata, A True
Story 1.5). What a wonderful invitation to travel!
It is likely that Luke himself was a traveller. Loveday Alexander has

attempted to reconstruct the ‘mental map’ of the author of Acts based
on his vocabulary of travel. She concludes, after examining the riches
of the maritime vocabulary and the frequent coastal references, that in
differentiation from Paul in his epistles, the narrator of Acts is familiar
with sea transport.4

The explosion of curiosity about unknown lands, which can be dated
from the third century BC, with its enlargement of the oikoumene un-
der the reign of the Ptolemies, generated the appearance of an impor-
tant body of travel literature. The discovery of hitherto unknown lands
and peoples, stimulated in the cultivated elite a taste for the foreign.
The intermingling of people, the cosmopolitanism of the great Mediter-
ranean cities, and the influx of non-Greeks into the ports made the
foreigner seem less dangerous. A way of viewing the world begins to
set in; the attraction of open horizons little by little takes over from
closed-mindedness, which for a long time had been associated with the

and M.-F. Baslez, Voyager, 1993. Useful compilation of texts by F. Meijer and O. van Nijf:
Trade, 1992. An echo of historians’ reflections is presented in B. M. Rapske, ‘Travel and
Shipwreck’, 1994, pp. 1–47.
2 J.-M. André and M.-F. Baslez, Voyager, 1993, pp. 165f.
3 Still at the beginning of the second century, Pliny the younger opposes the safety of

the ‘homeland’ to the ‘lodging of the quasi-traveller’ (Letters 6.19).
4 L. C. A. Alexander, ‘NarrativeMaps’, 1995; also by the same author: ‘ “In Journeyings

Often” ’, 1995, esp. pp. 25–31.
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Greek mindset.5 The social life of citizens (religious groups included)
became used to coexistence with ‘outsiders’. The Barbarian remained
an object of fantasy, but difference attracts and the taste for exotic ways
grows.
It is true that the Greek imagination had something to nourish itself

in the epic narratives of the Odyssey, which are just one long invitation
to the adventure of travel, and the fabulous descriptions of the Histo-
ries of Herodotus. The new literature that emerges in Graeco-Roman
culture (I shall return to this later) is made up of tourist guides for
the traveller, stories of travel, accounts of exploration, lives of itin-
erant wise men, and so on. Everything encourages us to think that
the Greek, the Roman or the Ephesian of the first century had aban-
doned the image of a closed society. The culture which nurtured the
authors and readers of the New Testament is steeped in the spirit of
travel.

Travellers in Luke’s writings

In no part of the New Testament is the reader more powerfully exposed to
the world of travel than in the works ad Theophilum. It is an understate-
ment to say that the author of Luke–Acts appreciates the travel theme. It
would be closer to the truth to speak of a Lucan obsession with travel and
travellers.
Already inLuke’s gospel (Luke 9. 51 – 19. 28),6 the importance given to

Jesus’ journey from Galilee to Judaea is unusual within the Synoptic tra-
dition. This long peregrination of the Lucan Jesus finds its counterpart in
the itinerary of the Pauline mission in Acts; the orientation towards Rome
covers a third of the narrative. Announced in Paul’s decision (Acts 19.
21), the choice of Rome as destination is validated by a vision in 23. 11
(‘Just as you have testified for me in Jerusalem, so you must bear witness
also in Rome’), confirmed during the storm (‘Do not be afraid, Paul; you
must stand before Caesar . . . ’ 27. 24), and fulfilled in 28. 14. Such a mir-
ror effect, from Jesus to Paul, is not theologically irrelevant for Luke’s
work. He shapes the fate of the disciple according to that of the Master

5 On the image of the foreigner in Greek culture and its transformation in the Hellenistic
period, see M.-F. Baslez’s, Etranger, 1984; and the contributions assembled in R. Lonis’
Etranger dans le monde grec, 1988–92.
6 The end of the central section of the gospel of Luke is not easily identified; between

19. 10 and 19. 48 many breaks have been proposed. I consider 19. 29–48 to be a transitional
passage, delaying the entry into Jerusalem by a series of approaches (19. 29, 41). On this
question, see A. Denaux, ‘Delineation’, 1993, pp. 357–92.
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and, in both cases, the voyage leads the hero to his death.7 From the point
of view of narrative strategy, this procedure of syncrisis8 indicates that
the author is able to confer on the travel motif a structuring function in
the narration.
His interest in travel reaches its fullest development in the second part

of the work ad Theophilum. Itinerancy is not limited to Paul. All readers
observe that the narrative world of Acts is peopled with travellers: the
pilgrims in Jerusalem for Pentecost (2. 9–11), the exiled members of
the Jerusalem community going from place to place (8. 4), Philip, the
evangelist of Samaria (8. 5), the Ethiopian eunuch on the road from
Jerusalem to Gaza (8. 26–8), Peter, who ‘went here and there’ (9. 32)
before disappearing from the narrative by going ‘to another place’ (12.
17), Aquila and Priscilla, emigrants from Rome to Corinth, where they
welcome Paul (18. 2–3), and many others. In brief, in Acts, the Word
travels and makes people travel.

A narrative theme of primary importance

Where does this Lucan fascination for travel and travellers originate?
However one answers the question of the sources of Acts, there is no
doubt that the author’s received traditions contained the travel motif.
Like the travels of Jesus, apostolic itinerancy was a fact of the tra-
dition. The first Christians had preserved the memory of an epic at
the beginning. But nothing obliged Luke to make this an omnipresent
theme of his narrative. The partial fading of the travel motif in the
apocryphal Acts of apostles (as we shall see later) proves that Luke
was not constrained to make geographical mobility a narrative theme of
utmost importance. The narrative fixation on travel is, then, the author’s
choice.
Inmy opinion, this Lucan emphasis accords with themarked interest of

Graeco-Roman society in those who travel. Contrary to the repeated affir-
mation that the travel theme emigrated from the Greek novel to the Acts
of the Apostles,9 I think that travel was a motif much more widespread
in Hellenistic culture and endowed with an astonishing range of conno-
tations. To explain the primordial role of the journey, it is not enough
to invoke Abraham’s nomadism (Gen. 12–13), the migration of Jacob’s

7 W. Radl has minutely compared Luke 9. 51 and Acts 19. 21–2 from the perspective of
a typological relationship between Jesus and Paul (Paulus und Jesus, 1975, pp. 103–26).
8 The rhetorical procedure of syncrisis has been presented in chapter 3: ‘The unity of

Luke–Acts: the task of reading’.
9 R. I. Pervo has popularized this idea in his brilliant work, Profit with Delight, 1987.
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sons to Egypt (Gen. 45–50) or the people of Israel’s wanderings in the
desert.10 The Israelites always feared the sea; they remember that Jonah’s
flight was a fiasco and hope that at the end of history, the sea will no
longer exist (Rev. 21. 1b). Nor is it sufficient to correlate Luke–Acts
with the Greek novel or the Lives of the philosophers. In the world of
the first century, the theme of travel constitutes a product for univer-
sal consumption, as is seen in the travel literature of this period. There
it becomes clear that the idea of travel does not evoke everywhere the
same expectations, the same voracity or the same fantasies. On which
fund(s) of imagination about travel does Luke draw when he portrays his
heroes as travellers? On which cultural representations does he graft his
text?
My query can be defined as historico-literary. I shall deliberately leave

aside genetic questions, for example, the origin of the ‘we-sequences’
(16. 10–17; 20. 5–15; 21. 1–18; 27. 1 – 28. 16)11 or the literary links
(which, in my view, cannot be found) between Luke and any Greek au-
thor. My intention is rather to situate the work addressed to Theophilus
within the Graeco-Roman culture of travel which both the author and his
readers inhabit. I wonder if, within this culture, one can identify patterns
of the travel narratives, preconstructed representations, which might have
inspired the author. One question progressively, during the course of my
research, imposed itself: did the author of Acts merely pander to the taste
of a readership fascinated by exoticism? Or did his theological instinct
prevent him from simply ‘surfing’ on a trendy theme?
The present study will begin by specifying the narrative function of

the journey theme in Acts. The second part will examine how the journey
motif fits literarily into Hellenistic culture; criteria will be established,
which will allow us to classify the abundant Graeco-Roman travel litera-
ture.12 The third step will be to indicate the cultural matrix that animates
the Lucan representation of the journey. The conclusion is on the memory
of travel.

10 So J. J. Navone, ‘Journey Theme’, 1972, pp. 616–19. He remarks with pertinence:
‘the pervasive character of the journey motif in Luke–Acts is one of the more intriguing
aspects of Luke’s theology’ (p. 616). The journey motif does not appear frequently in the
writings of Hellenistic Judaism: see the journeys of Tobias in Tobit 6–7; 10–11, or of Joseph
in Jos. Asen. The same scepticism is found in A. Denaux, ‘Old Testament Models’, 1997.
11 With regard to this question, which scholars have not satisfactorily resolved, compare

the contrasting views of J. Wehnert, Wir-Passagen, 1989, and S. E. Porter, ‘We-Passages’,
1994. I have put forward a narrative approach in chapter 1: ‘How Luke wrote history’ (see
pp. 24–5).
12 This aspect of my study is much indebted to the discussions and the friendly collabo-

ration of Claude Calame of the Faculté des Lettres of the University of Lausanne. I mention
this interdisciplinary exchange with much gratitude.
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The narrative function of travel in the book of Acts

In his gospel, Luke narrates a journey (9. 51 – 19. 28). This is what
A. D. Baum calls an ‘integrated subgenre’, a secondary element allied to
the overall genre of the gospel.13 In Acts, on the other hand, the author
has given the role of a literary macro-structure to the journey motif. What
I want to point out is that the journey is not only a recurring theme in
the narrative, but it exercises a structuring and unifying function in the
plot of the book of Acts. This macro-structure is signalled throughout the
narrative by six indications.
First indication: Acts 1. 8b. The proleptic function given in the narra-

tive to the promise of the Resurrected One confers on the geographical
itinerary the value of a narrative programmme: ‘you will be my wit-
nesses in Jerusalem, in all Judaea and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth’. Witness and journey come together here, one being the media-
tion of the other. Clearly, the goal indicated (the 4����
� ��̂� ��̂�) is not
Rome, where the Lucan narrative ends;14 but the narrator has carefully
reoriented the itinerary of Paul’s mission in the direction of Rome, from
19. 21. Note that a similar rupture occurs in Luke 9. 51, where the geo-
graphical destination indicated for Jesus’ journey (Jerusalem) is coupled
with an objective that overlaps it: the ���́��3��, that is, the elevation of
Jesus at the Ascension (see Acts 1. 2, 11, 22; same word in 10. 16).15 The
suffering to come already comes within the horizon of the exaltation of
the Lord.
Similarly, the declaration of the Risen One in Acts 1. 8b takes on an

‘eschatological’ dimension, since it goes beyond the Roman conclusion
of the narrative by assigning to the Christian mission the task of going
to the end of the earth. The Lucan narrative fits into this project, which
remains open in the eyes of Luke, and for which the first period of the
Church offers a partial and paradigmatic fulfilment. It is important to
note here that, at the threshold of the narrative of Acts, the reader learns
that the status of witness is linked to an itinerary which can be called
limitless.
Second indication: the recurring link between mission and itinerancy.

The link presented in Acts 1. 8b is repeated throughout the narrative.

13 A. D. Baum, Lukas als Historiker, 1993, pp. 178–98.
14 I have argued for a non-confusion between the promise of the Resurrected One in

Acts 1. 8b and the geographical programme of Acts: see my article ‘Magic and Miracles in
the Acts of the Apostles’ (forthcoming).
15 On the ambivalent reading of ���́��3��, see above pp. 50–1, and E. Mayer’s

Reiseerzählung, 1996, pp. 69–89.
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Every missionary call is linked with an indication of movement: Philip
in Samaria (Acts 8. 4–5, 26, 40); the vocation of Saul (9. 15, 28); Peter
(10. 20, 23); Saul and Barnabas (11. 25–6); Paul and Barnabas (13. 2–4);
the second missionary journey of Paul (15. 36–40); the last missionary
journey of Paul (19. 21; 20. 22–3; 23. 11; 27. 24). A close examination
shows that the link between missionary witness and itinerancy is
embedded by the narrator in even the slightest details: Saul’s conversion
stops the apostle on the road to Damascus (9. 3a), then sets him back
on the road (9. 8b, 25); the decisive meeting of Peter and Cornelius,
orchestrated by God, creates coming and going between Caesarea and
Joppa (10. 8–9, 17, 20, 23–5).
Third indication: the plurality of the travellers. Rosa Söder has noted

that, in distinction from the apocryphalActs of apostles, where the interest
of the narrator is fixed on a personality and his travels, the journey theme
in Acts is distributed among several characters.16 It is only in chapter 13
that Paul and his companions, then Paul alone, become the exclusive
vehicles of the mission. The narrative of Acts is not devoted to only one
travelling hero; for Luke, to receive the call to spread theWord is to move
and to cover territory.
Fourth indication: the itineraries. In distinction from the apocryphal

Acts of apostles, where the motif of travel is of minor interest, and where
the literary function seems essentially to connect the episodes,17 the
journey in the plot of Luke’s Acts plays a very important role. Some-
times the author almost completely obscures the idea of movement, as in
Acts 2–7 (the golden age of the Jerusalem community) and in Acts 24–6
(Paul is immobilized in the fortress in Caesarea), while, on the other hand,
he frequently focuses on a journey and makes mobility the very theme
of the narrative; this procedure comes in brief passages that function like
summaries.18

16 R. Söder, Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten [1932], 1969, p. 50.
17 R. Söder is wrong at this point. She attributes a constitutive role to the journeymotif in

the apocryphalActsof apostles: ‘nimmtman sie heraus, zerfällt die ganze übrigeGeschichte’
(Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten [1932], 1969, p. 36). Differently from the Greek novels
where the journey is a necessary ingredient in the plot, the heroes of the apocryphal Acts
travel little (Acts of Peter 5; Acts of Thomas 3; 16–17; 68–71), or travel plays only a weak
role (Acts of Paul; Acts of Andrew; Acts of John). See J.-D. Kaestli’s criticism in F. Bovon
et alii, Actes apocryphes, 1981, p. 64.
18 1. 8b (from Jerusalem to the extremity of the earth); 9. 1–9 (from Jerusalem to

Damascus); 11. 19–20 (from Jerusalem to Antioch); 13. 4–6 (from Antioch to Cyprus);
13. 13–14. (from Cyprus to Antioch in Pisidia); 14. 21–6 (from Lystra to Antioch); 15.
3–4 (from Antioch to Jerusalem); 15. 41 – 16. 1 (from Antioch to Lystra); 16. 4–12 (from
Lystra to Philippi); 17. 1, 10, 14–15 (from Philippi to Athens); 18. 18–23 (from Corinth to
Ephesus); 19. 21–2 (fromEphesus to Jerusalem); 20. 1–6 (fromEphesus toTroas); 20. 13–16
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A remark made by Martin Dibelius permits us once more to stress:
the text of Acts presents a multitude of geographical names that have
no repercussions on the narrative development, but only indicate the
itinerary.19 This is the case with, for example, 20. 13–15: ‘We went ahead
(	�
�́�������) and set sail (���́������) for Assos, intending to take Paul
on board (�����,�́����) there; for he had made this arrangement to go
by land (	�*��́���) himself. When he met us (���,�́���) in Assos, we
took him on board and went toMitylene.We sailed (�	
	��́�����) from
there, and on the following daywe arrived opposite ((�������) Chios. The
next day we touched at (	���,�́�����) Samos and the day after that20

came toMiletus.’ A reading of this passage shows the extent and diversity
of Luke’s travel vocabulary, especially in his use of maritime language
(here and 20. 6; 21. 1–3; 27. 1–44; 28. 11–13). This richness has no par-
allels in the novelistic literature of travel. The conclusion must be that
inscribing the apostolic mission in the geography of the Empire takes on
for Luke an importance that faithfulness to his sources and the necessity
for narrative transitions, do not, by themselves, explain.
Fifth indication: the realism of the journey. Scenes of farewell, depar-

ture, meeting, choice of land or walking itineraries, stayovers, length of
the journey, composition of the group of travellers, entry into cities, lodg-
ing conditions, navigational technique, behaviour in the face of dangers
at sea – all these concrete parameters of travel unfold in the narrative of
Acts. It is no exaggeration here to see the decision of the author, who
could have excluded these travel details as Paul of Tarsus did in his epis-
tles.21 Wemust give Luke credit for interest in and (practical?) knowledge
of travel customs.
Sixth indication: the precedent in salvation history. It is noteworthy

that after the geographical stability of the first six chapters of Acts, in

(from Troas to Miletus); 21. 1–8 (from Miletus to Caesarea); 21. 15–17 (from Caesarea to
Jerusalem); 23. 31–3 (from Jerusalem to Caesarea); 27. 1–44 (from Caesarea to Malta); 28.
11–15 (from Malta to Rome). To this inventory, one can add 14. 22, where the distress of
the itinerant missionary is interpreted theologically (also see 9. 16 after 9. 15).
19 M. Dibelius, Studies in the Acts, 1956, p. 199. L. C. A. Alexander has taken up the

toponomy of Acts in ‘Narrative Maps’, 1995, esp. pp. 46–8.
20 The manuscript D carries: ‘after remaining at Trogyllion’.
21 To be convinced, and by examining only the Pauline section of Acts, it is enough to

compare the restraint of the apostle concerning his travels (1 Thess. 2. 17 – 3. 5; Phil. 4.
10–16; 2 Cor. 7. 5–7; 13. 1–3; Rom. 15. 22–9) with several passages of Acts: 20. 36–8;
21. 5–7, 12–14 (farewells); 13. 4; 16. 6–12; 19. 21; 20. 2–3, 13–15 (itinerary choices); 19.
21–3; 20. 6, 16; 28. 12 (stopovers); 20. 6, 15 (length of travel); 13. 4; 20. 3–6 (composition
of the group); 18. 1–3; 21. 8–10 (lodging conditions); 27. 1 – 28. 13 (nautical technique). A
detailed comparison of Pauline and Lucan toponymics can be found in L. C. A. Alexander’s
‘Narrative Maps’, 1995, pp. 20–2 and 31–45.
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Jerusalem, the impulse to mobility is set going by a persecution related to
Stephen’s martyrdom (7. 54 – 8. 4). But what is contained in the speech
of Stephen which exasperated the Sanhedrin? Stephen offered a reading
of the history of the fathers, from Abraham’s call to leave his country to
Solomon’s construction of the Temple via the sojourn in Egypt and the
Exodus (7. 2–53). The continuous theme of the discourse is none other
than the wandering of the people led by their God; it culminates in the
prohibition on localizing God ‘in houses made with human hands’ (7. 48;
cf. 49–50). In other words, from the point of view of the plot, Stephen’s
speech gives theological legitimacy to the itinerancy of Christianmission.

I have noted six indications that signal the narrator’s interest in travel as
such: the programmatic significance of 1. 8b, the link between witness
and travel, the plurality of the travellers, the thematizing of movement,
the attention paid to the realia of travelling and the anchoring in salvation
history. The encompassing and recurrent character of the journey motif
indicates that we have here a literary macro-structure, which places travel
at the very core of the plot. To be specific, the book of Acts is not a
‘travel narrative’, but a narrative of the apostolic praxeis, whose witness
to Christ is unavoidablymediated by itinerancy. The reader of Acts knows
that the Master, between Galilee and Judaea, provided the model for this
journeying.
However, if we compare Philip’s itinerant mission (8. 5, 26, 40) with

Saul’s conversion on the Damascus road (9. 3) or the documented pre-
cision of the itineraries, we notice that the use of the travel motif draws
on a wide variety of significations and symbols. From what domain of
significations does the author of Acts draw? Furthermore, can we define
a literary genre of ‘travel narrative’?

Images of travel in Graeco-Roman culture

Homer and Herodotus powerfully informed the Greek imagination con-
cerning the journey. If the historian of Halicarnassus is recognized as the
father of Hellenistic historiography and ethnography, Homer’s work in-
contestably played the role of archetype in Greek travel literature. On the
one hand, theOdyssey offers the first literary declaration of a (fictional)22

travel narrative. On the other hand, the use of Homeric poetry as a school

22 The debate about the historicity of the Homeric journeys began in antiquity. Strabo,
in the prolegomena to his Geography (1.2.9), mentions the polemic on this subject by two
Alexandrian geographers, Eratosthenes and Hipparchus (‘As a skilful artist which melts
with gold and silver, so he [the poet] added to the true peripateiai a fabulous element’). On
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manual in antiquity guaranteed the perpetuation of the model up to the
Christian era. As the oldest and best-known writing, how does the epic of
Ulysses function as a model? One can already detect here the ingredients
that will orient the subsequent literature and explain readers’ interest in
travel narratives.
(a) The Homeric text presents long geographical descriptions (Strabo will give

Homer the title, ‘the first geographer’); but this geography has a social or, rather,
anthropological objective.23 The main intention is not to describe the places, but
to present the manners and customs that allow readers to situate themselves by
differentiation. Exoticism fits into this perspective on identity. The image of the
other provides an image of oneself.
(b) The narrator’s point of view is always situated; it is from his categories and

his value system that the other is evaluated and judged.24

(c) The journey to the edge of the world (the eschatiai) gives rise to a reflection
on civilization. In the face of barbarian extreme, the Greek traveller is led to
question himself concerning the progress and deficiencies of his own culture.25

(d) The Odyssey sets in place the structure of the nostos, which is a circular
journey. In this case it is the heroes’ return home from the war of Troy. This
structure of the return home is found in the Greek novel which will add to it the
motif of separation; love takes on the role of the compulsion to be reunited.
The descendants of Homer turn out to be numerous. The geographical

dimension is taken up in the form of travel itineraries (the Periplus),
while Porphyry and the Pythagoreans submit the Homeric text to an
allegorical reading (the journey of the soul). The exploration narratives
are clearly modelled on Herodotus. Historians and poets commemorate
the era of the founders of colonies. In the biographies of their masters, the
great philosophical schools (Platonic, Pythagorean, Cynic) cultivate the
initiatory value of itinerancy. There is no Greek novel that does not tell
of the travels of its heroes.26 Finally, in the Roman period, the attraction
of the far distant creates a flow of literature, where there is in various
proportions amixing of the data at the writers’ disposal, the power of their
imagination, and their personal memories. The travel motif becomes the
bearer of strong symbolic connotations, which deal with the discovery of

this subject see G. Chiarini, ‘Nostoi e labirinto’, 1985, pp. 11–35; S. Saı̈d, ‘Homère’, 1992,
pp. 5–83.
23 I draw on the pertinent remarks by C. Jacob, Géographie, 1991 (‘L’Odyssée apparaı̂t

ainsi comme l’un des textes fondateurs de l’anthropologie grecque . . . ’), quotation p. 30.
24 When he comes to the island of the Cyclops, Ulysses announces to his companions

that he will ‘go and find what manner of people live here. Are they violent and barbarous,
without justice? Or are they hospitable and godfearing?’ (Od. 9.172–6).
25 On the island of the sun (Od. 12.260–453), it is Ulysses’ companions who behave as

savages, massacring the sun god’s cattle, which then brings down the anger of the gods on
them, materialized by a storm from which only Ulysses escapes.
26 For further detail, see below pp. 241–6.
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the other, the quest for knowledge, the flight of the imagination and the
course of life.

How to classify?

Can we classify this proliferation of literature, which deals, in various
ways, with the travel theme? We have already understood that the Greek
novel exercises no monopoly over this theme. Frankly, none of the at-
tempts to identify a literary genre which could be called ‘journey narra-
tive’ have succeeded.27 The most we can do is to follow Thornton, who
proposes to differentiate between travel journal, travel chronicle and travel
narrative (Reisetagebuch, Reisebericht, Reiseerzählung).28 This classifi-
cation is made according to the degree of literary elaboration. Fragments
of travel journals have come down to us, such as the journal of Theo-
phanus, dated between AD 317 and 323, which relate, in a terse manner,
itineraries, halts, distances covered and purchases of the group.29 It is not
out of the question that the author of Acts had access to such a document,
which could be called a proto-narrative, about Paul’s expeditions. Beyond
this rawmaterial, the chronicle is a more elaborate narrative, written after
the trip either to preserve the memories or to act as official archives; the
Periplus of Hanno the Carthaginian on the coast ofWest Africa, probably
from the sixth century BC, is one of the oldest preserved. The third group
(and here we see the limitation of the proposed classification) comprises
all the literary uses of the travel motif (real or fictive).
My proposition is to adopt as the criterion the function accorded in the

writing to the travelmotif, which leads to a taxonomyof six categories: the
itinerary, the founding of a colony, the journey of exploration, the novel-
istic journey, the itinerancy of the philosopher and the path of initiation.
These six encompass all of Graeco-Roman literature about travel. The
order adopted implies a degree of decreasing materiality, and, symmet-
rically, an increasing order of symbolization; it leads from cartographic
inventory to the journey of the soul.

27 See K. Berger, ‘Hellenistische Gattungen’, 1984, pp. 1274–81; from the same author,
Formgeschichte, 1984, pp. 276–7. The absence of any formal criterion is also striking in
A. D. Baum, Lukas als Historiker, 1993, pp. 155–77.
28 C. J. Thornton, Zeuge des Zeugen, 1991, pp. 295–9. His classification allows a dis-

tinguishing of the Periplus (second category), but groups all the rest of the literature in a
third group.
29 L. C. A. Alexander drewmy attention to this text published under the title P. Ryl. 616–

51 in Catalogue of the Greek and Latin Papyri in the John Rylands Library Manchester,
C. H. Roberts and E. G. Turner, eds., IV, 1952, pp. 104–57. The document is commented
on by L. Casson, Travel, 1974, p. 177, pp. 190–3.
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(a) The Periplus. At a practical level, the Periplus describe itineraries,
while thePeriegeseisoffer the equivalent of tourist guidebooks.30 Theold-
est are from Ctesias of Cnidus (fifth century BC) and Eudoxus of Cnidus
(fourth century BC), and the most famous is the Description of Greece
by Pausanias (second century BC). These practical guides written for the
traveller leave little space for feelings. Their aim is pragmatic. The reader
is educated by ethnographic notes or reminders of history. The coastal
Periplus of the Greeks find their counterparts in the Itineraria romana,
the routes known from the first century onwards. Initially, they were to
help travellers and merchants, indicating the main roads and stopovers;
but, during the Empire, they were destined for a growing public of arm-
chair tourists, who used these guides to give themselves an imaginary trip
around the Mediterranean.31

(b) The founding of colonies (‘ktiseis’). Whether the colonization is
of political-religious order or whether it takes the form of a military
expedition, the foundation account harks back to the pioneers who were
at the origin of the apoikia (migration). Troy, Carthage, Thera, Cyrene,
Taranto are among the cities whose founding accounts commemorate
the circumstances of the separation from the motherland (often a social
tension),32 and especially the action of the gods in leading the colonists
in their enterprise.33 There is a process of ‘hero-making’ at work in this
rereading of the past, where myth and history intertwine and fact and
legend interweave.34

(c) The journey of exploration. A curiosity for new worlds and an ap-
petite for discovering unknown customs are at the origin of the narratives
of exploration. The classic point of reference is Herodotus of Halicar-
nassus and his Historiae. The perspective adopted is ethnographic, not
to say ethnocentric; for if these writings have the merit of contextual-
izing foreign cultures (Egyptian, Libyan, Mesopotamian, etc.), reality
is perceived through a Greek/Barbarian dualism which structures the
world-view.35 Christian Jacob speaks of a ‘rhetoric of alterity’ to de-
scribe Herodotus’ manner of shaping the singularity of non-Greek usages

30 See G. Marasco, Viaggi, 1978, pp. 85–91; M.-F. Baslez, Etranger, 1984, pp. 255–60.
A good overview of this literary genre can be found in O. A. W. Dilke,Maps, 1985, esp. in
his chapter 6.
31 Aelius Aristides, a second-century orator, offers a good example of travel through

reading in his Oratio XLIV.
32 See F. Trotta, ‘Madrepatria’, 1991, pp. 37–66, esp. pp. 43–4.
33 Documents gathered by F. Létoublon, Fonder une cité, 1987.
34 Hero-making and symbolization through narrative have been analysed by C. Calame

in his remarkable study, Mythe et histoire, 1996.
35 See the remarks of M.-F. Baslez, Etranger, 1984, pp. 254–60.
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in his ethnographic description.36 In reaction to this, from the second
century BC, several non-Greek writers borrowed the literary genre es-
tablished by Herodotus in order to present their own culture and its past,
exploiting this literary form to their own advantage and with apologetic
aims.37

Agartharchides of Cnidus (second century BC), with his periplus
Events in Europe, Events in Asia, and On the Erythraean Sea, is a good
example of this exploration of alterity, where observation gives place
to the fantastic as soon as it approaches the eschatiai.38 There, at the
extreme of what we call narratives of exploration, we can place the nar-
ratives of utopian journeys where attraction of the imaginary asserts it-
self. Among these pioneers of science fiction, we find Euhemerus of
Messena (around 300 BC) and his wonderful island of Panchaea, where
the Greek gods live like humans; at the same period, Hecateus of Abdera
imagines his enigmatic Hyperboreans and Jambulus recounts his fictive
expedition to the seven islands of the sun; the romance of Alexander
draws on the journey of Onesicritus to India to encounter the wisdom of
the Gymnosophists; around AD 180, Lucian of Samosata offers a pas-
tiche by editing his pseudo-‘True Story’.39 Originating in the philosoph-
ical tradition (Plato and Atlantis), this utopian novel quickly acquires
a social-critical dimension, using the fictional narrative to describe
truly alternative societies.40 The favourite destination of these utopian
voyages is the island on which the traveller (preferably shipwrecked)
disembarks.41

(d) The novelistic journey. It is understandable that comparative liter-
ary studies began by comparing the work ad Theophilum and the Greek
novel. For in the novel, as in Acts, travel is an indispensable ingredient

36 Géographie, 1991, pp. 64ff.
37 I mention Berossus and his Babyloniaka, Manethon and his Aigyptiaka, and the histo-

riographers of Hellenistic Judaism (Demetrius, Artapanus, Eupolemus and Josephus). On
this subject, see G. E. Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition, 1992.
38 See below, pp. 251–2, the example taken from the description of the pillage of the

Ichthyophagi in the treatise On the Erythraean Sea.
39 Plato, Timaeus 24e–25d; Critias 113d–121c. Onesicritus: see Strabo, Geography

15,1,63–5. Euhemerus and his Sacred Record; see Diodorus Siculus, Historical Library
5. 41–3. Jambulus: see Diodorus Siculus, ibid., 2. 55–60.
40 On the utopian literature, which constitutes a novum in the Hellenistic travel litera-

ture, see H. Kuch’s study, ‘Funktionswandlungen’, 1989, pp. 52–62. C. Mossé, ‘Utopies
égalitaires’, 1969. R. Villgradter, F. Krey, eds., Utopische Roman, 1973, esp. pp. 45–68.
41 An example of this enthusiasm for utopia: the popular story called ‘Account of

the Shipwreck’ (also called ‘The Island of the Serpent’), as originally from Pharaonic
Egypt, where the shipwrecked man is instructed by a god-serpent about divine myster-
ies and magical practices (published by E. Lefebvre, Romans et contes égyptiens, 1949,
pp. 29–40).
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in the narrative plot. It is the journey that separates the heroes, furthers
their quests and orchestrates the final reunion, as we see in Chariton’s
Chaereas and Callirhoë, Achildes Tatius’ Leucippe and Cleitophon or
the Aethiopica of Heliodorus. Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe is an excep-
tion, because the journey is interior.42 By showing how the hero survives
in a hostile world, the novel joins the daily experience of the reader and
offers a place of identification. The travel novel is close to the narrative of
exploration, especially in its geographical digressions,43 even if its mo-
tivation for movement is not the same: travelling serves the quest of the
hero, whomust overcome trials inflicted on him, most often by Destiny.44

Nevertheless, the two categories share a taste for the exotic and the ca-
pacity to broaden the reader’s horizon of experience; both participate in
a form of cultural expansionism.45 Travel functions here as a resonance
chamber for human existence: as a factor that separates the heroes, it also
makes their reunion possible, as embodied in the inevitable happy ending
expected by the reader.46

(e) The itinerancy of the philosopher or the missionary. ‘It was typ-
ical of a philosopher or miracle-worker to be itinerant.’47 Rosa Söder’s
statement corresponds to the picture given by the first missionary are-
talogies and the Lives of philosophers: philosopher and healer are itin-
erants. Whether it be Pythagoras described by Iamblichus or by Dio-
genes Laertius, or Apollonius of Tyana related by Philostratus, both
practised the nomadism of sages. Actually, their itinerancy has more
than one function: on the one hand, it is an instrument in their quest for
knowledge; and on the other hand, it allows the diffusion of their doc-
trine and the implementation of their miraculous abilities.48 Even more

42 On the Greek novel, in addition to the classical studies of E. Rhode and B. E. Perry,
see the excellent collective work plublished by H. Kuch, Antike Roman, 1989; B. P.
Reardon, Courants littéraires, 1971, pp. 309–403; T. Hägg, Novel in Antiquity, 1983;
N. Holzberg, Antike Roman, 1986; R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 86–114; M.
Fusillo, Naissance du roman, 1991; F. Létoublon, Lieux communs, 1993; G. F. Schmelling,
ed., Novel, 1996.
43 P. Grimal shows that, differently from the exploration narrative, the novel does not

describe the barbarian world, but uses it as a narrative framework in order to contrast with
it the Hellenism of the heroes: ‘Formation’, 1992, p. 14.
44 The role of the religious in the novel has been studied (in a minimalistic sense) by I.

Stark, ‘Religiöse Elemente’, 1989, pp. 135–49.
45 This expression comes fromA. Billault,Création romanesque, 1991, p. 284; concern-

ing the journey, see pp. 191–9.
46 Following H. Kuch, the ‘happy end’ was ‘jedenfalls gattungsverbindlich schon für die

Reiseromane aus der Anfangsphase des Romangenus. Von weiter und gefärlicher Fahrt, auf
die sich die Autoren begeben haben wollten, kehrten sie alle ohne Ausnahme wohlbehalten
zurück’ (H. Kuch, ‘Funktionswandlungen’, 1989, p. 76).
47 R. Söder, Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten [1932], 1969, p. 35.
48 So M. Sassi, ‘Viaggio’, 1991.
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fundamentally, itinerancy becomes an ideal where the alterity and the
freedom of the sage is asserted to the world. A symbolism is announced
here that my last category will develop: the initiatory significance of the
journey.
(f)The path of initiation. Themetaphorization of the path49 is exploited

by the authors for whom movement becomes an image of the search
for the True and the Beautiful. The erotic quest is diverted here into a
philosophical register and becomes a desire for truth. It seems that this
symbolism of the path goes back to Hesiod (Works, 287–8), who poses
the duality of the flat path leading to evil and the difficult path leading
to virtue. Following this line of symbolism, we find Pindar and his rich
metaphor of the path50 or Theocritus, whose Seventh Idyll allegorizes the
scenario of the journey in the name of a poetry of inspiration. The final
point of this trajectory is the celestial journey of the visionary and the
transports of the soul.51

The interest of this taxonomy is to bring clarity to the vast field of sig-
nifications in Hellenistic literature from which the travel theme draws.
However, one must keep in mind that the six categories mentioned above
are not entirely distinct from each other. A partial overlapping has ap-
peared between narrative of exploration and the novel; the same could
be said of philosophical itinerancy and the path of initiation. When the
author of the Acts of Andrew and Matthias (a second-century apocryphal
narrative) relates the journey of his heroes to the country of the cannibals,
he exploits both the taste for the exotic, cultivated by the utopian journey
of exploration, and the attraction to adventure stimulated by the novel.
Nevertheless, the classification adopted shows that the travel motif

is perceived in various ways according to the literary corpus that uses
it, whether it constitutes the theme of the account (our first categories)
or the frame of the action (last categories). The Periplus respond to
the material needs of the traveller. The narrative of founding a colony
invokes the conquest of unknown lands and cultural expansion. In the
narrative of exploration, travelling awakens curiosity for the exotic. For
novel readers, the journey is a synonym for risk and the quest for hap-
piness. For the Lives of the philosophers, travel fits into the perspective

49 On the symbolic connotations of the path in Greek literature, the best study remains
O. Becker’s Bild des Weges, 1937. See also B. Snell, Découverte (1946), 1994, pp. 315–31.
50 O. Becker, Bild des Weges, 1937, pp. 50–100.
51 C. Kappler differs by proposing to include all accounts of heavenly voyage in the

definition of apocalyptic. C. Kappler, ed., Apocalypses et voyages, 1987. For the gnostic
trajectory, see K. Rudolph, ‘Gnostische Reisen’, 1994, pp. 493–503.
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of communication of knowledge. Finally, the path may be a place of
initiation.

The semantics of the journey in the book of Acts

To which field of the imagination of the journey is the reader of Acts
invited? I shall formulate at once the result to which my examination of
the Lucan narrative has led me: the semantics of journey that emerges
from Acts does not coincide with any of the categories mentioned above.
In other words, the author of Acts can, certainly with different emphases,
nevertheless draw widely from the whole of the ‘journey’ theme as it
is deployed in Hellenistic culture. The journey is therefore a polyvalent
theme in Acts. This is not surprising if one remembers the role matrix
that the Periplus of Ulysses played in Graeco-Roman culture. Ulysses’
journeys express different facets of the theme, which Greek literature will
take up more selectively later: exploration, cultural expansion, danger,
initiatory quest. Yet Ulysses’ itinerancy is not that of a philosopher, but
of a human.52

This result must now be established in detail.

The narrative of Christian conquest

The first analogy suggested by comparing the travel literature and the
book of Acts concerns the narratives of the founding of colonies (the
ktiseis). At first sight, the dissemination of the Word from Jerusalem and
the colonization of a region from a city correspond to close, if not similar
themes. The care the author of Acts takes from 19. 21 onwards to point the
itinerary toward Rome, the unrelenting progression of the narrative in this
direction from23. 11, and the dramatization of the final voyage (27. 1 – 28.
13) reveal that Rome represents the goal of a strategy of missionary con-
quest.We should remember that, if the decision goes back to Paul (19. 21),
it obeys the vocation received at Damascus (9. 15). As for the completion,
the ending of Acts is eloquent: the apostle prisoner can proclaim there the
,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂ and the Lord Jesus Christ (28. 31a); the universality
of his audience (	�́���� �
�̀� ���	
���
��́�
�� 	�
̀� �+�
́�, 28. 30) is
the pledge, in the eyes of Luke, of another universality, still to come, the
Christian universality.53 The prediction heard at Damascus about Paul’s
vocation to the Gentiles is fulfilled (cf. 9. 15 and 28. 28).

52 This point of view is defended by P. Scarpi, Fuga, 1992, pp. 150–215.
53 I have defended this reading above, pp. 223–4 and 227.
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Numerous affinities

However, the correspondence with narratives of the founding of a colony
go far beyond thematic affinity. F. Trotta has identified six traditional mo-
tifs in founding narratives:54 (1) the reasons for leaving (often a ���́���,
social tension between two groups); (2) the search for a leader who main-
tains good relationswith themotherland; (3) the consultation of an oracle;
(4) the preparations for departure; (5) the journey; (6) the disembarkation
(reconnaissance of the region and conflict with the native population).
Trotta stresses the decisive role of the third motif: consulting an oracle is
an obligatory step in any colonizing enterprise.55 It can take the form of
permission to leave, of a saying to be interpreted in the right manner, or
of a precise indication of the site to be colonized. Without this oracular
direction, the expedition is destined to fail. For proof, we can cite the fate
of Dorieus. Herodotus tells of his misadventures, after landing in Libya
without having asked at Delphi for the help of Apollo.56 The historian of
Halicarnassus, in both of his two divergent versions of the founding of
Cyrene by Battus and his companions (Histories 4.145–58), underlines
the decisive role of the oracle of Delphi.57

The crucial narrative function of the oracle of Delphi in Herodotus’
text has been clearly brought out by Claude Calame: ‘In the course of the
Herodotian narrative, the oracle contributes in some way to determining
the action. It is the oracle that orients the action by assigning it a goal
and a limit.’58 In semiotic language, Apollo assumes the position of ‘Dis-
patcher of the action’ and the head of the colonial expedition becomes
the ‘operating Subject’. Pindar59 subscribes to this position in his lyric
narration of the foundation of Cyrene (the colonial expedition fulfils an

54 ‘Madrepatria’, 1991, pp. 43–50.
55 For what follows, see ibid., pp. 45–6.
56 Histories 5.42. Dorieus, son of the king of Sparta, but excluded from the throne, goes

to Libya to found a colony under the direction of guides fromThera. But he has not consulted
the oracle of Apollo in Delphi. For Herodotus, this explains the fact that the Spartans, after
having ejected the natives, are forced to go home after two years.
57 Herodotus relates successively a version from Thera, where the invitation to found

a city in Libya is formulated by the Pythia on the occasion of a sacrifice in Delphi, then
a version from Cyrene, more social, according to which the colonization was entrusted
to the bastard Battus when he went to consult the oracle of Delphi about his stuttering.
See C. Calame, ‘Mythe, récit épique et histoire’, 1988, pp. 107–16. On the same subject:
J. Kirchberg, Funktion der Orakel, 1965, pp. 51–8.
58 ‘Mythe, récit épique et histoire’, 1988, p. 120. From the same author, see Mythe et

histoire, 1996, pp. 145–53. Another analysis of the Herodotian mantic is in E. Lévy, who
insists on the responsibility of the individual in the interpretation of the oracle (‘Devins et
oracles’, 1997).
59 Pythian Odes IV, see V and IX.
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oracle of the Pythia, which itself fulfils a prediction ofMedea); but Pindar
specifies that the Pythian oracle was �+�
́���
� (Pythian Odes IV.60),
that is, it was spontaneously emitted, anticipating the whole project of
colonization.
In the book of Acts, the narrative function of divine predictions is no

longer in need of demonstration (1. 8; 1. 16; 9. 15–16; 13. 2; 16. 6–10;
21. 11; 27. 25; etc.).60 Two nocturnal revelations reaffirm the divine will
concerning Rome as the destination (23. 11; 27. 24). But if one looks
again at the six traditional motifs identified by Trotta, it appears that the
end of Acts puts them all in place. (1) Departure: it is provoked by a
conflict between Paul and the Jewish authorities (21. 17 – 25. 12). (2) The
leader: Paul, the Damascus road convert, incarnates the theological link
between Judaism and Christianity. (3) The oracle: divine revelations play
a role similar to that of the Pythian oracle, except that their interpretation
is not disputable from the narrator’s point of view. (4) The preparations
for the journey: they are briefly mentioned (27. 1–2). (5) The journey is
related at great length in 27. 3–44. (6) Disembarkation: the welcome in
Rome is ambivalent: positive on the part of the ‘brothers’ (28. 14–15),
negative on the part of the majority of the Jewish delegation (28. 24).

Acts 16

Acts 28 is not the only section of the narrative concerned with such
a correspondence. The similarity is evident if we examine in detail the
narrative of the evangelization of Philippi (16. 6–40). The journey follows
an internal crisis of the church (15. 5–21), whose resolution is concretized
in the sending out of Paul and Silas (15. 22–41). The preparations include
the choice and the circumcision of Timothy (16. 1–3). The destination is
announced by a triple divine intervention (16. 6–9), concluded by a vision
given to the leader and requiring interpretation (16. 10). Then there is a
brief description of the journey (16. 11). The entry into Philippi (16. 12),
Alexander the Great’s capital, represents the first Pauline breakthrough
into mainland Greece.61 After the conversion of Lydia, which can be
compared with a fourth intervention of God (‘The Lord opened her heart
to listen eagerly to what was said by Paul’, 16. 14b), the ‘conflict with the
natives’ breaks out when the apostle exorcises the slave-girl. The crisis,

60 See J. T. Squires, Plan of God, 1993, pp. 121ff.
61 Neither the geopolitical importance of this expedition nor the irony of the ‘inverted

colonization’ in this emblematic city would have escaped the Greek reader: from Asia
Minor to mainland Greece, this is the inverted trajectory of the apoikia that Paul and his
companions follow.
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dragged into the marketplace (16. 19), results in the imprisonment of
the missionaries and their miraculous deliverance.62 Is not the church in
Lydia’s house, where Paul and Silas take leave of the ‘brothers’ (16. 40),
comparable to a colony? If so, we cannot repress the impression that the
narratives of the founding of a colony function in the background of the
episode as a preconstructed model especially directed to the reader.

The ending of Acts

Finally, one gets the impression that, as in the accounts of ktiseis, Luke at
the end of his book (28. 16–31) recounts howChristianity freed itself from
its birthplace, Jerusalem, in order to acquire its new place, the Empire, as
concretized by its capital. This literary pattern leads us to understand the
definite orientation of the narrative in the direction of Rome.However, the
traditional model of founding narratives is modified. Luke’s geography
is theological: Rome is not a colony, but the new centre of diffusion
for the Gospel. The welcome of the ‘brothers’ (28. 14–15) replaces the
native hostility, the role of refusal having passed to the Jewish delegation
that met the apostle. Paul’s statement in 28. 28 signals that after this
repeated refusal by Judaism, a page turns in Christian evangelism; but
relations with the ‘mother religion’ (in absence of a mother land) are not
yet terminated.63

A novel of adventure and exploration

Richard Pervo has skilfully compared the Acts of the Apostles and an-
cient novels as narrative entertainment. His argument relies on the similar
literary and rhetorical procedures used in both: juxtaposition of scenes,
suspense, burlesque, pathos, humor, irony, and so on.64 Danger at sea is
a subject appreciated by Greek novelists and their readers,65 and Luke
was not insensitive to this; he did, however, prefer the storm (ch. 27)66 to
attacking pirates, which was another success of the novel genre.

62 The various aspects of this captivating scene cannot be dealt with here. I. Richter
Reimer brings together the two figures of Lydia and the slave-girl under the theme of the
liberation ofwomen (Women, 1995, pp. 175–94).H. J.Klauckhas analysed the confrontation
to pagan religiousity (Magie und Heidentum, 1996, pp. 77–87). On the reasons for this
exorcism, see my article ‘Magic and Miracles in the Acts of the Apostles’ (forthcoming).
63 Concerning the opening of the ‘Israel file’, at the end of Acts, see pp. 221–6.
64 R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 12–85.
65 See F. Létoublon,Lieux communs 1993, pp. 64–5, pp. 175–80 andA.Billault,Création

romanesque, 1991, pp. 195–97.
66 Among the novels: Aethiopica V.22.7; V.27.1–7: Leucippe and Cleitophon III.1–5;

Satyricon 114–15; Chaereas and Callirhoë. III.3 The model can be found in the Odyssey
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Where Pervo is not convincing is in his attempt to classify Acts under
the label (unknown in antiquity) of ‘historical novel’;67 for the procedures
he highlights are not absent from Graeco-Roman historiography, and
they do not provide a pertinent criterion of distinction from historical
monographs. I shall pursue this point in order to show how the narrative
of Acts differs from the novelistic journey and is closer to the narrative
of exploration developed by geographers and Hellenistic historians. My
demonstration deals with three points.

The realism of the journey

The first point is Luke’s realism in narrating the journey. This is shown
concretely in the precision of the itineraries and the often detailed expla-
nation of themeans of travel. I have already noted this. Such documentary
care is completely alien to the Greek novel, which only mentions such de-
tails for the sake of their narrative potential; its concern for verisimilitude
is weak. Yet if we turn to the apocryphal Acts of apostles, we immediately
perceive that they follow the track of the novel; I have already pointed
out the virtual absence of the journey motif from the Acts of Peter, Acts
of Thomas and Acts of John.68 As for the Acts of Paul and Thecla, brief
notices69 allow us to understand that movement is not a motif that the
author has narrativized. Furthermore, differently from the canonical Acts,
it is impossible to reconstruct geographically the route of the apostle in
this writing.
Leucippe and Cleitophon, the novel of Achilles Tatius, offers a fasci-

nating parallel to the shipwreck narrative in Acts 27: the same narrative
tension, the same use of nautical jargon to increase the pathos of the
scene, the same happy ending for the hero of the account (III.1–5). In a
more compact style, Luke is as gifted as a Tatius. However, this (unique)
parallel a contrario draws attention to the itineraries in the Acts of the
Apostles that are less narrativized. What can be concluded about Luke’s

Book 5 (narrator) and Book 7 (taken over by Ulysses). For a detailed comparison, motif by
motif, between Acts 27 and the Greek novel, see S. M. Praeder, ‘Narrative Voyage’, 1980,
pp. 227–56.
67 R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 115–35. I have defended this critique in

chapter 2: ‘A narrative of beginnings’ (see pp. 28–9).
68 See above, p. 237, n. 17.
69 These accounts are extremely concise, without comment on or even description of the

movement: Titus ‘followed the royal roadwhich leads to Lystra’ (Acts of Paul 3); Paul ‘came
into Antioch’ (26); Thecla ‘left for Myra’ (40); Thecla ‘went to Iconium’ (62). Itinerancy
serves as a loose link between the scenes which, beyond geography, can be read separately
without problem.
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writing? Such a concern for documentary precision is clearly closer to
the Periplus and the narrative of exploration than to the novel. The con-
cern with detail and the credibility of the narrative signal the intention of
historiographical documentary.
As to the origin of the Lucan documentation, one may hesitate. If we refuse to

make Luke an eyewitness of the events he recounts,70 we might think of the au-
thor’s experiential and book-learned knowledge of travel; or, according to Roland
Barthes’ formula, should we speak of a literary construction with an ‘effet de réel’
(realistic effect)? Whatever the origin, the theological effect of this documentary
concern should not be neglected: it indicates a positive relationship with Roman
society, which is translated into a confidence (not without criticism)71 in its in-
stitutions, a knowledge of the efficiency of its network of communication, and
the possibilities of movement it offers. Luke is content to present a world where
travel is possible, wherewords and people circulate, where in spite of the risks and
thanks to the providence of God, missionaries arrive safely at their destinations.
It is in this world that Christianity, which is only at the beginning of its expansion,
is encouraged to live and to spread in all directions.

Attraction to the exotic

The second point ofmydemonstration is attraction to the exotic.72 Several
scenes in Acts clearly lend themselves to an interest in the exotic, which
the literature of exploration had planted in the minds of its readership.
Agartharchides’ treatise,On the Erythraean Sea73 provides a good example of

theGraeco-Roman readership’s attraction to the eschatiai. During his periplus, the
author descibes the tribe of the Ichthyophagi (Photius 449a.30–451a.46;Diodorus
3.15–22), a clan that has ‘neither cities, nor fields, nor the basic rudiments of
technical imagination’ (Photius 448b.31).
The absence of socialization, together with the adoption of animal pos-

tures, indicates a state of primitive humanity for the Greek mind. ‘They go
about entirely naked as do their women; procreation of children is done in
common, like herds of cattle’ (Diodorus 3.15; Photius 449a.25–6). ‘Besides
the physical perception of pleasure and pain, they have not the least no-
tion of good and evil’ (Diodorus 3.15,1–2; Photius 449a.31). Evidently, for
Agartharchides, the clan of the Ichthyophagi corresponds to the golden age,
before the arrival of civilizing heroes; but this golden age is described with

70 This view is still maintained by B. M. Rapske, ‘Travel and Shipwreck’, 1994.
71 R. J. Cassidy has (too) forcefully demonstrated this point in his study, Society and

Politics, 1987.On the problematic of relationswith theEmpire, see chapter 4: ‘AChristianity
between Jerusalem and Rome’.
72 This point has been brought out by R. I. Pervo, Profit with Delight, 1987, pp. 69–72.
73 The text is transmitted by Photius, Bibliotheca, 441a–460b and by Diodorus Siculus,

Historical Library 3.11–48. On the author, see A. Dihle, ‘Hellenistischen Ethnographie’,
1962; H. Verdin, ‘Agartharchide de Cnide’, 1990; C. Jacob,Géographie, 1991, pp. 133–46.
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envy, because it has a consciousness of happiness that civilization no longer
possesses. ‘Whereas the way of life we are used to consists as much in the
superfluous as in the necessary, the Ichthyophagi of whom I have spoken
have excluded . . . all that is useless, and they lack nothing necessary’ (Photius
451b.11ff.).
This is a beautiful expression of the Hellenistic nostalgia that is often present

when historiographers describe the lands and the people of the ends of the earth.
On these geographical borders, we can say that we are also at the borders of
narratives of exploration and literature of utopia.
Let us return to the narrative of Acts: several accounts evoke the magic

of the borders. Themeeting of Philipwith theEthiopian eunuch (8. 26–40)
echoes, for the reader, the wonders of Ethiopia and the court of Candace.
The baroque scene at Lystra (14. 11–18), where Barnabas and Paul are
confused with Zeus and Hermes (whom the crowd acclaims in the Ly-
caonian language! 14. 11), corresponds to the astonishment of the Greek
tourist faced with the strange customs of Barbarians.
The height of the picturesque is reached in 28. 1–10, on the isle of

Malta (an island is the favourite location of utopian novels). The Mal-
tese (explicitly called ,�́�,��
� by the narrator, v. 2) welcome Paul
and his shipwrecked companions; faced with the miracle of the viper
that spares the apostle, they cry out: ‘he is a god!’ (28. 6). Differently
from the episode in Lystra (14. 14–15), Luke does not correct the false
confession of the Maltese. Why this difference? In my opinion, Luke
plays on the strangeness of the location. The narrative function of the
episode, within the plot of Acts 27–8, is, on the one hand, to sanc-
tion the innocence of the apostle as shown by the saving of the ship,
and, on the other hand, to prefigure the welcome Christian missionar-
ies receive in distant lands.74 While the delegates of the Jews err (28.
24–5), the reaction of the islanders, aberrant in its formulation, is cor-
rect in its attitude; in their categories, they perceived that the apostle
was a medium of the divine.75 Luke here connects with the contem-
porary attraction for remote lands, the borders, the ends of the earth.
Is this not the lure already active in the programmatic statement in 1.
8b? In this sense, the episode in Malta anticipates, in a narrative man-
ner, the 4����
� announced in 1. 8b as the limit of the missionary
witness.

74 See above pp. 218–19 and 253–4.
75 Surprisingly, modern tourists visiting Malta are shown the cave where Paul stayed

during his evangelization of the Maltese. Luke’s account of the journey to the eschatiai has
been transformed into a founding narrative . . . which witnesses to the permeability of the
travel literature!
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The geographical itinerary of Acts

My third point is the geographical itinerary of Acts. As I have said, the
novel inherits the structure of the Homeric nostos: the resolution of the
plot entails the reunion of the lovers and their return home. Luke–Acts,
however, does not offer the circularity of a return to Jerusalem. If the
itinerary of Peter brings him back to the holy City (Acts 15. 7–11), Paul’s
route moves the centre of the Word towards the West. The ending of the
work ad Theophilum is left open, its geographic movement indisputably
centrifugal:76 from Jerusalem (Luke 1–2; Acts 1) to Rome (Acts 28),
the displacement is irreversible, geographically as well as symbolically.
The break with this constitutive feature of the novel is clear, even though
it is not out of the question to think that Rome, henceforth, represents
for Luke, the new ‘house’ that Christianity is called to inhabit. Yet the
consonancewith other corpora (narratives of exploration and the founding
of colonies) is only the more apparent.

In summary, three characteristics emerge that bring together Acts and
the narratives of exploration: there is the documentary concern, the ten-
dency to utopian escape when the narrator describes the border lands,
and the geographical movement of the narrative. Structurally, Luke thus
rejoins the tradition of the ethnographic narrative in the shadow of
Herodotus.

Itinerancy, the claim to universality

What is the function of itinerancy in the Lives of ancient philosophers?
At the end of a study, in which she outlines the quest for knowledge
attached to theoria (the observation of things), Maria Sassi develops, in
a captivating manner, the theme of universality linked to the nomadism
of the philosopher.77 Since he is no longer a citizen of one place, the
wandering sage is a citizen of the cosmos. The Cynics (Diogenes of
Sinope) developed this status of the sage as cosmopolitès, members of the
universal homeland (cf. Plutarch, Lives of Illustrious Men 1. 6). Socrates,
in the Republic (496c), claims that exile is a condition for engaging in
philosophy freely. As a citizen of nowhere, the philosopher can be the
messenger of a wisdom destined for all.
Can the itinerancy of the apostles in Acts be compared with that of

the Cynics or the Pythagoreans? At one point, their itinerancy converges

76 Here I rejoin a remark of L. C. A. Alexander, ‘ “In Journeyings Often” ’, 1995, p. 23.
77 M. M. Sassi, ‘Viaggio’, 1991, pp. 27–8.
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with that of the wandering sages: the claim to universality. Going back
and forth across Asia and Greece, profiting on land and sea from the
protection of their Lord, themissionaries of theGospel bear witness to the
widespread power of their God. It is not a status of exile that brings them
universality, but the never failing protection of the God they proclaim.
The ,�����́� �
�̂ ��
�̂ that the Christian missionaries preach (8. 12; 19.
8; 20. 25; 28. 23, 31) reaches out to the whole world, which means to
the borders of the Roman Empire. The area they cover in the book of
Acts bears witness to this territorial claim. It is clear that the author of
Acts is not indifferent to the instrument of propaganda that the network
of roads and maritime routes represents. To travel is to claim a territory
for the Word.78 To travel, to speak to all, concretizes the revelation given
to Peter: ‘I truly understand that God shows no partiality’ (10. 34).
The figure of the wandering philosopher forces us back to the Lucan Jesus in

order to understand how the expression ‘travel narrative’ (Reisebericht), applied to
Luke 9. 51 – 19. 28 (if I am notmistaken) first by Schleiermacher, is inappropriate.
Strictly speaking, the Jesus of the third gospel does not travel. Luke wishes
to describe him as an itinerant sage, in the manner of the Hellenistic masters,
but not as a traveller, in the manner of Paul and the missionaries of Acts. This
is proved by the impossibility of reconstructing Jesus’ geographical itinerary
(Wellhausen concluded Luke’s geographical incompetence)79 and the author’s
emphasis on the journeying of the master rather than on the destination of his
journeys.80

The path, a course of initiation?

The metaphor of the path is abundantly present in Greek literature, as
the image of a crossroads (Hesiod or the fable of Prodicus), or as a place
of inspiration (Pindar) or further, as a path of initiation (Theocritus).81

The metaphorization of the path is also widespread in the world of reli-
gions; within Hellenistic Judaism, Philo uses it in an ethical as well as a
soteriological manner.82

78 V. K. Robbins defended the idea of the Lucan claim to an ‘area of activity’ in the
Empire for Christianity (‘Mixed Population’, 1991). But I am inclined to think this claim
was less symbiotic and more aggressive, as D. R. Edwards holds in his article in the same
volume: ‘Surviving the Web’, 1991.
79 J.Wellhausen,Evangelium Lucae, 1904, p. 46. The only episodes clearly localized are

9. 52–6; 18. 35–43 and 19. 1–10. D. P. Moessner has drawn attention to the hiatus between
the form and content of the ‘travel narrative’ (Lord of the Banquet, 1998, pp. 14–20.
80 Cf. 4. 43 and the Christological use of 	
���́����� in 9. 51, 53, 56, 57; 13. 33; 17. 11;

22. 22.
81 See the bibliography in note 49 above.
82 W. Michaelis, art. 7�
́�, 1967, pp. 42–65; on Philo, pp. 60–5.
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Does Acts work with an initiatory concept of the path? The text that
comes tomind is Paul’s conversion atDamascus (Acts 9). Four indications
could tend in this direction.
Firstly, the narrative expressly mentions that Saul was on the road

( � ��̀ ��̃% 	
���́�����, 9. 3); his travelling companions are literally co-
travellers (���
���́
����, 9. 7). This emphasis is maintained in the two
autobiographical repetitions by Paul in 22. 6 and 26. 13.
Secondly, the narrative composition of the sequence in 9. 1–30 asserts

a reversal of Saul’s status within an unchanged geographical course. Saul
goes to Damascus to bring the disciples he would have captured (9. 1–2)
to Jerusalem. After the epiphanic shock on the road to Damascus, Saul
indeed returns to Jerusalem (9. 25–6). However, his status is reversed:
the enemy of Jesus has become his zealous disciple; the persecutor has
become persecuted; the tormentor of the disciples has made disciples
himself (9. 25a: 
� �������̀ �+�
�̂). The road to Damascus was a place
of radical change, giving the ex-Pharisee a new identity.
Thirdly, for the first time in Acts, the absolute use of 7�
́� to designate

the Christian Way emerges (9. 2; cf. 19. 9; 22. 4; 24. 22). Perhaps this
link is not accidental.
Fourthly, in its recurrence within the book of Acts (cf. Acts 22 and 26),

Saul’s conversion on theDamascus road plays a theologically crucial role.
It allows Luke to mark the continuity between the old and the new people
that God assembles, and to affirm that God himself is at work in this new
direction of salvation history. In the manner of the Lives of philosophers,
it also allows a remembrance of the mysterious events by which Saul of
Tarsus became the apostle to the Gentiles, object of veneration within the
Pauline movement in which Luke is situated.
Finally, in Acts 9, the hints of a symbolism of a path of initiation are

veryweak. However, it is probable that, given its presence in the culture, it
has infiltrated the reception of the text during the centuries of reading. But,
it is important to note that Paul’s initiation is not that of Apollonius; the
latter consists in the confirmation and deepening of a (neo-Pythagorean)
wisdom already acquired; the divine wisdom of Apollonius is acquired,
for the narrator, from the beginning of the book and the philosopher’s
famous visit to the hill of the Brahmans (3. 11–16), the climax of his
journey to India, leads him to verify what he already knows.83 On the

83 ‘ “And what do you think we know more than yourself?” “I”, replied the other, “con-
sider that your lore is profounder and much more divine than our own; and if I add nothing
to my present stock of knowledge while I am with you, I shall at least have learned that I
have nothing more to learn” ’ (Philostratus, Life of Apollonius of Tyana, 3.16, translation
F. C. Conybeare, in the Loeb Classical Library, 1949).
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other hand, Paul’s initiation does not result from a progressive acquisition
of wisdom, but from a powerful act of Christ that overcomes him and
reverses his destiny.

Conclusion: the memory of a time when the Word travelled

The narrative world of Acts is peopled by travellers. The choice to make
the itinerancy of the apostles (which is traditional) a narrative theme
of the utmost importance is a decision of the author of Acts. We can, I
think, imagine that Luke is familiar with sea travel and used to coastal
itineraries, delighting in describing the ambiance of travel, its departures
and arrivals, its trips, its farewell and reunion scenes.Writing in aGraeco-
Roman society where travel was cherished, in reality or by reading, he
exploited all the potentialities of this theme for his readerswhowere eager
for adventure. Already in Luke’s gospel, Jesus takes on the characteristics
of an itinerant sage.
In fact, at this time, the journey was a widespread motif in a vast field

of literature, from the practical guides for travellers (the Periplus) to the
Lives of wandering philosophers, passing by way of the narratives of
exploration and founding of colonies. The path also lends itself to the
symbolism of the path of initiation. Certainly, the Greek novel does not
hold amonopoly on the travel theme; furthermore, it is with the narratives
of exploration and the founding of colonies, that the Acts of the Apostles
has its closest ties. Here, travelling becomes, by turns, the vector of a
missionary strategy, or the assertion of a reconnaissance of the Roman
Empire, or the occasion of a claim to universality, or even, on the road to
Damascus, the place of a founding experience.
However, it is probable that Luke is the witness to a practice in decline.

The end of Acts leaves the reader with a description of a sedentary Paul
in Rome (28. 30–1). The ministries that appear promising for the future
of Lucan Christianity are those highlighted in the Pastoral epistles, elders
and deacons; the time is near when the Didache will cast a shadow over
the itinerant prophets. Therefore, Luke celebrates the memory of a time
when theWord circulated andmovedmen andwomen toward one another.
It was a time when witness was allied with the magic of far-off lands.
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